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Preface

This book, a companion volume to my earlier book Foundation Engineering,exclusively deals
with the structural design of reinforced concrete foundations. Both these books are meant as

textbooks for undergraduates and postgraduates students of civil engineering specializing in
Geotechnical Engineering and Structural Engineering. As the book explains the fundamental
principles of the subject and the field practice, practising engineers will also find it very useful
for a better understanding of the subject.

From my long years of experience in teaching, both Geotechnical Engineering and Struc¬
tural Engineering at all levels, Ifeel that it is better for the students to learn the above two

aspects of the same subject as two separate courses, even though they have to be combined
together in actual practice. This has prompted me to write two separate textbooks on the twin
aspects of the same subject.

My aim, as in my other textbooks, is to explain the principles involved so that it will be
helpful for the young teachers to prepare their lectures, and the students to revise the lessons.
Accordingly, the book is presented as lecture oriented, each chapter dealing with only one topic
to be covered in one lecture in the classroom. In many cases, in order to reduce the volume of
the book, examples have not been completely worked out as model designs. However, in all
cases, the principles involved have been fully explained. Similarly, though many pieces of
software are available for foundation designs, I have not included them in the book. After
studying the basics, it will be easy for anyone to use the software and also check the results of
the software output by conceptual methods of calculation. This aspect is very important in
present-day education as there is a growing tendency among engineers to do all their design

xix



XX Preface

only through software without using conceptual methods to verify the results. This practice can
lead to failures in civil engineering practice, with disastrous consequences, and should therefore
be avoided.

1 have also emphasized in this textbook the importance of being conservative both in design
(dimensioning) of the foundations and strictly following the standard practices of detailing the
reinforcements. This aspect is very important for many reasons, of which the following are very
important:

• Foundations, compared to superstructure, are very difficult to modify or repair once they
have been completed.

• In contrast to the exactness with which we can estimate the forces acting on the super¬
structure, the forces that we assume in our design to be acting on foundation structures

can be very different from the actual forces acting on them due to the following two

reasons. Firstly,we assume the soil deposit under the foundation is homogeneous. This
is far from true. Secondly, in conventional design we assume the foundations are rigid,
neglecting their relative flexibility with respect to the soil on which they rest. This is
also not really true in the field in many cases.

Many topics such as pile foundations, well foundations stone columns are not included in
this book as they have been fully explained in the companion volume, Foundation Engineering.
However, topics such as beams on elastic foundation have been repeated in this book to make
the students aware of the importance of the role of rigidity of foundation structures in their
design.

Iwill be happy if students, teachers and professionals find this book interesting and useful.
Any constructive suggestions to improve the contents will be highly appreciated.

P.C. Varghese
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Foundation Structures

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Structures constructed below the ground level are called substructures. They are generally
divided into the following three groups:

• Foundation structures

• Retaining structures

• Other special systems such as tunnels, diaphragm walls, and buried pipes.

In this book, we will deal mostly with the first two groups.
Foundation structures transfer all the loads that come on the superstructure to the ground.

These loads can be either vertical loads such as live and dead loads or horizontal loads such
as wind loads and earthquake loads. Retaining structures are built to retain earth as in the case
of basement of buildings. Foundation structures are themselves divided into the following
subdivisions:

• Shallow foundations

• Deep foundations

• Special foundations

Shallow foundation can be of two types:

• Various types of footings

• Grids and rafts

1



2 Design of ReinforcedConcrete Foundations

Deep foundation can be of three types (see Chapter 15):

• Piles

• Piers

• Caissons

While piles are flexible members that bend under lateral loads, piers are rigid structures that
undergo rotation under lateral loads. Caissons are usually those piers built under water using
pneumatic pressure devices.

Special foundations are used for special structures such as transmission towers, cooling
towers, and chimneys.

The geotechnical design of foundation (e.g. calculation of bearing capacity of soil, and
also that of piles, and wells) is usually dealt with in books on Soil Mechanics, which is a part
of Foundation Engineering [1]. In this book, we deal mainly with the structural design of
commonly used foundations (e.g. footings, rafts, pile caps, and basement) for supporting
superstructures.

1.2 RIGIDAND FLEXIBLE FOUNDATIONS

Structures such as footings can be assumed to settle uniformly under a central concentrated
load. Hence, if we assume that the ground reaction or contact pressure is proportional to
deformation (the Winkler theory), the contact pressure will be uniform under the foundation.
(However, we know that the elastic stress distribution under a rigid footing in clay or sand is
not uniform even though at ultimate stage it tries to even out.) In certain calculations, we often
make the assumption that the shallow foundations are rigid and the contact pressure is, therefore,
uniform.

In reality, the soil pressure under a foundation depends on the rigidity of the foundation
structure itself with respect to the foundation soil and, in many cases, the foundation structure
we use may not be fully rigid. This soil structure interaction can be studied by modern theories
[2], [3]. We will deal with its elementary principles by a study of "beams on elastic foundation"
described in Chapter 22.

1.3 LOADSAND THEIR EFFECTS

The dead and live loads are gravity loads assumed to act vertically down. The effect of wind,
earthquake, earth pressures, etc. is to produce horizontal loads. The effect of these vertical and
horizontal loads can be divided into three groups:

1. Vertical loads that pass through the centre of gravity (CG) of the foundation. These
can be assumed to produce uniform contact pressure under a rigid foundation.

2. Vertical loads that act with eccentricity. These also produce vertical loads and
moments in the foundation and are again balanced by varying vertical reactions on the
base of the foundation. Only vertical loads have to be balanced.

3. Vertical forces with horizontal forces such as wind load producing moments. These
have to be balanced by vertical reactions. In addition, as different from the second



Foundation Structures 3

case, the horizontal forces have to be balanced or resisted by the corresponding
horizontal reactions such as friction between foundation and ground or by passive
earth pressure.

Thus, foundations of retaining walls and those of tall buildings resisting wind and
earthquakes have to be designed against sliding and stability also. This difference in action

should be clearly understood in our analysis offoundations.

Wind

/

L-UIijjJ
(b) (c)(a)

Figure 1.1 Loads and reaction from the ground (ground pressure) under rigid column
footings, (a) Uniform vertical reaction due to a central load, (b) Linearly varying
vertical reaction due to eccentric vertical load producing additional moment,
(c) Linearly varying vertical reaction and also horizontal ground reactions due to
vertical load and horizontal loads such as wind loads.

1.4 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The foundation is to be designed keeping the
following conditions in mind:

1. All the applied vertical and horizontal
loads on the structure should be
resisted by foundation pressure,
which does not exceed the safe
bearing capacity of the soil.

2. The foundation should have adequate
safety against sliding, overturning, or
pull-out under the influence of the
external loads.

3. The total settlement and the
differential settlement of the structure
should be within limits.

We should be aware that non-uniform
pressure under the foundation in compressible
(clay) soils can lead to the long-term effect of
tilting of the foundation in clay soils. Hence it

\/w'
-©

-©

-~ZK- -72T

Figure 1.2 Tilting of compound walls built in
clay soils due to non-uniform found¬

ation pressure: (?) Property line,

(2) Compound wall, (3) Moment
produced by eccentricity of vertical

load, and (4) Non-uniform loading

of foundation.



4 Design of ReinforcedConcrete Foundations

is very common in compound walls built in clayey soils with eccentric load on foundation to

tilt from the vertical after a length of time as shown in Figure 1.2. Thus, it is better to use short
piles and grade beams for compound walls in clayey soils.

1.5 GEOTECHNICAL DESIGN

The problems of safe bearing capacity, total settlement, differential settlement, and so on are
discussed in books on Soil Mechanics f 1]. In this book, we restrict ourselves to structural design.

1.6 EMPIRICALAND EXACT METHODS OF ANALYSIS OF
FOUNDATIONS

Traditionally, because of the high indeterminacy offoundation problems, foundation analysis
was mostly carried out by elementary or approximate methods of calculations and their design
based on the theory of reinforced concrete. These calculations for analysis and design can be
carried out by simple hand calculators. However, of late, more exact and theoretical methods
of analysis based on soil-structure interaction have been evolved. All of them require not only
correct soil parameters but also use of modern computers. However, a good estimation of the
properties of the varying soils under foundation is rather impossible, and this considerably
limits the application of these theories in real practice. However, such an analysis can give us
a good indication of the nature of soil reaction, which can be used in our design.

The knowledge of the existing empirical methods of analysis, which we will be dealing
in this book, instead of the theoretical soil-structure interaction methods, will be valuable to

foundation engineers in three ways. First, in many simple cases, they can be directly used for
construction. Second, they will serve as quick and good methods for initial estimation of the
cost and comparison of the economy of the different types of foundations for a given
situation. Third, they serve also as simple checks for the complex computer generated
solutions. Such checks are always recommended whenever we use computer methods for
structural solution.

This book principally deals with these approximate methods of analysis and design. More
modern information dealing with soil structure interaction (which should be always used along
with extensive soil investigation to get realistic soil parameters) is available in advanced books
on the subject [2], [3]. Complex foundations can be designed by such methods. These methods
become necessary only when we deal with highly complex situations. Also, as explained in
Sec. 1.8, what we should aim for is a safe and conservative design.

1.7 DESIGN LOADS FOR FOUNDATIONS

Limit state design, according to IS 456-2000, is the method to be followed in India for the
design of reinforced concrete members. According to this method, the structure has to be
designed for different limit states which can be broadly classified into the following two

groups:
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• Limit state design of serviceability such as settlement and deflection

• Limit state of collapse or failure

The following load combinations are prescribed by Table 18 IS 456-2000 (Table 1.1 given
below) for these two separate limit states. There are four combinations for limit state and three
combinations for limit state of serviceability.

TABLE 1.1 Load Combination for Limit State Design (IS 456, Table 18)

Load combination Limit state of collapse Limit state of serviceability

DL + LL 1.5 (DL + LL) DL + LL

DL + WL 1.5 DL + 1.5 WL DL + WL
0.9 DL + 1.5 WL

DL + LL + WL 1.2(DL + LL) + 1.2 WL DL + 0.8 LL + 0.8 WL

DL—Dead load, LL—Live load, WL—Wind load, EL—Earthquake load
{Note: When considering earthquake loads, we replace WL by EL)

1.8 RECOMMENDED APPROACH TO STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF
FOUNDATIONS

We should always remember that our approach to design of foundation structures should be
much more conservative than that of the design of a superstructure. In many cases of foundation
design, we do not know the exact properties of the soil under the foundation. In most cases we
assume that the structure is rigid and that the ground pressures are uniform. Soil deposits are
never uniform with depth and may vary in the same site from place to place. Thus, many of
the design assumptions that we make may not be true in the field.

Another important consideration is that any defect in a foundation is much more difficult
to rectify than a defect found in the superstructure. Again, the considerations that we should
give for the design of a foundation of a temple or church, which is to last many years, should
be different from those we will give for a residential building. We must always be aware of the
environmental conditions of the foundation and the likelihood of corrosion of steel by chlorides
and deterioration of concrete by sulphates. Proper care should be taken not only for strength but
also for durability. All these will need a conservative approach. In addition to the above general
considerations, there are many other special considerations in detailing of steel in foundation.

As we are not sure of variation of soil conditions and the relative rigidity of our
foundations, it is difficult to be sure about the reversal of moments. Thus, the conventional
placement of steel as in beams and slabs may not provide for reversal of moments that may
happen in foundation structure. Thus, we should always place some steel on both sides of
members in all foundations.

Because of the above and other limitations, we should always check the sizes of members
we get from our theoretical design with respect to the conventional size of members generally
used in practice. Similarly, the amount of steel we get in our design should be checked with
the conventional type of layout used in practice.
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This section has been incorporated to draw the attention of designers to the necessity of
giving extra consideration and being conservative in the design of foundation structures. We
should always provide a strong foundation that will never fail. This is especially true nowadays
when earthquake considerations require us to provide for very strong superstructures. Even
though there are a number of case histories of failures of superstructures due to earthquakes,
there have been very few cases of foundation failures due to earthquake, except those where
the soil around failed due to liquefaction or other reasons. There are soil failures and not
structural failures. Our aim should be to build foundations that are always stronger than the
superstructure under all conditions.

1.9 SUMMARY

Many types of foundations are used in civil engineering structures. However, we must realise
that foundations are very important part of a structure, and it is very difficult to rectify
foundation defects once they occur in design or construction. We also know that it is difficult
to estimate the exact soil properties of the foundation soil. Hence, we should always have a
conservative approach in design, detailing and construction of foundation structures. The need
for conservatism in the design of foundations should be always borne in mind.
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2
Review of Limit State Design

of Reinforced Concrete

2.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, a brief summary of the Limit State Design of Reinforced Concrete Members,
as recommended by the latest Indian Code IS 456-2000 for the design of reinforced concrete

members is given. This method is now being followed all over the world also. Only a brief
account of the method applicable to the members of foundation structures is given in this
chapter. More details of the subject can be obtained from textbooks on Reinforced Concrete [1].

Limit state design means designing the structure for many limit states such as durability,
deflection, cracking, and stability, in addition to ultimate strength. Design with reference to the
limit state of ultimate collapse is discussed in detail here while other limit states are dicussed
in brief. The structure is generally designed by ultimate strength consideration; the other limit
states are generally considered by empirical methods and by detailing. For example, for limit
state of durability, the mix to be adopted (w/c ratio) and the cover to be provided depends on
the environment. Deflection is usually covered by span/depth ratios. Cracking is controlled by
detailing of reinforcement such as minimum ratio of steel and spacing of steel.

2.2 ULTIMATE STRENGTH DESIGN

For strength calculation, we use ultimate strength design of a section with suitable factors of
safety. First of all, the loads used for design should be the factored loads. In IS 456, we use

7
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the same load factor for live loads (LL) and dead loads (DL). The following combination of
live and dead loads is specified in IS 456, Table 18.

Factored load = 1.5DL + 1.5LL (IS Code)

(For other combination of loads, see Sec. 1.7 and Sec. 3.2).
In codes of other countries, the load factors used can be different for DL and LL. Thus,

in the British Code, it is as follows:

Factored load = 1.4DL + 1.6LL (BS Code)

Usually, IS values give larger loads than BS values. A single factor is also more convenient to
use in design calculations. Limit State Design of foundations involves checking with respect to

the following six aspects.

1. Safety against environment. This is ensured by choosing a proper cover. Usually, a
75-mm clear cover is chosen for all foundation structures when cast directly on the
ground. However, in India most foundations are cast on a blinding lean concrete 1:4:8
50 mm thick. In such cases we need to design for a cover of 50 mm only. The IS 456-2000,
CI. 26.4 requirements for cover are shown and described in Figure 2.1. The cement

content, w/c ratio and strength to cater for the various environments have been specified
in Table 5 IS 456-2000, as follows (Table 2.1).

TABLE 2.1 Requirements for Different Exposure Conditions with Normal Weight
Aggregates of 20 mm (Table 5 IS 456-2000) for Superstructures

Plain cement concrete Reinforced cement concrete

Exposure Min Max Min Min Max Min
condition cement w/c ratio grade cement w/c ratio grade

content (M) content (M)

(kg/cm3) (kg/cm3)

Mild* 220 0.60 — 300 0.55 20
Moderate 240 0.60 15 300 0.50 25
Severe 250 0.50 20 320 0.45 30
Very severe 260 0.45 20 340 0.45 35

Extreme 280 0.40 25 360 0.40 40

*For description of the five levels of exposure conditions refer to IS 456-2000 Table 3.

Notes: (a) Cement content prescribed is irrespective of the grade of cement and is inclusive
of additives like fly ash in the cement.

(b) Severe conditions for superstructure refer to surfaces which are exposed to

alternate wetting and drying or conditions near coastal zones. As foundations
are buried in soil "Normal foundation condition" should correspond to "Severe
condition of superstructure".

(c) If sulphates or chlorides are found in the soil or in the ground water, then suitable
type of cement as specified in IS 456 should be recommended for the site [1].
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25 30
Grade of concrete

Nominal minimum cover to be provided to all steel reinforcement
(including links) in R.C.C. members as specified in IS 456 (2000) Clause
26.4 [Note: In practice for foundation work we do not level the bottom
of excavation accurately, but use a levelling course called "blinding
concrete" or mud mat 50 to 80 mm thick with 1:5:10 lean concrete
using 40 mm and above size coarse aggregate. IS 456 clause 26.4.2.2
specifies a minimum cover of 50 mm for footings with mud mat concrete
(without mud mat concrete cover should be 75 mm). For rafts we always
provide a mud mat to level the ground and provide 50 to 75 mm (at least
50 mm) cover (Table 16 IS 456-2000).

2. Safety against bending failure. The depth of the section and the area of steel provided
should be designed for the bending moment at that section (see Sec. 2.3).

3. Safety against bond failure. The sizes of reinforcements should be so chosen that there
is enough development length. Otherwise it should be bent up to provide the necessary
development length (see Sec. 2.4).

4. Safety against bending shear or one-way shear. Slabs should be safe without shear
reinforcements. Beams should always be provided with at least the minimum shear
reinforcement (see Sec. 2.5).

5. Safety in punching or two-way shear. This is very important in foundations which
carry concentrated column loads, walls, etc. It is always better to provide sufficient depths
of slabs so that the punching shear is satisfied even though necessary punching shear can
be resisted by special reinforcements such as shear head reinforcements (see Sec. 2.6).

The depth should be sufficient without additional reinforcement.

6. Safety against cracking. Though we can calculate the probable crack width, etc., this
aspect is usually automatically ensured by obeying the detailing rules such as maximum
bar size, spacing of steel, minimum bar size, minimum and maximum steel ratios, etc.

specified in the codes of practice for reinforced concrete structures (see Sec. 2.7). Hence
standard detailing is very important in R.C. design.

These aspects are briefly dealt with in the following sections.
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2.3 DESIGNING FOR MAXIMUM BENDING MOMENT

There are two aspects in maximum bending moment design. Generally, the depth provided for
foundation structures should be sufficient enough to suit singly reinforced section. (If the depth
is limited, we have to use doubly reinforced sections.) Secondly, the area of tension steel is to
be determined. We use the following principles for design for bending moment.

2.3.1 Determination of the Bending Moment Mu
Generally, the positions of the points where maximum bending moment occurs are determined
by using the simple principle of the theory of structures that they are the points where the shear
force is zero or changes its sign. However, in the design of footings, etc., the positions where
the bending moment is to be calculated are generally specified in the code.

2.3.2 Determination of Minimum Depth for Mu
Having determined the maximum bending moment, we determine the minimum depth of section
needed in bending as given by the formula

Mu = KfM
The value of K depends on the grade of steel being used. For the normal Fe 415 steel, K = 0.138
= 0.14. Hence for Fe 415 steel, effective depth d required is given by

d=l M»
0.14fckb

or d= (2.1)
V fckb

2.3.3 Determination of Steel Area Required

There are different methods to determine the steel area. We can find it from the fundamentals.
However, it is much easier to use the tables published by Bureau of Indian Standards in SP 16.
For singly reinforced beams of breadth b and depth d, we proceed as follows.

Method 1: The most convenient method is the use of SP 16 Design Aids for R.C. design
published by BIS [2]. Find MJbd1 (in N mm units). SP 16 gives table (see Table B.l) for
different grades of steel and concrete the value for p, the percentage of steel required.

p=— x 100
bd

or A = (b x d) (2.2)5 100

It is also good to remember (as can be found from SP 16) that for M/bd2 < 0.4, we need
to provide only 0.12% of steel with Fe 415 and M20 concrete. For 0.25% steel, the value
of M/brf = 0.85. Similarly, for the maximum (1%) of steel, the value of M/bd2 is equal to 2.76.
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Similar tables are available in SP 16 for the design of doubly reinforced sections also. (See
Appendix B for Tables for design of singly reinforced beams for Fe 415 steel and M20
concrete)

Method 2: In this method we calculate the length of the lever arm. From the theory of limit
state design, we can derive the following expression [1]:

Let z = depth of the lever arm

Let zld = La called lever arm factor

From the fundamentals, we can derive the following [1]:

1.16M,

Putting,
fckbd

1.16M

f =(1~La)La

fckbd
r= /i

we obtain

4-4,+/i=0
Solving this equation and taking the larger of the two values, we get

La = 0.5 + (0.25 -/,)1/2 (2.3)

The value of lever arm factor La can be calculated from Eq. (2.3). The area of steel is calculated
by the equation

As = M/O.Slfy z where z = La(d)

Method 3: An alternative method to find La is to read off from a graph constructed for
MJfckbd1 vs La, as shown in Figure 2.2. This graph has to be plotted for a range of values
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Figure 2.2 Lever arm/effective depth ratio values for determination of steel area
in reinforced concrete design (alternate method).
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starting from a minimum value of MJ(fckb(f)—corresponding to a maximum value of La = 0.95
and a minimum percentage of tension steel—to a maximum value of MJ(fckb(fi) = 0.15. The
area of steel is calculated by the relation

As = M/0.87 fyz (2.4)

where z = La x d.
For slabs, we usually express steel as areas required per metre width and find steel spacing

required. For beams and narrow slabs, we find the number of rods required.

2.3.4 Minimum Areas of Steel in R.C. Members

Table B.2 gives the IS 456 recommendations for minimum steel in R.C. members. In all R.C.
members, this should be satisfied.

2.4 CHECKING FOR BOND

When we were using mild steel rods without ribs as reinforcement, we had to check both
for local bond and anchorage bond requirements. However, it has been confirmed by tests
that with the use of deformed bars, only average bond needs to be checked. This simply
means that the length of the reinforcement rod buried in concrete from the point of
maximum tension will have the development length Ld. The diameter of the rods chosen
should satisfy this requirement. Table B.3 gives the Ldl<p values for various grades of steel
and concrete. It is good to remember that for Fe 415 steel Ld = 41(f) for tension steel. The
required length can also be made less if we increase the area of steel required and thus
reduce the stress level in steel. (In most cases we use smaller diameter bars to increase the
perimeter area for bond.) This bond is very important in foundation structures as they are
short members and the loads to be carried are heavy. The diameters of the reinforcement
should be carefully chosen to satisfy this requirement. It is good to remember that for
Fe415 steel and M20 concrete, the development length Ld is

Ld = 470 (2.5)

2.5 DESIGN OF SLABS AND BEAMS FOR BENDING SHEAR
(ONE-WAY SHEAR)

As we have already seen that slabs of reinforced concrete foundations should be designed to

be safe in shear without shear reinforcements. In fact, usually it is shear, and not bending, that
determines the depths of slabs in foundations except in very low allowable ground pressures of

the order of only 50 kN/m2. For this purpose, the shear at a distance equal to effective depth
from edge of support only is to be considered. (For theory regarding this practice, refer any

textbook on R.C design [1].)
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2.5.1 Shear in Beams

All beams have to be provided at least with nominal shear (see Table B.7) Hence, in the case

of beam design, unlike slabs where the depth is first designed for depth with no shear steel, we

first find the depth required in bending and then we provide for shear. The allowable stress in
shear depends on the percentage of tension steel as shown in Table B.4. This gives values for

a depth of section of 300 mm or more. The value can be increased as shown in Table B.5 for

depths of slabs smaller than 300 mm. The maximum values allowed are given in Table B.6.
It has also been observed in tests that in places where the face of support is in

compression, we can use an enhanced shear strength near the supports. In order to simplify
matters, the code specifies that the beam sections to be tested for shear need to be taken only
at distances equal to the effective depth of the section. As the allowable shear stress tc is a
function of the tension steel at the section, it will depend on the amount of negative steel at

support. It is also mandatory that the specified tension steel percentage should be available for
a distance equal to effective depth d on both sides of the section.

2.5.2 Design Procedure for Slabs in One-way Shear

The practices for design in bending shear in slabs are as follows:

1. Where the face of support is in tension as in the case of a bottom slab of an elevated
water tank, the design shear is taken as shear V at the support.

V
Shear stress T =— (IS 456, Figure 2)

bd

2. Where the face of support is in compression as in simply supported or continuous
beams and slabs, we consider shear V at a distance equal to d, the effective depth, from

V
the edge of the support and calculate the shear stress as f =—.

bd

3. For the design of footings and bases, we consider shear at a distance d from the edge
V

of the column and find t =—.
bd

It should be noted that the maximum allowable values of shear Tc with shear steel for slabs
are the same as those given in Appendix B Table B.4 for beams. (It is interesting to note that
in BS 8110 for footings the one-way shear is considered (BS 8110, CI. 3.7.7) at a section 1.5d
from the face of the load. Also, the allowable values in shear are slightly more than the IS
values in Table B.4. Thus, the IS method of shear design is quite conservative.) It is good to
remember that Tc for p < 0.15 is 0.28 N/mm2 for M20 concrete. However, for initial
determination of the depth of slab, we may design slabs for tc = 0.35 corresponding to about
0.25% of tension steel at that section as in practice because of the importance of foundations,
a minimum steel of 0.25% tension steel is usually provided in all foundations (see Examples 2.3
and 2.4 for procedure for design).

Let us now derive an expression to find the depth of the slab required for shear = Tc N/mm2
in one-way shear.
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For a section XX, as shown in Figure 2.3(a),

V = [L/2 - a/2 - d]xqxB

_ V _[L/2-a/2-d]xqxB
c~ Bd~ Bd

d_q(L/2-a/2) _ q(L -a) _ q(L/2-a/2)

Tc+q 2rc + 2q Tc+q

For rc = 350 kN/m2, this reduces to the following expression in kN and m units.

q(L-a) q(L/2 — a/2)
d

700 +2q 350 +q

(2.6)

(2.7)

a
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Figure 2.3 Design of footings for shear (a) (?) Section for one-way shear (also called

beam shear). Definition of a and b in Eq. (2.7). (b) (2) Section for punching
shear. Definition of Iand b in Eq. (2.10).

2.5.3 Procedure for Design of Shear Steel in Beams

We have seen that when we design a slab, we choose its thickness to be safe in shear without
any shear reinforcements. For slabs thinner than 300 mm thick, IS 456 allows an increased
shear also as given in Table B.5. Thus, the thickness of the slab is so chosen that it requires
no shear steel. In foundations, a minimum total thickness of 225 mm (150 + 75 mm) is usually
provided.

However, beams carry heavy shear and it is mandatory that we should have at least the
minimum (nominal) vertical stirrups in a beam. If the shear r exceeds Tc in beams, we can

provide designed shear steel in the form of vertical stirrups or bent bars to take excess shear.
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It is also specified that when we design for shear steel, at least 50% of the excess shear is to

be taken by vertical stirrups. (For details, refer to books on reinforced concrete.) For shear
design of a section (b x d) in shear, proceed as follows.

Step 1: Calculate the shear stress at distance d from face of support. Let it be r. If T> Tc, we

have to design for shear. In any case, T should not be greater than rmax as given in
Table B.4 of Appendix B. If r< Tc, we have to provide at least nominal shear steel.

Step 2: If t> Tc but less than ÿax allowed, the excess shear over that allowed has to be earned
by steel. To design for shear we proceed as follows. Let the area of the two legs of
stirrups be Asv and its spacing be

= (*- Tc) bd

Then ÿl=—ÿ— (IS 456, CI. 40.4)
5, O.Slfyd

This can be reduced to the following formula as is done in SP 16 (Design Aid).

/U0.87fy)
(2.8)

We can make a readymade table, as shown in Table B.7, from where the spacing for

V
a given value of — (in kN/cm) can be read.

d

Step 3: In beams even if the shear is less than allowable, we have to provide at least nominal
steel (IS 456, CI. 26.5.1.6). The nominal shear steel can be obtained by one of the
following methods.

Method 1: For Fe 415 steel, the spacing for nominal shear becomes

(2.9)

Method 2: For minimum shear reinforcement in beams, we can read the value from
Table B.7 assuming that the nominal shear to be taken by the section is
0.4 N/mm2.

Step 4: IS 456 also specifies that the maximum spacings of shear steel should not be more
than 0.75d or 300 mm. Hence, we choose a spacing to satisfy this rule (see
Table B.7).

=902

2.6 PUNCHING SHEAR (TWO-WAY SHEAR) IN SLABS

Punching shear is the shear produced by a concentrated load punching through the slab around
it. It is also called two-way shear. This type of shear occurs around columns in footings and
flat slabs. In IS 456, this stress is calculated around the column load at a distance d!2 from the
edge of the column. The allowable value is
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Tp =k(0.25y[fÿ) (Thus for M20 concrete tp = k x 1.118 or k x 1.12 N/mm2)

where k = (0.5 + (3) > 1 and J3 = ratio of the short to long side of the column.
(For a ratio /?, less than half the shear value gets reduced.)

In foundation slabs, the thickness of concrete around columns should be so chosen that
they can withstand the above punching shear without shear reinforcement. If the shear value is
high, there are methods, such as shear head reinforcement, for reinforcing for punching shear
as described in books on R.C. They are mostly used in flat slab construction and rarely used
in foundation slabs.

Earlier (and in some modern codes other than IS), the full thickness of concrete including
cover was taken as depth resisting punching shear. However, IS 456-2000 takes only effective
depth d as resisting this shear as shown in Figure 2.3(b). Taking P as column load, ground
pressure as p, column size as Ix b, and effective depth of slab as d,

T = ——
ÿ+ +ÿ

> (k x 1.12) [For M20 concrete] (2.10)
2/ + 2b + 4d

As the above equation reduces to a quadratic in d, it is easier to find the depth first in one-way
shear and then check whether that depth is sufficient for two-way shear. See Example 2.5 for
the procedure for design.

Alternatively, with the value of known dobtained from one-way shear design, we can find
the punching shear capacity V. If it is equal to or greater than the value of load P, it is safe in
punching shear.

As V = P - q(l x d){b x d), the punching shear resistance for M20 concrete is

VP = rP[2l + 2b + 4d]= 1.12[2/ + 2b + 4d]

If VP > P, it is safe against punching shear.
Hence, for safety we use the following formula:

P-ggxrfXftxrf)
21+2b + 4d p

(When we work in metre units we usually take Zp = 1120 kN/m2 for M20 concrete.)

2.7 DETAILING OF STEEL

Crack control is deemed to be satisfied if we follow all the simple rules of detailing of steel
such as cover minimum and maximum percentage of steel, minimum and maximum spacing of
reinforcements, anchorage lengths, and lap lengths.

2.8 WIDTH OF FLANGE OF T-BEAMS

IS 456, Clause 23.1.2 defines effective flange width for compression for isolated beams as
follows:

bf =-—-+ bw or actual width (2.12)
f L0lb+4 w
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where L0 = 0.7 x (effective span for continuous beams and distance between supports for
simply supported beams)

bw = Breadth of the web

[However, when planning T-beams the projection beyond web can be three times as much as
the depth of the flange.]

2.9 SUMMARY

We have listed in this chapter the formulae to be used in the design of R.C. members. The
following are some of the important ones:

1. To find the depth for a bending moment (BM) = M

d = K A 1/2 {iam\

10.14fckbj K fckb
[Eq (2.1)]

2. To find the required steel, we proceed as follows:
Find M/bd2 and use Table B.l.

3. The required bond length for Fe 415 steel and M20 concrete is Altp [Eq. (2.5)].

4. For design of shear in beams, we use Table B.7. For nominal steel we assume that the
nominal shear to be taken by section is 0.4 N/mm2.

5. For depth of footing slab in one-way shear, we use the following formula (see

Example 2.3):

q(L-b) q(L/2-b/2)
2Tc +2q Tc+q

[Eq. (2.7)]

6. For punching shear, we use the depth from bending shear and check the following
formulae (see Example 2.5):

P-q(a x d)(b x d)

2a + 2b + Ad
>TP[Eq. (2.11)]

EXAMPLE 2.1 (Design for moments)

Find the percentage of steel required for the following:

1. A beam of b = 250 mm and d = 400 for carrying a factored moment = 80 kNm.
2. A slab of depth 650 mm and width 3000 mm with factored moment 380 kNm.

Reference Step Calculation

(a) Design of beam

1 Find MJbd2
Mu 80xl06
bd2 250 x 400 x 400

Table B.l (As this value is < 2.76, the depth is enough to act as a singly
reinforced beam)

s
N
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Reference Step Calculation

2 Findpercentage steel required

Table B.l For Fe 415 steel and M20 concrete

p for MJbcfi = 2.0 is 0.64%

Eq. (2.2) , 0.64x250x400 2A =-= 640 mm
100

Alternate method using Figure 2.1

Eq. (2.3)

1

m2=2-°=o.ifckbd2 20

Value of lever arm = z = 0.86 x 400 = 344 mm

As = 80 x 106/(0.87 x 415 x 344) = 644 mm2
(b) Design of slab

Find MJhS

M 380x10'
bd 3000 x 650 x 650

Table B.l This value is less than 0.42 for minimum steel of 0.12%.

Hence provide the minimum steel

Note: A minimum percentage steel of about 0.25% and a maximum
of 0.75 are generally recommended for slabs infoundations.

EXAMPLE 2.2 (Design for one-way or bending shear in slabs)

What allowable shear value can be adopted for preliminary design of foundation slabs?

Reference Step Calculation

1 IS Recommendation

For footings in one-way shear, IS 456 recommends that the shear V be
considered at a section equal to the effective depth of the slab from the
column face. It also recommends that the thickness of slabs should be
so designed that the shear is less than that is allowed in concrete for
the given percentage of tension steel so that no extra shear steel is
provided for slabs.

V
T =— <t, for the tension steel in slab

bd c

For p < 0.15%; rc = 0.28 for M20 concrete

Table B.4 For p = 0.2%; rc = 0.33 for M20 concrete

For p = 0.25%; tc = 0.36 (say, 0.35) for M20 concrete
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Reference Step Calculation

As we usually provide not less than 0.25% steel in foundation
structures, we can safely assume rc = 0.35 N/mm2 in practical designs.
It can also be noted that IS values in shear are very conservative
compared to BS values as shown below.

2 BS Recommendations

B.S code BS is more liberal in shear consideration in footing slabs. The shear
to be considered is at l.5d from the face of the column and the values
recommended for M20 concrete are

Table 2.9 For p < 0.15%; rc = 0.28

B.S code p = 0.20%; tc = 0.33

3 Increased value of Tc for slabs less than 300 mm

IS also recommends increased value of rc for slabs less than 300 mm
in depth as given in Table B.5

4 Recommended value for design

Thus, a value Tc = 0.35 N/mm2 can be recommended for practical
design assuming 0.25% steel in the foundation.

EXAMPLE 2.3 (Preliminary design of thickness of foundation slabs inone-way shear in
centrally loaded footings with uniform soil pressure)

1. Derive an equation for the determination of depth of foundation slab inbending shear for
a single footing.

2. Find the depth required for a footing 3x3 with a factored load of 3450 kN on a
300 x 300 mm column.

Reference Step Calculation

1. Derive a general equation

Let q = foundation pressure

Consider a section distant d from the column face

V = (L/2 - a/2 - d) x q x B

V (L/2— a/2 — d)q
T =— ---=350 inmetre units

Bd d

Taking tc = 0.35 N/mm2 = 350 kN/mm2 for 0.25% steel

350d + qd = q(U2 - a/2)

j qi.L/2 -a/2) q(L-a)
a — - - (a)

350 +q 700 +2q

In general, we may write the equation in metre units as
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Reference Step Calculation

q(L — a)
d= ' ' (b) [Eq. (2.6)]

ZTC + Zq

where rc = allowable shear in kN/mm2.

We may also multiply the area of footing A. Or tc = 0.35, as
qA = P, the equation can be simplified as

d=StL,~aL (c) [Eq. (2.7)]
700A +2P

2. Calculation of slab depth for one-way shear for given
data

1 Find q, the base pressure

q=—-=383 kN/m2
3x3

L = 3 m; b = 0.3 m

Assuming 0.25% steel and rc = 0.35
2 Find depth for one-way shear

Eq. (2.7) , q(L -a) 383(2.7) „
d=—--=-2—-=0.7 m = 700 mm

700 + 2q 700 +766

EXAMPLE 2.4 (Approximate determination of the slab thickness for bending shear for
one-way shear for a footing under varying ground pressure)

A footing for a column 500 x 300 mm is 2.45 x 2.0 m in size. The column is at the centre of
the footing. Under a load and moment, the ground pressure varies from 260 kN/m to 140 kN/m
along the longer base due to a moment along the long direction. Find the approximate depth
of the slab required to resist one-way shear.

Reference Step Calculation

1 Conservative design using maximum pressure
Take q = <?max - 260 kN/m2

Eq. (2.7) J
q{LI2-al2) 260(1.23-0.25) n ÿ

_
350 + q 350 + 260

2 Approximate design can be made using average pressure

260 + 140
Take q - qmax -

2
- 200 kN/mm2

Eq. (2.7) J q(L-o) 200(2.45 - 0.5) 200x1.95
d =—--=-1-=-=0.35 m =350 mm

700 + 2q 700 +400 700 +400

Any of the above values is a fair estimate.

3 More exact calculation
From the above depths, a reasonable value can be assumed and
we check for the shear to be resisted
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EXAMPLE 2.5 (Checking for punching shear)

A column 500 x 300 mm is centrally placed on a 2.45 x 2.0 m footing. It is subjected to a

factored vertical load and moments which produce an average ground pressure on a base of
200 kN/m2. The depth required for one-way shear is 400 mm. Check whether this is ample for
two-way shear (punching shear) also.

Reference Step Calculation

1 Derive general formula (column size a x b)

Shear to be resisted = Col. load - (a + d)(b + d)q

Shear resistance = (2a + 2b + 4d)rp
The equation to be satisfied is

P-q(a +d)(b +d)
ÿ

_ _
, „

r>= (2a+2b +4d)d **> [Example 2.9]

2 Find punching shear force
Column load = 2.45 x 2 x 200 = 980 kN

V = (980) - (0.5 + 0.4X0.3 + 0.4)200 = 854 kN
' Eq. (2.9) 3 Method 1: Assume the depth of the slab obtainedfrom bending

shear and use Eq. (2.9) to find shear strength required is not more
than the allowable value

, P-q(a +d)(b +d),_--—-L must be > rDp (2a +2b + 4d)d p

980-200(0.9X0.7) 854 ÿ
ÿ>

i.e. --—-—-=--66.7 >1120 kN/mm"
32x0.4 12.8

Hence, the depth is suitable.

4 Method 2: Find depth from the following equation

Eq. (2.II)
2(l +b +2d)d

To find depth d, we can use the above quadratic equation d in
for the allowable punching shear.

5 Method 3: Calculate resistance of perimeter area and check
whether it is greater than the load P.

Perimeter area resisting punching shear

VP = (2a + 2b + 4d) x d = (1 + 0.6 + 1.6) x 0.4 = 1.28 m2
Let TP= 1 120 kN/m2
Calculate punching shear resistance

VR = 1.28 x 1120 = 1434 kN > 980 kN. Hence safe.

The first and third methods are easier than the second method.
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EXAMPLE 2.6 (Design of nominal shear steel and designed shear steel for beams)

1. A beam of section b = 350 and d = 550 is subjected to a shear Vs =125 kN. Iffck =
25 N/mm2,fy = 415 N/mm2, and percentage of steel 1.60%, find the shear steel required.

2. If in the above section Vs = 400 kN, design the shear reinforcement if the percentage of
steel provided is 1.67%.

Reference

Sec. 2.5
Eq. (2.5)

Table B.7

Table B.6

Table B.5

Step

Table 2.7

Calculation

1. Design for nominal shear

Find shear stress and check its value

T =— =
125X10

=0.65 N/mm2
bd 350 x 550

Tc = 0.76 N/mm2 for M25 and p = 1.6%

Nominal shear steel is required for beams.

Provide nominal steel

Method I: By formula for Fe 415 steel

_ 902(ASV)
b

Choose 10 mm links; Asv = 157 mm2

902 x 157

350
=404 mm

However, max .spacing allowed is 0.75c/ or 300 mm

0.75c/ = 0.75 x 550 = 412.5

Hence, adopt 12 mm links @ 300 mm spacing

Method 2: Design for nominal shear = 0.4 N/mm2

kN
iÿcm

0.4x350x550
\3

1.40
10-1 x55

From Table B.7, spacing required = 400 mm

Spacing allowed = 12 mm links @ 300 mm

2. Design for shear steel for Vs = 400 kN

r =
400X10

= 2.08 > x =0.76 < rm =3.1N/mm2
350 x 550

We can design by formula (a) AsJsv = b( T - rc)/0.87/v or

Using Table B.7

Balance shear/depth in N/cm

Vs _ 400 - (0.76x350 x 500) x 10-3

d 55

Choose 10 mm links; sv = 12 cm (giving 4.726)

Provide 10 mm links at 12 cm spacing.

= 4.85
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EXAMPLE 2.7 (Expression for maximum bending moment
at face of the column for varying pressures at the base of a
footing)

1. Find the bending moment of the pressures at the face of the
column with base pressure as shown in Figure E2.7. V//////Z

Figure E2.7

Reference Step Calculation

Calculation of CG

Moment = (Area of CG) of base pressure

Let x be the length of projection from the face of the column

<7i is max. pressure at the end of x

q2 is the pressure at section

BM per unit breadth

Method 1

BM =
2 3

hx
2

1— x
3

="ÿ(2<?t +42)
O

Method 2. Find CG of trapezium

from
3 V 4i + 42 J

42

(a)

(b)

BM= x 4i +42
2

24i +42
4i +42

=— (24i +42)
o

These formulae are quite useful in the design of footings.

(c)
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IS 456 Provisions for Design of
Footings and Pedestals

3.1 INTRODUCTION*

In this chapter, we examine the IS 456 provision for design of R.C. footings and pedestals.
Footings are structural elements carrying the loads from walls, columns, etc. and their own self-
weight to the ground. They can be made of simple lime concrete, plain cement concrete or
reinforced concrete, depending on the loading and site conditions.

Pedestals are short compression members whose height is usually less than three times
their lateral dimensions. They are usually placed at the base of steel columns to transfer their
load to the foundation [see Sec. 4.8].

In this chapter, we deal with the general principles of design of simple footings and
pedestals given in IS 456[1J. More detailed discussion about the design of the various types of
footings and examples of design will be given in subsequent chapters of this book.

3.2 DESIGN LOADS FOR FOUNDATION DESIGN

1. Loads for determination of size of foundation. The condition to be satisfied by the
subsoil in the design of foundation is that its safe bearing capacity (which is based on both
strength and settlement) should not be exceeded by the loads from the structure. As the

*Design charts for empirical design of isolated columns and footings are given in Appendix D.

24
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safe bearing capacity is obtained (from the principles of soil mechanics) by dividing the

ultimate capacity of the soil by a suitable factor of safety, its value represents the
serviceability condition, and not the limit state condition. Accordingly, the loads to be
used to determine the size of the foundation should he the service loads, and not the

factored loads. The three combinations of loads to be used are as follows:

1. Dead + imposed loads 1.0 DL + 1.0 LL

2. Dead + wind or earthquake loads 1.0 DL + 1.0 WL (3.1)

3. Dead + imposed + wind (or earthquake) 1.0 DL + 0.8 LL + 0.8 WL (EL)

2. Loads for limit state design of foundations. For reinforced concrete structural design
by limit state design, we use factored load. IS 456, Table 18 gives the four combinations
of loads to be used as follows:

(a) 1.5 (DL + LL)

(b) 1.2 (DL + LL + WL)

(c) 1.5 (DL + WL)
(3-2)

(d) 0.9 DL + 1.5 WL

In multi-storeyed buildings, one should also consider the allowable reduction in live load
for residential and office buildings as given in Table 3.1.

TABLE 3.1 Reduction of LL on Columns and Foundations (IS 875 Part 2)

No. of floors/roofs supported by column Per cent reduction of load on all floors

1 0
2 10

3 20

4 30
5-10 40

Above 10 50

Note: No reduction for GF to basement and no deduction for dead loads are allowed.

3.3 BASIS OF STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF R.C. FOOTINGS

Footings under walls are called one-way footings and those under columns, two-way footings.
The first step in the design of footings is to calculate the necessary area from the formula using
service loads. Hence,

Service load on the column or wall above [loads inEq. (3.1)]
Area of footings =-

Safe bearing capacity of the soil below

In the next step, its structural design is carried out by using factored loads and principles of
limit state design as already discussed in Chapter 2. The main items to be designed are the
thickness of slab footings and its reinforcement. The thickness should be sufficient to
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1. resist the shear force without shear steel and the steel should satisfy the bending
moment without compression steel;

2. give the structure the required structural rigidity so that settlement is uniform and the
foundation reaction below can be assumed to be uniform (see Chapter 22);

3. withstand the environmental conditions that can be caused from the ground (see
Figure 2.1).

It is also important to remember that the percentage of steel provided should not be less
than 0.15 for Fe 250 steels and 0.12 for Fe 415 steel as specified for slabs in IS 456,
CI. 26.5.2.1. This is only minimum shrinkage steel. However, many authorities recommend
0.2-0.25 per cent steel as main steel for foundations as foundation is a very important part of
any structure. The 0.12 per cent value can be used for distribution steel only.

3.4 SOIL PRESSURE ON FOUNDATIONS

In most designs of foundations, especially in individual footing design, the soil is considered
elastic and the R.C. foundation structure infinitely rigid. Hence, if foundation pressures on these
rigid structures are to be assumed as uniformly distributed on the base, it is necessary that the
CG of the external load system should always coincide with the CG of the loaded area.
Otherwise, there will be a variation of pressure on the base of the foundation which, for rigid
foundations, may be assumed as linearly varying. In all layouts of foundations, these basic
principles should always be borne in mind.

3.5 CONVENTIONAL ANALYSIS OF FOOTINGS SUBJECTED TO
VERTICAL LOAD AND MOMENTS

As already discussed in Chapter 1 and shown in Figure 1.1 with vertical load P and moment

M acting on a column, the base pressure under the rigid footing will be non-uniform but will
be linearly varying from a maximum value <7, to minimum value of q2 as shown in Figure 3.1.
As already mentioned, two different cases can arise.

Figure 3.1

1

f T T T T

(a)

EraEEl Llluxuxi]
(b) (C)

I (£72 - e)

H— s —*\
(d)

(a) to (c) Ground pressures under rigid column footing, (d) With large moments the
pressure extends only to s = (1.5L - 3e), where e = MIP.
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Case 1: The centre of gravity of the foundation and the line of application of P the vertical

loads coincide and M due to external forces such as wind forces. The values of qx and q2 with
moment M are given by Figure 3.1(a) as

P 6M P 6M _ ..
q,=-+— q2 ----y (3.3)

BL BL2 BL BL2
where

L = Dimensions along the plane of action of the moment

B = Breadth
<?, and q2 = Foundation pressures

As explained in Chapter 1 Section 1.3 the horizontal loads have to be resisted by the
ground reaction and friction.

Case 2: If the moment produced is by the resultant vertical load P acting with an eccentricity

e, the resultant base reaction will counteract the applied moment. The moment Mproduced is

M- eP

3.5.1 General Comments

In soils such as clays, large non-uniform base pressures can lead to differential settlements and
consequent tilt in the column. Hence the ratio of (qi/qi) should not exceed 2. They should be
small under dead load. In the case of small eccentricities due to P and M, the centre of gravity
of the foundation itself may be offset from the line of action of the load P to produce uniform
resultant distribution on the base as described in Chapter 6.

The value of e = M/P gives the indication of the probable variation of qx and q2. If, e =
L/6, according to the middle third rule, q2 = 0 and qx will be twice the average pressures. If e

is greater than L/6, part of the base will not be in contact. We always try to avoid this condition.
When the base is not fully in contact with the ground, the maximum soil pressures q on the

foundation can be calculated from the following equation (see Figure 3.1(c)).

P=~qsB (3.4)

where B is the breadth of the footing and 5 is the length of the foundation in contact with the

ground and q the ground pressure. The value of the eccentricity e is given by the equation

P~C~U 3
(3.5)

Hence, 5 = 1.5L - 3e,

In footings subjected to biaxial bending, the effect of variation of base pressures in both
X and Y directions should be considered and combined to get the final values.

3.6 GENERAL PLANNINGAND DESIGN OF INDEPENDENT FOOTINGS

IS 456, CI. 34 deals with the design of independent footings. The main recommendations are

the following:
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1. There can be three types of reinforced concrete individual footings: rectangular, sloped or
stepped as shown in Figure 3.2. They may rest on soil, rock or on piles. The minimum
thickness of the edge of the footing on soil and rock should be 150 mm and that on top
of piles should not be less than 300 mm [IS CI. 34.1.2].

1

L
(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.2 Types of isolated footings: (a) simple slab footing,
(b) sloped footing, (c) stepped footing.

2. The column transfers the load on top of the footing by bearing. In limit state design, the
value of the pressure allowed under direct compression on an unreinforced loaded area of
same size is to be limited to 0.45fck as given by IS 456, CI. 34.4. However, when the
supporting area is larger than the loading area on all sides, it may be increased by the
factor AfA2 (where in the case of a footing A, = area of the footing and A2 = area of the
column base), but the factor should not be greater than 2.

3. If the above permissible stresses are exceeded, the transfer of forces should be with steel
reinforcement, by extending the reinforcement into the footing or by providing dowel
(starter) bars. According to IS 456, if dowel bars are provided, they should extend into the

column a distance equal to the full development length of the column bars (IS 456,
CI. 34.4.4). However, this requirement for the development length has been relaxed in BS
8110 (1985): CI. 3.12.8.8. According to BS code, compression bond stress that develops
on starter bars within bases need not be checked, provided the starter bars extend down
to the level of the bottom reinforcement. The application of this clause can reduce the

depth required in footings and save on steel requirement. According to IS, as explained
in Chapter 2, the depth required for anchorage in compression for grade 20 concrete and
Fe 415 steel works out to (47ÿ for tension). With 30% reduction, it will be equal to 31.6(f)
(say, 40(f) in compression.

When the depth of the footing required (to satisfy the above development length of the
starter bars or because of any other causes) is very large, it is more economical to adopt
a stepped or sloped footing so as to reduce the amount of concrete that should go into the
footing.

4. According to IS 456, CI. 34.4.3, the extended longitudinal column bars or dowels (started
bars) should be at least 0.5% of the cross-sectional area of the supported columns or

pedestal, and a minimum of four bars should be provided. The diameter of the dowels
should not exceed the diameter of the column bars by 3 mm. [The minimum area of
compression steel to be provided in columns according to IS 456 is 0.8%.]
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As seen from the above discussions, the depth of the footings needs to be generally taken

as that obtained from the point of shear and bending moment only. In all cases, the depth
should be such that extra shear reinforcement or compression steel for bending can be

avoided.

5. The sections to be taken for design are the following as shown in Figure 3.3: (a) Section

for BM at the face of the column, (b) Section for one-way shear at d from the face of the

column, and (c) Section for punching shear around the column at dl2.

-©

B

r~®

\w
uJ—1

Plan Plan

Section
Section

(a) (b)

Figure 3.3 Design of independent footing sections for: (T) bending moment,

(2) one-way shear, (3) punching shear.

6. Rectangular footings are generally used with rectangular columns. The most economical
proportions of the footing are given if the rectangular base projects the same distance
beyond all the column faces so that the footing requires the minimum amount of
materials.

3.6.1 Calculation of Shear for Design of Slab Footings

In many cases the thickness of the footing will be determined by the requirements for shear.
Both one-way shear (wide-beam shear) and two-way shear (punching shear) requirements are

prevalent as discussed now (see Figure 3.3).

1. One-way shear (wide-beam shear). One-way shear is similar to shear in bending in
slabs. Considering the footing as a wide beam, the shear is taken along a vertical plane
extending the full width of the base located at a distance equal to the effective depth of
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the footing (i.e. a dispersion of 45°) in the case of footings on soil and a distance equal
to half the effective depth of footings for footings on piles.

The allowable shear stress is the same as in beams. The tension reinforcement to be
considered for estimating the allowable shear should continue for a distance equal to the
full effective depth beyond the section. For routine design, the lowest value of allowable
shear in Table 19 of IS 456, i.e. 0.28 N/mm2 (or BS value of 0.35 N/mm2) is
recommended. In one-way shear, the shear force to be resisted is the sum of the upward
forces in the foundation area from the critical section to the edge of the footing. The
consequent shear per unit area is given by

V
Tv=~ (3.6)

hd

This Tv should not be more than the Tc specified as given in Table B.4.

Design depth for one-way shear. We generally find the depth required from shear
consideration before we find the depth required from bending moment consideration in
pad footings. (In sloped footing we may first find a safe depth for bending as in
Example 4.6.)

In both IS 456 and BS 110, the value of allowable shear in bending Tc is a function of
the percentage of steel on the tension side (Table B.4). As we usually place tension steel
of about 0.2-0.25% steel, we can assume an allowable tc = 0.35 N/mm2 for M20 and M25
concrete.

From Sec. 2.5.2,

d = —— in kNm units (3.7)
2t +2q

By assuming Tc = 0.35 N/mm2 or 350 kN/m2 for 0.25% minimum steel, we have

d =Slh— (jn kjsj m Units) (3.8)
700 +2(7

We will use this approach in our design procedure. Note that the shear force at both ends
of L is nil and that in Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), the size of the column in the direction of
L is a.

2. Checking for two-way or punching shear. Punching shear indicates the tendency of
the column to punch through the footing slab, as illustrated in Figure 3.2(c). As it has two-

way section, it is also called two-way shear. This type of shear is similar in flat slabs
around the supporting columns. As already stated, it is easier to check than design a
section for two-way shear.

The method of checking for punching shear has been explained in Sec. 2.6. The formula
to be used is Eq. (2.9). Taking P as load from the column, the shear to be resisted is
obtained as

V = P -q(l + d)(b + d)

©
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Vp = tp{2l + 2b + 4d) (3.9)

is the available shear resistance.
(Values of = 1.12 N/mm2 for M20 concrete); if Vp > V, the footing is safe in punching
shear.
Hence Vp > P, it is very safe in punching (two-way) shear. (3.10)

It should be noted that the British practice in punching shear is to use the same design
values for punching shear as those for one-way shear. These values are much lower than those
recommended for punching shear in IS and ACI codes. In order to adjust to the low value tc
of the BS code, the critical perimeter is taken at a distance equal to the effective depth d (instead

of d/2) from the column face. This will result in larger perimeter length and reduced
requirement for shear strength. Both these approaches are found to give safe values for design,
especially in footings.

3.6.2 Bending Moment for Design

We must find the steel for bending. IS 456, CI. 33.2.3 states that the bending moment to be
taken for design of footings is the moment of the reaction forces due to the applied load
(excluding the weight of the foundation itself) at the following sections:

1. At the face of the column for footings supporting a reinforced concrete column as

shown in Figure 3.2(a).

2. Half-way between the centre line and the edge of the wall for footings under masonry walls.

3. Half-way between the face of the column and the edge of the gusseted base for
footings under gusseted bases.

It should be specially noted that moments should be considered both in X and Y directions
and the necessary areas of steel provided in both directions.

The steel for the above bending moment is placed as detailed under placement of
reinforcement (IS 456, Sec. 22.7). The footing is to be considered as a slab and the rulesfor
minimum reinforcementfor solid slabs should apply to these slabs also (IS 456, CI. 34.5). This
recommendation is very important as in many cases of design of footings, the reinforcement
calculated from bending moment consideration can be less than the minimum required as a slab
of 0.12% for Fe 415 steel as specified in IS 456, CI. 26.5.2.1.

3.7 MINIMUM DEPTH AND DETAILING OF STEEL REQUIREMENTS

As already pointed out, the depths of footings should be such as to make them rigid. These are
governed by the following considerations:

1. The depth should be safe in one-way shear without shear reinforcements.
2. The depth should be safe in two-way shear without any shear reinforcement.

3. The depth should be safe for the bending moment without compression reinforcement.

4. The depth, according to IS 456, should develop the necessary transfer bond length by
the main column bars or dowel bars if it is necessary (see Sec. 3.7.1).
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According to Clause 34.5 of IS 456, the minimum steel and maximum spacing of bars in
footings should be as in R.C. slabs: 0.15 per cent for Fe 250 and 0.12 per cent for Fe 415. If
the column bars are bent at the bottom and properly extended into the footing, such bars can
also be considered to act with the footing. In a sloped footing, the check for minimum steel area
then needs to be made only at the middle of the footing. The maximum spacing is 3d or
300 mm. The steel required in the X- and T-directions should be distributed across the cross-
section of the footing as follows.

1. According to IS 456, CI. 26.5.2.2, the maximum diameter of the bar should not exceed
one-eighth the total thickness of the slab.

2. In two-way square reinforced column footings, the steel is distributed uniformly across
the full width of the footing.

3. In two-way rectangular column footings, the steel in the long direction is distributed
uniformly over the width of the footing. But as regards the steel in the short
direction, more of this steel is placed on the portion near the column, commonly
known as column band (CB), than in the outer portion. For this purpose, a column
band equal to the width of the footing is marked beside the column, along the length

of thefooting, as shown in Figure 3.4. The portion of the reinforcement to be placed
at equal spacing in this band is determined by the equation (IS, CI. 34.3.1,
Figure 3.3)

Reinforcement in column band =ÿ x A, =ÿ A (3.11)
(y/x + 1) ' (3 + 1

where,
A, = Total area of reinforcement in the short direction

y/x = Ratio of the length to breadth of the footing =

The remaining steel is placed at uniform spacing outside the column band.

(Note: In a long footing as in combined footings, we plan the transverse steel by
assuming a column strip (instead in column band) as explained in Sec. 7.8.1. Details of placing
steel in a footing is shown in Figure 3.5.)

T
B

i
Figure 3.4
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(a) Plan (b) Section

Detailing of transverse steel in column band in rectangular isolated

footing (T) column band equal to the width of the footing [IS 456 (2000),
CI. 34.3],
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Lg,= Development length in tension
Lgg = Development length in compression
All dimensions in mm

Figure 3.5 Reinforcement drawing of a footing. (1-5: Bar marks. (?) Main reinforcement

bent upwards if required; (2) Main reinforcement in other direction; (3) Starter

bars; (?) Stirrup, unless specified use T8 @ 300, minimum 3; (5) column bars.)

3.7.1 Transfer of Load at Base of Column

The standard field practice in India is to extend the column bars or its equivalent dowel bars
and to bend them at the bottom of the footing. However, we should be aware, as already pointed
out in Sec. 3.6, that it is not necessary to have the depth of the slab equal to the development
length in all cases. IS 456, CI. 34.4 specifies only the following conditions for design of
junction between the column and the footing (refer Sec. 3.6).

1. The compression stress in concrete at the base of the column should not exceed

0-45fckÿAx IA2, where
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Ai = Supporting area for a rectangular base and an area at 45° to a column for a
sloping footing

A2 = Base of the column

2. If the permissible stress is exceeded, the balance should be taken by either extending the
longitudinal bar into supporting member or by dowel bars.

3. For these reinforcements only, the development length must be deemed to be satisfied by
extending that steel to the full depth of the footing.

4. Started bars or dowels equal to at least 0.5 per cent of the cross-sectional area of the
column should be provided. The diameter of dowels should not exceed that of columns.
(The minimum steel for columns is 0.8%.)

5. Bending of bars by 90° increases the anchorage length of tension bars only by 40 for
every 45°, but not for compression bars. As bond in compression is 25 per cent higher,
we need less anchorage length for compression bars. For M20 concrete, tension anchorage
is 470 and compression anchorage is 370.

6. For column bars of 36 mm, dowels of the necessary area as above can be used, but they
should extend into the column and the footing the full development length.

3.8 CHECKING FOR DEVELOPMENT LENGTHS OF MAIN BARS IN
FOOTINGS

It is more important to check the development length of the main tension bars of the footing
than that of the dowel bars. Individual footings are small sized members with large bending
moments. The diameter or the sizes of the bars selected should have the required surface area
to develop the full development length in the available dimension of the footing. For Fe 415
and M20, Ld = 470. Thus, as shown in Figure 3.3, the anchorage length Ldrequired for the sizes
of the bars selected in the long and short direction should be less than one-half of the lengths
for the footing in the respective directions. One way of increasing the development of tension
bars in footings is to bend them up at 90° as shown in Figure 3.3. Another method is to increase
the number of bars (steel area) and thus reduce the stress in the steel. But this is not an
economic solution.

3.9 DESIGN OF PEDESTALS

The area of steel to be provided in a pedestal will depend on the base pressure of the column
on concrete. Their design is discussed in Sec. 4.8.

3.10 DESIGN CHARTS FOR PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF COLUMN AND
WALL FOOTINGS

The principles explained in this chapter will be applied in the examples worked out in the
various chapters of this book. For preliminary design of columns, column footings and wall
footings for given loads, we may use Charts D.l to D.8 of Appendix D. Example 4.2 illustrates
its use for footing design. The chart is for Fe 415 steel and M20 concrete.
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3.11 DESIGN CHARTS FOR DESIGN OF COLUMNS AND FOOTINGS

In many cases we can use tables and charts for preliminary design of columns and footings.

Charts D.l to D.8 (Appendix) can be used for this purpose [2].

3.12 SUMMARY

In this chapter we have examined the provisions of IS 456 for the design of foundations in one¬

way shear, two-way shear and bending moment. We also examined the detailing to be followed

in joining columns to the footings. Examples of design are given in Chapter 4.

EXAMPLE 3.1 (Use of charts given in Appendix D for preliminary design of R.C.
column footing)

1. A column is to carry a load of 45 tons. If the bearing capacity of the soil is 7.5 t/m2, find

the dimensions and reinforcements of a suitable footing.

2. A column is to carry a load of 50 tons. If the bearing capacity of the soil is 7.5 t/m2, find
the dimensions and reinforcements of a suitable footing.

Use Fe 415 steel and M20 concrete.

Reference Step Calculation

Case 1: For column to carry 45 tons

Table in 1 Find size of column
Chart D.l Use 230 x 230 mm column

2 Find the footing size for 45 tons load

Chart D.l Footing 2550 x 2400 mm size

3 Find top and bottom layers of steel
Top layer 16 Y 10 (16 Nos. Fe 415 steel)
Bottom layer 14 Y 10 (14 Nos. Fe 415 steel)

Case 2: For column to carry 50 tons

Table in 1 Find size of column
Chart D.l Use 300 x 300 mm column

2 Findfooting size for 50 tons load
Footing 2700 x 2400 mm size

3 Find top and bottom layers of steel
Top 18 Y 10 (18 Nos. of Fe 415 steel)

Bottom 16 Y 10 (16 Nos. of Fe 415 steel)

REFERENCES

[1] IS 456, 2000, Code of Practice for Plain and Reinforced Concrete, Bureau of Indian
Standards, New Delhi, 2000.

[2] Zacheria George, Common Building Frame Design, Indian Concrete Institute, Chennai,
Special Publication.



4
Design of Centrally Loaded Isolated

Footings and Column Pedestals

The principles of design of centrally loaded footings have been already explained in Chapter 3.
In this chapter, we will deal with a few examples to illustrate these principles.

The major steps in the design of a column footing square or rectangular can be summarized as
follows. For circular or square columns, we adopt a square footing and for a rectangular
column, a rectangular footing is adopted.

Step 1: Determine the plan area from the allowable bearing capacity and service loads from
the column, assuming a reasonable (10% of loading) as weight for the footing.

Step 2: Taking the factored dead and live loads, determine the ultimate soil reaction for
factored design load (see Sec. 3.2).

Step 3: Determine the depth for one-way shear, assuming a design shear strength value Tc.
Theoretically, this value depends on the percentage of steel in the slab. However, for
preliminary design, a value of Tc = 0.35 N/mm2 corresponding to 0.25% steel may be
assumed.

4.1 INTRODUCTION

4.2 GENERAL PROCEDURE FOR DESIGN

36
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Step 4: Determine the depth from bending considerations.

Step 5: Check the depth adopted for safety against punching shear. If it is not sufficient,
increase the depth so that the footing is safe in punching shear.

Step 6: Choose the largest depth required considering steps 3, 4 and 5 and provide the
necessary cover.

Step 1: Calculate the reinforcement required in the X- and y-directions from bending moment

considerations. The steel provided at the section for maximum moment should not be
less than the minimum specified for slabs.

Step 8: Check the development length required and choose the proper diameter of bars.

Step 9: Detail the steel as specified in the code (see Sec. 3.7).

Step 10: Provide the necessary cover to reinforcement and find the total depth of footing
required.

Step 11: Verify design by charts given in Appendix D.

4.3 DESIGN OF SQUARE FOOTING OF UNIFORM DEPTH (PAD
FOOTING)

Square footings are often met with in practice, and it is worthwhile to derive the expression for
their exclusive design. Let the data for design be as follows (Figure 3.3):

Size of footing = L x L

Column size = a x a

Factored load = P

Service load + wt. of footing = Px
Bearing capacity = qa
One-way shear value = rc
Two-way shear value = tp

Step I: Find plan size of footing.

Service load
Area, A =-

Allowable bearing capacity

Step 2: Soil reaction for limit state design.

_ Factored load _ P

Area L2
I

Step 3: Find the depth for one-way shear. By considering one-way shear, the depth d is
obtained from the shear at section at X\X{ at d from the face of the column for
a square footing (L x L). As seen in Sec. 3.6.2, it can be evaluated from the
following formula.
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Assuming tc corresponding to 0.25% steel and M20 concrete in Table B.4,

Tc = 0.35 N/mm2 (350 kN/m2) and using metre and kN units (PAL2 = q)

(4J)
700 + 2q

[Note: The actual value of Tc will depend on the percentage of main steel present
at the section continued for a distance d on both sides of the section. Some
recommend adopting the lowest value of Tc (namely, the one corresponding to
a percentage of steel equal to 0.15%) for routine calculations, others recommend
that the minimum main steel in all foundations should be 0.2 to 0.25% as it is
difficult to repair once foundations are built. Distribution steel may be only
0.12% for Fe 415 steel.]

Step 4: Find the depth for resistance in the building. The depth from bending moment
consideration is obtained by taking moments at the face of the column XX.

L(L - a)2
=ÿ-(L-a)2 (4.2)

oL

M = KfckLd2 (as single reinforced beam). [Note the whole length L is assumed
to resist bending.]
Hence,

d=
.. n>/2
M

KfckL
[For Fe 415, K =0.138 or «0.14] (4.3)

Step 5: The depth should satisfy two-way shear or punching shear at section dl2 from
the column face.
Critical parameter = 4{a + d). Considering equilibrium of forces, we get

(P/L2) LL2 - (a + d)2J = 4(a + d) dxp
Hence

q{L2 - (a + d)2) < 4{a + d) dfp

where rp =0.25ÿ//ÿÿ It is easier to check for the value of rp in this expression

for the value of d obtained from Eqs. (4.1) and (4.3) than to solve the equation
for d. Alternately, if the R.H.S is equal to or greater than P, then the design is
safe against punching shear.

Step 6: Take the larger of the depths as obtained from steps 3 to 5. Provide the cover.

Step 7: Find the area of steel required from the value of M/Ld2 and percentage of steel
p using Table B.l or by M = A/Jd using Figure 2.2.

(Use M/Ld2 SP 16 for easy determination of the area of steel.)

Also, check for minimum steel percentage and steel spacing as given in
Sec. 22.7.
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Step 8: Check the development length. Select the size of the bar whose development
length is less than II2(L- a); otherwise, provide the development length by 90°
bend at the end.

Step 9: Detail steel as discussed in Sec. 3.7.

(One of the methods to decrease steel in footings is to adopt a liberal depth for
the footing.)

4.4 DESIGN OF SLOPED RECTANGULAR FOOTINGS

In India, to save steel we commonly use thick footings, designed and constructed as stepped
footing or sloped footing, sloping from the column face to the edge. Sloped footings generally
require more depth, and hence less steel, than block footings. Figure 4.1 shows such a sloped
footing. According to IS 456, CI. 34.1.4, the edge thickness should not be less than 150 mm.
The slope should not exceed one vertical to three horizontal if top forms are to be avoided. In
most cases, the concrete to be placed on the slope has to be relatively dry, so that it does not

slide down along the slope. It is very important to remember that as the strength of the footing
depends on the compressive strength of this concrete along the slope, special care should be
taken in the placement, compaction and curing to get it free from voids.

B-H

\ 1 Mxx /\T>"/\ibJ<
!IN

~tu
/
/
/

_7
r

__
\

Figure 4.1 Plan of sloped rectangular column footing. Calculation of bending
moment and shear for design (Example 4.1). Moment Mxx denotes
the bending moment for which steel is placed in the X direction.

The procedure for the design of sloped footings varies among designers. This is due to
the fact that there have not been many large-scale tests on sloped footings, and an accepted
yield line pattern at the failure of centrally loaded and eccentrically loaded sloped footings is
not yet available. As also stated in Sec. 22.7, the minimum steel needs to be checked at the mid-
depth of sloped footings after it is designed as an ordinary footing.

4.4.1 Design Procedure

A sloped footing can be designed by using the following steps: Let,
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L = Length of the footing in the y-direction

a = Dimension of the column in the y-direction

B = Length of the footing in the X-direction
b = Dimension of the column in .Y-direction

[Note: Symbol b is also used in M = Kfckbcf, the formula used in R.C. design and use
of SP 16.]

Step 1: Determination of the requireddepth in bending: The aim here is to find a reasonable
value which will be larger than that required for a block footing. This depth is to be
checked for shear and is used for the calculation of the steel area. The bending
moment is taken at the face of the column and any of the following three procedures
can be used for this purpose.

Method (a): The first method is to assume that the bending moment is the same as
that due to a pad footing in the XX and YY planes. In order to get a liberal value for
depth, we assume it is resisted by the column face line only. The expressions are
simple and can be derived as follows:

Footing size = (L x B) with L > B

Column size = (a x b) with a > b [base dimensions of the column]

Taking Mxx as moment for steel in the X-direction on section normal to shorter span
and Myy as moment on section normal to larger span, we get

( p ÿ
r rB-b\ (B~b)L[lbJ K 2 JI 4

P 2= ÿ— (B- b) (for steel in the X-direction) resisted by length a
8B

Similarly,

P 2Myy =— if'-a) (for steel in the y-direction) resisted by length b
8L

(4.4)

(4.4a)

Method (b): A less conservative method, which will give a lesser depth of footing
is to assume that the moment to be resisted by column faces is that due to the loads
in the trapezoidal area only, as shown in Figure 4.1. Accordingly,

Mxx = (Pressure) x (CG of the area)

Myy =-
LB

P

7L + aÿ (B-bX
X

r 2L+ aÿ 1 rB-b>

LI 2 j to {L -Fa j 3 I 2 j

Mxx =
2MB

(2L +a)(B -by (for steel in the X-direction)

Similarly,

(4.5)

Myy -
24LB

{IB + b){L -a) (for steel in the y-direction) (4.5a)
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In both cases, the moment is to be resisted by the dimensions a and b respectively at

the base of the column.

Mxx for steel in the X-direction along B, Mxx = Kfckacfi
Myy for steel in the ÿ-direction along L, MYY = KfckbcP (4.6)

[Note: We assume that the column dimensions a and b only resist the bending. For

Fe 415 steel, k = 0.138.]

Method (c): As the first method gives very conservative results, some designers use
method (a) for the calculation of moments but assume that the moment is resisted by
an effective breadth larger than that of the dimension at the column base. One such
approximation made is to use the formula

bdf =b+ÿ(B-b), aeff =a+-(L-a) (4.7)
ft o

Step 2: Checkingfor one-way shear: As shear failure is assumed at 45° from the base of the
column. One-way shear is checked by taking a section at a distance equal to the
effective depth (as obtained from step 1) from the face of the column. We find bx and

dx corresponding to the quadrant to that section.

The shear force Vx to be resisted is taken as that acting in the corresponding quadrant
into which the slope footing is divided as shown in Figure 4.1. The area of concrete

resisting the shear is taken as the breadth of the quadrant bx at the section multiplied
by the depth of the concrete at that section dx. Accordingly, for equilibrium at failure,

Vx=bxdxtc (4.8)

Step 3: Checking for two-way shear: The depth of the column should also be enough to

resist two-way (punching) shear. The section for two-way shear is d/2 from the face
of the column (where d is the effective depth at the face of the column).

a2 = a + d and b2 = b + d

The lengths a2,b2 as well as the depth d2 at a distance d!2 from the face of the column
resisting the perimeter shear are calculated. The shear force to be resisted, i.e. V2, is
given by

V2ÿ~(LB~a2b2) (4.9)
Ld

should be less than mobilizable resistance. The condition to be satisfied is

V2 ÿ 2(a>2 + b2)tpd2 (4.9a)

Step 4: Calculation of the area of steel required: The area of the steel required is to be
calculated from moment considerations by any of the following methods.

(a) M calculated as in usual pad footing but resisted only by the column face only.
(b) M calculated from pressures from the trapezium and resisted by the column face

only.
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(c) M calculated as in (a) above and resisted by the whole section with mean depth
of section. This value will be less than the above two.

The area of the steel is obtained from the calculated moment by the equation

( A f
ÿ

Mu=0.87fyAstd 1-t®KI bdfck
from fundamentals, or much more easily by calculating M/bd2 and finding percentage
of steel p by using SP 16 or any other method.

The step-by-step procedure for design is illustrated in Example 4.6.

4.5 DETAILING OF STEEL

All types of column footings are detailed in the same way. Typical detailing of steel in footings
is shown in Figure 3.5. The IS specifications have already been discussed in Sec. 3.7.

4.6 DESIGN OF RECTANGULAR PAD FOOTINGS

Let the length L be in the T-direction and B in the X-direction (Figure 4.1). The considerations
are the same as already derived before for sloped footings. The corresponding moments are as
in Eq. (4.4)

(4.10)

where Mxx is the bending moment for steel in the X-direction and MYy the bending moment for
steel in the T-direction. We assume this moment is taken by the full length of the section on
which the moment acts (see Figure 10.3 also).

4.7 DESIGN OF PLAIN CONCRETE FOOTINGS

Plain concrete footings are used under brick walls, brick pillars, etc. where the pressures
transmitted at the foundation level are small. The principles of design are explained in
Chapter 5.

4.8 DESIGN OF PEDESTALS

As already explained in Chapter 3, the pedestal is a short compression member (the height being
usually less than three times its least lateral dimension) placed at the base of columns to transfer
the load of the column to a footing pile cap, mat, etc. as shown in Figure 22.8. Pedestals become
essential in the layout of steel columns for many reasons. It is also provided for steel columns
in factory buildings as a precaution against possible corrosion of steel, from foundations and
wet floors. Thus, in industrial buildings where the floors are washed regularly, the column bases
should be 50 to 100 mm above the floor level. Otherwise, special precautions should be taken
to encase the bottom part of the column in concrete.
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Another factor that makes the compulsory introduction of pedestals under steel columns
is the large tolerances that have to be provided incivil engineering constructions. Steel columns
are fabricated in workshops to exact sizes. The use of a pedestal makes it convenient to make
adjustments for the variation of the foundation levels in construction.

Steel column

Base plate

PedestalSloped footing

Mud mat

Figure 4.2 Pedestal as a compression member of reinforced concrete. For
pedestals the effective length should be less than three times its
lateral dimension (CI. 26.5.3).

In reinforced column construction also the enlargement of its base as a pedestal is
practised by many engineers to make-up levels, supply larger bearing areas to foundations, and
provide enough development length for reinforcements. In such cases, pedestals and the base
footing together act as a stepped footing as shown in Figure 4.2.

If these pedestals are reinforced as in columns with longitudinal and lateral steels, they
should be treated as enlargement of the column. If they are provided with longitudinal steel,
then they should be treated as part of the footings.

4.8.1 Design Calculation for Pedestals

Based on the theory of bearing capacities explained in Sees. 3.7.1 and 4.6, one can arrive at

a pedestal which may be designed as a plain pedestal or a reinforced pedestal.
As explained in Sec. 3.7.1, when the stress on the top of the pedestals is lesser than

(0A5fck (A2/A[)), theoretically no steel is required in the pedestal. However, in practice, for
pedestals used for R.C. and steel columns, it is advisable to have at least 0.4 per cent of the
area of the pedestal as nominal longitudinal steel with 12 mm laterals binding them together as
in columns.

When the stress on the base is greater than (0A5fck (A2IA\)), the reinforcement shall be
provided for developing the excess force either by extending the longitudinal bars from the
column into the base or by means of dowels from the base to columns (IS 456, CI. 34.4.1).
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An interpretation of this rule obviously means that it is sufficient that steel in the base be
less than in the column, i.e. the total area of the dowels need not be the same as the area of
longitudinal steel in the columns. Accordingly, dowels (starter bars) can be of the same number
but of less area. However, the Indian construction practice in R.C. columns is to continue all
the longitudinal bars from the column to the base of the foundation structure and provide
laterals for these bars as in the top column. This is a very safe and conservative practice.

4.9 SUMMARY

This chapter explains the procedure to be adopted in the design of reinforced concrete isolated
footings and also the design of pedestals which are commonly used for transfer of heavy
column loads to isolated footings.

EXAMPLE 4.1 (Design of square footing)

A solid footing has to transfer a dead load of 1000 kN and an imposed load 400 kN from a

square column 400 x 400 mm (with 16 mm bars). Assuming/ÿ =415,fck - 20 N/mm2, and safe
bearing capacity to be 200 kN/m2 (20 t/m2) design the footing.

Reference Step Calculation

1 Required plan area

IS 456 Load =1.0 DL + 1.0 LL + wt. of footing

36.4 = 1000 + 400 + 100 (say) = 1500 kN

1500 1500 2Area = -=-=7.5 m
BC 200

Adopt 2.8 m square base of constant depth.

2 Ultimate soil reaction (only DL + LL to be taken)

Design load = 1.5 DL + 1.5 LL

= 1.5 (1400) = 2100 kN

Reaction = 2100/(2.8)2 = 268 = 270 kN/m2
3 Depth for one-way shear at d from column

Table B.4 (Assuming min. shear = 0.35 N/mm2 corresponding to

0.2% steel)

d=— ———r- (in metres)
2P +700L

2100(2.8-0.4)
n„A=-r- = 0.520 m =520 mm

2 x 2100+700(2.8)

D = 520 + 10 + 75 = 605 mm (Assume <p- 20 mm)

4 Depthfor two-way shear

IS critical section at d!2 from face as in flat slabs.
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Reference Step

Eq. (4.2)

SP 16
Table 2

Text
Table B.l

Text
Table B.3

IS 456
CI. 26.3.3

10

Calculation

Perimeter = 4(b + d) = 4(0.4 + 0.52) = 3.68 m

Shear = 270(2.82 - 0.922) = 1890 kN

Shear value = 0.25y[fÿk =0.25720 = 1.12 N/mra2

1890xlO3
d=- =459 mm

1.12x3680
Depth from bending (for square of L)

M=
P(L— a) 2100(2.8 -0.4)2

8L 8x2.8

Kfck = 0.138 x 20 = 2.76

=540 kNm

d =
M 540 x 10fc

= 264 mm
2.76L \ 2.76x2800

Depth adopted

Adopt greater of the values d = 520 and D = 605 mm.

(Note: According to BS, the critical perimeter is at 1.5d from
the column face, and the allowable shear is, as in slabs, a
function of percentage of steel present.)

Reinforcement required

M 540 x 10°
Ld2 2800 x (520)2

Steel percentage = 0.206 (> min. 0.15)

0.206 x 2800 x 520

=0.71(top layer)

A =ÿ

100
=3000 mm [10Y20 =3140 mm]

(10Y20 means 10 nos high yield bars of 20 mm dia)

Check development length (for bond) of main steel

Length from the face of the column = —(2800 - 400) = 1200 mm

Development length for 20 mm <p = 47 x 20 = 940
(less than 1125 mm), i.e. 1/2 (length of the footing - col.) - 75 mm

Distribution of steel (Cover = 75 mm)

Square footing: steel uniformly distributed

c . 2800 -150(cover) -20 _nSpacing =---=290 mm

Spacing < 3d and 450 mm

Anchorage of compression bars from columns (According to IS)
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Reference Step Calculation

Table B.3 Anchorage for 16 mm bars = 350 = 560 mm

Available d = 520 (satisfactory)

(This condition need not be satisfied in IS or in BS 8110, see
Sec. 3.7.1.)

11 Total depth (concrete cast on ground)

Assume cover to steel = (27 + 50) = 75 mm

IS 456 With two layers of steel, D = 520 + 20 + 75 = 615 mm
CI. 34.4.2 [Note: According to IS 456, with large diameter column bars, the

depth for compression anchorage will be large. However, in BS 8110
the compression anchorage of steel in R.C. columns does not require
checking, if the started bars extend to the bottom of the footing.]

EXAMPLE 4.2 (Design the column and footing by use of charts)

Design a column and footing for the loads given in Example 4.1.

Reference Step Calculation

Refer
Chart D.6

1 Find dimensions of column andfooting
Column load = 1400 kN, footing load = 1500 kN

(Appendix D) Adopt col. size 300 x 600 or 230 x 750 (mm)

(Column adopted in Example 4.1 = 400 x 400 mm)

From the Chart D.6, size of footing for 1500 kN = 300 x 255 mm

2 Depth offooting required

From the Chart D.6 = 900 mm (Example 4.1 = 620 mm)

3 Steel to be provided

,
_ 26Y10or 19Y12 at top 2041 mm2

From the Chart D.6 =-— =-r-
24Y10 or 18Y12 at bottom 1884 mm

In Example 4.1 we got the steel as, 10Y20 = 3140 at the top

(Note: The smaller area from the chart is because we have adopted a
larger depth in the chart design. Similarly, one or two rods less are
necessary at the bottom as the depth of lower steel is larger than the

top steel.)

EXAMPLE 4.3 (Design of dowels in column)

A square footing 3 x 3 m and 60 cm thickness supports a 450 x 450 mm column; fy = 415 and

fck = 25 N/mm2.
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Reference Step Calculation

1 Max. load on base of column

Design load = 1.5(DL + LL)

= 1.5(780 + 1000) = 2670 kN

IS 456 2 Max. allowable stress on top of the footing

CI. 34.4 Permissible bearing = 0A5fck - 0.45 x 25 = 11.25 N/mm2

Increase the value due to increased area

Ia7 T3000ÿ
>2.0\Ia2 "I450 ,

Limiting value = 2 x 11.25 = 22.5 N/mm2
3 Load taken by concrete

Pc = 22.5 x 450 x 450 = 4556 kN

4 Area of dowel steel

IS 456
CI. 34.4.3

The entire column load can be transferred by the concrete above.
However, codes and field practice require minimum dowel area
of 0.5% of the area of the column.

As = 0.005(450)2 = 1012 mm2
Provide 4 Nos. of 20 mm diameter.

.Notes', (a) The general practice is to provide dowel bars of the same
diameter as the column bars.

(b) IS and ACI require that the development length of dowels into the
footing be checked. BS 8110 does not require this checking if the
other requirements for the thickness of footing (BM and shear) are
satisfied. However, the development length of bars inside the column
should be satisfied in all cases.

EXAMPLE 4.4 (Design of rectangular footing)

Design a footing for a 500 x 350 mm column using 20 mm bars as dowels to transmit
characteristic loads of 600 kN as dead load and 400 kN as live load to a foundation with safe
bearing capacity of 120 kN/m2. Assume grade 20 concrete and Fe 415 steel.

Reference Step Calculation

1 Plan area offooting

A = characteristic load/safe BC

600 +400 + 100(wt. of footing) n 2
=-=9.17 m

120

a .. e ,, , 500 ,- ratio of the column -=1.42
b 350
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Reference Step Calculation

1.42B2 = 9.17. Hence adopt B = 2.55 m L = 3.60 m

Area provided = 9.18 m2
2 Ultimate soil reaction

1.5(DL+LL)
=

1.5(600+400)
=163kN/m2

Area 9.18
3 Depth from one-way shear

For max V, take section along breadth in the lY-direction at a
distance d from the column.

Assume r= 0.36 (corresponding to 0.25% steel)

Chapter 2
Example 2.3

q(L -a) 163(3.6-0.5)
d=—-1=---= 0.45 m=450 mm

2(q + r) 2(163 +360)

(Check section in XX-direction also)

IS 456
CI. 31.6.3.1

4 Check depth for two-way shear

Shear strength =0.25ÿ =0.25ÿ20 =1.12 N/mm2

As b > 1/2a, no correction is needed for /S.
Taking section at d/2 around the column, we get

V= 163[9.18 - (a + d)(b + ef)] = 163[9.18 - 1.1 x 0.95] = 1326 kN

1326 1326 xlO3
0.84 <1.11N/mm2p 2(a +d +b+d)d 2(1750) x 450

Text 5 Depth from bending

Figure 22.6(b) Section YY

M,ong = lbB
P(L-a)2

8L

=
1500(3-6 -0-5)2

=500kNm
8x3.6

Text
Eq. (22.9)

Section XX

P{B-b)2
short 8B

=
1500(2.55-0.35)2=355kNm

8x2.55

6 Reinforcement required

Longitudinal direction

r t
M 500 x 106

nn£For A —T =-y — 0.96,
bd 2550 x (450)

p =0.282,
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Reference Step Calculation

Appendix B t
0.282x2550x450 2

Ar —--=3236 mm
100

Table B.l Short direction

„ t
M 3500 xlO6 ni„,For Asb, —r=-7= 0.49, p=0.143,

bd2 3600(450)

, 0.143 x 3600 x 450 2A, =-=2317 mm
5 100

7

8

Development length in short direction

16 mm rods = 47/p = 752 mm

~{B~b) =ÿ (2550 -350) =1100 mm

1100 - 2(cover) = 1020 mm > Ld
Placing of steel

(a) Reinforcement in long direction along the width is placed at

uniform spacing.

2550-2(40) -16
Spacing=-—-=163 mm

Chapter 3 (b) For reinforcement in short direction,
Sec. 3.7

p- 3 6
=1.41,

2 - 2
-0.83

2.55 p+1 2.41

As this percentage is high, place the steel uniformly on the shorter
side also.

9 Transfer of load to base of column

Chapter 3 Capacity = 0A5fcky]Al/A2 =(0.45/ci)2(area)
Sec. 3.7.1

= 0.45 x 20 x 2 x 500 x 350

= 3150 kN > 1500 kN

IS 456 Thus dowels are not theoretically needed, but at least four rods (equal
CI. 34.4.3 to 0.5 per cent area of the column) are extended to the footing.

Note: If 20 mm bars are provided as dowels to transfer the load, then,
according to IS, the depth of the footing should be equal to its
development length.

Ld of 20 mm bars = 752 mm

This depth is too large for a footing of constant depth.

In such cases use a stepped footing or a sloped footing to reduce the
amount of concrete. Otherwise use a pedestal 350 mm high around the
column with an offset of 200 mm around the column. Pedestal will
be (350 + 400) x (550 + 400) in plan. The rest of the footing will be
stepped and will be of constant depth of 750 - 350 = 400 mm.

However, the provision that the depth of the footing should satisfy the
development length of dowels is not specified in BS 8110.
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EXAMPLE 4.5 (Design of pedestals)

Design a concrete pedestal for supporting a steel column carrying a total factored load of
1700 kN. The size of the base plate is 300 mm square. Assume grade 25 concrete and Fe 415
steel (refer Figure 4.2).

Reference Step Calculation

Case 1: Design for unreinforced pedestal

1 Size of pedestal

IS 456 Bearing strength fcb = 0.45fck = 0.45 x 25 = 11.25 N/mm2
CI. 34.4 Max. allowed strength = 2 x 11.25 = 22.5 N/mm2

1700x 103
Pressure on base plate =-= 19 N/mm2

300x300

Min. size (L x L) to carry this pressure is given by the condition

11.25 —1= 19, L =507 mm1300J
Choose pedestal size 510 x 510 mm

2 Provision of steel

Theoretically, the above pedestal need not be reinforced.

To avoid brittle failure, 0.4 per cent is usually provided.

„ 0.4x510x510 ,n.n 2Ar =-= 1040 mm
100

Provide 4 Nos. of 20 mm rods and the usual laterals.

Case 2: Design as a reinforced pedestal

Adopt minimum size for pedestal (10 mm clearance) = 310 x 310 mm

IS 456 Safe pressure = 11.25(3.1/3.0) = 11.63
CI. 34.4 Load carried by pedestal is equal to

11.63 x 310 x 310 x 10"3 = 1117 kN

Balance load = 1700 - 1117 = 583 kN

. . 583 xlO3
1£tA 2As required =-=1614 mm

0.87x415

Percentage of steel =
x ÿ _ j

310x310

This is greater than the minimum, i.e. 0.4%.
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EXAMPLE 4.6 (Design of sloped footing)

Design a sloped square footing for a circular column 500 mm in diameter and intended to carry
a characteristic load of 1000 kN. The safe bearing capacity of the soil is 200 kN/m2. Assume
that grade 15 concrete and Fe 415 steel are used for the construction.

Figure E4.6

Reference Step Calculation

IS 456
CI. 34.2.2

Calculate size offooting required (self wt. 10%)

. \1/2fiooo + ioo

200
=2.34 m

Adopt 2.4 x 2.4 m footing.

Size of equivalent square column for circular column

500
=354 mm

Provide a square ledge 600 x 600 mm around the column. Calculations
are made on column size 354 x 354 mm with a ledge 600 x 600 mm

Ultimate loadsfrom column

Factored load = 1.5 x 1000 = 1500 kN

Upward pressure =
1500 x 10

2400 x 2400
=0.26N/mnT

Depthfrom moment consideration as in plainfooting and resisted by
ledge face
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Reference Step Calculation

Text
Sec. 22.11

Eq. (4.4)

SP 16

Table C
IS 456
CI. 34.1.2

IS 456

CI. 34.2.4.1(a)

Figure E4.6(b)

IS 456
Table 13

Figure E4.6(b)

IS 456
CI. 34.2.4.1(b)

Taking moment about the face of the column as in plain footings
For a conservative estimate of (d),

Mv = —(B -bf =
1500X 10

(2400 -354)2 =327 x 106 N/ram2
** 8L 8x2400

We assume breadth resisting moment = 600 mm as ledge face.

Mu = 0.138fckbcf~ for Fe 415

327 xlO6
a =,-=668 mm

V 0.138x15x354

Provide effective depth of 600 mm at the column to ledge face and
250 mm at the end. Provide cover to steel of 75 mm. This is a
conservative estimate of d.

Check depth from one-way shear

Take section at effective depth from the face of column (d = 600)

The distance of section from the edge of the footing is equal to

2400 -354
'-600 =1023-600 =423 mm

The breadth of the column face at this section with 45° diagonal is

bx = 2400 - 2 x 423 = 1554 mm

V, =1
2400 + 1554

I=(423)(0.26)N= 217 kN

The effective depth of section, d] at the end of 45° line is

, (600 -250) x 423 „ ,,
J, =250 + —-----— =414 mm

Tc (reqd.) =

(2400 -600) x 0.5

217 xlO3
=0.33 N/mm2

1554x414

Equal to Tc for grade 20 concrete with 0.2% steel.

Check for two-way shear

Section at d/2 from the face of the column

d!2 =
600

v 2 y
=300 mm from the column face

Distance of section from the edge of the footing is equal to

(2400 -354

I 2
-300 = 723 mm
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Reference Step Calculation

b2 = 2400 - 2 x 723 = 954 mm

d-> = at 723 mm from col. = 250 +
(6Q° ~ 250) X 723

= 53 1
900

V2 = 0.26 [(2400)2 -(954)2J= 126kN

IS 456
CI. 31.6.3.2

1261x 103 „ÿ XT, 2r =-=0.62 N/mmp 4x954x531

Allowable punching shear = 0.25yffÿ =0.25-715 =0.97 N/mm2

7 Find area of steel required

The effective depth d in step 1 was calculated on b = 600. The steel
area is calculated by any of the following methods:

Sec. 4.4.1 Method (a): According to the conventional method, As is calculated
from M, obtained from step 4 above (b = ledge face).

M
=

327x10
L51 o.484% >0.25%

bd 600 x (600)

0 484
A = ' (600 x 600) -1742

J 100

Method (b): A more economical solution is to take moments of the
pressures inside the diagonals only and take b = 600 mm.

Mx =——— (2L +a)(B - b)2x 2MB

= (4800+354)(2400 -354)2 =234 kNm

SP 16
Table 1

M= 234x10
-i_08 and p-0.329% >0.25%

bd 600(600)

0 329
A - x 600 x 600 -1185 mm24 100

Alternative method of calculation of As

M
2 =

234X106
2 =0.07

fckbd 15 x 600(600)

Text LA factor = 0.92 (approx.)
Chapter 2
Figure 2.2 234 xlO6 2 , . . .

A, =-=1174 mm (same as above)
1 0.87x415x0.92x600
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Reference Step Calculation

{Note: We may use method (c) of using a larger width to resist the
moment. It will require lesser steel.)

Method (c): By calculating As on full breadth and mean depth across
section along X'X' of Figure E4.6. Thus, the mean depth considering
the whole width along the ledge is equal to,

Figure E4.6(c) 600(600) + (2400 - 600) (60(ÿÿ /24Q0 =469 mm

M
=

327 Xl°62= 0.61, p=0.175%
bd 2400(469)2

SP 16 Put minimum 0.25%
Table 1 0.25x2400x469 2A, =-=2814 mm

* 100

{Note: This method will give less steel than the other two methods.)

8 Distribution of steel—Check for spacing

Distribute total steel uniformly as per IS. Hence,

IS 456 q [2400 -(75x2)]
Spacing =±---— =225 mm

CI. 34.5 1U

The spacing is less than 300 and 3d.

9 Check for development length

SP 16 Ld for 12 mm bars in M15 concrete = 677 mm

Table 65
. . .. ,. 2400 -600

(\f\j\Length available =---=900 mm

This is just sufficient and, if necessary, the bars can be given a
standard bend upwards at the ends.

10 Overall dimensions offooting

Provide cover to effective depth of 75 mm; L = B = 240 mm
The footing depth varies from (250 + 75) at the edge to (600 + 75)

at the column face.

EXAMPLE 4.7 (Design a pedestal (column base) and plain concrete footing)

A 400 x 400 mm column carrying a service load of 1280 kN is to be supported on a plain
concrete footing resting on soil where safe bearing capacity is 275 kN/m2. Design a suitable
foundation assuming a dispersion load of 60° with the horizontal on plain footing.
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1280 kN

775 mm

1200-

1000 mm

\ \2250 mm

Figure E4.7

Reference Step Calculation

See Sec. 3.7.1 1 Check stress at bottom of column

0.45fck = 0.45 x 20 = 9 N/mm2

Stress - L5x 1280 X '°3
- 12 N/mm2 >9 N/mm2

400 x 400

Hence, we will put a column base above the footing.

2 Find required area of footing for bearing capacity = 275 kN/rn2

1280 + 128
ein 2<4

27ÿ
5.12 m (Assuming 10% D.L.)

Adopt a 2.25 x 2.25 square footing above plain concrete.

3 Planning footing

The column size is 400 x 400 mm.

Base is 2250 x 2250 mm

We introduce a sub-base (pedestal) over the mass concrete as shown
in Figure E4.7. Assume allowable load on mass concrete is 1 N/mm2
(1000 kN/m2) only.

1280
Required area of sub-base on mass concrete =-ÿ =1.28 m2

1000
Adopt square base 1.2 x 1.2 m.

4 Find depth of sub-base at 60° dispersion with the vertical

See Sec. 5.2.1 We carry load from 400 x 400 mm to 1200 x 1200 mm base

Overhang = 400 mm on each side.
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Reference Step Calculation

Depth for 60° dispersion = 400 x tan 60 = 492 mm

(We will provide a depth D= 692 + 75 = 767 mm or 775 mm depth.)

5 Find depth of base under sub-base

Area of foundation = 2250 x 2250

Area of sub-base = 1200 x 1200

Overhang of foundation = 525 mm

Depth required = 525 tan 60

= 909 mm (provide depth of 1000 mm).

6 Provision of steel

Provide nominal steel at the bottom of sub-base and continue column
steel into the sub-base as shown in Figure E4.7. The plain base
concrete will be detailed like plain wall footings described in
Sec. 5.2.1.



5
Wall Footings

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Wall footings are continuous strip footings under masonry walls. Strip footings under two

columns are called combined footings. Combined footings are described in Chapter 7. Strip
footing under a series of columns is dealt with in Chapter 9. In ordinary low rise buildings, we

use masonry walls to carry the superstructure loads to the ground. The types of foundations
generally used in them are the following:

• Simple plain (or stepped) concrete continuous strip wall footing

• Reinforced concrete continuous strip wall footing

• Reinforced concrete continuous T or U beam wall foundations (when the beam is
upstanding, it is called a T-beam and when it is downstanding, it is called a U-beam)

as shown in Figure 4.1

We will deal with the design of these footings in this chapter.

5.2 SIMPLE PLAIN CONCRETE WALL FOOTINGS

In all wall footings if the foundation soil is not sandy, it is preferable to have a 300-750 mm
thick layer of sand or hardcore laid over the soil. Greater thickness of this base course is to be
provided in clay soils. Over this hardcore, a block of 1:2:6 lime brick jelly concrete (preferred
for clay soils) or plain concrete 1:4:8 to 1:2:4 with large size (50 mm) aggregate is laid as plain

57
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concrete footing. The thickness of this plain concrete footing should be 150-450 mm,
depending on the site. The construction of brick work over this plain concrete is to be
undertaken only after this concrete layer has properly set and hardened. (It is very important
that excavations near the foundations should not be made below the sand layer, after the
construction of the foundation.)

Brick walls are built below the ground with offsets equal to quarter size of the brick.
(Thus, for the 9-inch brick wall commonly used, we give 214 in offset on both sides with a total
of half brick or 4lA inches offsets.) Each course consists of 2 to 3 or more brick in height. (Thus
a 9-inch wall is carried through 13'/2 inches, 18 inches, 22Vi inches in steps, each step being
2- or 3-course brick work, depending on the depth of the foundation.) Generally, more than
three offsets are provided in the foundation, starting from the plinth.

(e) (f)

Figure 5.1 Types of wall footings: (a) Plain concrete footing under a straight wall; (b) Plain concrete
footing under a stepped wall; (c) Reinforced concrete slab footing; (d) R.C. T-beam
footing; (e) R.C. U-beam footing; and (f) Vierendeel frame footing which acts as a girder
when supported at the end on rigid supports like a pile or pier.
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In places where the ground water is high or the subsoil water is saline, ordinary brick work
does not last long as it tends to deteriorate with time. It is better to use stone (rubble) walls or
reinforced concrete Virendeel beams with brick infill as described in Chapter 20, in such places
[Figure 5.1(b)]. The minimum thickness to which random rubble work can be built is 375 mm
(15 inches). The offsets provided for rubble work are usually 150 mm (6 inches) as against
4V2 inches in brick construction.

Note: Tables for design of simple wall footings are given in Sec. 5.3.1.

5.2.1 Dispersion of Load in Plain Concrete

For designing plain concrete footings, we should follow the recommendation of IS 456,
CI. 34.1.3. It specifies the dispersion of the load from base concrete to hardcore expressed as
angle of dispersion. It is the angle at which the load from the footing can be assumed to be
transferred to the ground through (a hard stratum like) plain concrete. The value of the angle
with the horizontal is given as follows

where qa = maximum soil pressure, with qalfck as the ratio of the calculated maximum soil
pressure on the base of the foundation to the characteristic strength of the concrete (hard
stratum). [For qa =fckJ400, the dispersion will be 1 horizontal to 1 vertical; for qa =fck/50, it
will be 1 horizontal to 1.5 vertical].

Inpractice,the dispersion can be taken as 45 degrees Ihorizontal to 1vertical in cement
concrete (say M20) and 1 horizontal to 1.5 vertical (56.3 degrees to the vertical) in lime
concrete, which is of lesser strength.

When full dispersion rules are satisfied, it is assumed that there will be no tension at the
base and no steel reinforcements are needed in plain footings. However, in practice, it is
advisable to provide shrinkage steel in mass concrete footings also.

5.2.2 Transfer Stress to Concrete

In addition to the dispersion from concrete to soil, we are required to check the transfer stress
of the brick work of the wall to concrete also. IS 456 (2000)[1], CI. 34.4 (Figure 4.2) states that
the bearing pressure on concrete should not exceed the permissible bearing stress in concrete

(taken as 0A5fck) in direct compression multiplied by sjAi / A2, which should not be greater

where
A [ = Maximum area of the supporting area for bearing of the footing which is taken

as shown in Figure 5.1(a).

A2 = Loaded area of the column base

These design principles of plain concrete footings are illustrated in Example 4. 1.

tan or > 0.9 + 1
_ fct

1/2

(5.1)

than 2.

Bearing stress (5.2)
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5.3 REINFORCED CONCRETE CONTINUOUS STRIP WALL FOOTINGS

In most present-day constructions which progress rapidly, we provide reinforced concrete strip
footings. As already stated, there can be mainly two conventional types of reinforced concrete
continuous wall footings, namely,

• Continuous R.C. slab strip wall footings shown in Figures 5.1(a) to (e)

• Continuous R.C. T or U beam wall footings shown in Figure 5.1(d) and (e) respectively

The first is a slab, cantilevering on both sides of the wall, and the second is a beam and
slab construction with a slab on both sides of the wall and a beam being built under and along
the wall. To these, we may add one more, not so conventional type, namely,

• Virendeel frame or girder wall footing shown in Figure 5.1(f).

5.3.1 Design of Continuous Strip Wall Footings

The method of design of these footings is given in IS 456, CI. 34. The thickness of the edge
of the footing should not be less than 150 mm for footings in soil (and 300 mm above the top
of the piles for footings on regular piles).

For the wall constructed directly above the footing the following conditions should be
satisfied.

1. The width should be such that the bearing capacity should not be exceeded. As a rule
it is made at least three times the width of the wall.

2. The bending moment for design of transverse steel is taken about a section half way
between the edge of the wall and the centre line of the footing. (For concrete columns,
it is taken the edge of the column and for gusseted bases half way between the face
of the column or pedestal and the edge of the gusseted bases.)

3. The critical section for shear is to be taken at a distance equal to the effective depth
of the strip from the wall. (If the section is taken within this depth, i.e. at a lesser
distance, enhanced shear can be assumed in the action of the footing.)

4. The development length for the diameter of steel selected from the section for B.M.
should be satisfied. If necessary, the steel can also be bent up to get the development
length.

5.3.2 Design for Longitudinal Steel

For good soil condition, as in sandy soils, only the minimum longitudinal steel along the length
of the wall is to be provided to tie these transverse steel in place. However, for design in clayey
or shrinkable soils where long-time settlements occur, special care should be taken in the design
of longitudinal steel. This is dealt with in Sec. 5.5. Example 4.2 gives the steps to be followed
in the design. Table 5.1 gives data which may be used for a quick preliminary design of these
footings.
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TABLE 5.1 Design of Strip Wall Footings After Finding Size of Footing [Figure 5.2]

Safe bearing capacity offoundation
Overhang on each 10 T/m2 15 T/m2 20 T/m2 As(2

side = -4 (mm) Asu Did Asti Did Asti Did (on each side)

375
8 mm
@200

300
150

8 mm
@200

300

150
8 mm
@200

300
150

3 of 8 mm

500
8 mm 300 8 mm 300 8 mm 375

4 of 8 mm
@ 200 150 @ 200 150 @ 150 150

600
8 mm 375 8 mm 375 8 mm 450

5 of 8 mm
@ 200 150 @150 150 @125 150

750 10 mm
@ 175

450
150

10 mm
@ 125

450
150

10mm
@ 150

600

150
4 of 10 mm

900
10 mm
@ 125

450
150

12 mm
@ 125

450
200

12 mm
@ 150

600

200
6 of 10 mm

Asll gives the transverse steel to be provided along the width.

Ast2 gives the longitudinal steel to be provided on each side in overhang.

5.4 R.C. T BEAM OR U WALL FOOTINGS IN SHRINKABLE SOILS

With clay soils, especially the shrinkable (or expansive clays), ordinary wall footings do not

work well as there will be differential settlements along the length of the beam. The walls will
tend to crack. The foundation has to be more rigid lengthwise. Some of the solutions usually
adopted are:

1. In moderately shrinkable soils, a rigid T beam or U beam, as shown in Figure 5.2,
gives good results.

2. In more severe cases, we may adopt R.C. slab footings with stub column at intervals
with a connecting plinth beam or grade beam placed at the ground level with infill
between the stub columns with brick work (or rubble work in submerged conditions)
to form Virendeel frame or truss like construction, which is found to be more rigid
than the conventional wall footings. (This type of foundation is dealt with in
Chapter 20.) In this section, we deal with T and U beams as wall foundations.

Figure 5.2
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5.4.1 Design of R.C. T or U Continuous Beam Footings

The beams, as shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.3, built on shrinkable soils should be distinguished
from strip foundations used for columns spaced at intervals described in Chapter 9 (where also
we may use T and U beams). The concepts of design of these continuous wall foundations on
shrinkable soils are based on differential settlement or loss of support.

230

150

(a)

250

230

\ /

*-1

i r. F 1

1
(b)

T
400

1

T
450

230

fc-ri

(C)

Figure 5.3 T beam and slab foundations for expansive soils.

IS 29 11 on pile foundations recommends that grade beams supported on soil between
piles can be designed for a B.M. = ve/2/30, where w is the distributed load per unit strength along
the beam. This is a very safe value. Investigation conducted at Department of Civil Engineering,
College of Engineering, Guindy, Anna University has recommended a loss of support for beams
on shrinkable soils as given in Table 5.2. It depends on the activity index of soil. The suggested
percent loss of support, moment coefficient, suggested depth of T beams and increase in

ground pressure due to loss of support are given in Table 5.2. It can be seen that the value
of B.M. = wl2/30 can be safely used for the design of these beams also.

TABLE 5.2 Characteristics of Shrinkable Soils

Activity
index of

foundation
soil

Degree of
expansion

Loss of
support

Suggested
moment

coefficient

Minimum
recommended

depth of T
beam in mm

Increase in
pressure

0.5-0.75 Low 10 vv/2/ 166 350 1.25
0.75-1.00 Moderate 15 w/2/88 400 1.60
1.00-1.2 High 20 w/2/53 450 1.65

>1.2 Very high 30 w/2/32 As required 2.00

Note: Activity =
Plasticity index

Clay fraction
A, B. C are shown in Figure 5.3.
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5.5 DESIGN OF U BEAM WALL FOOTINGS

As shown in Figure 5.1, in a T beam the rib is upstanding above the slab, whereas in a U beam
the rib is downstanding below the top slab. (Such beams are commonly used for strip
foundations of a series of columns also, as described in Chapter 9.) The design principles for
design of T and U beams are the same, except that in the Ubeam under positive moment (with
soil pressure upwards), the width in compression is that of the beam only. The slab of the U
beam due to the ground pressure acting upwards is under tension in the longitudinal direction.

However, U beams have some advantages over T beams. First, in clay soils it is easy to

excavate in slopes and secondly, it gives a plane surface on top and is easy to build on. As the
maximum moments with upward ground pressure occur at the supports, in beams continuous
over supports the compression areas are also in the right positions.

5.6 FOUNDATIONS OF PARTITION WALLS IN GROUND FLOORS

Foundations of partition walls and walls for shelves, platforms, etc. of buildings need not be as
strong as the foundations of load bearing walls. Tamil Nadu Public Works Department (PWD)
recommends different types of foundations for the following situations [2].

1. Foundations for half brick partition walls that are to be taken up to the ceiling
level. The foundation level should be about 0.9 m below the ground level. It should
have a 300 mm wide, 150 mm thick sand "fill; over it, a 300 mm wide, 150 mm thick
p.c.c. slab of lean concrete 1:4:8 is laid. This forms the base. A one brick wall is built
up to the level of the bottom of the floor over which the partition wall 100 mm can
be built. (For the half brick wall construction, it is good to provide steel in the masonry
in the form of steel bars or wire mesh enclosed in mortar at intervals of every sixth
course.)

2. Foundations for half brick walls which are only up to 175 cm (3 ft 10 in) meant
to support shelves in store rooms. We provide a foundation similar to (1) above
with the half brick partition wall of 100 mm. In good soils we can build the half brick
wall from the p.c.c, concrete without the one brick wall base.

3. Foundations for half brick partition walls in framed buildings with grade beams
between columns. In framed buildings, the partition walls can be built on
connecting beams laid just below the floor concrete level, with their ends resting on
the walls built on the grade beams between columns. Every sixth course of all half
brick walls should be reinforced as stated above.

4. Foundations for light loads. Partition walls of wardrobes and shelves in bed rooms,
etc. can be built directly on the floor concrete, with a minimum of 150 mm sand filling
below the floor.

5.7 SUMMARY

The layout and design of continuous wall footings should depend on the type of foundation soil.
Plain concrete footings and ordinary reinforced concrete slab footings perform well in good
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soils. However, in clay soils and expansive soils, T or U beam and Virendeel frame type
footings (see Chapter 20) are found to be more suitable than the others.

EXAMPLE 5.1 (Design of plain concrete wall footing on sandy soil)

Design a plain concrete footing for a wall stepped to 450 mm width to carry a load of 300 kN
per metre length of the wall. Assume grade 20 concrete and the bearing capacity of the soil to

be 200 kN/m2. (This loading is rather high as indicated in Step 1, Notes of Example 5.2.)

Reference Step Calculation

1 Plan area required

P = 300 + self wt. of foundation at 10 per cent = 330 kN per m

Base area required =
ÿ2.

= 1.65 m2; required width = 1500 mm
200

2 Checking width for transfer stress from the wall to concrete

300 xlO3
Transfer stress =-= 0.67 N/mm2

1000 x 450

Allowable value =0.45fck-JA2/ A2
Sec. 5.2 0A5fck = 0.45 x 20 = 9 N/mm2 > 0.7 N/mm2

Hence safe in bearing stress.

3 Find angle of dispersion

Sec. 5.2 f 20
We have —— =--- =29 (intensity of load is high)

q 0.67

Eq. (5.1) tan or =0.9 +1=1.9 (1.9 vertical to 1 horizontal)
V fck

4 Find depth offooting

Length of projection =2.(1650 -450) =600 mm (each side)

Vertical D g Hence D
_ ,140 mm

Horizontal 600

[Notes: (1) This depth is too large. We can decrease this depth of
the footing by increasing the width of the foundation by providing
more stepping and thus reduce the offset.

(2) If we adopt large mass concrete, provide some steel for
shrinkage.

Sec. 5.2.1 (3) According to IS 456, the angle of dispersion is taken as a function
of the ratiofckJq. Some designers assume the angle as a constant value
of 45°. Theoretically, this is true only for fci/q ~ 400.]
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EXAMPLE 5.2 (Design of a R.C. wall footing on sandy soil)

A brick wall of 250 mm thick of a two-storeyed building is to rest directly on a R.C. strip
footing. Design the footing assuming the soil is sandy and its safe bearing capacity to be
100 kN/mm2. Check the design by Table 5.1.

Reference Step Calculation

1 Calculate characteristic load on the footing one storey height

(Note: Generally, in residential buildings we may assume a load of
30-40 kN per metre length (0.9-1.2 t per foot) of wall per storey

height)

Assume W = 80 kN/m of wall length for two storeys

2 Find required width offoundation

b=-
80
-=0.8 m (Adopt one metre width)
100

80
Pressure =— =80 kN/m2

1

Hence safe for BC.

Factored ground pressure = 1.5 x 80 = 120 kN/m2

As the soil is good, let us adopt an R.C. slab wall footing cantilevering
on either side of the wall.

3 Find cantilever moment

B.M. section taken half way between the edge of the wall and the
centre of the wall - (Overhang = 375 mm and width of wall 250 mm)

, 1000- 250 125
/ =-+-=

2 2
375 +62.5 =437.5 mm

IS 456 Cantilever moment =
120 x (°-4375)2

=j146 kN_m

34.2.3 z

4 Find depth of footing required

d =
11.46x 106 ÿ1/2

as M - 0.14fckbcf = 63.9 mm
0.14 x 20x1000

V /

IS 456 Adopt minimum allowed depth = 150 mm at the end with the slab
sloping to thickness of 300 mm at the wall. (A slab of 150 mm can
also be assumed.)

5 Area of steel required assuming D = 300 mm

Cover to be provided = 75 mm (cast directly on the ground)

D at the section of the wall = 300 - 75 = 225 mm
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Reference Step Calculation

Table B.l

(Chapter 2)

M
= —

l'-46xl0
-=Q 226 <QA2 for 0 j 2% steel

bd 1000x225x225

Provide nominal steel of 0.12% longitudinally and transversely.

. 0.12x1000x225 „n 2A.=-=270 mm
100

Provide 8 mm rods @180 mm gives 279 mm2.

Distribution steel provides 3 Nos. of 8 mm rods on each side of the
wall as distribution steel.

6 Check development length

Ld = 47<j> = 47 x 8 = 376' mm

Length from the edge of the wall to the end of the slab

1000-250--75 =300 mm only
2

We have to hook the bar at the ends to give the development length.

7 Check for bending (one-way) shear

Section d from wall (let us assume d as the average depth)

Average depth =pÿ0+300 _ 75ÿ =150 mm

Step 2

Table B.2

1 V 1000- 250 3
V @ 150 mm from the wall = ---150UOOOA 2 J

= 0.226 x 120 = 27.12 kN

x 120

(Chapter 2)

8

27 12x 103
r =—:-=0.18 N/mm2 <0.28 (Hence safe)

1000x150

Check design by Table 4.1

n k . ÿ . 1000-250
Overhang on each side =-—-=375 mm

Safe BC = 10 t/m2

Table 4.1 We get, -4sl| =8 @ 200 mm centre

Along length As =3 of 8 mm on each side as distribution steel

(Note: The footing is cast on a 75 mm thick 1:4:8 mat concrete.)

EXAMPLE 5.3 (R.C. wall footing in clayey soils)

Design an inverted T strip foundation for a 230 mm wall for a single storey building. The
foundation soil can be classified as medium shrinkable soil and its safe bearing capacity can be
assumed as 10 t/m2 (100 kN/m2). Assume the length of the wall is 10 m and load at foundation
is 40 kN/m.
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8 mm
@225

435

150

150

1000

(a) T beam

1000

(b) U beam

Figure E5.3

Reference Step Calculation

Table 4.2 1 Calculate width offoundation
As the pressure on the base can increase by 1.6 times by loss of
contact, we need more base width than otherwise.

Load = 40 kN/m (4 t/m)

Width required - -0.64 m. Adopt—1000 m
100

Adopt a T beam with a slab of depth 150 mm at the end to 300 mm
at the edge of the beam

2 Design cantilever slab

Length of slab = (1000 - 213)12 = 385 mm on each side
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Reference Step Calculation

3 Design overhanging slab

Factored load = 1.5 x 40 = 60 kN per metre length

Limit state Upward reaction = 60/1 = 60 kN/m2
design Increased value for loss of support 1.6 x 60 = 96 kN/m2

Design as in Example 2.3 or by Table 5.1

Table 5.1 ASI) = 8 mm @ 200 mm

Ast2 = Distribution steel (0.12%)4 of 8 mm

4 Design T beam—longitudinal steel

Table 5.2 For moderately expansive coefficient
oo

Approx. T My = 60 x (10)2/88 = 68 kNm
beam design

My = 0.14/ÿM2 = 68 kNm; d-
68 x 106

1/2

0.14x20x230v y

d = 325 mm (Assume 375 mm). Let 16 mm main steel

D = 375 + 50 + 8 = 435 mm (approx.)

Design of T beam

We can design the beam as a simple rectangular section or proceed
with an approximate design assuming the lever arm depth—('A slab
depth)

5 Approximate design of T beam using approximate length of L.A.

z = d- — (slab depth)
2

= 375 - 75 = 300 mm

6 Approx. capacity on concrete strength - assuming flange is in
compression

My = 0.36flkbfDf (LA), where bf, Df refer to the flange

= 0.36 x 20 x 1000 x 150 x 300 = 324 kNm

Step 4

7

= 324 kNm > 68 kNm required

Find approximate steel area required

68 x 106
5 " 0.87x415x300

=628 mm"

Provide 3 Nos. 16 mm at top giving 603 mm2.

(As we will provide the same steel at the bottom and also as the

design is very conservative, we can provide slightly lower than the
theoretical value.)
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Reference Step Calculation

8 Bottom steel

In foundation design where we do not know where the settlement may

occur, the usual practice is to provide the same steel at top and bottom
without use of bent bars. Therefore, provide 3-16 mm bars at the
bottom also.

9 Design of nominal stirrups to be provided

As the beam is continuously supported we design for nominal steel.
Assume 2 legged 6 mm stirrups at max spacing

Spacing = 0.15d = 0.75 x 375 = 280 mm (say, 275 mm)

(For detailed design, proceed as explained in Chapter 2.)

REFERENCES

[1] IS 456, 2000, Plain and Reinforced Concrete, Code of Practice, Bureau of Indian
Standards, New Delhi, 2000.

[2] Public Works Department, Design of Foundations and Detailing, Association of
Engineers and Assistant Engineering, Tamil Nadu, 1991.
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Design of Isolated Footings with
Vertical Loads and Moments

6.1 INTRODUCTION

There are many instances where foundations are subjected to vertical loads W and moments M.
We have to distinguish between the following three cases.

Case 1: Foundation is always acted on by W and M, where the moment M is due to the
eccentricity of vertical loads and these loads always act on the structure and the
foundation is always under W and M. (In this case, we design for uniform pressure
by providing eccentricity in the foundation.)

Case 2: The moment M is large and acts only temporarily. This happens, for example, in the
case of large wind loads acting always in one direction. This is also the case with a

cantilever retaining wall foundation subjected to a large value of M due to earth

pressure.

Case 3: Where the moment can reverse itself as happens when the wind can blow from any
direction.

(Note: As has already been pointed out in Chapter 1, any external horizontal load acting on
the structure will have to be balanced by horizontal ground reactions also. Moments due to

vertical loads can be balanced by vertical reactions only.)

70
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6.2 PLANNING LAYOUTOF ISOLATEDCOLUMN FOOTINGWITH CONSTANT
WAND MTO PRODUCE UNIFORM BASE PRESSURE (Case 1)

The variation of pressure on the base of a footing in direction L along which moment M acts

is given by the following expression:

W M „ BL
q = — ±— y, I--H

A I
y

12
and Z =

BL~
(6.1)

where M acts in the direction of length L.
If we express M= Weh then in the rectangular footing (B x L), the pressure produced will

be as follows:

W

BL
1±ÿL

L
(6.2)

If e is more than LI6, q will be negative and, as the foundation cannot take negative
pressure, the pressure will readjust itself so that it is not greater than L/6. If eccentricity is U6
towards one end, then the base pressure will be zero at the other end.

W

"M= Pe

(a)

Figure 6.1 Case 1: Planning of footing with vertical load and constant moment M.
(a) Footing with load and moment, (b) Effect of W and M, (c) Placing column
with eccentricity e opposing effect of M, thus producing uniform ground
pressure.

It can also be seen from the expression that if we place the footing eccentrically so as to
produce a moment opposite in direction to the acting moment, the pressures under the footing
will be uniform (as shown in Figure 6.1).

Thus, for this case, we place the column on the footing with an eccentricity = ex equal
and opposite to ex = M/W.
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6.3 PLANNING LAYOUT OF ISOLATED COLUMN FOOTING WITH
CONSTANT WAND VARYING M IN ONE DIRECTION ONLY (Case 2)

In planning layout of isolated footing, if we place the footing with the full eccentricity M/W,
then, without the moment acting, the distribution of the base pressure will not be favourable.
The eccentricity to be given for the case of varying moment can be found as follows. Taking
B x L as the footing, I/y = z value; for moment along L, the value of z = BL?I6.

As shown in Figure 6.2, the moment produces equivalent eccentricity e, = M/W and the
column is placed at an eccentricity e2. The conditions to be satisfied by the two ends of the
footing are as follows.

e, = M/W 1

L - 3e,

e, = eJ2 = LI6
M= O

M= M

Figure 6.2 Case 2: Planning isolated footing for a column subjected to vertical load
and varying moment (varying from O to M) acting in one direction only to
produce allowable ground pressures, (a) W and M acting on foundation.
Make L = 3eÿ and place column with e2 = e,/2 on opposite side of e,,
(b) Ground pressure with M = O, (c) Resultant ground pressure with
moment equal to maximum moment M. (Provide area of foundation for
2IV.)

Let g] = M/W, e2 = eccentricity we adopt on the opposite side.

At end 1, W We,
M=0; ---->0

BL z
(6.3)

At end 2,

„ W We2 WeiM=M; ----+—-<q safe
BL z z

n W We2M=0; — +—-<q
BLz

1#
W We2 WexM= M\ — +—---> 0
BL z z

(6.4)
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From Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4),

WeL_WeL =_WeL
z z z

Therefore, e{ = 2e2. or we adopt e2 = ef2.
As e2 should not be >L/6 for no tension, we adopt a length of footing

L = 6e2 or 2ex (6.6)

Thus, we adopt a length offooting 3 times the value MAN of eccentricity and place the
column with an eccentricity L/6. There will be no tension in the base with M and without M.
(Note: In the next case when the wind can blow in the opposite direction as well, we will set

L = 6ex.)
The necessary width B is found as follows: From Eqs. (6.3) and (6.5) and putting e2 = LJ6,

we obtain

W
— + W
BL V u / BL2 ) BL

2W
= <7 (6.7)

We plan the footing in such a way that B = 2W/Lq.

6.3.1 Procedure for Planning Layout of Footings W with and Varying M

Step 1: Calculate the area of the footing for twice the load.

2W
4 =-=LB

q

Calculate ex - M/W and adopt Lx, the length of the footing as 3 times this eccentricity.
Find also the breadth B = AIL. Place the column load with an eccentricity

e2 -7 (6.8)
6

Step 2: Find factored loads for design.
Step 3: Check for the maximum ground pressure.
Step 4: Find the depth of the footing for one-way shear for conditions of only W acting.

Step 5: Repeat check for the depth for one-way shear for W and M acting.

Step 6: Check for punching shear.
Step 7: Find the maximum bending moment for longitudinal steel.

Step 8: Check the depth for adequacy in bending.
Step 9: Determine longitudinal steel required.
Step 10: Check the size of the rod selected for anchorage.
Steps 11 and 12: Show the procedure of determining transverse steel. There are two methods

in this procedure.

Method 1: Proceed as in rectangular footing and place steel as specified in IS 456
for rectangular footings.
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Method 2: Alternately, if the footing is very long, we may assume that the column
load is transmitted only in a column band of width equal to column size
+ 0.75 times the depth on either side (a total of column width + 1.5 times
the depth). Design this strip as a beam of this width in the transverse

direction. In the remaining transverse region, put either nominal steel or
the same steel (see Sec. 7.8.1).

This concept is further explained in Chapter 7 under combined footings.

6.4 ISOLATEDCOLUMN FOOTINGS WITH CONSTANT WAND MOMENTS IN
ANY DIRECTION (Case 3)

In a structure such as a water tank built on top of a single column the wind can blow in any
direction. Thus, we design the foundation for winds in the X- and T-axis. If we adopt a square
footing, the wind acting along its diagonal direction will be critical (see Example 6.3).
Therefore, we proceed as follows:

As shown in Figure 6.4, assume the effect of a diagonal wind on the ground pressure to
be due to the wind acting both in X- and F-directions simultaneously. Thus,

qmax = V2 (wind acting on the X- or T-direction)

We combine this load with dead and live loads to check that the pressures are not exceeded.
We proceed as follows.

Step 1: Find the three cases of characteristic load combinations of service loads and four cases
for limit state.

Step 2: Find the base area required. A square foundation of liberal size is preferred. The side
of the square should exceed 6 times the eccentricity ei due to M, and the column is
placed at the centre so that the ground pressure is always positive in whichever
direction the wind blows. (In case 2, it was 3 times ex and, in the present case, as the
wind can blow in opposite side also, it should be 6 times e{.)

Step 3: Check for safety for maximum ground pressure. The effect of wind load can be
considered as V2 x wind in one direction.

Step 4: Take the four cases offactored loads [Eq. (3.2)] and find the maximum pressures for
limit state design for each case.

Step 5: Select the maximum pressure for design.

Step 6: Find the depth for one-way shear.

Step 7: Check the above depth for punching shear.

Step 8: Find the steel for bending in the X- and T-directions.

Step 9: Check the diameter of steel chosen to satisfy bond.

Step 10: Check against diagonal wind.

The procedure is illustrated in Example 6.3.
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t
L= 6e

W/6e
Mil 11 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
W/6e M,>

\
\ T~~n

(a)

(b)

+ (c)

+ (d)

"(e)

Figure 6.3 Case 3: Planning isolated footing with vertical load and varying moment which
can act in the reverse direction also, (a) and (b) Layout with L = 6e. Place
column at centre of footing, (c) Ground pressure due to vertical load only,
(d) and (e) Ground pressure due to varying moments in reverse directions.

p/V2—»

p/V2

4-
k

(b)

Figure 6.4 Isolated column footing with central vertical load W and moment Mdue to wind
loading acting in any direction, (a) Resolution of diagonal load into two loads
in X-Y directions, (b) Ground pressure due to moments, (c) Maximum pressure
due to diagonal wind load.

6.5 SUMMARY

In this chapter we have delt with the design of isolated footings for columns subjected to

vertical loads and the following cases of moments case (1) constant moment. Case (2) varying
moment, acting only in one direction and case (3) varying moment acting in any direction.
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EXAMPLE 6.1 (Alignment of footings under the column with P and M (acting always)
to produce uniform ground pressure)

A square footing 2.6 x 2.6 m has to carry a vertical load of 600 kN with a moment due to

eccentric load of 100 kNm along one of its axes. Determine the contact pressure if the column
is placed at the centre of the footing. Plan the position of the column so that the bearing pressure
on the footing will be uniform.

Reference Step Calculation

Determine the eccentricity of the load

M 100
01A7e -— =-= 0. 167 m

W 600

=0.43 m

This should not exceed

L 2.6

6
~

6
0.167 < 0.43 m, which implies all pressures are positive.

Determine the pressures with the column at the centre

W

«=¥ 1 ±
6e

B

600

(2.6)

/ 6x0.167

2.6

<7max = 88.75 + 34.2 = 122.95 kN/m2

<7max = 88.75 - 34.2 = 54.55 kN/m2

Check average pressure
122.95 + 54.55

=88.75 kN/m'

Step 1

Total pressure = 88.75 x (2.6)2 = 600 kN (Hence, it is okay)

Determine eccentricity of load to produce uniform pressure

Place the column with eccentricity of e2 = et = 0.167 towards the
lower pressure side so as to produce a moment equal and opposite to

that of the column moment. The resultant pressure will be uniform =
88.75 kN/m2.

EXAMPLE 6.2 (Design of foundation for W and varying M in one direction)

Design a footing for a column loaded with W = 150 kNm and a large varying moment in one

direction of maximum value of 200 kNm. Assume the safe bearing capacity of foundation soil
120 kN/m2 and a column size 400 x 300 mm.

Figure E6.2
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Reference Step Calculation

Figure 6.2

Eq. (6.7)

Sec. 6.3

Let

% = 350 kN/n

Use

(p= 20 mm

5

6

Find area and Lx, length offooting taking sendee loads

Area required = 2W/q

A =
2W

d

M

2X150 9S.2--— - z.5 m
120

200 4
1 « a J .r -3e, -— =-=— =1.33 m:Adopt L - 3e,

W 150 3 F 1

Adopt L = 3 x e, = 4 m and B = 2.5/4 = 0.63 m

Adopt 4 x 1 metre foundation (L = 4 m; B = 1 m)

Place column with e2 = \!1ex = LI6 = 4/6 - 0.67 m

Adopt e2 = 0.68 m on the opposite side of ej .
Calculate factored loads for design

W= 1.5 x 150 = 225 kN

M = 1.5 x 200 = 300 kNm

Find maximum pressures

With W only at e2 = 4/6 m and Z = BL2/6

<?max =——±225x — x — = 112.5 and zero kN/m2max 1x4 6 16

With Monly on the footing

qm3x = ± (300 x 6)/16 = ± 112.5 N/mm2
(These pressures oppose each other, see Figure E6.2)

These pressures are less than 1.5 x 120 = 180 N/mm2 allowed

Find depth for one-way shear with no moment

For a safe value, assume uniform pressure = W/BL over longer
length.
Larger length from the edge of the column (400 mm) to the edge of
the footing = 2.0 + 0.68 - 0.20 = 2.48 m

W 225
Total shear =— (2.48 -d) =—L(2.48 -</)

BL 4
Shear section = Bd = 1 x d

tx d = 56.25(2.48 - d)/4

With T- 350 kN/m2 required; d - 0.343 m

D = 343 + 10 + 75 = 428 m

For a conservative value, assume D = 600 mm

d = 600 - 75 - 10 = 515 mm

Check for one-way shear with moment also
(As in step 3)

Check for punching shear at d/2 around column
(as in other problems)
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Reference Step Calculation

1 Find maximum bending moment (Approx. method)

Maximum bending moment is produced from reaction from the longer
side from the column, with W and M acting together.
Pressure at the face of the column due to W

=ÿ-ÿx 2.48 =69.75 kN/m2
4

Example 2.7

8

BM on the face of the column on the RHS: x = 2.48 m

B.M. = (x2/6)(2<7, + q2)

=
(2.48*2*l,2.5+69.75)

=302kNm
6

Check capacity of section for BM

Capacity of section = 0.14fcrfxP
= 0.14 x 20 x 1000 x (515)2 = 742 kNm

(For exact values, we may consider the weight of the footing
separately as a UDL)

9 Determine longitudinal steel required {d = 515 mm)

Table B.l
M 132.5xlO6

_05Q
bd 1000x515x515

p with Fe 415 steel = 0.143% steel

Adopt minimum main steel = 0.25% instead of 0.12% shrinkage steel
prescribed. Find steel for full width = 1000 mm

„ 0.25x1000x515
,OCQ 2/A, =-= 1288 mm /m

100
Use 6 Nos. 16 mm bars giving 1206 mm2

10 Check for anchorage

Ld = 47</> = 47 x 16 = 752 mm is available

11 Find transverse moment (first method, Sec. 6.3.1)

Transverse offset from the column face

= (1000 - 300) (1/2) = 350 mm

Considering maximum pressure for the whole length of the slab, we
have

Afmax = (112.5 - factored self-wt. pressure) x (0.35)2/2

= 112.5 x (0.35)2/2 = 6.86 kNm

„ M 6.86 xlO6 _
q for —— =-=0.025. Thus, q is very low.

bd2 1000x515x515

Provide 0.2% steel as transverse steel.

12 Find area of steel (one metre width)
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Reference Step Calculation

IS 456 (34.3)

Let us provide 0.2% (instead of 0.12% for shrinkage)

_ 0ÿ20 x 4000x515 =4120 mm2 (for full length)
5 100

Use 21 Nos. of \6(p bars area = 4223 mm2

As — =4, provide steel near or to the column in column band
B

Column band = width of footing

2(2)2
Reinforcement in col. band —-= -=— (J3 = Side ratio)

p+ \ (4+ lJ 5

3The remaining — th area is distributed in the end bands. This should

not be less than 0.12%. (We may also use the column band approach
as explained in Sec. 6.3.1).

Check for anchorage of transverse steel

Ld for 16<p - 47 x 16 = 752 mm

Length available for bond = 350 mm

For satisfying the development length, the bar has to be bent up along
the depth on either ends to provide Ld.
{Note: As the amount of reinforcement supplied is much more than
that required theoretically, the steel is stressed less and the average
bond requirements need only to satisfy the stress in the steel. Thus, a

reduction factor can be allowed and the upward bend can be avoided.)

EXAMPLE 6.3 (Foundation for a column with axial load and moment due to wind load
from any direction)

A 400 x 400 mm column supports a circular water tank of 3 m diameter at its top. If calculated
loads on the column are DL = 280 kN, water load = 170 kN and moment due to wind load in
the X-direction is 30 kNm. Design a suitable footing for the column. Assume safe bearing
capacity = 150 kN/m2.

Reference Step Calculation

Figure 6.4 1 State the load combination for design

For serviceability - bearing capacity (three cases)

1. DL + LL = 280 + 170 = 450 kN
2. DL + WL = 280 kN = 30 kNm

IS 456 3. DL + 0.8 WL = 416 kN + 24 kNm

Table 18 For the above 3 cases, Mmax = 30 kNm and Wmax = 450 kN

For limit state of collapse (four cases)
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Reference Step Calculation

1. 1.5(DL + LL) = 1.5(450) = 675 kN

2. 1.5 DL + 1.5 WL = 420 kN + 45 kNm = 464 kN
3. 0.9 DL + 1.5 WL = 252 kN + 45 kNmN

4. 1.2(DL + LL) + 1.2 WL = 540 kN + 36 kNm

2 Find base area required

As wind can blow from any direction, the diagonal effect will be v2
or 1.41 times that in the X- and K-directions. We will make a
conservative estimate of the base required (SBC = 150 kN/m2).

W = 450 kN and M = 30 kNm

Area for axial load = 450/150 = 3 m2
Max eccentricity e, = 30/280 = 0.10 m and 6e < 1 m

Sec. 64 Minimum length needed = 6ej = 6 x 0.1 = 0.6 m

Step 2 Minimum area = 3 m2
Adopt 2 x 2 m (4 m2) footing. Z = BL2/6 = 4/3

3 Check serviceability requirement ground pressures for three cases

Step 1 Case 1: q = 450/4 = 112.5 kN/m2
Case 2: q = 280/4 ± (1.41) x 30 x 3/4 (Diagonal wind)

= 70 ± 31.7 = 101.7 and 38.3 kN/m2
Case 3: q = 416/4 ± (1.41) (24 x 3/4) (Diagonal wind)

= 104 ± 25.38 = 129.4 and 78.6 kN/m2
All the pressures are positive and less than the safe bearing capacity.

4 Calculate pressures for limit states with wind in XX-direction:

Step 1 1. q = 675/4 (No wind) = 168.8 + 0 = 168.6 kN/m2

2. q = 420/4 ± 45(3/4)

= 105 ± 33.75 = 138.8 to 71.3 kN/m2
3. q = 252/4 ± 45(3/4) = 63 ± 33.8 = 93.8-29.2 kN/m2
4. q = 540/4 ± 36(3/4) = 135 ± 27 = 162-108 kN/m2

5 Select pressures for design

Maximum is for Case 1.

6 Find depth for one-way shear (rc = 350 kN/m2)

Eq. (2.7) , q(L-b) 168.8(2-0.4) n „d=-=-= U.zo m =zoU mm
700 +2q 700 +337.6

Let D = 325 mm; d = 325 - 50 - 8 = 267 mm

7 Check for punching shear

Eq. (2.11) Section perimeter = 4(400 + 267) = 2668 mm

Fp = 1.12

resistance = 2668 x 267 x 1.12
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Reference Step Calculation

= 797.84 kN > 675 (needed)

8 Find tension steel requiredfor XX-direction

Case 1 is the worst case for flexure.

Moment on the face of col. = 168.8 x (0.8)2/2 /m width

M = 54 kNm/m width

M 54 x 106
—-=-=0.75; Steel p = 0.22%
bd 1000 x 267 x 267

Provide 0.25% steel

As for 2 m width = (0.25/100) x 2000 x 267 = 1335 mm2
7 bars of 16 mm = 1407 mm2
Provide 7 bars of 16 mm with 2 m width with cover.

9 Check for average bond

Ld = 47 <f> = 47 x 16 = 752 mm

This is just enough in the 800 mm cantilever part.

10 Steel in YY-direction

We provide the same steel in the FF-direction also.

11 Resistance against diagonal wind

As we provide for full wind in the X- and F-directions separately, their
combined action will be safe against the wind in the diagonal
direction.



Combined Footings for Two Columns

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The term 'combined footing' is usually used for one footing which is designed to carry the loads
of two separate columns. When three or more column loads in one line are supported on one
long single footing, it is called a column strip footing. Rafts and mats support many columns
located both in the X- and F-axes.

There is also another type of footing called balancedfooting involving two column loads,
which is discussed in Chapter 8. In such footings, the external load is carried by cantilever
action and, therefore, it is also called cantileverfooting. Balanced footings are necessary where
the external footing to be balanced is meant to exert little or no pressure on the ground. The
beam used to connect two bases of columns is called a strap beam.

7.2 TYPES OF COMBINED FOOTINGS

In general, we can have the following three types of combined footings as shown in Figure 7.1.
(Balanced footings and Cantilever footings are dealt with separately in Chapter 8.)

1. Combined slab footing with a continuous slab band

2. Combined longitudinal beam and slab footing with continuous slab base and a
longitudinal strap or spine beam to the ends of the slab connecting the two columns

82
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3. Combined transverse beam and slab footing with continuous slab base and separate

transverse beam under columns.

The slab base can be rectangular or trapezoidal in shape, as shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2.

(b)

(d)

t
m
4

CSI

T
0
4

(e) (f)

Figure 7.1 Five types of two-column combined footings, (a) Rectangular slab type,
(b) Rectangular beam and slab type, (c) Trapezoidal slab type, (d) Trapezoidal
beam and slab type, (e) Transverse beam and slab type, (f) Transverse
distribution of column load on slab footing (CS—Column strip of width equal to
column size + 0.75d on either side).

i
i
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.2 Two-column combined footings: (a) Load on inner column larger than on the outer,
(b) Load on inner column smaller than on the outer, (c) Individual footing
excavation overlap.
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7.3 ACTION OF COMBINED FOOTINGS

The necessity to combine two footings to a single combined footing can arise under any one
of the following conditions:

1. When the individual footings planned for the site overlap or come so near to each other
that it will be more convenient to combine them.

2. If the exterior column of a structure is coming on or very close to the boundary line
of the building site and there is space restriction to plan for a proper footing for the
exterior column. We can combine the exterior and adjacent interior column
foundations to a single foundation, with its centre of gravity coinciding with the centre

of gravity of the column loads.

3. On the other hand, in the extreme case when the base of the exterior column cannot

be located at all, we adopt a cantilever or balanced footing, which is described in
Chapter 8. (This difference between combined footings and balanced or cantilever
footings should be clearly understood.)

7.4 PLANNING LAYOUT OF COMBINED FOOTINGS

The principle to be followed in the layout of a combined footing for two columns is to have
a rigid structure, where the Centre of Gravity (CG) of the foundation area coincides with the
CG of the loads of the two columns. The foundation must have enough area to support the loads
without exceeding the safe bearing capacity of the soil.

For designing such a footing, we first find which type of footing we should have
rectangular or trapezoidal. The dimension can be derived from the following formulae:

Total area required = A =
Sum of column characteristic loads

(7.1)
Safe bearing capacity

Secondly, the CG of loads and area should coincide. Let Bx be the smaller, B2 the larger breadth,
and L be the length of the footing (Figure 7.3)

Total area = A =

Let the distance of CG from B2 be x given by

B, +B,
L (7.2)

_ L
x =—

3

2ff, + B2
B, + Bo

(7.3)

From these conditions, the footing can be planned.

7.5 DISTRIBUTION OF COLUMN LOADS IN THE TRANSVERSE DIRECTION

The distribution aspect of design of combined footing should be very clearly noted. It is easy
to visualize the design of the footing in the longitudinal direction. But it is also necessary in
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the combined slab footing (as different from the beams and slab footing) that the column loads
be distributed transversely over the width of the footing (Figure 7.1(f)). For this purpose, we

assume that (slightly different from what we had taken in the design of single rectangular
footing) the column load is transmitted transversely, mainly over a column strip (transverse
beam) of width equal to the column width plus 0.75 (effective depth) on either side of the
edge of the column. If there is enough length of the slab over both sides of the column, this
beam will be of (b + \.5d) in dimension as shown in Figure 7.1(f). This region has to be
specially designed as a beam and provided with enough transverse steel. The rest of the
transverse regions can be of minimum specified steel. (For foundation structure, it is better
to specify a conservative minimum, and not the 0.12% shrinkage steel as in floor and roof
slabs even though IS 456, CI. 34.5.1 specifies that the minimum need be only as in roof slab.)

A much more conservative provision of 0.2-0.25% should be provided for foundations. With
ribs or strap beams, this problem does not arise. (This aspect is further explained in
Sec. 7.8.1.)

We have already seen in Chapter 2 that the allowable shear near supports is higher than that
given in Table B.4. It is for this reason that we take sections for checking shear at a distance
d away from the supports. In short cantilevers (e.g. corbels), the shear resistance is more by strut

action and usually a much higher shear (r/) can be allowed. According to BS 110,

7.7 COMBINED FOOTING WITH TRANSVERSE BEAMS UNDER COLUMN

The concept of providing a longitudinal beam to form a T beam with the slab as shown in
Figure 7.1(e) is simple. We can also provide this transverse beam under the columns. This
arrangement will require a very heavy arrangement of steel for the short transverse cantilevers
under the column, but as the slabs are continuous slabs over two supports, the arrangement of
steel in the slab is simple (ref. Example 7.6). Such beams are provided in those cases where
space restrictions exist to provide a deep longitudinal beam between the columns.

7.6 ENHANCED SHEAR NEAR SUPPORTS

where av is the distance of load from support.

Thus, in the above cases, we need to check only if the shear is less than 0.8 = 3.5

for M20 concrete.

LOADS

7.8 STEPS IN DESIGN OF COMBINED SLAB FOOTINGS

The following are the step-by-step procedures in the design of combined slab foundation:
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Step I: Find the area of the footing to be used (from the characteristic loads plus self-load of
footing and the safe bearing capacity of soil).

Step 2: Fix the dimension of the footing, depending on the layout restrictions and loads to be
carried. We can have rectangular or trapezoidal slab footing with or without strap
beams or transverse beams. The CG of the loads and the footings should coincide.

Step 3: Draw the shear force (SF) and bending moment (BM) diagrams in the longitudinal
directions by using the "area method" or by integration (see Example 7.7).

Step 4: As we generally do not provide shear reinforcement for slab footings, find first the
depth of the slab required in bending shear by assuming xc = 0.35 (corresponding
p = 0.23% of steel in Table B.2 of Chapter 2).

Step 5: Check the above depth for safety in punching shear also. rp = 0.25-Jfÿ = 1180 kN/m2

Step 6: Find the maximum bending moment where shear V = 0 and design longitudinal steel.
(Even though IS specifies only 0.12% minimum shrinkage steel for foundations, it is
advisable to provide at least 0.25% for important members such as foundations.)

Step 7: Check for average bond or development length for the diameter of steel chosen.

Step 8: Design for transfer of column loads in the transverse direction through a strip =
column size + 0J5don either side of the column. This strip is called the column strip.
(This design is important in plane slab footing. For the rest of the slab in the
transverse direction we need to provide minimum steel only.)

Step 9: Check for development length in the transverse direction also. In many cases, it may
be necessary to bend up the steel as shown in Figure 7.3, to get the necessary
development length for tension steel.

Step 10: Check for bending shear also in the transverse direction in the column strip at d from
the face of the column or the face of the beam.

Step 11: Detail the steel.

for fck = 20. Assume by any of the three methods shown in Chapter 2.

-H CS jt- — CS |ÿ—

Figure 7.3 Transverse distribution of column loads in two-column
combined slab footing through a column strip (CS = column
size + 0.75 depth on either side).
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7.8.1 Concept of Column Strip for Design of Transverse Steel in Combined Slab Footings

The mechanism of transfer of load from the column for determining the transverse steel has

already been touched upon in Sec. 7.3. As this mechanism is important, it is further explained
here.

In the design of isolated rectangular column footings (Chapters 3 and 4), we designed the
transverse steel by assuming uniform pressure acting through the length of the footing in the
transverse direction also. Hence, IS 456-2000 method is to find the total steel required on this
assumption, but distribute more of the steel in a stipulated manner near the column part (see
Sec. 3.7, detailing of steel).

In combined slab footings, as they are long along their length, we approach the problem
in a different way. It is logical to assume that the column loads are transferred in the transverse

direction through a column strip in the longitudinal direction of width equal to the length of the
column + 0.75 times the effective depth of the slab on either side (if a column is at the end of
the slab, the dispersion will be only on one side) as mentioned in Sec. 7.5. The transverse
reinforcement of this column strip is designed as a cantilever slab or beam of width equal to
the column strip cantilevering from the face of the column. The transverse steel is placed on

top of the longitudinal steel. Nominal transverse reinforcement is provided for the regions
beyond the column strips.

However, in combined beam and slab footing because of its rigidity, we assume that the
ground pressure under the slab is uniform over the whole area of the footing.

7.9 STEPS IN DESIGN OF COMBINED BEAM AND SLAB FOOTING

We adopt a beam and slab footing when the depth required for a slab footing, especially from
shear consideration, is large. The following steps can be followed for the design of a combined
beam and slab footing:

Step 1: Find the area required based on service load and safe bearing capacity.

Step 2: Find CG of loads.

Step 3: Find the dimensions of the footing to suit the CG of loads to coincide with that of the
area of the footing. If possible, provide cantilever to balance the moments.

Step 4: Find the factored ground pressure for design.

Step 5: Sketch the shear force and bending moment diagrams of the footing in the
longitudinal direction and check whether a slab footing is possible.

Step 6: As we have to provide at least nominal shear reinforcements in the longitudinal
beams, we need not restrict depth for shear. We find the required depth of beam from
the maximum bending moment and to suit a reasonable percentage of steel.
(Checking for punching shear is not required in T beams.)

Step 7: Calculate the tension steel required. (Unless there are restrictions about the depth of
the beam, we choose a singly reinforced section.) We can use any method to design
the T beam. An easy method is to assume a lever arm = 0.9Idor (d - 1/2 slab) for
T beam (instead of 0.84 for a rectangular beam).
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Step 8: Check the anchorage requirement.
Step 9: Design a beam for shear and design shear reinforcement. In a beam we have to put

at least nominal shear steel.

Step 10: Design the slab in the transverse direction. As we do not use shear reinforcements in
slab portion, we must first find the depth of the slab for bending shear in transverse
direction.

Step 11: Find the area of transverse (tension) steel in the slab to resist bending.
Step 12: Check for anchorage. If necessary, provide bends at the end of the rod for anchorage.
Step 13: Provide distribution steel in the slab along the length of the combined footing. This

is placed on top of the transverse steel to get as large a value of d as possible for the
longitudinal steel.

Step 14: Check bearing stresses of columns, if necessary.

Step 15: Detail the steel reinforcement.

7.10 SUMMARY

Combined footings for two columns can be planned in three ways, as shown in Figure 7.1,
depending on the magnitude of the loads, the distance between the loads and the space available
between the loads. This chapter dealt with their design. In the following examples, we assume
the use of M20 concrete and Fe 415 steel.

EXAMPLE 7.1 (Layout of combined footings where footings overlap)

Two columns 300 x 300 mm carry 700 kN and 900 kN and are spaced at 3.0 m centres if the
safe bearing capacity is 150 kN/m2. Find a suitable layout for the foundation for the columns
if the breadth is to be restricted to 2.4 m.

<-5 m

Figure E7.1

Reference Step Calculation

1 Choice of footing

Length required for the square footings

For 700 kN col. = 7700/150=2.16

For 900 kN col. = 7900/150 =2.45
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Reference Step Calculation

Figure E7.1

3

4

5

6

As there is only 3 m between the columns, individual footings will be
very near. Excavation is easier if they are combined.

Calculate total load

Load of columns = 700 + 900 = 1600 kN

10 wt. of footing = 160 kN

Total = 1760 kN

Find area offooting required

A = =11.73m2 (say, 12 m2)
150

Length to be more than 3 m. Adopt 5 m with 1 m cantilever.

Adopt a simple rectangular footing. L - 5 m;

Breadth = 2.4 m; Area = 12 sq. m.

Adjust the centre of gravity offooting to that of columns

_ 700x3
CG of column loads x = ÿ

1600
=1.3m from 900 kN(point C)

Distance of CG from 700 kN = 1.7 m

Adjust the slab to have the same CG

Offset at 700 kN AB = 5/2 - 17 = 0.8 m

Offset at 900 kN CD = 2.5 - 1.3 = 1.2 m

Total length = 0.8 + 3 + 1.2 = 5 m

Findfactored pressure for limit state design

Factored load = 1.5 + 1760 = 2640 kN

2640
Upward pressure

12
= 220 kN/m2

Draw the SF, punching shear and BM diagrams

We design the footing as shown in Example 7.2 for the following.

Design for one-way shear

One-way shear checked at effective depth from the face of the
column. We can work out from fundamentals or use the formula used
for footings [Eq. (2.7) in Example 2.3].

Design for punching shear

By any one of the three ways described in Example 2.5.

Design in longitudinal direction

Find the point where SF = 0 and find the maximum bending point.
Find the depth by

L_
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Reference Step Calculation

Sec 7.8.1

7

d=\ M

\0.14 fab)
and As from MlbcP- as described in Chapter 2.
Design in the transverse direction

The column load on the slab is assumed to be carried by a column
strip and is designed as a cantilever slab or beam of width equal to

the column length +0.754 on both sides of the column as described in
Example 7.2.

EXAMPLE 7.2 (Design of a rectangular combined slab footing with outer column
directly on the property line)

Two columns 400 x 400 mm, one carrying 900 kN and another carrying 1600 kN, are having
their centres apart. The outer face of the lighter column and the face of its footing have to be
restricted along the property line. Design a suitable footing if the safe bearing capacity of the
soil can be taken as 225 kN/m2.

6.16 m

4.5 m

2 m C.G.

(a) Plan

2.21 m

A

(b) SF

T \U""' t
(c) BM

Figure E7.2 Two-column combined footing (Type 1. Rectangular slab type).
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Reference Step Calculation

Sec. 7.8

Find the area requiredfor service loads

900 + 1600 +Self wt. (250) 2
A =-= 12.2 m

225
(10% of self-weight)

Find the dimensions of the footing

1600 x 4.5
CG of loads; x =-

2500
=2.88 m from 900 kN

2.88 m from the centre of 900 kN load from B; AB = 0.2 m

Adopt a rectangular footing with CG at 2.88 m from column C2.
L = (2.88 + 0.2)2 = 6.16 m

Footing extends 1.46 m beyond C2.
Breadth B = 12.2/6.16 = 1.98 m

Adopt 6.16 x 2 m slab footing.

Draw the SF and BM diagrams

Ground pressure with factored load

Load = (1.5 x 900) + 1.5(1600) = 1350 + 2400 = 3750 kN/m2

1350 +2400
Q =- =304.8 kN/m2 = 305 kN/m2

6.16x2

w = pr; per unit length = 2 x 305 = 610 kN/m (width = 2 m)

[Check load = 610 x 6.16 = 3757 kN]

Shear at end = 0

Shear at column point B = 1350 - 0.20 x 600 = 1230 kN

Find x @ V = 0 = 1350 - 610.x

x = AE = 2.21 m from the end.

Checkfor shear in the slab. Assuming Tc = 0.35 N/mm2,find the depth

for shear at dfrom the face of the columns (one-way shear)

Col. 1Method 1(Left to right): Solving for d

Shear at inner face of col. at B - 1350 - 0.4 x 610 = 1106 kN

Shear at distance d from column

= 1106 - 610J/1000 = 1106 - 0.6lOd

Shear strength for depth d at r = 0.35 N/mm2

= 2000 x d x 0.35/1000 = 0.70d

Hence (1106 - 0.610J) = 0.70d; gives d = 844 mm

L
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Reference Step Calculation

Col. 1Method 2: (by formula)

Alternatively, use the analogy of rectangular footings, starting from

the point of zero shear E.

Eq. (2.6) Using the standard formula for d

Step 3 q = 305; all = 400/2 = 0.2 m

111 = 2.21 - 0.2 = 2.01

Figure E7.2 i_q(L/2-a/2) _305xl.81 _0 83gm
350 + 9 350 +305

= 838 mm

Col. 2 Method 1

Shear at the inner face = 2400 - 1.66 x 610 = 1387 kN

(1387 - 0.610*7) = 0.70d gives d2 = 1058 mm (method 1)

Col. 2 Method 2

Starting from the point of zero shear using Eq. (2.6)

Eq. (2.6) q = 305; all = 0.2 m

Lll= 2.49

305 12 49 -0 2)
*/= 1 ' = 1.066 m. Adopt 1060 mm.

350 +305

Adopt depth 1060 mm (concrete or soil cover 75 mm)

D = 1060 + 75 + 10 = 1145 mm

[Note: Check by BS Code at distance of I.5dfrom the face]

Col. (1): Shear = [1106 - (1.5*7) 0.610] x 103 = 0.70*7

As dx = 684 mm, we need much less considering the slab from right
to left

Col. (2): We get *7 = 858 mm

These are smaller than those we get by the IS.

[Adopt *7 = 885 mm; D = 885 + 10 + 16 + 75 « 986 mm]

5 Check for the punching shear at *7/2

Col: 400 x 400 and *7 = 885 mm, and col. (1) is on the edge of the
footing. We will check if perimeter shear > col. load.

rp=kxO.isjfÿ = 0.25ÿ20 = .12 N/mm2
Col. (1): Shear perimeter only on three sides for col. A

=(400 + 1060)+2 400 +
1060

2
=3320 mm

Capacity = 3320 x 1060 x 1.12 = 3941.5 kN > 1350. Hence safe.
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Reference Step Calculation

Col. (2): Shear perimeter on all sides = 4(400 + 885) = 5140 mm

Eq. (2.11) Capacity = 5140 x 1060 x 1.12 = 6102 kN > 2400 kN

[Though not necessary, we will calculate the actual loads at dl2 to be

resisted, which will be less than the column loads.

Punching shear at col. (1)

= 1350 - 305 (0.842 x 1.285) = 1019 kN

qu = 305 kN/mm2, which is less than capacity 3823 kN.

Punching shear under col. (2)

= 2400 - 305 (1.285 x 1.285) = 1896 kN

which is less than the capacity 6102 kN.]

6 Design longitudinal steel for span support

w = 610 Max BM, where SF = 0 @ x = 2.21 from A

My = 1350x (2.21-0.20) _ 610 x (2'21)

2

= 1224 kNm

Check depth for bending

My = 0A4fckb(P

1 1224 x 106
=467<1060mm

\ 0.14 x 20 x 2000

My 1224xlO6
051

bd2 2000 x (1060)2

Table B.l p, = 0.16% [Slab steel > 0.23%]

, 0.23 x 2000 x 885 ,
Ac =-=4071mm

100

20 Nos. 16 mm bars gives As = 4022 mm2
Adopt 21 bars with 20 spacings.

7

8

Development length required = 40(p

= 47 x 20 = 940 mm

is available from the point of maximum stress.

Design cantilever beyond col. (2)

w = 610 kN/m My = 610 x (1.26)2/2 = 484.22 kNm

I= 1.26 in
M,, 485 xlO6 _
—Hr =-=0.30; p. = 0.085
bd2 2000 x 885 x 885

L
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Reference Step Calculation

8A

B = 2m

rf(min)
0.12x2000x885 2-=2124 mm2

100

Provide 11 Nos. 16cp, giving 2212 mm2
Design transverse steel in a column strip as a transverse cantilever

slab or beam

The usual practice is to assume that the loads spread over a transverse

column strip beam in thefooting of width 0.15d on either side of the

outer edges of the column (width b + 1.5d). If we place the transverse

steel above longitudinal steel d = 900 mm (say)

0.75i = 0.75 x 900 = 675 mm

As the column is at the edge of footing,

Distribution width under col. (1) 0.40 + 0.675 = 1.075 m width

{Note: We may design this strip as a cantilever slab of 1.075 m with

uniform pressure and find steel per metre width. Otherwise, we can

design it as a cantilever beam of width 1.075 m and cantilever length

to find the area of steel required for this width. We will adopt the first

procedure.)

Length of the column strip = 2 m

Distribution width under col. (2) = 0.40 + (2 x 0.675) = 1.75 m

q2 = 2400/(2 x 1.75) = 686 kN/m2, which is larger than q of step 3.

Projection from the column = (2 - 0.4)/2 = 0.8 m

=
686 x (0.8)

=22Q kNm/m

M,

2

220 xlO6
=0.27

As per m width =

bd 1000 x 900 x 900

p, = 0.08% less than 0.12 (min)

0.12x1000 x 900

100
=1080 mm2

16 mm @ 175 mm spacing 1149 mm2

(Design for col. 1 similarly)

Check development length

Development length = 470 = 762 mm

2000 -400 OAALength available =-=800 mm
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Reference Step

10

11

12

Calculation

(Otherwise, we have to bind up the bars to get the development

length.)

(Similarly, design transverse steel under col. 1.)

Check the slab for shear in transverse direction at d

As the critical section at d is outside the footing, we omit this check.

(Distance of footing = 1000 - 200 = 800 mm)

Check anchorage of the column to the footing

Limiting bearing stress (assume yjAY / A2 =1)

=0.45 fck ÿA,/A2 =0.45 x 20 x 1=9 N/mm2

Allowable bearing without dowel from the column

= 400 x 400 x 9 = 1440 kN

As col. (2) load is 2400 kN, it needs dowel anchorage, i.e. extension
of column rods into the foundation which is the usual field practice.

Detail the steel

(a) Longitudinal steel for bending moment inABC is placed at the top

and CD at the bottom

(b) Transverse steel is placed at the bottom on column strips under
both columns and nominal transverse steel in the rest of the region at

the bottom.
(c) Check for nominal longitudinal steel at the bottom in ABC and at

the top in CD.

EXAMPLE 7.3 (Design of a rectangular beam and slab combined footing)

Two columns 400 x 400 mm are spaced at 3.2 m centres carrying loads of 1000 kN each. If the
width is restricted to 2 m and the safe bearing capacity is 200 kN/m2,plan the layout of the footings.

5.5 m-

3.2m-

Y//V//////////W77?*
T
1

(a) Plan

(b) SF

Figure E7.3A Two-column combined footing (Type 2. Rectangular beam and slab type).
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!

L -

(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

Figure E7.3B Detailing of beam and slab combined footing: (a) General plan, (b) Detailing
of steel in beam, (c) Section of middle span near column, (d) Section of
cantilever. (Note: Bent bars under column adds to shear resistance.)

Reference Step Calculation

Sec. 7.9 1

2 and 3

Find the area required

Total service load 2()00 + 200 ,, 2-=-= 11m
Safe BC 200

Find the dimension of the footing

As the loads are equal to the CG at its middle, we can plan a
symmetric layout. As the width is restricted to 2 m

Figure 9.2
(Chapter 9)

L=-y =5.5m (As the loads are symmetric, plan for equal moments

to occur at the centre and support.)

For equal moments to occur at the centre and at the supports

Overhang =
ÿ

ÿÿ-= =1.13m
4.83 4.83

Total length = 3.2 + 1.13 + 1.13 = 5.46 m

Adopt a 5.5 m x 2 m slab.
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Reference Step Calculation

4 and 5

Chapter 9

Figure 9.2

Balanced
cantilever

(Figure 9.2)

</>i = 20 mm

</>2 = 16 mm

Cover

= 75 mm

Findthe magnitude ofdepth requiredfor safety in shear if it is a slab
footing

W 1.5 x 2000 2Considering shear q =— =-=273 kN/m5 A 5.5x2

For 2 m, width w = 546 kN/m for full width

Depth for resisting shear of the order of, say, with Tc = 0.35 N/mm2
Method 1: (From SF diagram)

(803 - 0.546d) x 103 = 0.35 x 2000 x d

d =—=642 mm
1.25

Method 2: (From point if zero shear and formula)

q = 273; a/2 = 0.2

U2 = 1.6 m (to the point of zero shear)

q(L/2— a/2)
d=-

d =

350 +q

273(1.6 -0.2)
=0.613 m =613 mm

350 + 273

Note: We adopt a beam connecting the columns (inverted T) section

for the footing to reduce the depth of the footing.

Design size of the rib beam connecting columns for bending as
rectangular beams

q = 273 kN/m2 and width 2 m (BM = 0.062 wL,2)
M = 0.062q(Ls)2 = 0.062(273 x 2)(3.2)2 = 352 kNm

Considering the width of the beam equal to the size of the column.

Depth required, d=
M 352 x 10

= 560 mm
\0.14fckb V0-14x20x4°0

Note: We will place transverse steel above longitudinal

D = 560 + 10 + 75 = 645 mm

Let us adopt D = 800 mm as otherwise shear steel requirement will

be high.

Assume d = 700 mm

We will design the beam to take the shear as in T beams. As regards
the punching shear, it is not valid for beams with shear steel as we
must liberally provide shear steel in the design of the beam.

Find the area of steel requiredfor longitudinal steel as a T beam
In general, we should draw the shear force diagram and find Mmax at
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:

Reference Step Calculation

Step 4

Table B.3

Table B.4

Table B.6

Step 8

Table B.7

shear is zero. However, as we have already planned a cantilever for
the equal span moments, the span moment = 352 kNm (T beam).
As the slab is in compression, we design it as T beam

(Assume z = 0.9\d).

z = 0.91 x 700 = 637

M 352 xlO6
0.87fyZ 0.87x415x637

= 1530 mm2 (Use 5-20</> = 1571 mm2)

, 1530x100
Percentage of steel =-=0.54%

400 x 700

(We may also adopt any other method for T beam design.)

(Note: Here we have found the depth as a rectangular beam and steel
as a T beam.)

Check for bond and anchorage

As we are using deformed bars, no check for local bond is to be
considered.

Anchorage bond = Altp = 47 x 20 = 940 mm, which can be supplied
by these bars.

Design beam for shear

q per m length = 2 x 273 = 546 kN

Shear at d from the column (1.13 + 0.4 + 0.70) from the edge of the
foundation is given by

1500 - 546(1.13 + 0.4 + 0.70) = 283 kN

283x1000 inixI. 2Shear stress =-= 1.01N/mm
400 x 700

rc at 0.5% steel = 0.50 N/mm2 and rcmax = 2.8 N/mm2
Hence design for extra shear reinforcement.

Design shear steel for the beam

Factored shear = 283 kN

The shear the concrete can take is obtained as follows

0.5 x 400 x 700 = 140 kN

Shear to be carried by steel = 143 kN

Max spacing allowed = 0.75d = 525 mm

V/d in kN/m = 143/70 = 2.04 mm

Fe 415 using 12 mm <p two-legged stirrups spacing = 400 mm

(Note: We now proceed to design along the width)
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Reference Step Calculation

10 Check for shear of cantilever slab in transverse direction

(for Tc, p = 0.36%)

Find the necessary depth to resist the above value at d from the face
of the beam per metre length. Cantilever slab length = 800 mm

Shear at d from beam = shear strength, i.e.

(800-ÿ (273) x 10 = 1000xdx 0.42I1000 J
d = 315 mm; D = 315 + 8 + 75 = 398

Adopt 400 mm depth and make the final adjustments of steel.

d = 400 - 75 - 8 = 317 mm

11 Design slab in bending in transverse direction

{Note: As the transmission of load is through a rigid beam (unlike in
a slab), we assume the ground reaction is uniform. We do not use the
column strip concept for beam and slab footing.
Minimum depth = 150 mm.)

Cantilever part of slab T beam = (2 - 0.4)/2 = 0.8 m

BM (P O

m 12
273 x (0.8) =87.4 kNm

Find percentage of steel required

M 165xlO6
-= 1.66

bd 1000x315x315

p = 0.25%

(The maximum steel percei ually allowed in slabs is 0.75%.)

0.25
A =-x 1000> perm5 100

= 788 mm2/m
Adopt 16 mm @ 250 mm = 840 mm

12 Check for anchorage steel

Lp = 41tp = 752 < 800 (available)

13 Provide distribution steel

Provide 12 mm @ 250 mm centres

14 Check for column bearing as explained in Chapter 4

{Note: Detailing of a beam and slab combined footing is shown in
Figure E7.3(B).
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EXAMPLE 7.4 (Design of trapezoidal combined slab footing)

Two columns of 500 x 500 mm are spaced at centres, with the external column carrying 700 kN

and the internal column 1100 kN. The external edge of the footing is not to be farther than
0.50 m from the centre of the external column. Design the footing neglecting self-weight of the

footing assuming an SBC = 150 kN/m2.

0.56 m

2.7 m1100 kN700 kN0.75 m

(a) Plan

A

(b) Shear force

Figure E7.4 Two-column combined footing (Type 3. Trapezoidal slab type).

Reference Step Calculation

1 Find CG of loads from internal column

_ 700 x 6 _ „ . , , c ~x =-= 2.33 m from the centre ox C2
(1100 + 700)

If we need a rectangular footing, then

L = 2(2.33 + 0.5) = 5.76 only

This is less than 6.5 m between the columns. Hence, adopt a

trapezoidal slab footing 0.5 m beyond C2 also. Total length L = 7.0 m

and 0.5 m beyond C\.
2 Find dimensions offooting

A =
'ÿ°°

=12 m2
150

Let the breadth be B, and B>.
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Reference Step Calculation

CG should be @ 2.33 + 0.5 = 2.83 m from col. Ct

2.83=7(2M&)
3 B| + #2

B, +B2 x7 = 12 m2

Solving = 0.75 m and B2 = 2.70 m, we get

A =ÿ (0.75 +2.70) x 7 =12 in2

Fi7u£ variation of width with x from the left end (A)

Width at end A = 0.75.

'2.70-0.75
Width at x from A = 0.75 +

7 *=0.75 +0.28*

Col. Ci=x= 0.75 @ B = 0.75 + (0.28 x 0.75) = 0.96 m

@ Col. C2. At C = 0.75 + 0.28(6.5) = 2.57 m

Find qu with factored load

Factored loads = 1.5 x 700 = 1050 kN

= 1.5 x 1100 = 1650 kN

1050 +1650
<? = 12

- =225 kN/nr

(a) Draw SF and BM diagrams

[We will proceed on the area basis. See also step 5(2)\

SF left of B = (area between A & B) x q

0.75 +0.961
x Q 5 x 225 =%kN

2 J
SF right of B = 1050 - 96 = 954 kN

"2.70 +2.57
SF right of C = x 0.5 x 225 =296 kN

SF left of C = 1650 - 296 = 1354 kN

(b) Find the position of zero shear at x from A (point E)

Breadth = 0.75 + 0.28*

Load on strip A to E = * (mean width) (225) kN

0.28*"
=* 0.75 + x 225 = 1050

0.75* + 0.14*2 - 4.67 = 0

*2 + 5.35* - 33.3 = 0

* = 3.69 m from end A.

(i)

(ii)
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Reference Step Calculation

Draw SF diagram.

(c) Find maximum BM

Mmax @ SF = 0, i.e. 3.69 m from A

Width at 3.69 m = 0.75 + (0.28 + 3.69) = 1.78 m

Pressure from A to E = Same as col. load = 1050 m

ÿ ., . . , 3.69 [(2x0.75)+1.78]
CG of the area from end A =--= 1.59 m

3 (0.75 + 1.78)

Distance of the edge of C\ from E = 3.69 - 0.75 = 2.94 m

BM = 1050(2.94 - 1.59) = 1417 kNm

Width at 3.69 m = 0.75 + 0.28* = 1.783 m

5.1 Alternatively, we can proceed using integration of variation of
loading to find SF and BM

At end A = 225 x 0.75 = 168.75 kN/m

At end D = 225 x 2.70 = 607.50 kN/m

607.50-168.75
Variation = 168.75 +--x

7

= 168.75 + 62.68*

Calculation of shear by integration

Shear force = Q = J() 168.75+62.68*

<2 = 168.75* + 31.34*2 + c,

At * = 0, Q = 0, Hence c, = 0

Q left of B @ x = 0.75: Q = 144.3 kN

Q right of B @ * = 0.75: Q = 1050 - 144.3 = 905.7 kN

At * = 6.5 left of C = (168.75 x 6.5) + [31.34 x (6.5)2] - 1050

= 1371 kN

Right of C = 1650 - 1371 = 279 kN

Calculation of x, where SF = 0

31.34*2 + 168.75 = 1050

*2 + 5.38* - 33.50 = 0

* = 3.69 (as before)

Calculation of BM

We know M= j<2 dx

M-J* (168.75* +31.34*2) dx

= 84.37*2 + 10.45*3 + c2
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Reference Step Calculation

As M = 0 @ x = 0; c2 = 0

BM at .t = 3.69 = M, due to uniformly distributed load - M2 due to c,

= 1148.8 + 525.0 - 1050 (3.69 - 0.75)

= 1413 kNm

6 Find depth for slab footing for one-way shear

Distances from zero shear to centre C) = 3.69 - 0.5

= 3.19 = L/2

Example 2.3 Consider as col. footing a = 0.50

Eq. (2.7) , (l/2-a/2)q 225(3.19-0.25)
I1C„ 11cn_„d =---=1.15 m=115U mm

350 +q 350 +225

This depth required, without shear reinforcement is very large. We
may adopt a lesser depth with shear steel, or alternately the design as
a beam and slab combined trapezoidal footing

Let us adopt d = 720 mm = 72 cm and provide shear steel.

Design for shear- at d from col.

Shear at 3.19 m from col. centre = 0

Example 2.3 V at d from col. edge = (1/2 - a/2 - d)q per metre width

= (3.19 - 0.25 - 0.72) x 225 = 500 kN/m

•v.
1

13
|

-£S
1!r-

500 x 102
=-=0.69 N/mm2 >0.35 N/mm2

1000x720

Excess shear = (z- tc) b x d per metre width

(0.69-0.35) x 1000x 720
IX7 0„clxr/=-kN =245 kN/m

1000

Width of the slab at d from the edge of the col. C2
Distance from A = 6.25 - 0.97 = 5.28 m

= 0.75 + (0.28 x 5.28) = 2.23 m

Excess shear V for full width = 245 x 2.23 = 546.1 kN

V f kN") 546
- =-=7.6

1cmJ 72d

(Vld for 2-legged 10 mm stirrups @ 30 cm = 1.89)

Table B.7 10 mm 8-legged stirrup @ 30 cm gives 4 x 1.89 Vld = 7.56
6(a) Check for punching shear (Take col. of 1100 kN)

Punching shear = Vp at d/2 from the column

V = 1650 - (0.50 + 0.72)2 x 225 = 1315 kN

Tp for M20 Vr = Tp (2a + 2b + 4d) x d

= 1180 kN/m2 Shear resistance = 1180 x 4 x (0.5 + 0.72) x 0.72
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Reference Step Calculation

Step 6

Table B.l

Table B.l

= 4146 kN > 765 kN

(Capacity is also greater than 1650 col. load)

Tension steel for Mmax (width = 1783 mm)

M 1417 x 10
= 1.53<2.76

bd2 1783 x (720)2

Single reinforced slab: p = 0.477% steel

(Calculate longitudinal steel required)

0.477

100
x 1783x720=6123 mm'

No. of 20 mm dia bars =
6123

=20 bars
314.2

(Check for development length)

Design transverse steel

Column strip = a = 1.54

Take internal column, 1100 kN

Width col. strip = 0.50 + 1.5(0.72) = 1.58 m

2.75Cantilever length on both sides of the column =—— = 1.37 m
2

For a quick design, we assume W/2 is carried by cantilevers.

M={-)f/ÿ _ 1650 (1.37)2
XUJ 2

/
2 2

=0.774 kNm

This is resisted by a beam of 1.58 m width and 720 mm depth.

774 x 106
Find M/bd2 =

1580x720x720

p = 0.28%

0.28

= 0.94

A =-
100

x 1580x720=3185 mm2

No. of 16 mm rods =
3185
201

=16 rods

Check development length. If necessary, bend the rods.

EXAMPLE 7.5 (Design of trapezoidal beam and slab combined footing)

The foundations of an exterior column 250 x 250 mm, 0.6 m from the boundary and a carrying char¬
acteristic load of 600 kN are to be combined with those of an interior column 450 x 450 mm
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carrying a characteristic load of 1200 kN. The columns are spaced 4.5 m apart. The foundation
can extend 1.5 m towards the inside from the interior column. Design a trapezoidal footing with
spine beam. Assume the safe bearing capacity is 8 kN/m2.

Section

B.M
54.78

557 kNm

Figure E7.5 Two-column combined footing (Type 4. Trapezoidal beam and slab type).

Reference Step Calculation

1 Find the area required with characteristic load

Total load 600 + 1200 + 200 ,,, 2-----= 11.1m
SBC 180

Assume 11 m2
2 Find CG of loads from the end of the inner footing

_ (1.5x1200) +(6x600) „ rx =-=3 m from C71800 2

3 Find the dimension of the footing to suit CG of loads
As the interior load is much heavier than the exterior load, the shape
will be trapezoidal.

Distance between col. = 4.5 m

End from exterior col. = 0.6 m
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Reference Step Calculation

Figure E7.5

End from interior col. = 1.5 m (given)

Total length = 6.6 m. Let = 1.2 m

Find B2 (larger end) for CG at 3 m from B2-
2Bj + B2_ L

x = —
3

> B\ + B2
6.6(2x1.2 + B2)

~

3 (1.2 + B2)

B2- 2.1 m

Adopt L = 6.6 m; Bt = 1.2 m; B2 = 2.1 m

As the larger column is 450 x 450 mm, we choose the rib size =450 mm.

Factored ground pressure (with factored loads)

Ultimate soil pressure (excluding weight of base)

= 1.5(600 + 1200) = 900 + 1800 = 2700 kN

Factored soil pressure qv = 2700/11 = 245.5 kN/m2
Draw the SF and BM diagrams in longitudinal direction

If we design the footing as a T beam, because of the trapezoidal shape,
the load from the ground pressure increases from the exterior to the
interior end.

IF, at the left end = 245.5 x 1.2 = 295 kN/m

W2 at the right end = 245.5 x 2.1 = 516 kN/m

However, as an approximation, we will take the average width in each
zone AB, BC and CD and assume they act as UDL.

Width at A = 1.20 m

Width at B = (0.6 m from A) 1.2 +
ÿXÿ'ÿ

-1.28 m
6.6

Width at C = 1.2+— x 5.1 = 1.89 m
6.6

Average width of AB = —(1.20 +1.28) = 1.24 m
2

(a)

Average width of BC = — (1.28 + 1.89)= 1.59 m

Average width of CD = -ÿ(1.89 +2.1) = 1.99 m

Factored load = 900 kN

Load left of B = 0.6 x 1.24 x 245.5 = 182.6

Shear at B = 900 - 182.6 = 717.4 kN

(b)
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Reference Step Calculation

Table B.l

Find shear at right of C and then left of C

1.89+ 2.1
Load on CD = x 1.5x 245.5 = 734.7 kN

Shear left of C = 1800 - 734.7 = 1065.3 kN

Let the point of zero shear be x

x 4.5
717 1783

Draw the SF diagram

Draw the BM diagram

Ma = 0

or x = 1.8 m from B or 2.7 from C

0.6
Mba = 182.6 x | -f— | = 54.78 kNm (Cantilever)

Mcd = 734.7 x — | =551 kNm (Cantilever)

CQRU Rr WL (1.59 x 245.5 x 4.5) x 4.5
SSBM on span BC. = -=--

= 988 kNm

max MB = 988 - 54.8 + (55'-54-8)xU7
4.5

= (988 - 194.8) = 793.2 kNm

Find the minimum depth of the singly reinforced beam

Even though the beam is a T beam, we design it as a rectangular
beam M = 0.14fckb(fi for Fe 415 steel. Thus

b = 450 mm of larger column

d=. 793 x 10"
= 793 mm; using (j> - 25 mm

|0.14x20x450

D = 793 + 75 + 25/2 = 880, say 900 mm

Assume d - 810 mm

Find the tension steel required

M 793 xlO6
—7 =-=2.7
bd 450x810x810

p = 0.946% (This is the limit for singly reinforced beams. We may
reduce the depth and can use a doubly reinforced beam also.)

A. = x 450 x 810=3448 mm2

100

Use 7 no 25 mm giving 3436 mm2
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Reference Step Calculation

8 Check for average load

We need anchorage = 470 = 47 x 25 = 1 175 mm. This can be
achieved, if necessary, by providing bends at the end of rods.

9 Design for shear and shear steel

Vmax @ d from the column edge (225 + 900) = 1125 mm from the
centre line of the column

V = 1065.3 - (1.125 x 1.62 x 245.5) = 618 kN

Table B.4
618 x 103

r=-=1.68(N/mm2); r =0.60 for p = 0.9%
450x810 c

Requires shear reinforcement. Design the shear steel.

10 Design a slab in the transverse direction (Find the depth required
without shear steel)

As width varies, we find the depth for the maximum cantilever span
at the far end of C.

Average Vi width of CD = 2 m (approx)

Assuming Tc = 0.35 Mmm2 - Depth for shear

Eq. (3.7)
q(L/2-a/2) .

d=—-in m and kN; L = 2 m. a = 0.45 m
350 + q

=
245'5 d-0.225)

350 + 245.5

D = 320 + 75 + 10/2 = 400 mm

11 Find area of transverse steel required per metre length

wl2 245.5 x (0.775)2
Mraax- 2

=
?

-73.73 kNm

M _ 73.73 xlO6
_Q„

bd2 1000x320x320

p = 0.22% (As this is a low percentage, provide same steel
throughout.)

0.22x1000x320 2;A,. =-= 704 mm /m
1 100

Provide 16 mm @ 275 mm (As = 731)

12 Check anchorage length

470 = 47 x 16 = 752 mm. In smaller widths, the bars have to be bent

up for this anchorage.
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EXAMPLE 7.6 (Combined trapezoidal footing with transverse beams and longitudinal slab)

In a factory, an exterior column 250 x 250 carrying characteristic load of 600 kN is to be
combined with an interior column 450 x 450 mm carrying a characteristic load of 1200 kN. The

columns are spaced at 4.5 m, and the foundation can extend to 1.5 m from the interior column.
The depth of the foundation between the columns should be kept to a minimum due to the

interference of pie lies. Hence, a combined footing with transverse beam is planned. Design a

trapezoidal footing with the column on a transverse beam and longitudinal slab between these
beams if the safe bearing capacity is 180 kN/m2.

Beam 1

Beam 2

475 ,300I. 4125 450 I 1275 J

A

- »|- »j

i
T7T -*-75

X,*—r

|— V25-125
B

T 1
n4-75

750 f ll I
T75 I L V25-125

x,«— ÿ275
(c) Longitudinal Section

Figure E7.6 (Contd.)
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(Top and
bottom)

(Top and
bottom)

2Y25 Edge bars
(top and bottom) V25-125 (top

and bottom)
(Top and
bottom)

1050

600 4500

7V16 (top and
bottom)-
1500

£75

Tt
300 750

11

(d) Half plan

For details of transverse
support at B

T

Ft i-|
V16-200

I
- *

-I

75
(e) Section X,X,

Figure E7.6 Detailing of two-column combined transverse beams and slab footing (Type 5):
(a) Plan showing arrangement, (b) Bending moment in slab, (c) Longitudinal section,
(d) Half plan—detail of steel, (e) Section A-A.

Reference Step Calculation

Example 7.5 1

2

Find the area required with characteristic load

Total load 600 + 1200 +200 ,, , 2-=-= 11.1m
SBC 180

Assume 11 nr; x = 3 m from B2
5, = 1.2 m; B2 = 2.1 m; L = 6.6 m

Factored loads
@ B = 1.5 x 600 = 900 kN
@ C = 1.5 x 1200 = 1800 kN
Ultimate soil pressure = 245.5 kN/m2
(Structural action—Assume transverse beams of (300 mm) width and
the required depth below column at B (250 x 250 mm) and beam of
(500 x depth required) below column at C (450 x 450 mm). These

beams are to be designed as cantilever beams. The slab spans between
these beams with uniformly distributed loads. These types of footings
will require heavy cantilever support beams but the slab will be shallow
and its reinforcement will be simple, continuous over two supports,
the two beams.) The required footing is shown in Figure E7.6(a).

Find the design moments of the transverse cantilever beams

(2.1-1.2)
Breadth of footing at B=1.2h--—-x 0.6 = 1.28m

6.6
, „ (1.28 -col. size)

ncirCanUlever at col. B=-=0.5 15 m
2
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Reference Step Calculation

Table B.6

Breadth of the footing at col. at C=1.2+

1.9-0.45

0.9x5.1
6.6

=1.9m

Cantilever at col. C = =0.725 m

Load on cantilever at B = 900/2 = 450 kN (approx.)
Load on cantilever at C = 1800/2 = 900 kN (approx.)

(Note: The exact load will be slightly less due to reduced reaction
under the space occupied by the columns)

Design the transverse beam for shear

As these are short beams, shear will be more critical than bending
moment. These are to be designed with shear at the face of the support
with increased shear at supports as in corbels. However, for a safe
design we design for shear at support with increased shear (see
Sec. 7.7).

At col. B (Total width = 1.28 m),

(Cantilever = 0.64 from the centre = 0.515 from the edge of the
column)

Shear at the edge of the column at B =
ÿ50x0.515 _ ÿ

0.64
900 x 0 725

Shear at the edge of the column at C =-:-- =687 kN
0.95

As we have to provide shear reinforcement, max shear allowed for

bd

V_
bd

M20 is 2.8 N/mm2, assume rc =1.5N/mm2; t=-

Breadths of end beams are 300 and 500 mm; r = -

d[ = Depth required for column at B =
362 x 10

300x1.5
=804 mm

Step 2

687 x 103
d2 = Depth required for column at C =-=916 mm

500x1.5
Design shear steel in transverse beam

As in Examples.

Design the transverse beam for bending as a cantilever beam
450 x 916 mm

For column C,

M=
900 x (0.725)

=236.5 kNm
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Reference Step Calculation

Table B.l
M 236.5 xlO6

ÿ =0.62 <0.95

Step 1

bdL 450 x (916)'

p = 0.18%; provide 0.72% as required for shear

(Note: As the beam is short, anchorage requirements will also be
satisfied only with high percentage of steel subjected to lower stress

and also bends at the ends. Thus, at B even though only 2 of 16 mm
may be ample, it is better to provide 5 of 16 mm to reduce the tension
value and thus adjust bend requirements. Similarly provide at C.)

Design the longitudinal slab

Width- at A = 1.2 m

Width at D = 2.1 m; L = 6.6 m

Width at A = 1.2 m

0.9
Variation = 1.2 +-* = 1.2 +0.136.*

6.6
Width at B = 1.2 + (0.136 x 0.6) = 1.28 m

Width at C = 1.2 + (0.136 x 5.1) = 1.89 m

W\ pressure at A = 1.2 x q = 1.2 x 245.5 = 294.6

W2 pressure at D = 2.1 x 245.5 = 515.5

Variation = 294.6 +
515.6-294.6

6.6

w = 294.6 + 33.5* as distributed load per metre length

SF = Jw =294.6* + 16.75*2

BM =JSF =147.3*2 + 5.58*3

(We have also to take moment of the column load for the final values.)

Draw SF longitudinally taking *, from A

Point where SF = 0 be *, (where reaction = col. load)

16.75*,2 + 294.6*, = 900

*,2 + 17.59*i ~ 53.73 = 0

*, = 2.65 m from A (2.05 from B) and 2.45 m from B

Find max BM where SF = 0

Mmax @ 2.05 m from B column

= (900 x 2.05)—due to varying load from end A

= 1845 - L147.3 x (2.65)2 + 5.58(2.65)3J
= 1143 - 249 = 712 kNm

Width at * = 1.27 m = 1.2 + 0.136 x 1.27 = 1.37 m

Moment per metre width = 712/1.37 = 520 kNm/m

Design the slab for this BM per metre width with respect to the depth

required and steel required as in other cases.
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8.1 INTRODUCTION

Balanced footings (also known as strap footings) and cantilever footings form a special group
of footings. Balanced footings consist of two separate footings for two columns connected by
a strap beam as shown in Figure 8.1(a). As briefly explained in Chapter 7 Section 7.1. A
cantilever footing always becomes necessary when the foundation of a column cannot be built
directly under the column or when the column should not exert any pressure below. It is then
necessary to balance it by a cantilever arm rotating about a fulcrum and balanced by an adjacent
column (or a mass of concrete or by piles) where footings cannot be built. The situations under
which these footings become necessary are the following:

Case 1: The column load comes on the property line and the necessary foundation
cannot be built on the property line. It can also happen when the soil is not very
good for its foundation or there are restriction placed for the construction of a
footing by the adjacent building.

Case 2: The column load comes up over an existing structure and no pressure needs to

be exerted over the structure.

Case 3: The distance between columns to be combined is very large and the combined
footing becomes very narrow with high bending moment.
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As the name implies, the planning of these footings essentially consists of a balancing
element and making use of the principle of levers. We should be aware that a cantilever
element will be subjected to high tension at the top and it will also have to transmit heavy
shear. It should be also rigid as excessive deflection will cause movement of the superstructure
above.

8.2 TYPES OF BALANCING USED

Depending on the field situation [e.g. the magnitude of the load on the balancing column
(internal column) and the column to be balanced (external column), the nature of soil, and so
on], the following three base types are commonly met with. (Let us call the column to be
balanced the external column and the column used for counterbalance the internal column).

_ Outer
column

Adjacent
building

beam
Section

Section

.Outer
column

_ Inner
column

Cantilever
beam

Beam

Cantilever
end —

Main
Outer

column

Figure 8.1 Balanced and cantilever footings: (a) Balanced footing, (b) and (c) Cantilever footings.
{Note: In balanced footings we make centre of gravities of loads and footings to
coincide so that foundation pressure will be uniform. In cantilever footings as the
centre of gravities of loads and footings may not coincide the foundation pressure may
not be uniform).
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Type 1: Balancedfooting with fulcrum near external column Refer to Figure 8.2(a). If the
footing can be built near the external column, we assume a ''fulcrum base" footing
near the external column Cj of load W, and balancing it by an internal column or a

block of concrete C2 of load W2. A factor of safety of not less than 1.5, should be
provided when balancing against rotation. The beam connecting and W2 is called
the strap beam and it should be cast integral with the footing.

W2L2/WlL[ > 1.5 (8.1)

Type 2: Balanced footing with fulcrum near internal column Refer to Figure 8.2(b). The
external column is balanced by an eccentrically placed internal column so that the
fulcrum is near the internal column C2. Such a case occurs when we have a heavy
internal column, or when no foundation can be built near the external column.

W,(L - e) = W2<?
or e = W,L/(W, + W2) (8.2)

Type 3: Cantilever footings Refer to Figure 8.2(c). One or both the columns on the opposite
sides are not to exert any weight below it. In such a case, the columns can be
connected by a stiff beam on a base with their ends cantilevered over a fulcrum base.
The ends of the cantilever parts should be free or placed over a compressible base so
that the columns at the ends do not exert any pressure under the soil below the
cantilever.

V W9
<-2

Section

W,

% V/A Plan

W0

(c)

Figure 8.2 Types of balanced and cantilever footings: (a) Type 1. Fulcrum base near external
footing balanced by an internal column or a dead weight, (b) Type 2. Fulcrum base
near the heavy internal column, (c) Type 3. Cantilever footing with ground beam,
(d) Balancing of corner columns.
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Type 4: Balanced cantilever foundation on piles This occurs when the soil at the site needs
a pile foundation (see Chapter 17).

[Note: A corner column has to be balanced it has to be balanced in two directions, or we may
use a diagonal cantilever as shown in Figure 5.1(d).]

8.3 LOADS TO BE TAKEN FOR CALCULATION

For the calculation of the layout of the footings, we take it as serviceability condition and use
only the characteristic loads. For the design of the structure, we use limit state design and the
factored loads.

8.4 BASIS OF DESIGN

As we have seen, balanced footings consist of two separate footings and a strap beam
connecting them. If we can make the centre of the areas of the system coincide with the centre

of gravity of the loads, we can assume uniform distribution of loads under the footings. If these
two centres do not coincide, we have the vertical load and moment acting on the system due

to the eccentricity so that the distribution of base pressure will not be uniform but can be
assumed to be linearly varying. The difference between balanced footings and cantilever
footings can be discribed as follows.

In a balanced footing, we make the centre of gravity of the loads and the centre of the
areas to coincide. Hence, the ground pressure will be uniform. In cantilever footings, in general
the two centres may not coincide, so we have a moment in addition to the vertical loads. Hence,
the ground pressure will be varying.

8.5 SUMMARY

Cantilever footings are also combined footings used in special situations. In a balanced
footing, we make the centre of gravity of the loads and the centre of the footings to coincide
so that the ground pressure is uniform. In a cantilever, as the centres may not coincide, the
ground pressure will vary along the length of the footings. The examples show how they can
be designed.

EXAMPLE 8.1 (Design of Type 1balanced footing—External column balanced by an
internal footing with a fulcrum near external column)

An outer column 300 mm square with a characteristic load of 600 kN is built on the boundary
and it has to be balanced by an internal column 400 mm square carrying 900 kN. The centre

lines of the columns are spaced 5 m apart and the safe bearing capacity (SBC) of the soil can
be taken as 120 kN/m2. Give a layout of the system.
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Figure E8.1 Type 1. Balanced footing: (a) Plan, (b) Section, (c) Shear force diagram,
(d) Bending moment diagram.

Reference Step Calculation

1

As the weight of the internal column is not very large, we adopt type
1 footing with fulcrum near the external column so that the lever arm

is long.

We can either dimension each of the footings so that the CG of the
areas and loads coincide, resulting in uniform pressure, or adopt
suitable base dimensions and then check the resulting ground pressure
taking the unit as a whole, which may not be uniform, and design for
non-uniform pressure. We will adopt the first method.

Preliminary dimensioning of footing (Fx)

600
Area needed for col. C, =-= 5 m2

1 120
Provide 1.5 times the area needed = 7.5 m2
2.5 m wide and 3.0 m along the centre line
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Reference Step Calculation

Eq. (8.1)

Sec. 8.4

Hence, we fix the fulcrum at 3.0/2 = 1.5 m from the end near Wx, and so
Distance of Rx from Wx = Lx = 1.5 - 0.3 = 1.2 m from W,
Distance of W2 from Rx = L2 = 5 - 1.2 = 3.8 m

Take moments about or W2. Then,

3.8/?! = 600 x 5 or Rx = 780 kN (> W2)

R2 = 600 + 900 — 780 = 720 kN (< W2)

Find FS against overturning using characteristic loads

FS=jjÿ=900x3.8=475>ls
WXLX 600x1.2

Find dimension offooting for R2 so that CG of loads and areas
coincides

The size of the square foundation F2 for R2 is given by

720
ISBC V 120

Adopt F2 = 2.5 m x 2.5 m

Recalculate necessary breadth offooting Fx so that CG of loads and
areas offootings coincides.

Wi x 5 600 x 5

R2 = =2.5 m

*1 = CG of loads = = 2 m from W2
Wx +W2 600 + 900

Let us find the CG of areas we have assumed.

Area of F2 = A2 = 2.5 x 2.5 = 6.25 m2. Find Ax required for CG to

be same as that of loads.

Ax 3.8
x2 =—-

A, +A2
\ x 3.8

ÿ 2 which gives Ax = 6.94
Ax + 6.25

Breadth for length 3m =
6.94

3
= 2.3 (2.5 m x 3 m is OK)

Calculate uniform pressure for factored load

1.5x600+ 1.5x900
? = ÿ =156 kN/nC <1.5x120 (SBC)

6.94 +7.5

Assume a strap beam wide rigid strap beam run on top of the footings
connecting them.

Design offooting Fx . 3.0 x 2.5 m in size

The depth of the footing slab required depends on the cantilever BM
of the slab on both sides of the rigid strap beam.

Cantilever overhang of the foundation slab =—— = 1 m on

both sides of the beam.
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Reference Step Calculation

Table B.l

D 156x1x1
B.M. =-= 78 kNm/m

Depth d=
78 x 10

vl/2

= 167 mm
0.14 x 20x1000

V /

We can slope the slab D = 350 mm near the beam to at the edges.
(Find steel D = 350 mm.)

d = 350 - 75 = 275 mm

M 78 x 10c
=1.03; p-0.5% steel

bdl 1000 x 275 x 275

Check for one way shear

d at 275 mm from the face of the strap beam

125x275
=275--=241mm

1000
V = 156 x (1 - 0.30) = 109 kN/m

109 x 103
T =—--— =0.45<tc, for 0.5% =0.48

1000 x 241

Design of strap beam

Draw SF along the length. From the SF diagram of the beam, it is
clear that the max design BM is at the junction between the beam and
where only the beam slab of F] section resists bending.

M=900x2.85-
(2.5 x 156) x (3)'

=810 kN/m

Let width of the beam be 500 mm

d=
810 xlO6

=760 mm
V 0.14x20x500

D = 750 + 75 + 10 = 835. Adopt 835 mm

Find the percentage of steel as in other cases and detail the beam.

Design offooting F2
Design the footing F2 as we designed F{

EXAMPLE 8.2 (Design of Type 1 balanced footing with fulcrum near the external
column using a concrete counter weight)

An external column 250 x 250 mm carrying 120 kN is to be balanced by a counter weight 4.4 m
from the edge of the column as there are no adjacent internal columns. Assuming bearing
capacity =120 kN/m2, give a layout of the system. Assume bearing capacity as 140 kNm2.
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—1.2 m-

1.75 m

250 mrrl

120 kN

120 kN

3.8 m

2.7 m

(a)

(b)

T
1 m

1
— 1 m ->)

- Steel

-
A

itt.J I [..L .ill
p A-

(d)

r• " •

(f)

Figure E8.2 Type 1. Balanced footing balanced by a dead weight: (a) Plan, (b) Action of lever,
(c) Details of steel-plan, (d) Details of steel section, (e) Detail at P, (f) Section A-A.

Reference Step Calculation

1 Estimate dimension of footing Fj

120
Area needed =-— =0.85 m2

140

Assume thrice the area = 3 x 0.85 = 2.55 m2
Assume 1.2 x 1.75 m = 2.1 m2 (1.2 m lengthwise)
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Reference Step Calculation

Step 2

Distance of the fulcrum = 0.6 m from the end. (We can assume this
arbitrarily also.) Reaction F, has to carry all the vertical loads
(Figure E8.2)

Value of lever arm length,

L\ for /?, = 0.6 - 0.125 = 0.475 m

Find a suitable lever arm length for equilibrium in terms of L\
For 15 kN, a reasonable value for the counter weight

Find the lever arm length Ln for 15 kN:

, 120x0.475 „ n fLn =-=3.8 m from F,
15

Note: FS against rotation is given by

3.8x15
FS =

120x0.475

a higher FS]

Find base resistance

Assuming Im x 1 m in plan F2

Depth of the balancing base = -

= 1(only). [We can also increase or W2 to give

15
ÿ =0.625 m

1x 1x 24

Self wt. of the footing at F, assuming 500 mm depth of the footing
(0.5 m) is obtained as

Self wt. of Fj = vol x 25 = (2.1 x 0.5) x 24 = 25 kN

Self wt. of the beam assuming 300 mm wide 450 mm deep and length

= 2.7 rrt = 0.3 x 0.45 x 2.7 x 24 = 8.7 kN

The total wt. of load and foundation is

120 + 25 + 8.7 + 15 = 168.7 kN

168.7
Pressure =

2.1
= 80 kN/m2 < 140 kN/m2

Designfor footing F{ the fulcrum (with factored loads)

Forces acting on F\ are the following, except wt. of F,

Factored vertical load = 1.5 (120 + 8.7 + 15) = 216 kN

The only unbalanced moment about F, is due to the wt. of the beam

= (1.5 x 8.7) 1.90 = 24.8 kNm

Design the footing for these loads by finding tire ground pressures
under the above loads and moment as in Example 8.2.

Design of strap beam

Max moment to be transmitted will be that at the junction between the
footing and the beam and is moments on the right hand side
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Reference Step Calculation

M = (1.5 x 15) x 3.2 + (1.5 x 8.7) x (2.7/2) = 89.6 kNm

Find the depth required

Find also the area of steel required and check for anchorage length.

Check for shear

V = 22.5 + 13 = 35.5 kN

Notes Provide shear reinforcement for beam. (All beams should be designed
Table B.7 for shear and at least nominal stirrups should be provided even if the

shear stress is low)

6 Construction of counter weight

The mass of concrete is to be built as the construction proceeds. Mesh
reinforcement should be provided to take care of homogeneity and
shrinkage.

EXAMPLE 8.3 (Design of Type 2 balanced footing with the fulcrum near the internal
column using an eccentric internal footing)

An outer column 250 x 250 mm carrying a characteristic load of 120 kN has to be balanced
with an inner column 300 x 300 carrying 700 kN. The columns are spaced 5 m apart. If the
safe bearing capacity of the soil is 140 kN/m2, give a layout of the system and indicate how
to design the whole system.

125 mm

120 kN 700 kN

I I

1.12m — 3-—-=--
" l

4 m

3.5 m

(b) (c)

Figure E8.3 Type 2. Balanced type footing: (a) Longitudinal section showing fulcrum F,
(b) Plan, (c) Section of cantilever.
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Reference Step Calculation

2

2.1

2.2

Eq. (2.7)

(As the inner column is a heavy column compared to the outer, we can
balance the outer footing by eccentric placement of the inner footing.)
Type 2 design.

Find eccentricity required and size of inner footing under C2
Wi x 5 = (W, x W2) e and W{ + W2 = 120 + 700 = 820 kN

120x5
e =

820
=0.73 m

The eccentricity to be < U6. Hence the total length

L = 6 x 0.73 = 4.38

As the dead load of the footing acts through the CG of the footing and
it also contributes to the stability, the needed length of the footings
can be less than 4.38, depending on the dead weight of the footing.
Let us assume that due to this reduction, the breadth required is 3.5 m
only with e = 0.73 m = 730 mm

In this cantilever footing, the pressure under the footing will not be
uniform because of the eccentricities. The base area required for
(Wj + W2 + self-weight) will be much more than that required under
uniform pressure. Assume area required as 2.5 times than that required
with (W| + W2) only.

„ 820x2.5 2A =-=14.6 =14m
140

Assume 3.5 x 4 m eccentrically loaded footing for W2
Layout offooting under C2 interior column footing for F2
Calculate design pressure assuming uniform pressure

The whole load of the system also acts on the footing of size

3.5 x 4 m = 14 m2
(a) DL of the footing = (3.5 x 4 x 0.6 (assumed) x 24)

. = 200 kN

(b) Load from cantilever beam = 30 kN (assumed)

(c) Total load at R2 = 700 + 230 = 930 kN = W2
(d) Load from W, = 120 kN

Factored load = 1.5 (930 + 120) = 1395 + 180 = 1575 kN

1575
1= -

14
= 112.5 kN/m2

Find depth from bending shear with all loads (Tc = 350 kN/m2)

d =
q(L-b) 112.5(4-0.3)

700 +2q 700 + (2x112.5)

d = 600 - 75 - 10 = 515 mm

= 0.45 m = Adopt D = 600 mm

L
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Reference Step Calculation

2.3 Find depth for punching shear for C2 (tp = 1.12 N/mm2)

Punching shear for W2 only

Shear resistance = (4a + 4d) tp = 4(300 + 515) x 1.12 = 3651 > 1395
Hence, safe. (Note: R2 x 1.5 = 930 x 1.5 = 1395 kN)

2.4 Find soil pressures with characteristic loads with eccentricity

Direct load — =
930 +120

=75 kN/m2
A 14

Example 2.4

Step 2.1
above

Step

3

3.1

3.2

Figure E8.3

Eccentricity = 730 mm (with z - btfi/6)

Bending stress due to W2 only = =±63 kN/m2

4 x (3.5)

max pressure = 75 + 63 = 138<140 N/m2
min pressure = 75 - 63 = 12 N/m2
Layout offooting F} under Cj to carry load to the beam

Estimate dimensions

Column = 250 x 250 mm — load 120 kN

Generally, as a rule, we place the column on a footing of the same
bearing capacity.

120 o
Area needed =-=0.9m2 approx.

140
Adopt a footing over the cantilever beam 750 mm along the beam,
wide, and depth 300 mm.

Adopt a beam 1000 mm.

Determine the various weights to find. P, and R2 with characteristic
loads

(a) Weight of the exterior footing = Area x depth x unit wt.

= 0.9 x 0.3 x 24 = 6.5 kN; CG at the centre of the footing

(b) Wt. of the beam =I °-6+0-3 |x lx 24 = 10.8 kN

= 842 mm
L (2B2 + fi, ' _ 1895 r 0.6 + 0.6ÿ
3 , B\ + B2 y 3 (0.3+0.6J

(c) Wt. of the footing F2 = 3.5 x 4.0 x 0.6 x 24 = 202 kN

(d) Col. W, = 120 kN at (375 - 125 = 250 mm from /?,)

(e) Col. W2 = 700 kN at 730 mm from R2
Taking moments about R2

(6.5 x 4.02) + (10.8 x 2.59) + (120 x 4.27) -(700 X 0.73)

4.02
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Reference Step Calculation

= 14 kN (approx.) which is small. So also the pressure.

LW = 120 + 6.58 + 10.8 + 202 + 700 = 1039.3 kN

R2 = (LW - 14) = 1039.3 - 14 = 1025 kN

For factored load condition

R{ - 1.5 x 14 = 21 kN (propping force)

R2 = 1.5 x 1025 = 1538 kN

4 Structural design of the cantilever beam

The cantilever is fixed on to F2 and the maximum factored moment

produced by (a) & (b) & (c)

(a) Wt. of the footing = (1.5 x 6.5) x 2.27 = 22.13

(b) Wt. of the beam = (1.5 x 10.8) x 0.842 = 2.27

(c) Column load = (1.5 x 120) x 2.520 = 453.60

Total = 478.00 kNm

Design the cantilever for this moment

5 Design offooting F2
Take F2 as a support for the cantilever with

(a) Maximum moment due to DL and LL = 478 kNm (= M)
(anticlockwise)

Minimum moment due to DL only (to be calculated)

(b) In addition, we have self wt of F2 = 1.5 x 202 = 303 kN

(c) Wt of eccentric column C2 = 1.5 x 700 = 1050 kN

Total = 1353 kN(= P)

(d) Moment due to C2 = 1050 x 0.730 = 766 kN (clockwise)

Net moment with (DL & LL) = 766 - 478

= 288 kNm clockwise

766
Also, FS against rotation =-= 1 6 (OK)

478
Design footing F2 as a footing subjected to load and moment as in
Chapter 6.

6 Check the whole system as a single footing

The whole structure can be taken as a single footing with the external
loads. Check the base pressures by using

q-— ±— y, where / =V -4/-3
A I ÿ

M = Pe
where e is the eccentricity between the centroid of the whole area and
the CG of all loads acting on the structure.
Detail the steel
(See Figure E8.3)
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EXAMPLE 8.4 (Design of Type 3 balanced footings where both columns should not
exert any pressure below)

Figure E8.4 shows the section of a car shed to be constructed between two buildings and for
which excavation cannot be carried out under the outer walls. Give a layout for the foundation
for construction of the building.

Root

Existing
building

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/ 1 j;

New
columns

Ground beam
(B) iExisting

building

EZZ2Foundation

B —
Column

Figure E8.4 Type 3. Cantilever type of footing: (a) Section, (b) Plan.

The layout is shown in Figure E8.4. Design can be carried out by using the principles
explained in this chapter.

EXAMPLE 8.5 (Design of a balanced cantilever foundation on piles)

Refer Example 17.5 dealing with pile caps.
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9.1 INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 5, we dealt with wall footings which are strip footings under continuous walls. In
this chapter, we will deal first with strip footings under equally loaded and equally spaced
columns (producing uniform ground pressure) and also strip footings under unequal column
loads.

In places where we expect large settlement, it may be better to provide individual footings
even if it touches each other as otherwise the reinforcement needed for continuity will be large.
However, in good soils continuous footings are useful as they can later be used as support for
connecting beams for foundations of internal partition walls inside the building (see Sec. 5.6).
They are also useful to bridge over soft spots in the foundation. These footings can be of
rectangular section with or without shear steel or more often of T-beam or U-beam section as
shown in Figure 9.1. (Elastic settlement of raft foundation is given in Sec. 14.5)

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9.1 Types of strip foundations: (a) Slab, (b) T beam, (c) U beam.
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£
I

9.2 DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR EQUALLY LOADED AND EQUALLY
SPACED COLUMNS

A rectangular slab can be used as a strip foundation under these columns. If the strip is for
equally spaced and equally loaded columns, the contact pressure can be assumed as uniform if
the CGs of the load and the footing coincide. Usually, an end overhang will reduce the internal
moments. A cantilever equal to span/ÿ/8 (or 0.354 times the span), if provided, can reduce the
end moments for a two-column footing equal to the span moment. (This principle is usually
adopted for many other arrangements in structures).

The bending moment values for cases up to 5 column loadings (4 spans), as given by the
BS Code and as shown in Figure 9.2, can be used for design. Alternatively, moment distribution with
30% redistribution of moments to even out the positive and negative moment can be also used.

62 62 62

~1 T~
62 47 94 47 62

~i f r
62 52 86 39 86 52 62

i t t r
62 64 89 41 93 41 89 44 62

i t t i r
Figure 9.2 Elastic bending moment coefficients (* 103) for UDL (w), for equal spans with

cantilever length = 0.354 * inner span. (BM = (coeff.) (w) I2 without
redistribution). [Note: For a single span with cantilever on both sides the
cantilever length will be (1/4.83) * total length]

9.3 ANALYSIS OF CONTINUOUS STRIP FOOTING FOR UNSYMMETRIC
LOADING

There are cases where a number of unequally loaded columns have to be founded on a
reinforced slab or slab and beam foundation. A slab with an upstanding T beam or
downstanding U beam strip foundation is very suitable for column loads with irregular column
spacing or varying column loads. The ribs will make the foundation more rigid and will be able
to distribute the loads to the foundation more efficiently.

9.3.1 Analysis of Strip Footing with Unsymmetrical Loads

The following three methods are commonly used for an approximate and quick analysis only
with unequal column loads. But the best and exact method is to treat it as a beam on an elastic
foundation as described in Chapters 22 and 23.

Method 1: Conventional method using varying pressures: The conventional method is to
treat the foundation as a rigid member and find the maximum and minimum pressure due to

eccentricity of the CG of loads and CG of the strip foundation along the length from Eq. (9.1).
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Pressure

where Z = bL2/6
(b = breadth; L = length)

Having found the pressures at the extreme ends, assuming linear distribution of pressures, the

bending moment and shear force diagrams can then be drawn by simple statics. This often leads
to high BM to be provided for the strip. The method also requires the strip to be very rigid to

produce the uniformly varying contact pressure.

Method2: Conventional method of adjusting CG of strip to obtain uniform pressure: In this

method, we plan the length of the cantilever at both ends so that the CGs of the loads and the
strip coincide. Then we assume uniform pressure below the slab. The beam is analyzed as a

continuous beam. In many cases, this may not be economical as this leads to large cantilever
moments at the end of heavily loaded columns.

Method 3: Alternate method:[\ ] The bending moment diagrams obtained by methods 1 and
2 are far from that obtained by other exact methods such as the theory of beams on elastic
foundations, as described in Chapters 22 and 23. Theoretically the ground pressures are
distributed symmetrically about both sides of the load and the radius of influence extends
only to four times the "elastic length", Le. Hence we proceed as follows to get an

approximate distribution of the ground pressures. This method has no theoretical basis but
it is reported that it produces good results when used with good practice of detailing of
steel.

First, we assume the loads are distributed uniformly in the immediate vicinity of the
column loads, say, to both sides of the load up to the centre line of adjacent spans. (This

assumes that the columns are spaced >ALe.)
Secondly, we redistribute the above distribution so that in each span (between the

column loads) it is uniform, i.e. in the spans the loads are averaged and made uniform as in
Figure 9.3.

Thirdly, we analyze the strip as a continuous beam, each span being loaded with an
averaged uniformly distributed load. We can use moment distribution or any other method. (As
the whole method is an approximation, a rough value of wl2/10 for both positive and negative
moments is also a good approximation.)

[Comments: A theoretically exact method of analysis is to use the theory of beams on
elastic foundation. It is, however, logical to imagine that there will be more pressure
immediately below the load and the pressures will even out away from the load point. The
above alternate method of design has been reported to have been used in soft clay of safe
bearing capacity of about 75 kN/m2 in and around Chennai and the performance of these
foundations has been reported as satisfactory.]

_ L+—

<1 =
bxL

1±ÿ1
L)

(9.1)
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3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

2 m 5.5 m 4.0 m 3.5 m 1 3 m v 2 m
rrrrnT

Figure 9.3 Approximate method of analysis of strip foundation under unsymmetric
column loads (Method 3).

9.4 DETAILING OF MEMBERS

The general principles of detailing of the strip foundations as a slab, T beam or U beam are
shown in Figure 9.4. Other details are to be incorporated as in ordinary continuous beams.
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Figure 9.4 Strip foundation under many columns: (a) Arrangement with cantilever to reduce
moments, (b) Rectangular slab section, (c) T beam section, (d) U beam section.
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9.5 SUMMARY

Strip footings under a number of columns have many advantages. The design of these
foundations for equally spaced and equally loaded columns is simple. An approximate method
for varying loads and spans has been described in this chapter. Strip footings can be rectangular
slabs or T beams or U beams.

EXAMPLE 9.1 (Analysis of a footing for a series of equally spaced, equally loaded
columns)

A series of four 250 x 250 mm columns each carrying (DL + LL) of 500 kN are spaced at 4 m,
as shown in Figure E9.1. Design a suitable continuous strip footing if the safe bearing capacity
is 100 kN/m2.

1.42
m 4 m 4 m 4 m 1.42 L

, m I

Figure E9.1

Reference Step Calculation

1 Plan the footing

Provide cantilever on both sides = 0.354L

Cantilever = 0.354 x 4 = 1.42 m (to balance BM)

Total length = 14.84 m (Assume self wt. 10%)

2000 + ÿ00
Breadth required =--=1.48m (BC = 100 kN/m2)

100x14.84

Adopt 1.5 m width. As the CGs coincide, q is uniform.

2 Find design pressure with factored load

1.5 x 2000 2Factored soil pressure q =-= 134.8 kN/mb 14.84x1.5

Pressure for 1.5 m width = w = 134.8 x 1.5 = 202.2 kN/m

3 Find BMfrom Figure 9.2 for 4 supports

Ending moment M = coeff. (wL2)

wL2 = 202.2(4)2 = 3235.2 kNm for 1.5 m width

Figure 9.2 Using coefficients BM per metre width

(Support) MB = 0.0625 x 3235.2 = 202.2 kNm/m

(Span) Mbc = 0.051 x 3235.2 = 165 kNm/m

(Support) Mc = 0.086 x 3235.2 = 237.8 kNm/m

(Span) Mcd = 0.039 x 3235.2 = 126.0 kNm/m

We will determine steel after finding the depth necessary for one-way
shear.
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Reference Step Calculation

4 Find depth for one-way shear

Draw SF diagram assuming zero shear at the centre of the strip.

Load in one panel = 202.4 x 4 = 808.8 kN

With the loading of the column 750 kN, and the loading of 808.8 kN

in the span, the SF diagram can be easily drawn (Figure E9.1).

Max shear at end support = 750 - (202.2 x 1.42) = 463 kN

Vc shear at d from the face of the support = 463 - 202.2(0.125 + d) kN
Assuming rc = 0.35 Mmm2 = 350 kN/m2

B = breadth = 1.5 m; Bdzc = Vc
(1.5 x d) x 350 = 438 - 202.2d

438 „
_

d =-=0.60 m=600 mm
121A

[By the formula from the point where V = 0 at the extreme load

Vmax = 463 kN. Assume T = 0.35 N/mm2 (350 kN/m2).

,r, a L 463
q = 134.8, =0.125, = =2.29 m

2 2 202.2

d
q(L/2-a/2) 134.8(2.25-0.125)

059n
350 +g 350 + 134.8

Choose d = 600 mm]

5 Choosing the structure

We can design this foundation as a slab without shear steel. We may
also proceed for design as a T beam with shear reinforcement as
follows. The final choice will depend on which will be cheaper.

6 Layout as a T beam

Beam width to accommodate 250 mm, col. width = 300 mm

max shear for M2o concrete = 2.8 N/mm2

For beam, let us adopt tc = 1.5 N/mm2 = 1500 kN/m2

Adopt the width of the rib as 300 mm = 0.3 m

Taking shear at d of the beam from the face of the first column.

463.2 - 202.2(0.125 + d) = 0.3 x d x 1500

652.2d = 438 or d = 0.67 m

Let D = 750 mm, d = 750 - 50 - 8 = 692 mm

(Alternatively, we can choose d and design for shear in beams.)

We design the footing as a T beam
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Reference Step Calculation

300 x 750 with 300 x 150 slab. The projection of the slab on either
side is 600 mm < 3 times the thickness of the slab. We can design the
beam as a U beam also.

[Note: For design as slab only, we proceed with checking for
punching shear and design of steel as in other examples. We do not

check for punching shear in beams as we have to provide minimum
shear steel in beams. The design of an inverted T or U beam is also
carried out as in other examples.]

EXAMPLE 9.2 (Strip footing for columns with non-uniform loads)

A series of five columns is to be supported on a 20 m x 2 m strip foundation. Determine the
SF and BM for design. Assume safe bearing capacity as 100 kN/m2 (see Figure E9.2).

Reference Step Calculation

1 Find eccentricity of load

Taking moments about the left-hand end

_
fl

(3x2) +(3.5x7.5) +(4xl1.5)+(4.5x15) +(5x18)
x of load =--

20

= 11.78 m from G

20
x of strip = — = 10 m from G

2

e = 11.78 - 10.0 = 1.78 m to the left

2 Method 1: Analysis with eccentricity

2.1 Find pressure variation assuming the strip is rigid

Assume varying pressure due to eccentricity to find maximum and
minimum pressures from characteristic loads.

Eq. (9.1)
2000 ( 6 x 1.788A

Ground pressure =-1+-
20 x 2 ( 20 J

= 76.81 and 23.19 kN/m2
Maximum pressure is less than the bearing capacity 100 kN/m2 and the
pressure is not negative anywhere in the base (Assume self-weight of
slab is - 20 kN/m2). We calculate loads and moments per metre width
and draw BM and SF diagrams.

Factored design pressure = 1.5 x (service loads) = 1.5 x 76.81

= 115.22 and 1.5 x 23.19

= 34.79 kN/m2 with 2 m width.

q,. q2 = 230 and 70 kN/m per metre length.
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Reference Step Calculation

2.2 Find the SF diagram due to factored load

We find SF by summation on forces from the left to the right.
We proceed from the left end to the right end and then from the right
end to the left end and check whether these totals tally.

2.3 Find BM diagram due to factored load

By taking moment of forces to the left of section till the right end and
from the right of section to the left end, we check whether they also
tally.

3 Method 2: By adjusting the footings to have zero eccentricity

3.1 Find cantilever necessary at ends to make CGs coincide

CG of loads = 11.78 - 2.0 = 9.78 m from RHS load

CG of total length of strip between loads =— =8 m from G
2

Eccentricity = 9.78 - 8 = 1.78 m to the left

We have to give a cantilever of at least 0.5 m to the right of F. Hence,
we have to give a cantilever of (2 x 1.78) + 0.5 = 4.06 m to the left
of B.

Now CG of strip = (0.5 + 16 + 4.06)/2 = 10.28 from load E

= (20.56)12 - 0.5 = 9.78 from load E

As the CGs of loads and foundation coincide, we can assume uniform
ground pressure.

3.2 Find uniform pressure

w =
2000

=48.63 kN/m2
2x20.56

Factored load = 1.5 x 48.63 = 72.9 kN/m

3.3 FindSF and BM due to the uniformly distributed loadfor 2 m width
Note: There is a cantilever length of 4 m, which will give a large
bending moment.

4 Method 3: Alternate Empirical Method

4.1 Distribute the column loadsymmetrically to both sides of the load on
to the strip (2 m wide)

3
Column A: w, =-=0.67 kN/m

2 +2.5

Column B: w2 -0.52 kN/m
(2.5 +4.25)

Similarly, divide all the loads between the distances between centre

lines of adjustment spans.
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Reference Step Calculation

4.2 Convert these into uniformly distributed load in various spans by
finding the averages

Cantilever load = 0.67 kN/m

ad
0.67x2.5 +0.52x2.5 n _n , M/Load span A.B =-=0.59 kN/m

5.0
Proceed to all the spans similarly.

Check also whether ground reaction = downward load

(0.67 x 2) + (0.65 x 5) + (0.81 x 4.5) + (1.19 x 3.5)

+ (1.52 x 3.0) + (1.67 x 2.0) = 20 kN (characteristic loads)

4.3 Analyze the beam for factored load by moment distribution

Find the shear force diagram and BM diagram and design for shear
and bending moment.

4.4 Alternate approximate method of analysis

Assume the BM as ± w(/2/10) at support and midspan without
distribution for each span and find the area of steel.

5 Design of strip footing from BM and SF diagrams

5.1 Design for BM

The bending moments in the above calculations are along the centre

line of the column. Design the reinforcements based on the moments

at the face of the column.

5.2 Design for one-way shear
If the depth obtained for the shear corresponding to the percentage of
tension steel is large, reduce the depth and provide the necessary shear
steel. Otherwise, adopt T or U beam.

5.3 Design for punching shear in slab foundation
Find the punching shear around the most heavily loaded column. The
depth provided should be in safe punching shear.

Sec. 7.5 5.4 Design transverse reinforcement for column strip around columns

If a slab is adopted, the distribution of the column load transversely
through the column strip (distance = column + 0.75d) on either side
of the column should be designed as explained in combined footings.
[Note: The strip foundation can be in the form of a slab or a T or U
beam with slab. If it is a T or U beam, it should be designed as a beam
and transverse reinforcement in the slab should be designed for
cantilever action.]

REFERENCE
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Raft Foundations

10.1 INTRODUCTION

Raft foundations are mostly used on soils of low bearing capacity, where the foundation
pressures are to be spread over a large area. They are also used in places where the foundation
soils are of varying compressibility and the foundation has to bridge over them. The
geotechnical aspects for selection of the type of raft to be used are described in books on soil
mechanics and foundation engineering [1][2], However, the following points which are very
important in the layout of raft foundations must be remembered by all designers:

1. First, the differential settlement of raftfoundations in a given noncohesive soil isfound
to be only half that of footings in the same soil designed with same intensity of
loading, so that from consideration of allowable settlement the bearing capacity
allowed from settlement consideration for raft foundation is double the value
allowed in footings. (We may also remember the thumb rule that the safe bearing
capacity of footings in kN/m2 for total settlement of 25 mm in sandy soils is roughly
10 times the N value of the soils. Also, for footings designed for maximum
settlement of 25 mm, the expected differential settlement is 3A of 25 = 18 mm. Hence,
for the safe bearing capacity of rafts equal to twice that of footings, the differential
settlement will be of the order of 18 mm incohesionless soils. In cohesive soils the
above thumb rule refers only to the safe bearing capacity and not the allowable bearing
capacity which has to take settlements also into consideration.)

136
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2. Secondly, the design load to be considered on rafts is only equal to the characteristic
load minus the weight of the soil excavated. This is a very important conception in raft
design. Thus, every metre of soil excavation reduces the load on the raft by about
18 kN/m2 (the density of the soil). [We should also note that the total characteristic
load (DL + LL) from each floor of a multi-storeyed residential flat is only about
10 kN/m2, so that one metre excavation is nearly equivalent to load from two floors.]

3. Thirdly, rafts have large capacity to bridge over soft spots in a non-homogeneous
foundation. So, in non-homogeneous soils such as fills it gives better results than any
other shallow foundation.

4. The expected maximum settlement of rafts in clay soils should be calculated by the
theory of consolidation explained in books on soil mechanics.

10.2 RIGID AND FLEXIBLE FOUNDATIONS

We have already seen in Chapter 1 that rigid foundation (e.g. a footing) is one where we can
assume to settle uniformly under a load, the settlement of all the parts being the same. If we
assume soil as a set of independent springs (Winkler Model), then the contact pressure will also
be uniform. (It can be found from books on soil mechanics that this is not true. The pressures
at the periphery will be found to be larger than at the centre in elastic soils such as clay. With
time and increasing loads, it may even out to some extent.)

On the other hand, in a flexible beam there will be more settlement under the loads, so
pressures will be varying under the foundation. If we have a raft on solid rock, the load will
be transferred to the rock by dispersion at 45 degrees and the effects will be felt only around
the loads. We will examine this problem in more detail in Chapter 22 on Beams on Elastic
Foundation. According to the above behaviour, there are two models that we can use for the
design of raft foundations, namely

1. The classical rigid model assuming uniform contact pressure under a raft when its CG
coincides with the CG of loads and linear distribution in eccentrically loaded rafts.

2. Modem flexible models using the theory of soil structure interaction, depending on the
rigidity of the raft.

Design by both methods is only an approximation of the real behaviour. Any raft cannot
be considered as fully rigid. Also, any theoretical soil structure interaction in the absence of
exact soil data (which is very difficult to get for soils covering a large area) is an approximation.
However, the second method, by all means, can be considered more exact than the first. It was
because of these uncertainties regarding magnitude and sign of bending moment at various
points that we had a provision in earlier National Building Code of India as follows:

1. Rafts designed on empirical methods should be reinforced with equal amounts of the
calculated steel on top and bottom (as the sign of the moment as calculated may not
be the same in the field). Thus, we use two times the area of steel (2As) calculated.

2. Rafts designed by more exact flexible methods can be reinforced with total of 1.5AS,
with 50% steel provided on the side opposite to that required by calculation.
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These requirements have been discontinued in the code [3] but many practise them in their
designs even today for safety.

10.3 COMMON TYPES OF RAFTS

The commonly used types of rafts are the following:

1. Simple plain slab rafts (Flat plate rafts for light weight buildings)
2. Flat slab rafts for framed buildings
3. Beam and slab rafts for framed buildings
4. Cellular rafts
5. Piled rafts
6. Annular rafts
7. Strip rafts forming grid rafts (Grid foundations)

The basic principles involved in their selection are discussed in the following sections.

10.3.1 Plain Slab Rafts for Lightly Loaded Buildings

In lightly loaded buildings in poor soils such as fills for light residential buildings, plain
reinforced slabs can be used to spread the superload to a large area. In most cases, the slab is
used as the ground floor of the building also. They can be as shown in Figure 10.1.

(a) R.C. slab only
(b) R.C. slab with edge beam [edge beam can be above or below the raft]

(c) R.C. slab with edge beams and cross beams below wall loads

Thickening the slab or providing a beam at edges adds to its stiffness and if planned
downstanding, it also helps in preventing erosion of soil below the raft.
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Figure 10.1 Simple reinforced concrete mats for light buildings: (a) Simple mat, (b) Mat
with side beams, (c) Raft with beams under walls.
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10.3.2 Flat Slab Rafts for Framed Buildings—Mat Foundation (Figure 10.2(a))

Flat slab rafts consist of concrete slab with constant thickness over the plan area. They are also
called matfoundations. Flat slab rafts are used in framed buildings where the column spacings
are not large and are uniform. These are no beams as in "beam and slab rafts" in them except
the edge beams. (We should always provide edge beams all around the periphery of these types

of rafts for reasons explained in Sec. 10.7 and Chapter 11.) The soil under these mats should
not be very compressible. Larger stresses are produced in deeper depths in large rafts so that
in clay soils consolidation settlement also increases with the size of the raft. In ideal flat slab
rafts, internal column spacings should be uniform and the loading should also be symmetrical.

10.3.3 Beam and Slab Rafts (Figure 10.2(b))

We choose beam and slab rafts under the following conditions:

• When the slab depth in flat slab construction is excessive as it happens when the spans
are large.

• When the arrangement of the column loads is irregular.

• When we expect large variation in the nature of the foundation soil under the plan area.

These rafts can be considered more rigid than the flat slab rafts and they are the most
commonly used types of raft foundation in practice.

In very weak soils, if the depth of soil excavation to the bottom of the raft is large enough to
offset the superload. then no pressure will be exerted on the foundation. Such foundations can
be partly compensated or fully compensated. Fully compensated foundations are calledfloating
foundations. We need special rigid rafts of cellular construction or other types of rigid
construction to carry the large loads to these foundations and also withstand the side earth
pressures. Cellular rafts are used in these situations.

10.3.4 Cellular Rafts (Figure 10.2(c), (d))

Column
starter bars

75 mm
high kicker

Weak concrete
blinding

(a) Flat slab raft

Figure 10.2 (Contd.)
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(b) Beam and slab raft

I— R.C. slab
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1— R.C. raft

Basement wall

(c) Cellular raft (general view)

Figure 10.2 (Contd.)
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Figure 10.2 Conventional types of raft foundations.

10.3.5 Piled Rafts

In conventional pile foundations, all the loads are assumed to be taken by the piles. However,
when designing a raft foundation, if the raft has enough bearing capacity but there is excessive
settlement, then part of the load on the raft can be relieved by installing a few piles so that raft
settlement can be reduced. Such a foundation is called a combined piled raft foundation
(CPRF). Chapter 14 deals with this topic.

10.3.6 Annular Rafts

In some cases such as tall towers, we prefer to have annular rafts. Chapter 15 gives a brief
summary of it.

10.3.7 Grid Foundation

When the bearing capacity of the soil is good and there is no need to cover the whole plan area,
we use strip rafts which usually form a grid foundation in the X- and F-directions. We deal with
these types of foundations in Chapter 25.

We will discuss about each of these types in subsequent chapters.
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10.4 DEFLECTION REQUIREMENTS OF BEAMS AND SLABS IN RAFTS

IS 456, CI. 32.2 defines effective span as follows:

1. For simply supported beam or slab, it is taken as the clear span plus effective depth
or centre to centre of support, whichever is less.

2. For a continuous beam or slab where the width of support is less than 1/12th span, the
effective span is taken as the clear span.

IS 456, CI. 23.2.1 gives the deflection requirements as length/effective depth or Lid ratio
for beams for roofs and floors of buildings. They can be assumed to be applicable for beams
for spans up to 10 m. The following span/effective depth ratios are to be maintained for beams
in floors and roofs of buildings (beams usually have 1% of steel):

Cantilever: 7
Simply supported members: 20
Continuous members: 26

However, as roof and floor slabs usually contain low percentage of steel (less than 0.5%),
these ratios for slabs can be multiplied by a correction factor. Hence, IS 456, CI. 24 allows the
following ratios for slabs subjected to LL loadings up to 3 kN/m2 and spans up to 3.5 m using
Fe 415 steel for floors and roofs:

Simply supported slabs: 28
Continuous slabs: 32

For two-way slabs, the shorter span is taken for calculating the above ratios. For flat slab
roofs, these ratios are to be multiplied by a factor 0.8; thus for continuous flat slabs, the pan
depth-ratio should be 32 x 0.8 = 25.6 only.

However, caution should be taken in using these ratios to rafts. These ratios are not

applicable to rafts. It should be clearly noted that these ratios are for roof slabs, where the
characteristic loading is only of the order or less than 10 kN/m2 (5 kN/m2 DL, 2 kN/m2 for
finish and 3 kN/m2 LL). The total load of eachfloor (including slabs, beams and columns) will
be of the order of 15 to 25 kN/m2. As an ordinary raft has to support 3 to 4 floors at least, the
contact pressures under rafts will be of the order of 75 to 100 kN/m2. Hence, care should be
taken to choose proper span/depth ratios for raft members. We will have to choose larger depths
and hence much lesser span/depth ratios as explained in Chapters 11 and 12.

10.5 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS IN DESIGN OF RIGID RAFTS

The following principles are used in the design of rigid rafts by conventional methods:

1. The raft plan dimensions should be made in such a way that, if possible, the centre of
gravities of the raft and the loads should coincide (Figure 10.3). In such cases, we
assume that the contact pressure is uniform. Otherwise, the pressures under the
foundation will vary under the raft.
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Figure 10.3 In layout of mats (and rafts) their centre of gravity should coincide
with the centre of gravity of loads or it should be minimal. [By
convention ex produces Mxx about YY axis and ey produces MYY
about XX axis. Mxx "s moment for steel in X direction and Myy is the
moment for steel in the Y direction. See Sec. 4.6]

2. The characteristic loading on the soils should not exceed the allowable bearing
capacity of the soil allowed for rafts. In granular soils, the N values can be used for
the determination of the bearing capacity as explained in Sec. 10.1. Allowable bearing
capacity for allowable settlement in rafts will be twice that of footings.

3. The loading in clayey soils should be such that the settlement due to long-term effects
of consolidation should be within permissible limits.

4. The probable effects of uplift forces should be taken into account if they can be present
with the variation of ground water level at the given place.

5. If parts of a building have large difference in loading intensity (due to varying heights
or loading) or if there are large areas of weak spots within the raft area, it is advisable
to separate the foundations of the heavily loaded part from the lightly loaded part and
the weak soil part from the stronger parts. Similarly, joints should be introduced when
there is a change in the directions or intensity of loading of the raft. For large rafts,
construction joints have to be incorporated to work in stages. They should be properly
planned at points of minimum shear.

We shall deal with the design of each type of raft in subsequent chapters.

10.6 TYPES OF LOADINGS AND CHOICE OF RAFTS

The following are the general rules for planning the types of rafts to be used in a given situation:

1. For symmetrical arrangement of spacing of columns and loadings (where the ground
pressure is uniform), we adopt a flat slab raft and analyze it by the ACI empirical
method called direct design method (DDM). The layout should satisfy the conditions
specified for DDM.
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2. With uniform ground pressure but with unequal spans which do not satisfy the
conditions for DDM, we can adopt a flat slab, but it has to be analyzed by the
equivalent frame method (EFM). However, beam and slab rafts are generally preferred
in such cases.

3. With symmetrical arrangement of unequally loaded columns but with uniform ground
pressure, we adopt a beam and slab raft construction.

4. On soils of very low bearing capacity, we compensate the loads on the raft by
excavation of soil and design the raft as a cellular raft.

5. With non-symmetrical loading with the centre of gravity of loads not coinciding with
the centre of gravity of the area, the ground pressures will vary form place to place.
It is advisable to adopt a beam and slab construction for such cases. To some extent,
the space around the loading area should be adjusted to give the least eccentricity. The
slab should then be designed for the maximum pressures. The beam loading must be
for the maximum values of the varying pressure in its location.

10.7 RECORD OF CONTACT PRESSURES MEASURED UNDER RAFTS

There are a number of records of measurement of contact pressures under raft foundations. Most
of them indicate large contact pressures (up to three times) at the edges compared to the contact
pressures near the centre. The edges seem to be more stressed than the central parts. This is true,
especially during and immediately after the construction of the raft. As the time progresses, the
contact pressure at the centre tends to increase. This non-uniform distribution is more noted in
large rafts (30 m and over in size) than in small rafts. We must be aware of this behaviour. So,
it is advisable to provide a peripheral beam in all rafts, especially flat slab rafts, to bridge over
these large edge stresses.

10.8 MODERN THEORETICALANALYSIS

For an exhaustive treatment of elastic analysis of various types of raft foundations by computer
methods see reference [4]. This book can be consulted for design of rafts for special layout of
loads.

10.9 SUMMARY

Raft foundations have several advantages such as higher allowable bearing capacity and lower
settlement over footing foundations. There are different types of rafts that are used in practice.
Their choice depends on the loading, contact pressure, and the site conditions. The intensity of
loadings of members of the raft is much more than the loadings on the members of roofs and
floors. A raft has to support many more storeys and hence the span/depth ratios of raft members
will be much different from those of roof members specified in the codes of practice for floors
and roofs. The principles of design of different types of rafts are described in Chapters 11 to 15.
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Design of Flat Slab
Rafts—Mat Foundations

11.1 INTRODUCTION

A flat slab raft consists of a main slab of uniform thickness supporting a number of columns
without any beams. In American practice, it is also called a mat foundation. The columns can
have enlargement or splay at their ends. (They are called column heads.) Slabs with plain
columns without column heads are calledflat plates and those with enlargement of columns are
calledflat slabs. Rat slabs can be further given increased thickness of slab around the columns,
called drop panels, for increased resistance against punching shear. One of the great advantages
of a flat plate is that its top surface itself can be used as the ground floor without any filling.

Flat slab rafts are commonly used with equally spaced columns, with symmetrical column
loadings, with not too large spacing and uniform soil conditions. Such slabs can be analyzed
by the simple direct design method (DDM). Flat slab rafts can also be used for irregular layout
of columns. Such layout has to be designed by more exact methods, such as the equivalent
frame method (EFM). Beam and slab rafts are more suited for irregular layout instead of flat
slab rafts. In this chapter, we deal with the analysis of flat slab rafts by DDM in detail and also
briefly examine the EFM method. We will follow the IS and ACl Codes for the design [1, 2].

11.2 COMPONENTS OF FLAT SLABS

Flat slab rafts usually consist of the following elements:

146
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• Main raft slab

• Columns with or without capital and drop panels

• Edge beam along the periphery of the raft (flat slabs should always be provided with
edge beams along the periphery along the discontinuity for better stability (see
Sec. 10.7).

In flat slabs, there are no internal beams. Columns have to carry all the loads directly from
the roof and floors to the slab. There are four types of column connections to the slab as shown
in Figure 11.1.

1. Column ending without any enlargement. Such flat slabs are called flat plates. In
extreme cases of punching shear, shear head reinforcement can be used to strengthen
them in punching shear.

2. Columns thickened at the base ending with only enlarged base are called column
capitals. This enlargement helps the columns to transfer the load from the slab more
efficiently and also reduce the punching shear.

3. Columns ending with column capitals and thickening of the slab below the column
capital called drop panel. If the effect of these drop panels is to be taken in design,
its length should not be less than l/6th the span on the corresponding side of the
column (IS 456, CI. 31.2). These column capitals and drop panel help the column to

distribute their loads to the raft slab more efficiently, especially when the loads are
very heavy.

4. In the fourth type of flat slab foundations, the thickening can be provided under the
slab without any capitals.

Figure 11.1 Column ends in flat slab rafts: (a) Flat plate, (b) Column ending in capital,
(c) Column ending in capital and drop panel, (d) Thickening slab into
column bases.
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11.3 PRELIMINARY PLANNING OF FLAT SLAB RAFTS

The rough dimensions that can be used for the preliminary planning of flat slab rafts are
discussed below.

11.3.1 Columns

1. Main column. These columns must be always short columns, usually square or circular
in shape. A diameter equal to 1/8 to 1/1Oth the storey height and not less than l/16th the
larger span is usually adopted. We must remember that because there are no beams
between columns, any unbalanced moments at supports (near columns) between adjacent
spans have to be balanced (or transferred) through the columns only so that columns can
be subjected to additional torsional shear and bending moment. Hence, columns should be
made short and strong. Long columns should not be used inflat slab rafts.

2. Column capital. Usually a dimension equal to 1/5 but not more than 1/4 the shorter span
length is used as the size of the column capital. It is usually sloped at 45° to join the
column.

3. Droppanel. The slab above the capital can be thickened to 1.25 to 1.5 times that of the
main slab [H = 1.25 to 1.5/?] to form a drop panel around the column capital. This drop
panel if used should be at least 1/6 the span on each side so that the total width will not

be less than 1/3 of the smaller span of the surrounding panels. The effective thickness for
the calculation of the steel area is to be taken not more than 1/4 the projection of the panel
beyond the capital. In foundations, the drop panel can also be provided below the slab
directly under the column.

11.3.2 Main Slab

Even though we provide a minimum span effective depth ratio of 26 to 30, in roof design for
foundations which carry more load, the minimum depth to be adopted should be 250 mm. (The

minimum thickness of the slab specified for flat slabs for roofs and floors given in IS 456, CI.
31.2 is only 125 mm.) With two layers of 12 mm steel and 75 mm cover for soil, this will give
an effective depth of [250 - (75 + 6 + 12)] = 157 mm only. The cover may be reduced to 50 mm

when blinding concrete base is used. We also usually provide not less than 0.25 to 0.5% steel
as reinforcement both ways. The calculated depths may be adjusted according to these empirical
data. A span depth ratio of 12 to 14 will be more appropriate for depth of the slab.

11.3.3 Edge Beams

Even though flat slabs and flat plates have no internal beams, we must always provide a
peripheral edge beam and an apron in flat slab foundation for better distribution of exterior
moments that occur around external columns (see Table 11.2). The height of these edge beams

should not be less than 1.5 times the thickness of the main slab. The details of the usual edge
beam are shown in Figure 1 1.2.
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Figure 11.2 Detailing of apron slab: (?) Apron, (2) Edge beam, (3) Mat foundation,

(4) Column, (5) Column capital.

11.4 ANALYSIS OF FLAT SLAB BY DIRECT DESIGN METHOD

The regular layout of flat slabs can be analyzed by an empirical method called direct design
method. This method was first proposed in the AC1 code, which has been adopted by IS 456 also.

IS 456-2000, CI. 31.4.1 gives the limitations of the use of DDM to flat roofs. In roofs,
we separately analyze the system for DL, LL for pattern loading. In foundation analysis, we
have the dead load effects much more than the live loads so that all analyses can be carried out
with the total dead load plus live load put together. Pattern loading will have very little effect
in the analysis of foundations.

The conditions under which all flat slab raft layout can be analyzed by DDM are the
following:

1. The loads on the raft slab should be uniformly distributed. For a raft, this means that
the centre of gravities of the loads and the area of the raft should coincide. The flat
slab should be also rigid enough to distribute the column loads to the foundation so
that we can assume the foundation pressure as uniform.

2. The settlement of the foundation should not be more than permissible (see Table 14.3)
so that the differential settlement is within allowable limits. In raft foundations, we
allow more settlement than in footings as its differential settlement is taken as 1/2 that
in footings.

3. The panels should be rectangular and the ratio of the longer to the shorter sides should
not be more than two so that the slabs will have two way actions. (Some restrict the
ratio to 4: 3.)

4. There should be a minimum of three spans in each direction (along X- and Y-axis) and
the adjacent spans should not differ in their spans by more than 1/3 the larger span.
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5. The offset of the column in the X- and T-directions should not exceed 10% of the span
in that direction. This means that the length (and width) of adjacent panels should not

differ by more than 10% of the greater length (or width).

6. The end spans should not be longer than the interior spans.

7. There should be an edge beam along the periphery.

11.5 METHOD OF ANALYSIS [1] [2] [3]

The procedure for the analysis of the flat slab is as follows. We analyze the slab as a two-way
slab spanning both inX- and T-directions, carrying the whole loadon the slab in both directions
in the same way independent of each other. Let Lx and be the spans and Lx >

The analysis of the slab for spanning in the lY-direction is shown in Figure 11.3. The
foundation pressure is acting upwards are the flat slab raft. We first cut the slab along the YY-
direction through the middle of the slab in each span. The portion between these cuts, together
with the column above, is considered as frames in the IT-direction. We will have thus internal
frames consisting of internal columns and slabs on both sides and external frames with external
column the slab only on one side,

i External | I__ i

I frame |
, Internal i

frame

1/2
MS

Figure 11.3 Analysis of flat slab rafts.

We again cut the slabs attached to the columns along a line L2/4 from the centre on the

two sides of the column. These are called 1/2 column strips (1/2 CS). Thus, the internal column
line will have 1/2 column strip on both sides. The portion between our earlier cuts along the centre

line and the 1/2 column strips is called 1/2 middle strips (1/2 MS) as shown in Figure 11.3.
Thus, for an internal column line, there will be 2 half column strips on either side of the

line of columns. Together, it is called the column strip. Then these will be 1/2 middle strips on
either side. The column strips are considered to be more rigid than the middle strips.
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We next consider the span of the slabs as the distance between the edges of the equivalent
rectangular column capitals and designate it as Ln, the effective span for analysis. If we take a

panel as a whole, the load on the panel for analysis will be load on the area equal to lpLn, the load
on span W = wLnLÿ, where w is uniformly distributed load. We calculate free bending moment as

WL
Free BM= "

wL,Ll
(H I)

8 8

We can assign or distribute a part of it as -ve moment at support and the rest as +ve moment

in the middle. This is called longitudinal distribution. This distribution, according to the IS
Code, is given in Figure 11.4 and Table 11.1.

(a) Interior span

Inner
Edge beam

(b) Exterior span with edge beam at outer end

Unrestrained75%

63%

(c) Exterior span with end on wall (unrestrained)

Figure 11.4 Table 11.1. Longitudinal distribution of M0 in analysis of flat slab by Direct
Design Method (DDM). (Transverse distribution is shown in Table 11.2).

TABLE 11.1 Longitudinal Distribution of M0 in Flat Slabs (Figure 11.4)

% Distribution of M0
No. Description of the Interior Centre of Exterior

spanning of the slab support span support

1. Interior spans (fixed at ends) 65 35 65
2. Exterior span with edge beams 70 50 30
3. Exterior span without edge beam 70 52 26

4. Exterior span on wall (end free) 75 63 0
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Then we can redistribute the -ve and +ve moments transversely to the column strip and
middle strip. The column strip being more rigid will naturally take more moments than the
middle strip. This distribution, according to the IS Code, is given in Table 11.2. ACI Code and
IS have given the same coefficients for longitudinal distribution (as -ve and +ve moments) and
transverse redistribution (between the column strip and the middle strip). These empirical values
can be directly used in a design. [In equivalent frame analysis, which we have to use for
irregular layout of columns, the span moment is found by moment distribution, but for
redistribution we use the same coefficients as used in DDM.]

11.5.1 Values for Longitudinal Distribution and Transverse Redistribution

As already stated, Table 1 1.1 and Figure 11.4 give us the values according to the ACI Code
for distribution of the free bending moments into the support -ve moments and the span +ve
moments. Table 11.2 gives us the transverse redistribution of these positive and negative
moments to column strips. The balance of the moment is assigned to the middle strips.

TABLE 11.2 Transverse Distribution of Moments into Column Strips
(Balance Distributed to Middle Strips)

No. Description Percentage in column strip

1. Positive moment in all spans 60
2. Negative moment at interior support 75
3. Negative moment at exterior support 75*

in end span with edge beam
4. Negative moment at exterior support 100*

without edge beam (Balance assigned to MS)

[Note: In the exterior span with edge beam, we get a better distribution of the end moments,

and this is one of die advantages in providing an edge beam.]

11.5.2 Shear in Flat Slabs

Flat slabs have to be designed for one-way shear (also called beam shear) as well as punching
shear as explained in Chapter 2. In addition, when the ratio between adjacent spans is more than
1.25. there will be a significant difference between the moments at the span junction. This
difference has to be transferred by bending and torsion through the column-slab connection.
Hence, the punching shear will be magnified by a factor [1], However, ACI allows this to be
neglected if adjacent spans are not different by 30%.

11.5.3 Bending of Columns in Flat Slabs

For the design of roofs, IS 456, CI. 31.4.5 requires design of columns, especially end columns,
for moments produced by differential loading or non-loading of adjacent spans. As we design
rafts for full live and dead loads, we need not consider pattern loading in foundation design. It is
always better we provide cm edge beam around the periphery which will enable the whole width
of the slab (i.e. the column and middle strips instead of the column strip only) acting in load
transfer in the external span.
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The value of the moment for the design of the externa] column can be derived from the
IS 456, CI. 31.4.5.2 by assuming that the outer span does not exist. Hence,

AM =0.08wLjl
This will give a conservative design value as the full value of the live and dead loads is taken
into account in this case.

11.6 LIMITATIONS OF DIRECT DESIGN METHOD FOR MATS

First of all, we should remember that in flat slab roofs, the loading on each floor can be
assumed to be uniform. On the other hand, in mats we transfer column loads into the ground
through the flat slab raft and assume it is uniformly distributed. In most cases, the loadings of
the middle columns of a building will be different from the peripherial columns. Hence, the raft
should be stiff enough to distribute the load evenly on the ground. Hence the equilibrium of
forces (downward load and ground reaction) has to be always checked in the analysis of strips.

Secondly, as already pointed out, for DDM differences, the lengths of adjacent spans must
be within the specified limits. Otherwise, transfer of moments has to be provided and we have
to use the equivalent frame method for analysis. If the difference in the adjacent spans is within
the limits specified by DDM (i.e. not more than 10% of larger span), we use the greater of the
-ve moments obtained by the larger span for design.

11.7 EQUIVALENT FRAME METHOD OF ANALYSIS FOR IRREGULAR
FLAT SLABS

Direct design method cannot be considered applicable to flat slabs when the adjacent spans
differ by more than 10% of the larger span, or where the longer the span the shorter the span
(length to width) exceeds 4:3, or where there are less than 3 spans in the two directions. For
these flat slabs, the equivalent frame analysis is applicable.

In equivalent frame method, which is described in advanced books on reinforced concrete
[3], the system we got by cutting through the midspan is to be modelled to an equivalent frame
and analyzed by moment distribution to find the total -ve and +ve moments, which is similar
to the longitudinal distribution in DDM. The transverse distribution is again made, as indicated
in Table 11.2, by arbitrary coefficients.

11.7.1 Method of Equivalent Frame Analysis

As described in IS 456 (2000), CI. 31.5, in equivalent frame method, the BM and SF are
determined by an analysis of the structure as a continuous frame with the following
assumptions:

1. The structure is considered to be made up of equivalent frame on column lines taken
once longitudinally and again transversely through the building. Each frame consists
of a row of equivalent columns or supports bounded laterally by the centre line of the
column or supports.

2. For determining the relative stiffness of the members, the MI of the slabs and the
columns may be taken as that of the gross cross-section of the concrete alone.
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3. Each frame is analyzed for the uniform contact pressure due to the total load on the
raft (analysis for LL and DL need not be carried out separately).

4. The analysis can be done by moment distribution or any other method.
5. Redistribution of moments is also allowed.

11.7.2 Transverse Distribution of Moments along Panel Width in EFM

After the analysis by moment distribution to find the total negative and positive moments, the
distribution of +ve and -ve moments for the column and middle strips can be made as in DDM,
given in Table 11.2.

11.7.3 Approximate Method for Eccentrically Loaded Raft

An approximate method for the analysis and design of an eccentrically loaded but otherwise
regular in layout flat slab raft is shown in Example 11.3.

11.7.4 Approximate Design of Flat Slab Rafts (Calculation of BM and SF from Statics)

In roof design, the superloads are known and can be assumed to be uniformly distributed in an
indeterminate structure. In foundation design, only the column loads are known and we assume

that the ground pressures are uniformly distributed. Hence, the frame we take for analysis is
statically determinate. Thus, we first balance the loads by correcting the ground pressures and
draw the BM and SF by simple statics. Having known the support moments and span moments,

we can distribute them transversely to the midlle strip and column strip according to Table 11.2
and detail the steel as recommended.

11.8 DETAILING OF STEEL

The rules which are used for detailing flat slab roofs can be followed for the rafts also. These
are given in Figure 16 and CI. 31.7 IS 456. Detailing of steel can be done with straight bars
or bent bars. Detailing with straight bars is shown in Figure 11.5. It can be summarized as

follows.

General condition

1. The spacing of reinforcement in flat slabs should not exceed two times the slab
thickness, except when the slab is ribbed or cellular. (In ordinary slabs such as floor
slabs, it can be three times.)

Column strip

2. Positive steel in column strip: In column strips, 56% of the bottom or +ve steel
should extend to 0.125L from the centre of the next column line and 50% should come
very near to the centre line of the column (to a maximum gap of 75 mm from the
centre line of columns) or made continuous.

3. Negative steel in internal column strip: In internal column strips, 50% of the top or
-ve steel should extend 0.2L from the face of the column, and the rest of it should
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extend to 0.3L from the face of the column for flat slabs without drops and 0.33L for
those with drops.

4. Negative steel in the external column strips: The -ve steel should extend beyond the
centre line of the column and the anchorage should not be less than 150 mm.

50% /

Rest /
(R) /

50%/
R

/

100%y
/
/

50%'R /
/

Column strip

d

Middle strip

100%

Top
/
/
/
/

/

/ Bottom
/
/

'

/Top
/
/
/

/Bottom

/

L = span

Mark b c d e h i

Length 0.20L 0.22L 0.30L 0.33L 0.125L 0.15L

Figure 11.5 Detailing of steel in flat slabs (IS 456, Figure 16).

Middle strip

5. Positive steel in the middle strip: 50% of the bottom or +ve steel should extend to

0.15L from the centre line of the support and the rest should extend very near to the
centre line of the column (to a maximum gap of 75 mm from the centre line of
columns).

6. Negative steel in the middle strip: 100% of the top or -ve steel should extend at least
0.22L from the face of the support.

Integrity steel

7. Integrity steel: According to the revised ACI code, it is mandatory to place at least
two of the bottom bars in the column strip as continuous reinforcement properly
spliced in each direction in the column core and properly anchored at the ends. These
are called integrity bars. (This is provided because near the column, with negative
moment tension acts at the top and cracking may occur there. Without any bottom steel
sudden failure can take place due to unforeseen causes.)
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11.9 DESIGN OF EDGE BEAM IN FLAT SLABS

It has been pointed out that in that slab foundation the outer edges of the raft should be stiffened
by adopting an edge beam along the perimeter as shown in Figure 11.2. The depth of these
beams should not be less than 1.5 times the slab thickness; proper Ud ratios should also be
maintained. It can have its rib as upstanding or downstanding. An apron beyond the beam is
also usually provided for mats as in the case of beam and slab rafts.

The loads and bending moments on the edge beams will be as shown in Figure 11.6.
These beams are designed like regular beams—upstanding beams can be treated as T beams in
the spans and downstanding beams as T beams at the supports.

Edge beam

Figure 11.6 Design of edge beams.

11.9.1 Design of Slab around Edge Beam and Its Corners

The peripheral slab that is provided beyond the edge beam is designed as the cantilever slab with
the comer portions designed on the principles explained in Chapter 12 for beam and slab rafts.

11.10 USE OF FLAT SLAB IN IRREGULAR LAYOUT OF COLUMNS

It is always preferable to use a slab and beam raft instead of a flat slab for irregular layouts of
columns unless the latter works to be much more economical. This is especially true in
compressible soils. The slab and beam rafts have better capacity to distribute the load evenly
on the foundation. They are more rigid, so the assumption of uniform contact pressure can be
assumed to be more valid.

As already mentioned, the analysis of irregular flat slab rafts is to be carried out in a way
similar to the analysis of an equivalent frame described in RC textbooks [3]. The bending
moments are to be found by analysis, and the transverse redistribution can be carried out as

shown in Table 11.2.

11.11 SUMMARY

Regular flat slab rafts are used in fairly incompressible soil with regular layout of columns with
symmetric loadings. They give an even surface on top without upstanding beams as in beam
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and slab rafts. They should always be provided with an edge beam. The analysis and design of
regular flat slab by DDM is done in this chapter. The analysis of irregular flat slab by
equilibrium frame method is similar to the analysis of such roofs.

EXAMPLE 11.1 (Preliminary planning of flat slab rafts with column capital and drop panel)

Plan a flat slab raft for a column layout at 3 m centres in the X- and K-directions as in
Figure El1.1. If the column loads are symmetrical so that CG of the column loads falls in line
with CG of the raft slab, arrive at a preliminary dimension of the raft.

3m , 3m , 3m

ÿO70
70 140 140

3m

ÿ140
275 275

3m

11140 a
275

250
mm 275

3m
140 140

-ÿ70

660 mm

1000 mm
375 mm

250 mm

Figure E11.1

[Number beside columns indicate loads in kN]

Reference Step Calculation

1
1

Check if DDM is applicable

Sec. 11.4 The spans are equal and loading is symmetrical. CG of loads and raft
coincides (Conditions of Sec. 11.4 OK).

2 Estimate size of column

Sec. 11.3
(IS 456.C1.31)

We will adopt a square short square column LIB =12 (both ends
fixed).

3000
Size of col. - -= 250 mm square

12
3 Estimate size of column capital

Sec. 11.3 n_ 1 1 . , 3000 , 3000 &f\r\ . -7cAD—— to — span, i.e. 600 to to - 600 to 750 mm
5 4 5 4

Figure El1.1 Adopt 660 mm square splayed at 45° as column capital. Adopt bottom
offset of 40 mm.

4 Estimate slab thickness
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Reference Step Calculation

Sec. 11.3 hmin = LJ\2 = (3000 - 600)/12 = 195 mm

Adopt a minimum h = 250 mm; 50 mm cover over mud mat concrete
with two layers of steel.

Sec. 11.3 d = 250 - 12 - 6 - 50 = 182 mm

5 Estimate size of drop panel

Sec. 11.3 Drop thickness H= (1.25 but not more than 1.5)h

H= 1.5 x 250; Adopt 375 mm

6 Estimate length of drop

They should be rectangular and not less than 1/3 span or 1/6 span in
each direction (not less than ZV6 of the shorter span)

/ ÿ000
= - 1000 mm total length

3 3
7 Estimate the size of the edge beam

Height <1.5 slab thickness = 1.5 x 250 = 375 mm

Adopt 500 x 300 edge beam.

EXAMPLE 11.2 (Design of a flat slab raft by DDM)

Design a flat slab raft with edge beam for a layout of column loads as shown in Figure El1.2.
Assume the safe bearing capacity from settlement considerations as 50 kN/m2. Assume columns
are 300 x 300 mm enlarged to 600 x 600 mm as capital.

3m 3m 3m

70140 14070

3m

140 140
275275

3m

140140
275 275

3m 7

140

—ÿExternal \t— Internal->1
frame 68 frame

0.2 m apron

Figure E11.2
(Note: 1. Numbers beside columns represent column load in kN. 2. The slab is divided by coordinates A,
B, C, D and 1, 2, 3, 4, ...)
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Reference Step Calculation

1 Check whether DDM is applicable

Sec. 11.4 Yes, satisfies all the conditions. (There are 3 spans.)

2 Find CG of loads

As the loads and spans are symmetrical, the CG of loads and raft is
the same.

3 Find ground pressure and check BC

Let us provide 200 mm wide apron around to facilitate an edge beam.
Plan of raft will be 9.4 x 9.4 m = 88.36 m2
Ground pressure with characteristic loads

(4 X 275,+(8*140> +4C70) 2

88.36
It is less than BC = 50 kN/m2. Hence, safe.

4 Factored ground pressure for limit state

q = 1.5 x 28.3 = 42.5 kN/m2
5 Design of flat slabs

Divide into strips in the XX- and IT-directions by cutting through
midspans. Consider the resulting slab structure as frames in the
column. We get internalframes BD-D'B' and external frames
AB-B'A' to be analyzed. Let us consider a FT-internal frame BD-D'B'.
This frame will have internal span and external span at the ends and
column strip and middle strip as shown in Figure El1.2.

We will analyse one of the interior frames.

6 Consider equilibrium of strip BCD-D'CB1
Factored downward col. load = 1.5 (140 + 275 + 275 + 140)

= 1245 kN = P,
Total upward reaction = 42.5 x 3 x 9.4 = 1198.5 kN = P2

Unbalanced load = —1198.5 _ q j 7 jj]sj/m 2

3x9.4

This can be neglected.

(If there is an imbalance, we find the average load and base our design
load on this average load, or we may adjust the reaction pressure to

balance the downward load. See Step 5, Example 11.3.)

7 Check for punching shear

Chapter 2 Tp =0.25 =Q.25\j2Q =1.12 N/mm2
Max column load = 1.5 x 275 = 412.5 kN

Assume D = 250 mm (as loading is light)

d = 250 - 50 - 6 (2 layers of steel) = 182 mm

Punching shear resistance = Vp at dJ2 from capital.

= (2a + 2b + Ad)d x tp
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Reference Step Calculation

= 4(600 + 182)182 x 1.12

= 637 > 412.5 kN. Hence safe.
(Resistance without capital is as follows:

= 4(300 + 182) x 182 x 1.12 = 393 < 412.5 kN

Hence, an enlargement of column is needed.)

Find M0 value

Column capital is square 600 x 600. (If it is circular, we convert it into
an equivalent square of 0.85 times the diameter.)

L„ = (3 - 0.6) = 2.4 m, = 3 m, and q = 42.5 kN/m2Eq. (11.1)

Table 11.1
and
Table 11.2

10

Chapter 2

Mo=ÿ/g=(4«x3xMxM=918kNni
8

Find longitudinal distribution of moments to support and middle
spans and transverse distribution to C.S (col) and MS (mid)

M0 = 91.8 kNm

(a) For interior span (in kNm)

-ve support = 65% = 60 kNm

+ve in span = 35% = 31.8 kNm

(b) For exterior span:

Inner support = 70% = 64.3 kNm

At mid span = 50% = 46 kNm

Col 75%=45 kNm

Mid 15%= 15 kNm

Col 60% =19 kNm

Mid40% = 13 kNm

75% = 48 kNm
25%= 16 kNm

60% = 28 kNm

40% = 18 kNm

At end support = 30% = 26 kNm
75%= 19 kNm

25% = 7 kNm
[Note: Alternately, as the column loads and base reactions are

known, we can draw the SF and BM diagram from single statics also.
But the moments so obtained at supports and span are distributed to

the middle strip and column strip according to Table 11.2.]

Check depth of slab for maximum BM

Mmax = 48 kNm for the column strip at the inner support of the
exterior span b = 1200 mm

\l/2

d=
M

\l/2

10.14fab)
48x 10

0.14x20x1500
= 107 mm

Hence d = 182 mm is OK
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Reference Step Calculation

11 Find steel for column strips and mid strips at interior and exterior
spans

To illustrate the column strip. Let us take -ve steel at support of
column strip. Ma = 45 kNm, width of strip is 1500 mm

Table B.l
M

=
45X106

=0.90
bd 1500x182x182

p = percentage of steel = 0.264%

0.264x1000x182
As per m width =-

100

= 480 mm2 (120 @ 200 gives 502 mm2)

12 Analyse other sections for As
Sec. 11.8 13 Detail steel as prescribed in IS 456

Figure 11.5 14 Analyse edge beam

Depth of beam > 1.5 x thickness of steel

D = 1.5 x 250 = 375 mm. Let B = 250 mm

Load from the inner panel at 45° dispersion

W\ = (3/2) (1.5) x 42.5 = 95.6 kN as UDL

Load from the apron edge 0.2 m wide

Figure 11.6 W2 = 3 x 0.2 x 42.5 = 25.5 kN (UDL)

Wl
Support moment for triangular load

w 95.6x3 25.5x3 „nill/W =-+-=27.0 kNm
9.6 24

Span moment = (Hy/12) + (M/24)

95.6x3 25.5x3
M--+-= 27.0 kNm

12 24
Design the steel for these moments.

Provide necessary shear steel also.

15 Design of span apron

See Example 12.4.

[Note: We separately analyze the external frame AB-B'A' also in a
similar manner].

(Note: As the span lengths are the same in both X- and K-directions, the same results hold good
for frames also. If the spans are different, we repeat the same method of analysis in XX-frames
also. Note that the whole load on the span is taken once in the T-direction and then in the
X-direction also.)
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EXAMPLE 11.3 (Approximate analysis of flat slab with eccentricity)

The layout of a flat slab with eccentric loading is shown in Figure 11.3. Indicate how to analyze
this raft [4].

ILoads along YY
4850 kN | 9000 kN

OA B C1

2-f-

3 ÿ -

800 kN 1500 kN

1500 2800

10,000 kN 5050 kN

F G

1500 kN 900 kN

3250 1600

-I_L

1600 3200

Apron 0.9 m

950 / 1500950 J

P
Apron
0.6 m

3200 1600

1500 850

4750 kN

ILoads along XX

9 m

9150 kN

-9 m

-- 10,100 kN

9 m

4900 kN

7.2 m- -7.2 m-»+*— 7.2 m-*\
Oi

e*
k-
•

1
*/T

Figure E11.3 (Contd.)

(Note: Number beside columns indicate loads in kN)
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Figure E11.3 Rafts loaded with small eccentricity.

Note: In theory, the flat slab analysis is restricted to uniformly distributed load. However, if
the eccentricity is small, we may proceed as follows. We adopt the following steps to analyze
such a flat slab:

Step 1: Check eccentricity of the resultant load and find ex and ey with service loads. (As IS
specifies the same load factor 1.5 for DL and LL, the eccentricity is the same for both
characteristic and factored loadings.)

Step 2: Find Mx and My with factored loads of all loads about XX- and FT-axes to calculate
the varying base pressures.

Step 3: Find Ixx and Iyy.

Step 4: A Hat slab has to be analyzed in frames formed by cutting the slab along midspans
in the XX- and FF-directions. Let us first analyze the strips in the FF-direction. Find
the ground pressures due to the eccentric loading at the end and mid points O to H
of the slab at the top and along the bottom in Figure El1.3.

Step 5: Check whether the maximum pressure exceeds the safe bearing capacity or not.

Step 6: Take each strip along FF. As the pressure in the strip varies, find the average
pressures over the top edge and also at the bottom edge. (This average pressure for
the interior frame will be pressure along the column line.) Draw the load diagram with
the column loads P|, P2, etc. and base reaction in the strip along its length.

Step 7: Check for balance of downward and upward forces. If they do not match, modify the
ground pressures for equilibrium.

Step 8: Draw the SF and BM for the strip for design. As the loads from the top and the base
pressure from below are known, we may use any of the following: (a) Simple statics
or neglecting col. loads used, (b) DDM or (c) EFM (we may use the transverse
distribution percentage in detailing of steel).
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(As a quick and short procedure, we first find the pressures along the boundary lines
of the spans take and design each span for the average pressure in the span. We will
also assume for simplicity that the load from the apron below the peripheral column
is transmitted directly to the beams.)

Step 9: Distribute the moments using transverse distribution (Table 11.2).

(Note: The following are the calculations according to the above steps. (By convention,
we denote moment Mx as moment due to ex about YY. Similarly, My is due to ey about XX axis.)

Reference Step Calculation

Let us provide an apron 0.6 m and 0.9 m as shown in Figure El1.3.

1 Cut the slab into strips and along midpoints of the slab. Mark points
Figure El1.3 as in Figure EI1.3. Find ex and ey, taking left hand corner loadpoint

as the origin

Taking moment of loads about IT-axis on the line of loads A9 to find ex.
x = 7.2(9000 + (2 x 10000) + 3(5050))/24050 = 10.999

Hence, e, = 10.999 - 10.8 = 0.199, say 0.2 m

i.e. 0.2 m on right of the centre line.

Similarly, take moments of loads about XX-axis about the bottom to
find ey.

(y) =9(1010 +(2x915) + 3(475))/2890 =13.282

Hence, ey = 13.282 - 13.50 = -0.218 m below the centre line.

lr = 10 kN 2 Find moments produced Mx and My with factored loads

Factored load P = 1.5 x 28900 = 43350 kN

Mxx = Pex = 43350 x 0.2 = 8670 kNm (Iyy controls)

Myy = Pey = 43350 x 0.218 = 9450 kNm (Ixx controls)

3 Find Ixx and Iyy

lxx = BLV12 = 22.8(28.8)3/12 = 45387 m4
Iyy = LBV12 = 28.8(22.8)3/12 = 28446 m4

4 Find ground pressures in YY-direction

4a Find base pressures (p) at top and bottom lines of the strips for
analysis of strips in YY-direction

Let px be due to Mx and py due to My

P Myy , Myy , .Po=-±-fL(x)±-n-(y)
A 'YY 'XX

= P0 ± Py ± Py

P = (x)= (x) =0.305*
Iyy 28446
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Reference Step Calculation

P>- Cb)~ 45387
W =0'2(%

p = 9. =43350/(22.8 x 28.8) =66 kN/m2
/I

Tabulate values (Example point Bl)

x - 7.2 m; y = 14.4 m from centre line (4.5 + 9 + 0.9)

px = 0.305 x 7.2 = 2.20 kN/m2 (negative)

py = 0.208 x 14.4 = 3.00 kN/m2 (negative)

(as shown in Table El1.3 below)

Table El1.3 gives the variation of pressures along top and bottom edges of the raft for the
analysis of frames in the FF-direction.

[Note: For the analysis of strips in the F-direction, we calculate the pressures on top and
bottom to find the average pressure. Again, for the analysis of strips in the X-direction, we will
find pressure on the LHS & RHS and take the mean for each strip.]

TABLE E11.3

Point Po px due to py due to P
Mx (x varies) My (y = const.)

Top edge
01 (comer) 66.01 -3.48 -3.00 59.53 (comer)

Bl 66.01 -2.20 -3.00 60.81
CI 66.01 -1.10 -3.00 61.91

D1 66.01 0.00 -3.00 63.00

Note: B1 means point B along X-axis as marked and 8 along F-axis.

El 66.01 +1.10 -3.00 64.11
F1 66.01 +2.20 -3.00 65.21

HI (comer) 66.01 +3.38 -3.00 66.49 (corner)

Bottom edge
H9 (corner) 66.01 +3.38 _3.00 72.49 (comer)

F9 66.01 +2.20 +3.00 71.21
E9 66.01 +1.10 +3.00 70.11
D9 66.01 0.00 +3.00 69.01
C9 66.01 -1.10 +3.00 67.91
B9 66.01 -2.20 +3.00 66.81

09 (corner) 66.01 -3.48 +3.00 66.52 (corner)

Note: Values p0 and py remain constant as y remains constant for top and bottom; only px varies as varies from
left to right.
Note: To make matters clear, we have tabulated only values for FF-strips)
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Reference Step Calculation

5 Check bearing capacity

Max factored pressure under point H9 = 72.49 kN/m2
Service load = 72.49/1.5 = 48.32 kN/m2 < 75 kN/m2
Min factored pressure = 59.5 kN/m2 (no tension)

6 Find the base pressure at the two ends of the strip (upper and lower)
and draw the loads on strip

Mean p of strip BCD at top = (60.8 + 61.9 + 63)/3 = 61.9 kN/m2
(near col. C)

Mean p of bottom of BCD = (69.0 + 67.9 + 66.8)/3 = 67.8 kN/m2
(near col. C')

(The central value along the column line will obviously be the mean
value.)

7 Check balance of loads along column line C

Total factored load P = 9000 x 1.5 = 13500 kN

Upward reaction Q = 7.2(61.9 + 67.9)/2 x 28.8 = 13500 kN

[The difference is very little. If there is a difference, adjust the reaction
as UDL or adjust reaction and load as given in Step 9.]

8 We mayfind BM and SF using direct design method or the equivalent
frame method [EFM] by moment distribution or simple statics

Step 7 For all practical purposes, we may calculate the moments at the
supports and spans of the strip with mean base pressure = 13500/(7.2
x 28.8) = 65.1 kN/m2 as the uniform pressure as in Example 11.2.

9 Let us now consider the external frame bounded by A1BI and A9B9

(a) Find mean pressure on strip

Mean between A1 and B1 = (59.53 + 60.811)/2

= 60.2 kN/m2
Figure El1.3 Mean between A9 and B9 = (66.81 + 66.52)/2

= 66.7 kN/m2
Average pressure along strip = (60.2 + 66.1)12

= 63.45 kN/m2
(b) Check for balance of loads

1.5 (col. load) = 1.5(800 + 500 + 1600 + 950) = 727 kN

Total base pressure = 63.45 x 3.8 x 28.8 = 6944 kN

Upward pressure is lower.

Unbalance = 7275 - 6944 = 331 kN

Increase base pressure by 331/(3.8 x 28.8) = 3.0 kN/m2
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Reference Step Calculation

Mean base pressure = 63.45 + 3.0 = 66.45 kN/m2

Design this external frame for a uniform base pressure of 66.45 kN/m2
and the column loads.

10 Distribution of moments and detailing of steel

After finding the moments at the supports and the spans, we may
laterally distribute the loads to the column and middle strips, as given
in Table 11.2, for flat slabs and proceed with the detailing of steel.
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Beam and Slab Rafts

12.1 INTRODUCTION

Beam and slab rafts are used as foundation under one or more of the following conditions:

(i) When there is an unsymmetrical load arrangement of columns,
(ii) When the column spacings are so large that the depth of the slab required for a flat slab

raft becomes too large,
(iii) When the foundation soil is not very uniform and we expect soft spots in the foundation

area.

The raft, as shown in Figure 12.1, consists of slab and beams supporting the column loads.
This type of raft is more rigid than the flat slab rafts and more efficient in distributing loads.
The beams can be upstanding (above the slab) or downstanding (below the slab in the ground).
In practice, in many cases, they have to be built at least partly downstanding to allow the
crossing of reinforcements in the beams where they intersect. In this chapter, we deal with the
analysis of beam and slab rafts subjected to uniform pressure.

168
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Figure 12.1 Layout of beam and slab rafts.

12.2 PLANNING OF THE RAFT

For uniform ground pressure to be exerted by the raft, it should be so planned that, as far as
possible, the CG of loads and the raft should coincide. We assume uniform contact pressure
under a rigidfoundation. [If it cannot be avoided and there is eccentricity in loading we can
proceed as indicated in Example 11.3.] It is also a good practice to extend the base slab beyond
the outer column lines to form a peripheral apron of 0.5-1.5 m width beyond the peripheral
beams. As shown in Figure 12.1, beams are laid out along the columns, both in the X- and
F-directions so that we will have main longitudinal beams in the long direction and also
transverse beams. If the space between the transverse beams joining the columns is too large,
we also divide the slab with secondary beams. (Transverse beams are also called and designated
as secondary beams.) Generally, the longitudinal and the end transverse beams are taken for the
full lengths and widths of the slab. Other secondary beams may or may not extend to the full
width of the slab (see Figure 12.1).

12.3 ACTION OF THE RAFT

Depending on the LJLX ratio (dimensions of the slab), the base slab will act as one-way or two-
way slab. The conventional method of analysis is to assume the transfer of load upwards. The
slab transfers its load onto the secondary beams and transverse beams, which, in turn, transfer
the load to the main longitudinal beams. In our computations, such a simple concept of transfer
of loads may not result in the upward reaction from the ground on the longitudinal beams equal
to the downward load from the columns unless the loading is symmetrical. This inadequacy of
equilibrium of forces, if small, is usually neglected by assuming that redistribution of loads will
take place. However, some recommend that this discrepancy should be corrected and
equilibrium of forces should be brought in the analysis of each element by introducing a
uniformly distributed load (or proportionally estimated concentrated loads) on the longitudinal
beams.

Another widely accepted method is to estimate the reactions by assuming the transfer of
loads from the column to the longitudinal and then to the transverse and subsidiary beams by
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assuming that these reactions from transverse and secondary beams are in proportion to the slab
areas supported by these beams. This assumption makes the analysis simple. We examine these
two concepts in more detail in Sec. 12.4.2.

12.3.1 Approximate Dimensioning of the Raft

In civil engineering practice, especially for preliminary estimation, it is usual to dimension the
members of the raft using rules of thumb such as Lid ratios and minimum sizes. However, we
should remember, that whereas the total loadings of roof slabs of buildings will be of the order
of 8-15 kN/m2 only, rafts which support many floors can have very large loadings from all the
floors, up to the safe bearing capacity of the foundation (which may be 100-200 kN/m2). Hence
the Lid ratios we apply for roofs cannot be applicable to rafts. The following values can be used
for the first estimation to be finalized later by structural calculations:

1. Main slabs. For main slabs, we may use Lid (span/depth) ratios of 20-25 (that we
use for beams for floors). As steel costs are high, to save steel (the percentage of steel
in slabs need to be also around 0.25% only), it is wiser to use larger depths of slabs.
However, the minimum depth of slabs with a cover of 50 mm (to mud mat) should be
250 mm for column loads 50-200 tons and about 600 mm for column loads above
400 tons. Generally, more than the theoretical value derived by calculations is given
for providing adequate compression flange for the T beams and saving the cost of
steel. Where the contact stresses vary due to eccentric loading, the slab thickness may
also be varied depending on the pressures it has to resist.

2. Aprons. Usually, the slabs are extended beyond the peripheral beams to form an

apron on all sides. This apron can be used to reduce the bearing pressure or adjust the
centre of gravity of the raft. They also assist in resisting floatation in deep basement
floors as they are loaded by earth from the above. As the aprons are cantilevers, the
span/depth ratio of 7 (based on the corner span of the apron) is usually used in design
(Figure 12.1).

3. Transverse beams and secondary beams. The simple difference between
transverse beams and secondary beams is that the secondary beams have column loads
at all junctions with the main beams (see Figure E12.4. 5j and S3 are secondary beams
while S2 is a transverse beam). These beams can be imagined as a means to collect the
pressures from the slab and transmit it to the longitudinal beams. Their depth should
be more than 1.5 times the thickness of the slab for beam action. Usually, a depth of
over 400-700 mm is adopted. A breadth suitable for the depth, say, a minimum of
250-300 mm can be adopted for these members. A span/depth ratio of 10-16 is an
approximate estimate of these beams.

4. Longitudinal beams. The transverse beams transmit the reactions to the main beams
which are assumed to carry the column loads. Usually, a depth of over 800-1000 mm
is adopted for the central beams and also for the side beams when they are used for
supporting the load from the apron. They should naturally be deeper and stiffer than
the transverse and secondary beams. A span/depth ratio of 5-8 may be needed for
these beams.
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5. Estimate of steel required. Generally, the percentage of steel in beam and slab
works out to 60-120 kg/m3 of concrete. The minimum steel in slabs should be 0.23%
and in secondary and main beams not less than one per cent (average 1.75 per cent

of the section as steel reinforcement).

12.4 DESIGN OF THE BEAM AND SLAB RAFT UNDER UNIFORM
PRESSURE

The first condition for the approximate design of these rafts is that the CG of the raft and the
loads should coincide. At least, the eccentricity should be small. The conventional design of the
basic elements, the slab, transverse and secondary beams, as well as the main beams, is carried
out by the conventional structural analysis of cutting the whole structure into base elements. A
brief description of their analysis is given here.

12.4.1 Structural Analysis for the Main Slab

In general, we find three types of slabs in the design of raft foundation.

• Main slab

• Apron slab

• Comer edge slab which needs special consideration.

1. Design of main internal slab. This slab is bounded by the transverse or secondary
beams and the longitudinal beams. It can act as one-way or two-way slabs, depending
on the ratio of spans in the XX- and FT-directions. One-way slabs can be analysed by
the basic principles and two-way slabs by using the table of coefficients given in
Table 26 of IS 456 1 1J.
Two-way slabs are divided into central and edge strips. The edge strips need to be
reinforced only with nominal steel. [ACI uses the flat slab method for the design of
two-way slab also.] Using the table of coefficients, we calculate

M: = axw(Lx)2 for span Lx
My = (Xy\v(Lx)2 for span Ly

(Note: Both expressions use Lx, the short span for moments ax and cty are the
coefficient and wis the uniformly distributed load.)

2. Design of apron or edge slab. These are cantilever slabs and their depth is governed
by the depth of the corner edge slab. A span/depth ratio of 7 used for cantilever beams
in roofs, based on the comer distance, can be tried for initial value. The aprons are
designed as cantilevers, and the corner is specially designed as described here.

3. Design of corner portion of apron slab. If the beam does not extend to the end of
the apron, we have a corner slab. For design of this corner slab, the comer span length
is normally used
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Mc = q(Lc)2/2 per metre width

The necessary steel is provided by the extensions of steel from the two sides.

As (required) is obtained from yfl[Asl +Asl), i.e. the steel from the slabs from the X-
and 7-directions.

12.4.2 Design of Secondary and Main Beams

There are usually secondary beams, transverse beams, (similar to secondary beams) and the
main or longitudinal beams. Generally, transverse beams are also treated as secondary beams.

1. Design of transverse and secondary beams. The loads from the ground slab are
assumed to be transferred to the transverse and secondary beams. If the slab is a one¬
way slab, all loads from the slab are carried directly to these beams. If the slabs are
two-way slabs, the loads are assumed to be dispersed at 45° to the beams as shown
in Figure E12.4. This will result in triangular or trapezoidal loading as shown in
Table 12.1. Two different assumptions can be made as to how the load is transferred
by the transverse beam to longitudinal beams, one from column downwards to
secondary beams and the other from secondary beams upwards to columns. Depending
on these assumptions we can use the following methods of analysis.

Method 1 By simple status. (Analysis based on the area of the slab attached to the
secondary beam. Area of support): In this method, we consider the flow of loads
from column downwards. We assume that all the loads from the columns are
transmitted through the main beams to the secondary beams and that the reactions

from the secondary beams are in proportion to the area of the slab supported by the
secondary beams.[2] This method is simple and is illustrated in Example 12.2.

Method 2 (.Approximate analysis using table of coefficients)-. In this method, we
assume load transfer from the slab to the secondary beam and thenfrom the secondary
to the longitudinal beam. We analyze the secondary beams for the ground reaction
transmitted from the slab to these beams. These secondary beams will be subjected to

UDL (in one-way slabs) or trapezoidal loads in the case of two-way slabs. These
beams may be also continuous. We use the table of coefficients given in Table 12.1
for BM and SF calculation instead of theoretical methods such as moment distribution
to determine the bending moments and reactions. This method is shown by
Example 12.3.

Method 3 (Use of moment distribution method or other classical analysis): When
the fixing moments calculated from the two sides at the same support are different, we
use this method of analysis as for example there is a cantilever at the end of the beams.
In this method, we assume the same load transfer as in method 2, but we use moment

distribution method to determine the exact moments. This principle is illustrated in
Example 12.5.

2. Analysis of longitudinal (main) beams. There are two types of longitudinal beams,
viz. the side or external longitudinal beams and the internal longitudinal beams. Both
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are analysed using the same principles as explained above for secondary beams
according to the layout of these beams. Thus we may use any of the following three
methods as in secondary beams. Usually when using method 2 of coefficients we first
analyse the internal main beams.

TABLE 12.1 Table of Bending Moment Coefficients for Analysis of Raft Loadings[3]

Case
No.

Loading B.M. diagram
Bending moment

Support Centre
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Mb =0.07 wL

Mc = 0.125 wL~
Ra =0.375 wL

Rc= 1.25 wL

MA = ÿ(l+a-a)
W= Total load

Method 1: By simple statics For an approximate and conservative analysis, we
proceed as follows. After finding the reactions from the secondary beams, we may
assume that each longitudinal beam is independent and statically determinate as we
know the load from the columns acting downwards and also the upward reactions.
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Theoretically, the upward reaction should be equal to the load on the beam from the
columns. If there is any difference, an additional load is introduced for equilibrium.
This load may be a UDL from below acting upwards or additional concentrated load
along the column line acting downwards in proportion to the column load. In this case,
the beam becomes statically determinate and the BM and SF can be easily calculated.

Method2: By table of coefficients Depending on the support conditions, we may use
the table of moment coefficients (Table 12.1) to calculate the fixing moments as
indicated in Example 12.4, item (E).

Method 3: By moment distribution As explained in Sec. 12.4.2 (Method 3) the
classical method is to use the moment distribution method. We analyse the longitudinal
beams loaded from the reactions of the secondary beams and other condition loads
such as apron load for a side longitudinal beam. No checking of the downward load
of columns and upward reactions is made as it is assumed that the load will be
redistributed in the system as a whole.

12.5 ANALYSIS BY WINKLER MODEL

Exact soil structure interaction methods can give us better results than the rigid method
approach described above. But the difficulty is in finding the exact soil constants to be used in
the analysis. An approximate method of using the Winkler model for raft analysis is to cut the
raft (even the beam and slab type), as in all two-way slabs in ACI method, along the mid-points
between beams both in the X- and K-directions and design them as beams on elastic foundation.
We should be aware that the two-way slab analysis using the ACI method is different from IS
and BS methods for two-way slabs. In the ACI method, we assign the beam moments according
to the rigidity of the beam.

12.6 MODERN METHODS BY USE OF COMPUTERS

The most exact method is the use of computer methods, such as finite element method after
modelling the raft and foundation for soil-structure interaction. However, they are needed in
only difficult cases as the approximate rigid method has been found to give satisfactory results
in the field. Dimensioning the thickness of slab, depth of beam etc., providing the required
minimum steel, and detailing the steel are more important than the exact analysis for a

successful performance of the raft.

12.7 DETAILING OF STEEL

As we cannot know the exact distribution of the ground pressures and we assume they are
uniformly distributed, we must be very conservative in providing the necessary rigidity to the
foundation. The minimum span/depth ratios and steel should be taken care of. A certain
minimum amount of reinforcement should be provided both ways on top and bottom of slabs
and beams. Many recommend steel of 0.25% in slabs and 1% in beams at top and bottom,
which works out to about 1.75% steel on an average in the raft.
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The design should also be in conformity with the soil conditions such as the nature of the
soil, the likely presence of soft pockets, and the amount of shrinkage of concrete that can take
place in dry weather. We should remember that any defect that can happen in foundation
structures cannot be rectified as easily as in the superstructure. Hence, we should be very
conservative in our design of foundations.

12.8 SUMMARY

The initial layout of a raft foundation is as important as the design. The CG of loads and rafts
should coincide. The slab is designed assuming uniform ground pressure. The concept of
downward transfer of column loads through the main beams to the secondary beams in
proportion to the area supported by the secondary beams is a simple concept, leading to an easy
analysis (Example 12.2). However, in the classical method, we imagine that the loads transfer
is from slab to the secondary beam and from the secondary beam to the main beam to the
column. We make elaborate calculations by moment distribution or other exact analysis to find
the reactions from secondary beams to the main beams and also for the analysis of the
longitudinal beams. This method is tedious and time-consuming. Simple methods of estimation
of load transfer with a judicious choice of minimum steel for each member and correct detailing
of reinforcement will always give satisfactory results. In all our designs, the basic dimensions,
minimum steel ratios and detailing of steel are more important than sophisticated methods of
analysis.

In the following examples, we will examine only the methods of analysis of beam and slab
rafts. For brevity of presentation, only the analysis will be explained. The design of these
reinforced concrete beams and slabs after finding the BM and SF diagrams is carried out using
the basic principles of the limit state design explained in Chapter 2. These details of design are
not presented.

EXAMPLE 12.1 (Example on preliminary dimensioning of a beam and slab raft)

The layout of the columns of a multi-storied building is shown in Figure 12.1. The column loads
are 3000 kN at the centre, 1200 kN at the corners, and 2000 kN at the sides. Give an
approximate dimensioning of beam and slab raft foundation for the buildings. Assume the
bearing capacity is 100 kN/m2.

Reference Step Calculation

1 Give a layout of the slab and check bearing capacity

Total characteristic load = 3000 + 4(2000) + 4(1200)

= 15800 kN

Add weight of raft @ 10% = 17380 kN

We will also provide 1 m apron all around so that the base slab is
12 m x 18 m.

17380
Contact pressure = —1— =80 kN/m2 < 100 kN/m2 (SBC)

12x18

The layout of the slab is OK.
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Reference Step Calculation

IS 456
(2000)

CI. 22.2

Division of slab with beams

We first connect the column by longitudinal and transverse beams.
As the distance between the columns is 8 m, we will divide them by
secondary beams as shown in Figure 12.1. As the resultant slabs will
be 5 m x 4 m they will act as two-way slabs.

Depth of slab

Two-way slabs of (5 m x 4 m). Adopt 1/25 spans (as for beams in roof
system).

4 x 10(H)
Thickness of slab, d--= 160 mm

25

D = 160 + 6+ 12 + 50 = 228 mm; Adopt 230 or 250 mm slab.

Layout of apron slab (cantilevers)

For the apron slab, base depth on the corner distance of the slab.

Cantilever corner length Lc = -Jd. m=1.4 m

Adop L!d= l\d.=— =200 mm

D = 200 + 6 + 50 = 256 mm; adopt 260 mm.

Transverse beams

Assumeand Lid = 10 and minimum D = 500-700 mm

4000
d=-= 400 mm. Using 16 mm rod

10
D = 400 + 8 + 16 + 50 = 474 mm, say 500 mm

Choose a compatible width of the beam so that the widths do not

become wide supports for the slabs, b < span/12 (as per IS). The beam

4000
width,should suit the column size also, say 300 mm <

12

Adopt 500 x 300 beams.

Secondary beams

For secondary beams, adopt the same size as transverse beams.

Central longitudinal beam

Try Lid = 8 or minimum D = 1000-1800 mm

d
_ 8000 _

!Quo mm
8

D = 1000 + 74 = 1100 mm; b - 400 mm

(b should be < 5000/12 = 416)

Adopt 1100 x 400 beams.
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Reference Step Calculation

8 Side longitudinal beams

d = 1710; D = 800-1000 mm

8000
d=-= 800 mm; D = 900 mm; b = 400 mm

10

Notes: (a) If the apron is wide and the loads are heavy, we may have
to adopt the side longitudinal beam as the same size as the central
longitudinal beam.

(b) All these dimensions have to be checked by actual calculations as
described in the text.

EXAMPLE 12.2 (Design of beam and slab raft by Approximate method 1. Reactions
based on areas of support. Flow of load from columns downwards)

A building is built on 12 columns, whose layout and loading is as shown in Figure El2.2.
Indicate how the bending moment and shear forces for the design of the various elements are
to be calculated. Assume SBC is 75 kN/m2 [2].

k-7.5 m 7.5 m —5-U-7.5 m-

307.3 826.4 307.3

Loads in kN

A Ao Ci C,o—800

A,. A7C4Cy—1100

e,, eI0—1200

64-67—1800
(12 columns)

Beam S1 1f i > N N ,
!a C \ N

Beam S,

341.5

Beam S,

918.4 341.5

(Factored loads)

Figure E12.2 (Contd.)

K \ ,
\ NJ

Beam S,
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1200 1650 1650 1200 (Factored)

Beams A &C

A?
ÿpcopccj. Beam A

10

1800 2700 2700

Beam B iv

B,

\ \ >
!\ /J* / > r r t r t

BA By

1800 (Factored)

Beam B

B.10

Figure E12.2 Analysis of beam and slab path assuming reactions on secondary beams are
proportional to area they support.

Reference Step Calculation

Determine the layout of the raft
We will provide aprons by extending the raft to 1.5 m on each side
of the breadth and 1 m on each side along the length (larger in the
breadth).

L = (3 x 7.5) + 2 = 24.5 m

B = (2 x 5.0) + 3 = 13 m

Total area = 24.5 x 13 = 318.5 m2
,45 the loads are symmetrical, the CGs of loads and raft coincide.

Check bearing pressure under characteristic load in kN

Total load = 2(1800) + 2(1200) + 4(1100) + 4(800) = 13600 kN

Load + 15% self wt. = 13600 + 2040 = 15640 kN

Bearing pressure = 15640/318.5 = 49.10 kN/m2
This is less than 75 kN/m2 (based on working load)

Findfactored design loadfor limit state design of raft
Factored load to be distributed = 1.5 x 13600 kN

(Self-weight need not be distributed by raft.)

Factored contact pressure = * ÿ x 13600 _
54 Q5 kN/m2

318.5

Arrive at layout of transverse and secondary beams

We will connect columns by longitudinal beams and transverse

beams. The greater span of 7.5 m between columns and transverse

beams will be divided into three spans by secondary beams at 2.5 m,
resulting in 2.5 x 5.0 m one-way slab spanning between the secondary
beams.
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Reference Step Calculation

Sec. 12.4.1 5 Design of slabs (2.5 x 5.0 m) using standard design method

These are one-way slabs continuous over a series of beams.

IS 456 We can use the BM coefficients as given below.

Table 12 +ve end span = 1/10; +ve interior =1/12

-ve end span = -1/9; -ve interior = -1/10

Let us use the coefficient 1/10 both for positive and negative

moments.

BM = w/2/10 = 64.05(2.5)2/10 = 40 kNm width

Minimum depth, d =yjM/0A4fckb
A A 1/2

40 x 10
=119.5mm—

0.14x20x1000
V /

D = 161 + 6 + 50 = 217 mm; Adopt 220 mm

6 Design the cantilever slab

BM for 1.0 m cantilever = 64.05(l)2/2 = 32 kN/m

Adopt the same depth, vary steel.

These slabs can be tapered to the end to 125 mm at the outer ends.

7 Design of corner of apron slab

We design this part of the slab for the comer length = 1+ (1.5)2

= 1.8 m (apron widths are 1 and 1.5 m)

As already explained in Sec. 12.4 the reinforcements from both sides
are extended in this comer.

8 Design of transverse beams by simple statics

Note: The design of the complex raft structure by approximate
methods gives approximate results, which give guidance for its
detailing. In this example, we will use method 1of reactions based on
the areas of support.

9 (a) Central long beam

Analysis for reactions from transverse and secondary beams to

central longitudinal beam B

We work from the column load downwards. We assume that the
reactions from transverse beams on to the central longitudinal beam
are directly proportional to the soil contact area of the slab area it
supports.

Area covered by end transverse beam 5]

5, = (2.5/2 + 1) = 2.25 units

Area covered by S2 (interior beams = 2.5 units)
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Reference Step Calculation

Total units 25, + 8S2 = 2 x 2.25 + 8 x 2.5 = 24.5

Total downward load of central longitudinal beams only with load
factor (loads from Bu B2, B1 and 5,0).

1.5(2)(1200 + 1800) = 9000 kN

Figure El2.2
9000 y 2 95

Reaction of 5, = =826.5 kN (i)1 24.5

9000 x 2 S
Reaction of S2 =--=918.4 kN (ii)2 24.5
[Note: The design loads on the central longitudinal beam will be as
shown in Figure E12.2. The total reaction from the transverse beams
below the longitudinal beam has been made equal to the downward
loads from the column on it.]

10 (b) Analysis of side longitudinal beams

Next consider reactions from S,, S2, and others on side longitudinal
beams

Consider beam 5, along its length (neglecting apron)

Step 9 UDL on 5, from slab = beam spacing x factored slab load

= 2.25 x 64.05 = 144.11 kN/m (length = 10 m)

Total load on 5, = 144.11 x 10 = 1441.1 kN (span of 5, = 10 m)

Hence, the reactions on far ends of 5, are obtained as

Total load-Central reaction on central beam

2

1441.1-826.53
=—----=307.3 kN (in)

See Step 8 11 Next consider beam S2 in a similar way

UDL on S2 = 2.5 x 64.05 = 160.13 kN/m

Total load on S2 = 160.13 x 10 = 1601.3 kN

Hence, the reactions on the far ends of S2 are equal to

1601.3-918.36 ,
-=341.5 kN (iv)

2

12 Draw the BM and SF diagrams

The BM and shears can be calculated as shown in Figure E12.2.

13 UDL on the side longitudinal beams (loadfrom apron + correction
load)

For the side longitudinal beam, the upward and downward loads may
not equal. For finding correction to be applied, we first find the total
reaction from ends of transverse and secondary beams, i.e.
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Reference Step Calculation

14

Two end beams S, + 8 internal beams S2 (from Step 9)

= 2(307.28) + 8(341.47) = 3346.2 kN (v)

Ground pressure of adjacent apron = 1.5 x 64.05 = 96.07 kN/m2

Total load from adjacent apron = 96.07 x (3 x 7.5) = 2161 kN (vi)

Total upward loads = 3346.2 + 2161 = 5507.2 kN col. load

Total col. loads = 1.5 x 2(800 + 1100) = 5700 kN

Difference = 5700 - 5507 = 193 kN upwards

This is small and can be neglected or added as a UDL along the beam.

We will add with the UDL from the apron.

UDL on side beams = UDL of apron + 193/21.5

(unbalanced load)

= 96.05 + 8.98 = 105 kN/m (vii)

Drawing of SF and BM diagrams

The loading will be as shown in Figure El2.2. As the loads are all
known, the values for BM and SF diagrams can be easily calculated
and the diagrams drawn.

EXAMPLE 12.3 (Analyse the beams of the beam and slab raft in Example 12.2 by
Method 2 assuming load transfer from slab to secondary beams and from secondary to
main beams analysis by using BM and SF coefficients)

The beam and slab raft shown in Example 12.2 is to be analysed by alternate method.

Reference Step Calculation

1-7 As in Example 12.2, Step 3

Factored contact pressure = 64 kN/m2
8 Analysis of transverse and secondary beams (2 spans)

In this procedure, we work upwards from the slab to the secondary
beam to the main beams to the columns. The transverse beam is
assumed as a continuous beam of equal span over three supports with
UDL from one-way slab. The following coefficients can be used for
moments and shears.

Taking Ias the span of each beam and w as UDL

[Coefficients to be used - span = /

BM at ends = 0

Table 12.1 max -ve BM at the centre = 0. 125w/2
max +ve BM in the span = 0.07w/2
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Reference Step Calculation

Step 9

Example 12.2

Ri and i?3 at ends = 0.375wl

R2 at the middle = 1.25w/]

(a) Analysis of end transverse beams S1,;
w = 144 kN/m and / = 5 m

Mb = 0.125wl2 = 450 kNm

BM in spans = 0.07wl2 - 252 kNm

Ra - Rc = 0.375wl = 270 kN [307 in Example 12.2, Eq. (iii)]

RB = 1.25wl = 900 kN [826 in Example 12.2, Eq. (i)]

(b) Analysis of middle beams S2[w = 160.13 kN/m, / = 5 m]

Mb = 0.125w/2 = 500.4 kNm

Span Mab = Mbc = O.Olwt2 = 280.2 kNm

Ra = Rc = 0.375wl = 300.2 kN [341 in Example 12.2]

Rb = 1.25wl = 1000.8 kN [918 in Example 12.2]

BM and SF can be easily drawn.

The reactions from the transverse and secondary beams to the supports
on to the central and side longitudinal beams are known. For the side
beams, we check whether there is equilibrium of the upward reaction
and the downward column load. If there is no equilibrium of forces,
we add a UDL or proportionate concentrated load to bring equilibrium
of forces. By this procedure, all the upward and downward forces
acting on the beams are known, so we can easily draw the BM and SF
diagrams.

We proceed as follows for the side longitudinal beam:

Reaction from = 270 kN; reaction from S2 - 300 kN

Reaction from below = 25, + 852 = 2940 kN

Load from 1.5 m apron = 1.5 x 64.05 = 96.07 kN/m

Total load from apron 96.07(3 x 7.5) = 2161 kN

Total upward load = 2940 + 2161 = 5101 kN

Sum of col. loads = 1.5(3800) = 5700 kN

Unbalanced load 5700 - 5101 = 599 kN

Hence,

Upwards UDL on length (3 x 7.5) m for equilibrium

= 599/(3 x 7.5) = 26.62 kN/m

Total UDL = 96.07 + 26.62 = 122.7 kN/m [105 in Example 12.2]

9 Analysis of side longitudinal beams
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Reference Calculation

As all the column loads and base reactions are known, we can draw

the SF and BM diagrams. The column loads act downwards, and the
reactions from the transverse and secondary beams and a UDL of
122.7 kN/m act upwards (Figure E12.3).

Analysis of central longitudinal beams

The same procedure can be used for the longitudinal beams also.

Mid-reaction from S\ (@ B = 900 kN

Mid-reaction from S2 = 1000 kN

Total upward reaction = 25) + 8.S'2 = 9800 kN

Total downward col. load = 1.5 x 2(1200 + 1800) = 9000 kN

Unbalanced = 9800 - 9000 = 800 kN upwards

Apply a downward UDL =
800

3x7.5
=35.5 kN/m

The BM and SF of the central longitudinal beams can be easily
calculated as all the loads and reactions are known.

EXAMPLE 12.4 (Conventional Analysis of beam and slab rafts). Indication of Procedure
to be used.

Figure E12.4 shows the layout of a beam and slab raft with 13 columns and with a 1.5 m apron.
The raft is to be built on a stratum of medium sand. Indicate the procedure to analyse the
transverse, secondary and main beams of the raft foundation by the conventional method
assuming that factored base pressure on the raft is 66 kN/m2 [4],

Column loads 400 kN each
D

600 kN 300 kN 600 kN

Column loads 400 kN each

Figure E12.4 (Contd.)
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Beam S,

Beam S-

Beam S- (B2 continuous)

Beam 1

Beam 2

Figure E12.4 Classical method of design of beam and slab rafts

Reference Step Calculation

1 Design the base slab, apron, etc. (q = 66 kN/m2)

The slabs are two-way slabs designed in the conventional way.
However, the minimum steel must be 0.25%.

2 Analysis of secondary and transverse beams (S,, S2 and ,S"3)

There are three types of junctions:

(a) We consider a junction where columns, longitudinal beams and
transverse beams meet as rigid supports (S3).

(b) We consider junction of secondary beams and longitudinal beams
without column as simply supported if they are not continuous beyond
the junction. They should be also detailed as such. If the beam is cont¬

inuous, we consider it as continuous.
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Reference Step Calculation

3

(c) We consider junctions which are continuous over the longitudinal
beam and continue over the apron as cantilevers (5)).

The loading diagrams of the end transverse beam and the other
secondary beams are shown in Figure El2.4.

Beam S{ (A] A2 A3) can be analysed by moment distribution method.

Beam S3 (Cj C2 C3) can be analysed by coefficients method for a two-
span continuous beam and fixed at ends.

Beam S2 (Bt B2 #3 and D, D2 £>3) can be analysed by coefficient
method as continuous beams, with simply supported ends.
Design of longitudinal beams

The loadings on the central and side longitudinal beams are as shown
in Figure El2.4.

As the loads are symmetrical, for a simple analysis of these beams, we

can check for equilibrium of the upward reactions and the downward
column loads. If they are not in equilibrium, we add either a UDL or
concentrated loads proportionate to the reactions at the junctions of
secondary beams. As all the downward and upward loads are known,
we can draw the BM and SF diagrams from statics.

For unsymmetrically loaded rafts, after analysing the slab and second¬
ary beams and their reactions, we have to use theoretical methods such
as moment distribution to analyse these main beams with the reactions
we obtained by assuming that the load is transmitted from below up¬
wards. In such an analysis, the need for equilibrium of forces on the beam
from calculated reactions and the column loads is usually ignored;
however, if necessary, it can also be taken into account.

EXAMPLE 12.5 (Analysis of the end transverse beam and longitudinal beams of raft
shown in Figure E12.4 assuming transfer of loads from slab to beams and then to columns.)

[Note: For analysis of the slabs we carry out normal calculations with the ground pressures
acting up. Proper care should be taken in the interpretation of the signs of the moments. In
general, we use the following two methods depending on the conditions of support and
Method 2 use of the table of coefficients. Method 3 use of moment distribution method.]

Reference Step Calcula ion

A Analysis of end transverse beam 5j supported at A, A2 A3.
Note: As the end transverse beam cantilevers into the apron slab, we
will take it as a cantilever and continuous over other supports. The
cantilever takes the load from an area bounded by 45° lines. The
cantilever moment is known. As explained in Sec. 12.4.2 under
method 3 we will use the moment distribution to find the moments.
We analyse the beam as supported on column points and loaded as
shown in Figure El2.4.
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Reference Step Calculation

Table 12.1

Determine loads on beam A1 A2 A3

a) Cantilever w = 66 kN/m

End load w =3 x 66 = 198 kN/m

Ma = wl2/3 = 198(1.5)2/3 = 148 kNm (cantilever M)

(b) Bending moments due to the triangular load from the raft slab

W= 66 x 1.5 x 1.5 = 148.5 kN

(148.5x3)
ÿ

Fixed =WL / 9.6 — ÿ

9.6
=46.5 kNm

M0(SS) = WL76 = 74.3 kNm

(c) Moments due to UDL from the apron outside

= 1.5 x 66 = 99 kN

Mf = h'L2/12 = 99 x 9/12 = 74.5 kNm

M0 = wL2/8 = 99 x 9/8 = 111.5 kNm
(d) Total fixing moment = 46.5 + 74.5 = 121 kNm

Total free moment = 74.3 + 111.5 = 186 kNm

[Note: The rough value of span +ve moment (with fixing
moment at both ends and M0 = 186) = 186 - 121 = 65 kNm]

Note: We may proceed to analyse the beam more exactly since at A,
the cantilever BM = 148 and the inside total fixing moment is 121 kN.
This can be done by moment distribution as follows.

Find distribution factors for end transverse beam (ABC)

At A, = 0 : 0

At B2 = 0.5 : 0.5 [each 3/4 stiffness]

Carry out moment distribution for beam A, A2 A3

Junction Span A1A2 A2At a2a3
DF 0 0 0.5 0.5

+148 -121 +121 -121
-27 -13.5 +13.5

+148 -148 +107.5 -107.5
Shear calculations

Simply supported
shear +297
Shear change for
fixing moment

Final 297

223 kN

+ 13.5*
236.5

223

-13.5
209.5

223

209.5

* Change in shear = (148 - 107.5)/3 = 13.5

Find value of mid-point moment (+ve moment)

Mean of BM at mid-point = (148 + 107.5)/2 = 127.75
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Reference Step Calculation

6

B

D

From Step 1, total M0 = 186.5 kNm (SS moment)

+ ve moment = 186.5 - 127.75 = 58.75 kNm (approx.)

Find design shear value

Determine shear as shown in the tabular representation above.

Analysis of transverse beam S3 supported at CY C2 C3 (with
columns)

We have columns at Q, C2 and C3. Hence, beams can be assumed as
fixed at these points and hence can be analysed by Method 2 coefficients.
Calculate the loads and moments

Triangular load at both sides W = 2 x 148.5 = 297.0 kN

We use coefficients for fixing moments

Mp = (297 x 3)/9.6 = 92.8 kNm

M0 = 297 x 3/6 = 148.5 kNm

+ve moment = 148.5 - 92.8 = 55.7 kNm

Max shear = 148.5 kN

Design the beam for these moments as shear.

Analysis of secondary beam S2 supported at If B2 Z?3
No column in the middle

These beams have columns at Bx and fl3 at the two ends (which can
be considered as Fixed) and are continuous with no column in the
middle. Use Method 2 coefficients for beams fixed at ends, conti¬
nuous in middle support.

[If the ends had no columns at the ends, they can be considered as
simply supported and solved by using the corresponding coefficients.]

Analysis of side longitudinal beams No. 1supported on Ai B2 C{
Dj E\ with cantilever on both ends.

We analyse this beam by moment distribution as in the case of the
transverse beams At A2 Ay

Find distribution factors (EI = const.)

Joint Member Relative Sum Distribution
stiffness factor

B\ B\A\ 3/41 7/12 3/7
l

BiQ I 4/7

c, C,B, I 2 1/2

C\D\ I 1/2

D\ D,C, I 7/12 4/7 .
I D,E, 3/4/ 3/7
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Reference Step Calculation

Table 12.1

Calculate moments and distribute

Joint Ai B, C,

X,A, A\B\ ByA, B\C\ C\B\ C\D\
DF 0 0 3/7 Ml 1/2 1/2

FM 148 -121
-27

+121
-14

-121 +121 -121

•—* 00 -148 +107
+6 +8 +4 -4

+148 -148 -113 +125 -125

Proceed as in item A to find positive moment and shear.

Analysis of central longitudinal beams supported on A2 B2 C2 D2
E2 with no cantilever

There are only two spans symmetrically loaded. There are columns at

all the three supports.

We assume fixity at column points and determine the fixing moments

by Method 2 by coefficients
Determine fixing moment for triangular load

WI2 = (2 x 66 x 1.5) x (3/2) = 297 kN

W = 2 x 297 = 594 (from 2 triangular loads)

Fixing moment from Table 12.1, item (4)

WL 594 x 6

~nMf=- 12
--297 kNm

WL

Table 12.1

M-> = Span moment =-= 148.5 kNm3 F
24

Mq = Mp + Ms = 297 + 148.5 = 445.5 kNm

Determine fixing moment due to concentrated loadfrom the
secondary beam S2 = 297 kN

WT 297 x 6
MF = Fixing moment =-=-=222.75 kNm (Case 1)

WL
Ms = Span moment =— =222.75 kNm

WI
Mn =-=445.5 kNm

Combined effect of triangular and concentrated loads

Total fixing moment = 297.0 + 222.75 = 519.75 kNm
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Reference Step Calculation

5

4

Total M0 = 445.5 + 445.5 = 89 1 kNm

+ve moment = 891.0 - (519.75)/2 = 631.0 kNm

Find design moment

-ve moment = 520 kNm

+ve moment = 631 kNm

Determine shear and check for shear

As shown in item (A), Step 4.
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Compensated Foundations, Cellular
Rafts and Basement Floors

13.1 INTRODUCTION

Basement rafts and buoyancy rafts are compensated foundations. They are adopted when (a) the
safe bearing capacity of the soil in the foundation of a building is very low to support the
building, or (b) when the calculated settlement of the building is excessive. In the latter case,

it is possible to have a partly compensated foundation by supporting the building on an
excavation, where the weight of the soil excavated is equal to only a part of the weight of the
building. The raft foundation for such cases is a basement raft. If the weight of the soil
excavated is fully equal to that of the building, it is called a fully compensated or floating

foundation or buoyancy raft.
Where a foundation is to be constructed in very deep soft clay, the buoyancy raft (or

floating foundations) is the only possible type of foundations. Other shallow or deep
foundations (e.g. pile foundations) are not possible in such deep soft soils. A number of such

compensated foundations have been successfully built all over the world, starting with the one
that was planned by Prof. Casagrande for the Albany building in the USA in about 1940.

The difference between basement rafts and buoyancy rafts should be clearly understood.
True buoyancy rafts are made in weak clayey soils. In such cases, compensation of weight is
made by construction of a basement solely for compensation by buoyancy of the displaced soil
without any regard for utilizing the space for any other purpose. In practice, it will not be
possible to fully balance a building because of reasons such as the variation of loading from

190
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Retaining
a-........" wall

Column
footing

/
Slab

/
Columns

-u L_1 L_1 l__i li-
Relatively incompressible soil or rock

(a)

Retaining
wall

rRaft

Columns •

ÿW At

Fairly good soil i— Column bases
(b)

Floating
floor slab

/

Columns—+ÿ

Filling
j— Raft

II * I 1 1
Compressible soil-*-

(c)

Figure 13.1 Footing and raft foundations for basement floors: (a) Type 1. Basement floor with
independent footings for columns and cantilever walls, (b) Type 2. Basement
floor with flat slabs, (c) Type 3. Basement floor with beam and slab floors. (Note:
In the first type there is no increase in bearing capacity at foundation level due
to depth factor which occurs in bearing capacity formulae for sands and clays.

the superstructure on the foundation, and variation of the ground water level. Hence, floating
rafts, especially in soft clays, will always be subjected to some settlement and consequent
differential settlement. It is very important that such a foundation should be a stiff raft
foundation. These rafts should be light and rigid to avoid large differential settlements and to

evenly distribute the loadfrom all the floors above. Thus, they are invariably made of cellular
construction and are known as cellular rafts.

On the other hand, basement rafts are those rafts constructed below the ground level as
shown in Figure 13.1. The basement is also put to use for other purposes and forms part of the
building proper. They are used in stronger soils. Their foundations may be ordinary rafts, or in
extreme cases they may be made of rigid Virendeel girders, which not only act as rigid frames
but also allow passage through them so that the basement can be put to use. The structural
design of basement rafts follows the same principles of structural design of ordinary slab and
beam raft foundations explained in Chapter 12. The basement floor may also have piles or piled
raft foundation as shown in Figure 13.2. The general nature of construction of cellular rafts is
shown in Figure 10.2 given in Chapter 10.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 13.2 Deep pile foundations for basement floors: (a) Piled raft foundation where
bearing capacity is satisfied but settlements are excessive, (b) Pure pile
foundation for column loads and retaining walls.

13.2 TYPES OF COMPENSATED FOUNDATIONS

As already indicated, we may thus divide the compensatedfoundation into two types, depending
on the soil conditions.

In Type Iare the basement rafts. In this type of compensated foundations, the bearing
capacity is not too bad and the excavation of the soil is not difficult. But, the settlement due
to soil condition is large. In such cases, we have to reduce the settlement, particularly the
differential settlement. The large settlement, in some cases, may be due to the presence of a

lower soft layer of the soil. In this case, the foundation usually consists of a mat kept rigid,
using Virendeel type of construction for the frames. The basement space can be put to use. The
net effect of this type of basement raft is to reduce the load on the foundation, thus the safe
bearing capacity is not exceeded and the differential settlement is also reduced.

In Type II are the fully compensated buoyancy rafts. In compensated foundations, the

shear strength of the foundation soil is low and the only way to build on the soil is by means

offloating the foundation. In such cases, a box section type cellular raft is sunk and made into
a rigid raft to reduce the differential settlement. In this case, only the raft is a truly cellular raft.
These are sometimes referred as buoyancy rafts. [These principles are well explained in Ref. 1.]

13.3 CONSTRUCTION OF CELLULAR RAFTS

We have seen that true cellular rafts are cellular in construction so that the foundation is as rigid
and as light as possible. This will assist in reducing differential settlement to a minimum. The
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hollow space inside is not meant for use. A special arrangement for drainage of any water that
may leak into the chambers should be also provided in these basements [1].

Cellular rafts are constructed in the form of caissons in soft clays with high water levels.
The soils are removed by grabs as the raft-walls sink down under their own weight. [See Ref. 1
for details.] Construction in the open is possible in sites where the ground water level can be
depressed by methods of ground water lowering.

The necessary precautions to be taken in excavations in clays, the heaves to be expected,
etc. are explained in books on Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering.

13.4 COMPONENTS OF CELLULAR RAFTS

We know the magnitudes of the superstructure (column) loads on the ground floor. These loads
are transmitted to the soil through the cellular raft, which is composed of the following:

• The ground floor slab forming the top slab of the cellular raft

• The peripheral wall which has to transmit vertical loads as well as the earth pressure
and the water pressure

• The cross walls of the cellular raft

• The bottom slab resting on the soil at the foundation level

All these elements acting together give the necessary strength and rigidity. It should be
clearly noted that even though the net pressure on the foundation at the foundation level is
small, the raft has to be designed for the full (gross) vertical and other loads than act on the
structure. We must remember that the full uniformly distributed dead load and the appropriative
live loads (with allowable reduction for the number of storeys) are to be taken by the cellular
system as a whole.

The slab in contact with the ground is to take the full upward pressure. The slendemess
ratio of the peripheral and cross walls should be such that they are short braced walls with
slenderness ratio less than 12. These walls should have at least 0.5% reinforcements, one half
of the steel placed on each side of the wall. In conventional design, they are also to be
considered as deep beams spanning in the horizontal direction.

13.5 ANALYSIS

The overall analysis can be carried out in two ways. The first simple elemental design method
will be found to be very safe and is an overestimate of the real conditions. But, the design is
simple to work out.

Method 1: The conventional method for analysis is to cut the structure to its elements as
indicated above (in Sec. 13.4) and to design the slabs, wall, etc. in the conventional way as in
the design of a beam and slab raft.

Method 2: A less conservative design is to cut the cellular raft itself into a number of 1
sections through the middle of the slab both in the XX- and EK-directions as in the case of a
flat slab and determine the requirements for bending moment and shear.
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13.6 PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN OF CONCRETE WALLS

IS 456 (2000), CI. 32 deals with the design of concrete walls. Walls with reinforcement less
than 0.4% are classified as plain walls. In cellular rafts, the walls should be provided with a
minimum of 0.5% steel (0.25% on each side) [2].

13.7 PLANNING AND DESIGN OF BASEMENT FLOORS

When basement floors are planned on rock or good soil, the differential settlement will be small
and it will be necessary to design the floors only to resist the upward water pressure. If no water
pressure can develop, the columns and walls can be built on independent foundations and the
floor slab need to be only of nominal thickness, as shown in Figure 13.1(a).

Where appreciable differential settlement is expected, the bottom slab should be flat slab
raft or beam and slab raft, as shown in Figure 13.1(b) and Figure 13.1(c).

Where the basement has to be supported on piles, we design the floor as piled raft or as
pile foundation shown in Figure 13.2. Design of piled rafts is dealt with in Chapter 14.

13.8 SUMMARY

This chapter gives the description of the foundations of floors below the ground as compensated
foundation, cellular raft or as basement floors.

EXAMPLE 13.1 (Analysis of a buoyancy raft)

A ground plus three-storeyed flat 12 m x 9 m in plan (as shown in Figure E13.1) is to be
constructed on a site, where the safe bearing capacity of the soil is 30 kN/m2. Indicate how to

plan a buoyancy foundation for the building. [For a reinforced concrete framed block of flats
we may assume a total load of 14 to 16 kN/m2 per storey and the unit weight of the soil is
17 kN/m3.]

ÿ ÿ

3

2

1

G

12 m

9 m

A"- rs-

(a) (b)

Figure E13.1 Design of cellular rafts: (a) Elevation, (b) Plan.
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Reference Step Calculation

Estimate foundation pressure

As the load from the building is high and the SBC is very low, we will
choose a buoyancy raft for the foundation. Assume the foundation
pressure for the basement + (ground + three floors + roof), i.e. 4 floors
and 1 roof, with no reduction for basement = 10 + (14 x 5) = 80 kN/nr
(approx.) is very much higher than SBC of 30 kN/m2. We have to

adopt a buoyancy raft 12 m x 9 m in plan.

Total load = 80 x 12 x 9 = 8640 kN

Estimate depth offoundation for compression

Ground pressure from structure = 80 kN/nr

Assume soil wt. = 17 kN/nr

Let depth of basement be z
(30 + 17z) = 80 gives z = 2.94 m

Adopt 3 m basement.

Allowable pressure = 30 + 51 = 81 kN/m2 > 80 (applied)

Calculate factored load

Assume 500 mm apron all around the foundation.

Dimension of base = (12 + 1) x (9 + 1) = 13 x 10 m

Design load on soil = Total load - Basement slab weight.
(The weight from the basement slab can be assumed to be 6 kN/m2
opposed by direct reaction from the ground.)

Factored design load = (1.5) x ——
6) x 12 x 9 „92.2 kN/m25 13x10

[Note: In practical problems, we know the column loads to ground
floor level with reduction applied for a number of storeys above the
floor. To this, we add the loads of the ground floor and the walls for
the basement to find the design pressure. As the weight of the slab in
contact with the ground will be directly taken by ground reaction, it
need not be included in the design load.]

Note: The following is the description of the conventional method of
analysis.

As a detailed design of the structure will be lengthy, only indications
of the methods are given below.

Design of basement slab

[Note: It should be emphasized that even though the additional
ground pressure is only 30 kN/m2 on the foundation, we have to

design the raft for the full design load we got in Step 3 (92.2 kN/m2)
as it is this load that it has to transmit to the ground.]

We design the slab 3 x 5 m as a two-way slab supported on the rigid
walls above them.
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Reference Step Calculation

(a)

(b)

(c)

Design the slab for BM

By use of coefficients.

Design for bending shear

The slab should be safe in bending shear without shear
reinforcements.

Designfor punching shear

As the bottom cell is rigid, the slabs are supported throughout by
rigid wall (or beams in the case of a Virendeel girder). Hence,
the slab should be checked for punching shear around the wall
beams. If necessary, splays are added at the bottom of the wall.

Design of cross walls

Cross walls act as beams between columns.

The cross walls can be considered as fully braced concrete walls with
allowable slenderness ratio. We provide at least 0.25% nominal
vertical steel on each face totalling 0.5% in the wall [2].

Cross walls are also designed as beams between columns with
pressure from the slab below minus the downward load due to the self-
weight of the wall beam and the ground slab. A simple coefficient of

+ -
wr
16

or moment distribution can be used for its design as a beam.

Design of side walls

Side walls have to be designed for the superstructure load and, in
addition, for the earth pressure and water pressure assuming a ground
water level.

Design of slab at the ground level (groundfloor slab)
The top ground floor slab can be designed as slabs continuous over
the walls below.

Note: This type of elemental design with proper detailing of
reinforcement is reported to give satisfactory results.

REFERENCES

[1] Thomlinson, M.J., Foundation Design and Construction ELBS, Longman, Singapore,
1995.

[2] Varghese, P.C., Advanced Reinforced Concrete Design, 2nd Edition, Prentice-Hall of
India, New Delhi, 2005.



Combined Piled Raff
Foundation (CPRF)

14.1 INTRODUCTION

The number of high rise buildings being built in cities all over the world is on the rise. While
conventional framed construction can be used for RC buildings only up to 20 storeys in height,
with modified structural frames (e.g. tubes in a tube system), RC buildings can be built up to

80 storeys or more in height. With specially designed steel frames, buildings higher than a
hundred storeys are being built in large cities. In India, the definition of a high rise building
varies with the Metro Development Authorities. Buildings over 15.25 m are called high rise
buildings in Chennai, but the height to such buildings is over 24 m in Bangalore, and 18 m in
Hyderabad. Most of the RC buildings built in Indian cities at present are, however, only less
than 60 m in height or 20 storeys.

Pile raft foundation, as shown in Figure 14.1, is a modem concept developed in Europe,
especially in Germany, for j foundations of tall buildings in places like Frankfurt where the
subsoil is hard clay extending to a depth of over 40 m. The 166 m high Dresdon Bank Tower
(Germany) rests on such a foundation. In CPRF, the load from the superstructure is shared by
both the raft and the piles. The pile load can be as much as 60% of the total load. An exact

analysis of this three-phase system including raft, pile and soil can be made only by means of
computer methods. Specialized literature and publications given at the end of this chapter or
other chapters should be consulted when using this procedure. In this chapter, we examine only
the basic concepts and the conceptual method of analysis of simple piled raft system for
moderately high buildings.

197
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Raft

ÿ II 6* ''AS

Piles

Figure 14.1 Piled-raft foundation.

14.2 TYPES AND USES OF PILED RAFTS

We may adopt CPRF for the following situations.

Case 1: Piled rafts adopted to reduce settlement: This is a classical case where a raft
foundation (with basement floors, if needed) is found to have enough strength, but the
calculated settlement is more than the allowable settlement as it usually happens in hard clay
soils as in Frankfurt. In such cases, we introduce piles to take off up to 60% of the load from
the superstructure so that the settlement will be within allowable limits. The distances between
the piles can be made large (> 6 times diameter of piles) to avoid group effects. We should also
calculate the settlement needed to fully mobilize the ultimate capacity of piles, which will be
rather small. Hence, the pile can be assumed to carry load up to its ultimate capacity in soils.
This is one of the great advantages of CPRF over conventional pile foundation as in
conventional pile foundations, the working load, which is taken as much lesser than its ultimate
capacity, is taken as the carrying capacity of the piles. (It is important to note that in piled rafts,
the piles are loaded to ultimate capacity.)

The length of these piles need not go to the rock level. It can be also varied according
to the requirements to develop the required strength. This is a great advantage in situations
where the building has higher loads at certain points (such as due to the occurrence of a higher
portion like a tower), where longer piles can be used to take higher loads.

Case 2: Piled raft adopted to satisfy bearing capacity consideration: In those cases in which
the bearing capacity of the raft is not enough, piles can be added to satisfy the bearing capacity.
The excess load can be carried by piles. In this case, as there should be enough safety factors
against failure, we cannot assume the full, ultimate bearing capacity of the piles but only the
safe bearing capacity which is much less than the ultimate capacity.

Case 3: Piled raft adopted to increase lateral resistance in high rise buildings: When we

have a high rise building on raft foundation, the lateral forces due to wind or earthquake will
have to be resisted by the ground. In pure raft foundation, we may add basement floors to

fully take advantage of the passive resistance of the soil. Alternatively, we may use piles
along with the raft to overcome these lateral forces. The piles can be assumed to take part
of the horizontal loads.
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14.2.1 Beneficial Effects of CPRF

The beneficial effects of CPRF are the following:

1. A reduction in settlement of the system.

2. In the case of buildings with varying loads on the foundations (as with a tower in one

part of the buildings) and consequent eccentricities, the provision of piles in the areas

of high loads can reduce the eccentricity of the load on the foundation. Under such
heavy loads, suitable piles may be used to carry higher loads.

3. An increase in the overall stability as well as stability against lateral loads (as due to

wind). A raft foundation with a sufficient number of piles can increase the lateral
stability of high rise buildings.

4. A reduction of bending moment for the raft.

5. General economy of foundation.

14.3 INTERACTION OF PILE AND RAFT

A full theoretical consideration of the system has to recognize the following effects of a CPRF:

1. Interaction between the raft and the soil (raft-soil interaction).

2. Interaction between the pile and the soil (pile-soil interaction).

3. Pile-raft interaction. (The super load of the raft on the soil produces confinement of
the soil and it affects the reaction of soil on the pile.)

4. Pile-pile interaction. (The spacing of the pile affects its behaviour depending on
whether the pile will fail individually or by block failure.)

The first two effects are the most important. Without complicated computational models,
the third and fourth effects are difficult to estimate. But we must be aware of their effects. For
example, the confinement of the soil due to load on the soil from raft may increase the bearing
capacity of the piles. Similarly, the effect of the pile on pile may affect the bearing capacity of
the raft. However, in most of the current analyses, these secondary effects can be neglected,
bearing in mind these effects in a qualitative way. When we cannot ascertain soil properties in
any exactness, such approximation is fully warranted.

14.4 ULTIMATE CAPACITY AND SETTLEMENT OF PILES

We know that piled rafts can work only if the piles do move under the load, so that there is
load transfer from piles to rafts. Piles ending in rock cannot transfer much load easily to a raft
as it does not yield. The piles in CPRF are usually spaced apart sufficiently so that the group
action of the pile (by which the strength ofn piles in a piled foundation is less than n times
the strength of one pile) does not take place. The deformation of the raft and piles should match
and, in such deformation the loads are shared.

The first requirement is, therefore, to estimate the ultimate carrying capacity of the piles in given
soil strata and also the settlement of the pile at the ultimate load. The ultimate load carrying capacity
can be determined by the Static Formulae given in IS 2911. These are given in all books on Soil
Mechanics [1], The settlement of the pile under the ultimate load is difficult given to estimate with
precision, except by field tests. A very rough estimate can be made as given in the following section.
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14.4.1 Estimation of Settlement of Piles

There are many methods to estimate the settlement of single piles under working loads and
under ultimate loads. In this section, we describe the principle of rough estimation of the
settlement of single piles under load [1]. Even though the following expressions are for the
calculation of elastic settlement, we may extend their use to ultimate load. This is also illustrated
by Example 14.1. We should also remember that the settlement of a group of piles will be
different from that of a single pile.

Estimation of settlement of piles: An empirical method for the calculation of settlement up
to ultimate load is given now. The total elastic settlement of the pile can be expressed as
follows.

St = Sf + Sb + Sp
where S, = Total settlement

Sf = Settlement due to friction by pile shaft

Sb = Settlement due to bearing by the end of the pile
Sp = Elastic settlement of piles due to load

The following empirical methods for the calculation of Sp Sb and Sp have been proposed.
Calculate the ultimate frictional and bearing capacity of the pile from the IS recommended
formulae for their calculation:

Qf = Load carried by shaft by friction

Qb = Load carried by base by bearing
Qt = Qf + Qb

The following values are recommended for the deformation for these loads.

1. Calculation of friction settlement

Qf f Diameter of the pile X

f (Surface area) y Es of soil
(1-iU2s)(If) (14.1)

y

The value of influence factor If is given as

If =2+0.35a/Z7d
where Qf = Frictional resistance of the pile

L = Length of the pile
D = Diameter of the pile

tuDL = Surface area of pile

Usually, this value will be small (about 0.2-0.6% diameter of the piles as shown in
Figure 18.2). Piles will mobilize full friction with very small movements in driven
piles in sand and with a little more movements in clays and in bored piles.

2. Calculation of settlement in bearing (Sb)

Sh = Qt
Ay

D_
\Es J

(1-p2)Ib (14.2)
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where Qb = Load in bearing
A = Area at tip of pile

Es = Modulus of elasticity of soil
jd = Poisson's ratio = 0.35

Ib = Empirical constant = 0.85

(This value can be as much as 4 to 10% of the diameter of the pile depending on the
type of soil.)

3. Elastic compression of the pile (Sp)
The elastic compression will depend on the distribution of the friction along the length
of the piles, as shown in Figure 14.2.

a = 0.5 a = 0.5 a = 0.67

(a)

Figure 14.2 Distribution of friction along pile depending on soil strata: (a) Pile,
(b) Uniform distribution of friction, (c) Parabolic distribution of friction,
(d) Triangular distribution of friction.

Sp = Elastic compression of the pile

(Qp +ocQf)L
Area En

(14.3)

where

Ec - Modulus of elasticity of concrete = 20 x 106 kN/m2
a~ A factor depending on frictional resistance along the pile = 0.5 for uniform and
parabolic distribution and 0.67 for triangular distribution (as in sands)

4. Total settlement. The total settlement at the ultimate load can be assumed to be the
sum of the above three settlements, that is, due to ultimate friction transfer, ultimate
base load, and the pile compression.

14.5 ESTIMATION OF SETTLEMENT OF RAFT IN SOILS

The immediate or elastic settlement of an area resting on soil can be computed as:

(14.4)
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where q = Intensity of loading
B = Width of the area

Es = Modulus of elasticity
jU = Poisson's ratio ~ 0.35

lw = Influence factor

Table 14.1 gives the influence factors recommended. Table 14.2 gives the Es and // values.

TABLE 14.1 Influence Factor lw (IS 8009, Part I, 1976, Table 2)

Flexible foundation
Shape Centre Corner Average Rigidfoundation
Circle 1.00 0.64 0.85 0.86
Square 1.12 0.56 0.95 0.82.

Rectangle

LIB = 1.5 1.36 0.68 1.20 1.06
LIB = 2.0 1.52 0.76 1.30 1.20
LIB = 5.0 2.10 1.05 1.83 1.70
LIB = 10.0 2.52 1.26 2.25 2.10

TABLE 14.2 Approximate Modulus of Elasticity (Es) and Poisson's Ratio (//) for Various Soils

Type of soil Es (104 kN/m2). M

1. Clay

Very soft
Soft
Medium
Stiff
Sandy

0.20-1.50
0.50-2.50
2.50-4.50
4.50-9.50
2.50-20.00

0.30-0.5

2. Sand

Loose
Medium dense
Dense
Silty

1.05-2.50
1.73-2.76
4.80-8.10
1.05-1.75

0.2-0.40
0.25-0.40
0.30-0.45
0.20-0.45

3. Others

Gravel
Broken stone

10-20
15-30

14.6 ALLOWABLE MAXIMUM AND DIFFERENTIAL SETTLEMENT IN
BUILDINGS

IS 1904, Table 1 gives us the allowable and differential settlement in buildings. This is shown
in Table 14.3.
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TABLE 14.3 Allowable Maximum and Differential Settlement of Buildings (mm)
(IS 1904, Table 1)

No. Type of Steel Reinforced Plain brick walls Water
structure frames concrete multi-storeyed towers/

frames L/H< 3 UH> 3 silos

1 Isolated foundations

(a) Sand and hard clay
Maximum (mm) 50 50 60 60 40
Differential (mm) 0.0033L 0.0015L 0.00025L 0.0033L 0.0015L
Angular distortion 1/300 1/666 1/4000 1/3000 1/666

(b) Plastic clay
Maximum (mm) 50 75 80 80 75
Differential (mm) 0.0033L 0.0015L 0.00025L 0.0033L 0.0015L
Angular distortion 1/300 1/666 1/4000 1/3000 1/666

2 Raft foundations

(a) Sand and hard clay
Maximum (mm) 75 75 - - 100
Differential (mm) 0.0033L 0.002L - - 0.0025L
Angular distortion 1/300 1/500 - - 1/400

(b) Plastic clay
Maximum (mm) 100 100 - - 125
Differential (mm) 0.0033L 0.002L - - 0.0025L
Angular distortion 1/300 1/500 - - 1/400

3 Masonry wall buildings

Degree of damage Width of wall crack Description

0. Negligible <0.1 mm Will disappear when painting

1. Very slight > 1 mm Can be treated during maintenance

2. Slight > 5 mm Needs repair
3. Moderate 5 to 15 mm - Requires opening up and patching
4. Severe 15 to 25 mm (also depends on Requires extensive repairs, especi¬

number of cracks) ally near door and window
openings

5. Very severe > 25 mm (also depends on Requires very major repair amount¬

number of cracks) ing to reconstruction

Note: Wall cracking is only one of the many items to be considered in reporting damage in buildings.

To conclude, we may allow a total maximum settlement of not more than the following
for individual footings: 65 mm on clay and 40 mm on sand. For rafts, the values can be 70 to
100 mm for clays, and 45 to 65 mm for sand. The permissible values for differential settlement
can be about 40 mm for clay and 25 mm for sand. It is the angular distortion that is important,
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especially in clays. The permissible angular distortion in framed structures should be only
1/500 to 1/1000, depending on their use and importance. Angular distortion more than 1/150
can produce cracking in panel walls.
(Note: For classification of damages in masonry buildings see Section A.16)

No commonly accepted direct design method is available at present for the design of CPRF. The
commonly used analytical methods can be classified as follows. [2][3]

• Empirical or computational method

• Refined computational methods

• Computer-based numerical analysis

Here, we deal with the principles of the conceptual methods only.

14.7.1 Conceptual Method of Design

The four quantities involved in our computations are:

• Total load on the foundation

• Proportion of load shared by piles

• Settlement of raft without piles

• Reduction of settlement by piles.

We define the ratio of the load carried by the pile to the total load on the foundation for
a given settlement as &cprf or #pR. The reduction of the settlement of the CPRF compared to

the raft without piles is called settlement reduction ratio SR.[4]

Settlement of piled raft

Naturally, the settlement reduction will depend on the type of the pile used, the pile
capacity, and also the settlement of piles at ultimate load. If the settlement of the piles with a

large ultimate load capacity of the pile is small, there will be a larger reduction of the total
settlement of the foundation. The relation between «PR and SR settlement can be represented by
Figure 14.3. It shows the reduction with two types of piles (representing the range) with
different ultimate settlement values.

14.7 DESIGN OF CPRF SYSTEM

Settlement of raft without piles

SR c

1.V,

rv
Pile only

Figure 14.3 Relation between aPR (ratio of load carried by pile to total load on
the foundation) and SR (settlement reduction ratio in piled rafts).
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The aim of our calculation is to arrive at the value of «PR for the allowable settlement of
the structure.

14.8 CONCEPTUAL METHOD OF ANALYSIS

When only a few piles which are spaced sufficiently apart are used (so that group action will
not take place), we may assume that they act as single piles. It has been reported that in such
piles, the major part of the settlement occurs as immediate settlement, and consolidation
settlement in clays by group action is relatively unimportant [1]. Consolidation settlement is not

present in sand. With these assumptions, we can easily select a pile whose ultimate load will
match the required settlement and also find the number of such piles required to reduce the
required settlement of the raft as shown in Example 14.3.

14.9 DISTRIBUTION OF PILES IN THE RAFTS

We generally assume that the spacing of the piles is large enough (s > 6D) so that the pile will
act independently. If the number of piles is such that they can be accommodated near the
column load, the relief of load to mat can be easily worked out. Otherwise, we have to distribute
them in other places in the slab to prevent any group action. In such cases, the raft slab around
the pile should be designed to transfer the load to the pile. Example 14.1 illustrates the
principles involved.

14.10 THEORETICAL METHODS OF ANALYSIS

Computer methods by representing raft as an elastic plate, soil as a bed of equivalent springs
at nodal points and piles as stiff springs are available and can be used for design [6].

14.11 SUMMARY

Piled raft systems are becoming popular in high rise buildings in stiff clays to reduce the total
settlement of the building. They are far more economical than the pure pile foundation in very
deep deposits of hard clays. The diameter and length of the pile must be selected by detailed
calculations. In clays when the piles are near each other, consolidation settlements should be
also taken into account. Advanced methods of analysis will be required to solve these problems
in important cases. In this chapter, we have given a brief account of the principles involved.
This is a subject on which large amount of research is being carried out [5][6],

EXAMPLE 14.1 (Rough estimation of settlement of single piles at ultimate load)

A bored pile is with enlarged base has a shaft diameter of 600 mm and in the last 1.2 m, it is
enlarged to 1200 mm diameter. If the SPT (N) value of clay in which the shaft is installed is
13 and that of the enlarged portion is 15, estimate the settlement we may expect at the ultimate
load of the pile.
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Reference Step Calculation

Eq. (14.1)

Estimate the soil characteristics from N values

Clay. Unconfined strength qc = 1(W kN/m2 (assumed)

Cohesions of clay along the top = (10 x 13/2) = 65 kN/m2
Cohesion of clay at enlarged end = (10 x 15/2) = 75 kN/m2

Es of soil, medium clay = 1 x 104 N/m2

Ec of concrete = 20 x 106 N/m2
Areas and perimeters

Diameter of the top part - d - 0.6 m, Area = 0.2826 m2
Diameter of the bottom = D = 1.2 m, Area = 1.130 m2
Calculate friction capacity (neglecting bottom 1.2 m)

Capacity in friction = (jtdL) (0.33 cohesion)

= (3.14 x 0.6 x 12) x (0.33 x 65) = 485 kN

Capacity in bearing = 9c x Area

= 9 x 75 x 1.130 = 763 kN

Total capacity = 485 + 763 = 1248 kN

Estimate settlement due to friction

Qf
sf=-(JtdL)

(\-pA)If (Let// =0.35)
v ÿ /

If -2 +0.35JUd =2 +(0.35)Vl2/0.6 =3.56

Eq. (14.2)

Eq. (14.3)

5/ =
763

ÿx0.6x 12

0.6

1x 10
x 3.56x10 =4 mm

(This is about 400/600 = 0.66% of the diameter)

Estimate settlement due to bearing

Sf =
Qi'-f

7tD

763
ÿÿx 1.2x1.2

1.2

1x 10

Ib = 0.85

(0.877)(0.85) xlO3 =60 mm

(This is about 5% diameter of the base)

Estimate settlement due to bearing

d = 0.6 m and L = 12 m

Total load = (0.5 x 485) + 763 = 1005.5 kN

1005.5x4 A

XT x 0.6x0.6

Total settlement

Sr =
12

20 x 106
x 10 =6.7 mm

S, = Sf + Sb + Sp = 4 + 60 + 6.7 = 71 mm
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Reference Step Calculation

8 Draw load settlement diagram

Total capacity = 485 + 763 = 1248 kN

Draw a parabolic curve connecting the origin, settlement due to

friction and the ultimate and settlement points.

EXAMPLE 14.2 (Planning of a pile raft foundation)

Estimate the ultimate load bearing capacity of a raft 15 m x 15 m founded on a clay soil with

cu = 70 kN/m2. Estimate its settlement of Es = 1 x 104 kN/m2 and // = 0.35. If it is loaded with
35000 kN, what percentage of load should be transferred to piles in a CPRF to satisfy the
settlement requirements?

Reference Step Calculation

1 Estimate ultimate bearing capacity

BC = qu = 5.69cu = 5.69 x 70 = 398.3 kN/m2
Ultimate load capacity = 15 x 15 x 398 = 89550 kN

Safe bearing capacity FS = 2 = 44775 kN

Hence, it is safe under 35000 kN.

2 Estimate settlement as a rigid raft

s =ÿ-(l-p2)If
S

Assume

If = 0.85

35000 ,2
q =-=156 kN/m

15x15

2

s -(0.85 x 156)x
ÿ X ÿ

—Cf35_)
ÿ

1x 104
= 175 mm

(Allowable settlement is only of the order of 75 to 100 mm in raft
foundations.)

3 Recommendedfoundation
In this clay soil, as the safe bearing capacity is satisfied but the
settlement is not satisfied, a piled raft will be a suitable foundation.

Table 14.3 Referring to Table 14.3, let us assume the allowable settlement is
75 mm. Then,

Load allowable for this settlement = p

75 = (0.85 x p x 15 x 0.877)/10

p = 67.1 kN/m2 out of 156 kN/m2, i.e. —ÿ-ÿ- =0.57
156

L
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Reference Calculation

Load to be taken by raft =43%, piles take 57% (say, 60%) of the total load.
Find the number of piles required

Assume the ultimate capacity of the pile = 1250 kN (calculated)

Settlement at the ultimate capacity = 71 mm (calculated)

Hence, number of piles to carry 60% of load -
X

=
1250

only (allowing piles to be loaded at the ultimate load)

Find the number of piles for a piledfoundation
Assume working load (in contrast to the ultimate load allowed in piled
raft) = 1250/2 = 625 kN

Number of piles required =
35000 _ ÿ

625
(56 is much larger than the 17 required for BPRF. However, the settle¬

ment of a conventional pile foundation will be much smaller than this).

EXAMPLE 14.3 (Rough design of piled raft)

A square raft of size 15 m is to rest on a deep clay deposit with SPT value of 14. If the total
load on the raft is 35000 kN, find the preliminary layout of a foundation so that the settlement
does not exceed 100 mm. Assume Es = 6.3 N/mm2.

Reference Step Calculation

Eq. (14.4) and
Table 14.1

Estimate cohesion from SPT values
Unconfined strength = SPT/100 = 14/100 = 0.14 N/mm2
Cohesion = 80/2 = 0.07 N/mm2 = 70 kN/m2
Estimate safe bearing capacity

Assume ultimate capacity (Nc = 5.14)

= cNc = 70 x 5.14 = 360 kN/m2
Total ultimate bearing capacity

= 360 x 15 x 15 = 81000 kN

81000
FS

35000
Estimate settlements

=2.31 (safe)

f 1 2 3i-V / =—
1— (0.35)2

~

x 0.95I Es J p 15 6300
Settlements (A) = —-(B)

B

A = 35000 x 8.82 x 10"6 = 0.31 m = 310 mm

Allowable A for the raft =100 mm (clay) much less than A.

Adopt piled raft to reduce settlement.
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Reference Step Calculation

Raft load for A 100 =
35000x100

310
Balance load on piles = 23710 kN, i.e. 67% of the load.

4 Estimate size of pile and its capacity

We should have the load settlement curve of a pile. In clay, we
assume the load remains constant after the ultimate load with increase
in settlement. We may assume that the ultimate load is usually
reached at a settlement of about 6% of the diameter of the pile. Let
us adopt 600 mm diameter pile 30 m in length.

A at ultimate load = f 6 ÿ

1100;
600 - 36 mm <1000 mm

Pile capacity = 2/3 c(7tDL) + cNc(nD2/4)

= 2/3 x 70 x Mp.6) x 30 + (9 x 70 x k x 0.6 x 0.6)/4

= 2637 + 178 = 2815 kN

5 Estimate the number required

Step 3 Number of piles required =
23710 n "I=-=9 piles
2815

6 Estimate the number of piles for a full pile foundation

Pile capacity with FS = 3
ULT

= 2815=9JgkN
FS 3

Number of piles required to take total load

35000
=38p,les

938

For a raft on pure pile foundation, we need about 40 piles.

[Note: The above calculations neglect consolidation settlement and
are only approximate; they are meant only to illustrate the principle
involved.]
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Circular and Annular Rafts

15.1 INTRODUCTION

Structures such as chimneys, which are in the form of a cylindrical shaft rising from the ground,
are generally founded on an annular or circular raft (Figure 15.1). Similarly, in the case of an
elevated circular water tank supported by a number of columns positioned along a circle, the
columns rest on a ring beam with a slab below the beam. The slab below acts as a circular raft.
For the conventional design of this water tank foundation, the design of the ring beam is taken
separately and assumed to transmit a uniform line load on to the annular raft. The annular raft
is designed to carry this line load. In other places where the dimension of the annular raft is
much greater than that of the vertical shaft as may be the case in a chimney, a frustum of a cone
can be introduced in between as shown in Figure 15.1(c).

In this chapter, we first examine the formulae for the design of the annular raft subjected
to a "circular line load." We will also examine the formulae for the design of the ring beam
supported on columns. A detailed analysis of the subject is given in Refs. [1] and [2],
Computer-based elastic design is given in Ref. [3].

211
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(c) (d)

Figure 15.1 Annular rafts in foundations: (a) Chimney foundation, (b) Water tank with ring
beam on annular raft foundation, (c) Enlargement by conical structure on annular
foundation, (d) Definition of outer radius a, loading radius b = /3a and inner radius
c = aa. Any general radius r = pa.

15.2 POSITIONING OF CHIMNEY LOAD ON ANNULAR RAFT

When designing the annular raft of outer radius a and inner radius c it is considered a good
practice to locate the load on the raft along the centre of gravity of the uniform ground pressure
at radius b.

In order to arrive at dimensionless quantities, we use the notations used in Ref. [2]
Figure 15.2.

Inner radius c
=— =a or c-aa

Outer radius a

Loading radius b _ ,-=— =p or b-pa
Outer radius a

Taking q0 as uniform ground pressure, the value of b is given by the following formula:

b = fia =
J" q0r2 dr ÿ (J> „3 N

f a
I qQrdr
Jr.

a -c
~2 2a -c

2 c-"3)
-3°ÿ (15,)

This positioning will give uniform pressure under dead load. We can also prove that an
annular raft with the above positioning of load is much superior to a full circular raft without
a central hole. It will not only save material but also lead to a more uniform distribution of the
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base pressure in cohesive soils. This prevents tilling due to non-uniform pressure and
settlement. There will also be no reversal of bending moment (in such annular rafts), along its
radius as compared to full circle rafts. The reversal of bending moment makes it difficult to
place reinforcements in the slab. It has been also found that it is best to keep the size or annular
ratio (inner to outer) about 0.4.

15.3 FORCES ACTING ON ANNULAR RAFTS

The forces acting on an annular raft such as those for a chimney are the following:

1. Dead load. If the dead load is applied at the CG of the raft, the ground pressure can
be assumed as uniform.

2. Moment due to lateral loads. This load is transmitted to the raft at the radius where
the raft and the wall join.

3. Backfill load. This load is due to the difference in the backfill level between the
inside and the outside of the foundation as in the case of a chimney.

The raft itself can rest on the ground or in the case of weak soils, on piles. In this chapter,
we deal with only the case of rafts resting on soil. [A detailed treatment of annular rafts on soil
and on piles is given in Ref. [1].]

15.4 PRESSURES UNDER DEAD LOAD AND MOMENT

Let the uniform pressure under dead load with proper positioning, as explained in Sec. 15.2, be q0.

DL
<?o=— 05.2)

A

Let the maximum value of varying pressure be qx under moment M.

M Mxa
I' 7t/A(a4 -c4)<?1 =— ÿ = ... 4

-J7 =<? (15-3)

For full circle
4M

c =0,qi =—- (15.4)
na

15.5 METHODS OF ANALYSIS

For the design of annular rafts, the stress resultants to be determined are:

• Radial moments = Mr along the radius

• Tangential moment = M, along the tangent

• Radial shear = Q
The following methods of analysis are commonly used:

• Conventional analysis for annular rafts [1], [2],

• Results of Chu and Afandi for circular and annular rafts II], [2].
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15.6 CONVENTIONAL ANALYSIS OF ANNULAR RAFTS

Approximate or conventional methods can be used for annular rafts, but they cannot be applied
to the full circular raft. In annular rafts, the approximate values of the radial shears and radial
moments can be computed by assuming that any radial element of the slab acts as a cantilever
beam fixed at the chimney wall. [However, the tangential moments cannot be determined by
this method and have to be determined by more refined methods.]

Load Moment Load

V////////1

do n
<7i

<- c ->|
'////////, (a)

\ \ \ ' t

(b)

ÿrrrTTTfl (c>

Figure 15.2 Ground reaction pressure due to vertical load and moment: (a) Load and
moment on annular raft, (b) Uniform ground pressure due to vertical load,
(c) Nonuniform ground pressure of opposing signs due to moment.

For a uniform pressure under the dead load and the varying pressure under moments, the
formulae for the calculation of shear and moments by approximate method will be as follows.

Let q0 be the uniform pressure due to the dead load and ± q{ the maximum pressure due
to wind moment as shown in Figure 15.2.

The following are the values for shears and moments per unit length at any radius r. Let
r = pa or p = r/a. The pressure is from the bottom of the slab upwards and we take positive
moment as that which produces tension at the bottom.

Case I: Q and Mr due to dead load producing uniform pressure q0 [2]

(r < h) Q inner part =q{)a
p -a

(r > b) Q outer part =-q0a

(r < b) Mr inner part =qf)az

2P

1 -fa¬

ir > b) Mr outer part =q0a
z

2p

p" -Qp-2a)cc

6p

/>3 -(3p-2)'
6p

(15.4a)

(15.4b)

(15.4c)

(15.4d)
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Case 2; Approximate shears and moments (Q and Mr) due to external moment producing
maximum pressure qx

(r < b) Q inner part = (/7 - or3) cos 0
3p

(r > b) Q outer part = (1- /?3) cos 6
3p

(r < b) Mr inner part =qxa~

(r > b) Mr outer part =qÿai

p* - (4/3 -3or)o3
12p

cos 6

p (4p-3ar)

12p
cos 6

(15.5a)

(15.5b)

(15.5c)

(15.5d)

15.7 CHU AND AFANDI'S FORMULAE FOR ANNULAR SLABS [2]

Chu and Afandi [2] have derived more general formulae for Mr, M, and Q for full circular
chimney foundation by assuming the slab as viewed upside down supported along a circle at

the centre line of the chimney and subjected to uniform dead load or linearly varying load
produced by wind load moment. They assumed two types of rafts as follows: (a) If the
supporting wall section is not designed to resist the unbalanced moments between the inside and
outside portions of the slab, it is considered as simply supported; (b) if the supporting wall
section is capable of resisting the unbalanced moment, the slab is considered as fixed. [For
example, a relatively thin shell meeting a thick raft can be considered as hinged.]

In the paper by Chu and Afandi referred above, they have given the formulae for the
moments and shears caused by vertical loads and moments acting on the raft. The quantities to
be determined are listed in Table 15.1.

TABLE 15.1 Moments and Shears to be Determined
(Zone 1 is where r < b and Zone 2 is where r > b)

Due to DL Due to momentQuantity

(1) Radial moment Mr

(2) Tangential
moment M,

and
(3) Shear (2r

Note: The formulae have been derived in terms of radius 'a' and the following non-
dimensional parameters (Figure 15.1(d)):

zone 1zone 1

zone 2 zone 2
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a = c/a = Ratio of inner to outer radius

P= bla - Ratio of load circle to outer radius
p = r/a = Ratio of radius chosen to outer radius

The value of p can be taken as 0. 15.
This non-dimensional representation makes the expression useful for computer

computation for various values of outer radius 'a'. For a circular raft diameter, c = 0 or a= 0.
Different formulae for the two cases—the slab is assumed as simply supported by the

chimney wall, and as fixed at the chimney wall—have been worked out in the above paper. The
results for the simply supported case are given below. Formulae for other cases can be obtained
from Ref. [1] or [2].

15.7.1 Chu and Afandi's Formulae for Analysis of Circular Rafts Subjected to Vertical Loads
(Chimney simply supported by slab; for circular raft, put b = 0) [2]

c b v
a=—\p=—\ p=—\fi = 0.15 (Only p is variable)

a a a

q0 = uniform foundation pressure.

Zone 1 (r < b) (Inner part) The values of radial moment, tangential moment and shear for
zone 1 can be calculated by the following formulae in terms of a and p.

2

Mr\ = W3 + fit? ~ 16fl?(1 + p) log(, p- 8ÿ(3 + p) + 2(1 + p)Kx - (1 - p)K2p-2)

(Radial moment) (15.6a)

M + 3/V - 16a?(l + p) log, p- 8fl?(l + 3p) + 2(1 + p)K] + (1 - p)K2p-2]
64

Qrl=if(p-alp->)
where

K, =2(1+or)
3 +p
l+p

8a log, a 2

I-a2
1-p
l+p

C4
52rj-II

(?> +pÿ 16a4 log, a (\ +pÿ
- 16a2 (l+M)I[~M) 1-a2 [l-Mj I1-MJ

(Tangential moment) (15.6b)

(Shear) (15.6c)

- 8(1+ log, p) (15.6d)

(1+ log, P) -Sa2p2 (15.6e)

(Note: Different constants not given here are to be used for chimney fixed to the slab.)

Zone 2 (r > b) Radial moments, tangential moments and shear for zone 2 can be calculated
from the following formulae in terms of a and p\
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Mr2 =ÿbr[4(3 + Aft - 16(1 + A log, p- 8(3 + A + 2(1 + AA' - (1 - p)K2'pr2]
64

(Radial moment) (15.7a)

2

W, =ÿ_[4(1 + 3AP2 - 16(1 + A log, P - 8(1 + 3//) + 2(1 + p)K{ + (1 - p)Kfpr2\
64

(Tangential moment) (15.7b)

Qr2=*f(p-p-') 05.7c)

where
K{ = K] + 8(1 + log, A (1 - a2) (15-7d)

K{ = K2 - 8/?(l - a2) (15.7e)

15.7.2 Chu and Afandi's Formulae for Analysis of Circular Rafts Subjected to Moment
(Chimney simply supported to slab; for circular raft, put b = 0)

Zone 1(r < b) (Let q = maximum pressure due to moment when cos 6 = 1 and 0=0 with
respect to the direction of the moment, say, due to the wind, 6 is the angle with xx axis.)

The wind can blow from any direction. Hence wind from right to left and left to right must

be considered along with the effect of q0.

Values of radial moment, tangential moment and shear can be calculated from the
following formulae for zone 1: (These varies with cos 6.)

Mr\ = [4(5 +p)ft + 2(3 4 p)K3p4 2(1-p)K4p~J 4 (14 p)Ksp~x ] (15.8a)

(15.8b)

(15.8c)

(15.8d)

(15.8e)

(15.80

Zone 2 (r > b) Values of Ml2, Mr2 and Qr2 can be obtained from the above equations also by
using the following arbitrary constants instead of K3, K4 and K5

Mt[ =ÿ [4(1+ 5//)p3 4 2(1 4 3A Kyp- 2(1-A f<4p~3 + (1+p)K5p~l]

Qr[ = (72p 4 8AT3 -2K5p )

where

(\-/u\
-8

A-4=3/SV-ÿ
1,3 4 ft)

4 (3+p
1-<u

14

48

aA } ti+A
14a2) (34/zJ

[2+p

,1+ a2 J
K« = 12a4
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(15.9a)

Kf = K4 + 3/72(1 - a4)

Kf = 12.0

(15.9b)

(15.9c)

15.7.3 Nature of Moments and Shear

The following remarks are important.

1. Regarding the sign of moments for positive moments of Mr and M„ we place the steel
at the bottom of the raft. For negative moments, we place the steel at the top of the
raft. Hence, by convention, when plotting the moment diagram with respect to the
radius, we plot the positive moment downwards and the negative moment values
upwards from the centre line of the slab.

2. It is worthwhile to remember that the radial moment Mr and the shear values for
annular rafts for the points inside the loading circle obtained by the conventional

method (Sec. 15.6) for simply supported chimney are very close to the values obtained
by the exact method. The values got for all points by conventional method lie between
the theoretical fixed and simply supported chimney cases. For the outer part of the
loading circle Mr, values got by approximate method are close to the fixed chimney
condition.

3. Values of the tangential moment M, cannot be calculated by conventional method. We
have to calculate them by using the formulae given above.

4. For the full circular raft, the approximate method is not applicable and for these rafts
the value of M, is also rather high.

5. In annular raft, Mr values are mostly +ve, but M, values can be positive or negative
depending on the load position. Infull circle raft, Mr values can also be +ve or -ve

along the radius.

6. As the wind can blow in any direction, Mr, M, and Q at the various points should be
taken as that produced by the worst sum of the uniform positive pressure due to the
dead load and the corresponding pressures caused by the wind load. If there is any
reversal of moments, steel should be placed for such reversal on each side separately.

Beams curved in plan such as balcony beams, and ring beams are subjected to torsion in
addition to bending and shear. Their analysis is dealt with in books on structural analysis, and
design of R.C. members for torsion is dealt in detail in textbooks on reinforced concrete [3],
[4]. A brief account of the analysis is given below.

15.8 ANALYSIS OF RING BEAMS UNDER CIRCULAR LAYOUT OF
COLUMNS
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15.8.1 Analysis of Ring Beams Transmitting Column Loads to Annular Rafts

It is common for circular water tanks to be supported by columns along their circumference,
and these columns receive their loads at the top and also transmit their loads at the bottom to

the annular raft through a ring beam. In such cases the distribution of bending moment and
torsion in these circular beams depends on the number of column supports.

(a)

Distribution
of torsional

moment

Distribution
of BM ÿ

(c)

Figure 15.3 Annular raft foundation: (a) General arrangement for a circular water tank.
[(T) Column, (2) Ring beam, (3) Annular raft], (b) Ring foundation, (c) Bending
moment and torsional moment in a ring beam on four supports (n = 4).

Let the radius of the loading circle = r

The angle between columns =2a
The UDL on the beam = w

The formulae for bending moments and torsion for a point situated at "angle /?" from a
column support are as follows:

Mp = wr2 (a sin f3 - 1 + a cot a cos p) (15.10a)

Tp = wr2 (J3 - a + a cos - a sin /? cos a) (15.10b)

Tp is maximum when Mp= 0 (15.10c)
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As the beam is fixed at the column, the maximum positive (sagging) moment will be at

the centre of the beam, the maximum negative (logging) moment at the support. The torsional
moment is maximum between the columns. The angle at which the torsional moment is
maximum measured from the centre line of supports (columns), is designated as G0. The
distribution of bending moments and torsion is shown in Figure 15.3 for four supports. These
maximum values can be obtained from the following expressions:

Sagging (+ve) moment at mid-span = 2wr2a,A1 (15.11a)

Hogging (-ve) moment at support = IwÿaAi (15.11b)

Maximum torsional moment = 2wPaAÿ (15.11c)

where Aj, Ai and A3 are coefficients, given in Table 15.2.
The values of Ah Aq_, /I3 and 0O for various conditions of supports can be tabulated as in

Table 15.2.

TABLE 15.2 Coefficients for Bending and Twisting Moments in Circular Beams

No. of
supports (n) 2a (degrees) A, As <90 (degrees)

4 90 0.070 0.137 0.021 19.25

5 72 0.054 0.108 0.014 15.25

6 60 0.045 0.089 0.009 12.75

1 51.43 0.037 0.077 0.007 10.75

8 45 0.033 0.066 0.005 9.5

9 40 0.030 0.060 0.004 8.5

10 36 0.027 0.054 0.003 7.5

12 30 0.023 0.045 0.002 6.25

15.9 DETAILING OF ANNULAR RAFT UNDER COLUMNS OF A
CIRCULAR WATER TANK

The details of reinforcement of the beam under the column and the annular raft for a circular
water tank are shown in Figure 15.4.

- -J

—©

r. .
Binders

1

Figure 15.4 Detailing of annular raft foundation for a circular water tank: (1) Column,
(2) Ring beam, (3) Annular raft.
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15.10 CIRCULAR RAFT ON PILES [1]

If the foundation of the soil is weak, a pile foundation can be given for the raft which will
behave as a pile cap. Piles are located in concentric circles as shown in Sec. 17.8.1. Such an

arrangement will give the maximum moment of inertia. The pile cap may be a full raft or
annular raft. [Reference [1] gives the design procedure to be adopted.]

Vertical load M _ _
Pile load =-±— (rco&9) (15.12)

Number of piles /
where

I= (r cos 6)2 in m"

9 - angle of each pile from the reference

We can use the theory of circular plates for solution of the problem. There can be two

cases of such foundations, namely, full raft and annular raft.

Case / Full raft: As in Afandi's analysis referred in Sec. 15.7, here also, the raft is
considered as a plate placed upside down, simply supported along the loading circle.
We then analyse each ring of piles separately for ring load condition due to the
reaction from the piles. The results are added to get the final value.

Case 2 Annular raft: For an annular raft of outer radius a and inner radius b, we first
consider it as a full circular raft. From this analysis, for the position of the inner
edge of the annular raft, we will have a moment Mra. As, in reality, this is a free
edge, for an annular raft, we apply an equal and opposite moment along the inner
circle. The sum of the two effects will give as the final value. (Ref. [1] can be
consulted for fuller details. Circular pile caps on pile is shown in Figure 17.9 and
described in Sec. 17.8.)

15.11 ENLARGEMENT OF CHIMNEY SHAFTS FOR ANNULAR RAFTS

As shown in Figure 15.1, the chimney shafts may have to be enlarged to fit the annular raft
foundation. A reinforced concrete conical structure with ring beams at top and bottom is used
for this purpose. The design of this enlargement is a structural design problem and is fully
described in Ref. [1],

15.12 SUMMARY

Annular rafts and full circle rafts are used in many situations such as foundations. The basic
principles of their design are described in this chapter.

EXAMPLE 15.1 (Design of annular raft for a chimney)

A chimney one metre thick and of mean radius 8 m has a weight of 30000 kN. The weight of
the soil above the foundation is estimated as 1000 kN. The moment due to wind is 8600 kN.
Design an annular raft for the foundation assuming a safe bearing capacity of 85 kN/m2 for the
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dead load and an increase of 20% for the wind load. Grade 20 concrete and Fe 415 steel are
to be used.

Reference Step Calculation

1 Find dimension of the annular raft
Let a = outer radius

c = inner radius

h = radius of loading of chimney = 8 m (fixed)

We must position the chimney at the CG of the raft

~ ,
*

, - ÿ , 30000 + 1000 2Total foundation area required =-= 365 m
85

Fixed loading circle of chimney weight = 8 m = radius

Sec. 15.2
3 3

Thus, CG b = 8 m =
2{a
.

~ C.)
3(fl —c)

But the area required = 7t{a2 - c2) = 365

a3 - c3 = 1414

2 Assume the outer radius a = 11.3 m, then the inner radius c = 3.1 m

Find area and moment of inertia of raft

A =ÿr[(l1.3)2 -(8.1)2J =370 m2

/=-(a4 -c4) = 12.726 m2
4

3 Calculate maximum and minimum pressure (allow 20% increase in
wind load)

31000 8600x11.3
q

370
~ 12.726

= 83.78 ± 7.64

Max pressure = 91.42 kN/m2 < 1.20 x 85 (i.e. < 102 kN/m2)

Min pressure = 75.14 kN/m2 is +ve.

4 Calculate pressure with factored loads for design

1.5x30000 n

<7o ~ (Earth load omitted) - 121.6 kN/m-

qx = pressure by moment = 1.5 x 7.64 = 11.46 kN/m2

5 Data for annular raft design

a = 11.3 m; c = 3.1 m; b = 8 m

p= 8/11.3 = 0.708

a= 3.1/11.3 = 0.274; p = rla = r/11.3
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Reference Step Calculation

8 m assumed
in Step 1

6

[Note: The types of tabular forms Tables El5.1 to El5.4 are necessary
for the analysis of a full circular raft as there can be reversals of

Mr and M,.] However, for an annular raft, we need to calculate the
following quantities only:

(1) Radial bending moment Mr at the junctions of the chimney with
the raft (inner and outer junctions). Mrp and also at Mri (outer
edge)

(2) Tangential bending moment Mrl (outer end); M,a at inner edge
and M,p at loading points

(3) Q at Qp
For the given annular raft with the inner radius 3.1 m, we start our
calculation with radius 3.5 m. We calculate for radii 3.5 m, 4 m, 6 m,
7.5 m, 8.5 m, 9 m, 10 m and 11.3 m. For r = 3.5 m, r = 3.5la = 3.5/11.3
= 0.31. Let the chimney have a thickness of 1 m with centre line at
8 m. Thus, we find the moments, shears at 7.5 and 8.5 m the meeting
points of the chimney with the raft.

(Let chimney he loaded at 7.5-8.5 m radius)

Tabulate values of Mr, M, and Qr using formulae and also maximum
values as in Tables E15.1 to E15.4.

[Note: As the wind can blow from any direction, we should consider
(a) wind from left to right and (b) wind from right to left to find
whether there is any reversal of moments in the raft. If there is
reversal, designed steel should be provided on top and bottom of the
raft. The following tabular form is needed for the design of full rafts
only].

TABLE E15.1 Calculation of Radial Moment Mr by Eqs. (15.6) and (15.7) for Factored Load

Load Inner Outer

/ÿr —> 3.5 4.0 6.0 7.5 8.5 9.0 10 11.3

DL
WL
Total

TABLE E15.2 Calculation of Tangential Moment M, by Eqs. (15.6) and (15.7)

Load Inner Outer

/r —> 3.5 4.0 6.0 7.5 8.5 9.0 10 11.3

DL
WL to left
WL to right
Total
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TABLE E15.3 Calculation Shear for Qr kN by Eqs. (15.6) and (15.7)

Load -L. Inner Outer

3.5 4.0 6.0 7.5 9.0

DL
WL to left
WL to right
Total

TABLE E15.4 Summary of Max +ve and -we Moments and Shear Along Radius
(Assumed Values)

Radius r (m) II Mr = (kNm/m) M, = (kNm/m) Q (kN)

3.5 0.310 30 -4.87 200
4.0 0.354 - - —
6.0 0.531 - — —
7.5 0.664 1025.0 +19.3 480
8.5 0.752 580.0 +18.0 430

10.0 0.885 103.0 - —
11.3 1.000 -0.3 105 0

(Note: For positive moment, we provide steel at the bottom and for negative steel, we provide steel at

the top.)

Evaluate Mr by approximate method at r = 7.5 m (M, can be
evaluated by approximate method)

r = r/a = 0.664; a = 0.274

Mr =q0a> iS-OP-Wl 2

6p 12p

= 721 + 460 = 1181 kNm

(It will be very nearly equal to the value obtained by the formula.
Similarly, Q can also be estimated. However, M, values cannot be
obtained by the approximate method.)

Design of section

Let max radial moment = 1025 kNm

Eq. (15.4)

Eq. (15.5)

Table B.l

d=
M..

1/2 /
1025xl0G

M

0-14 x/ci x6

= 605 mm. Adopt 615 mm.

D = 615 + 10 + 50 = 675

1025 xlO6

0.14x20x1000

a/2

7

bd 1000x615x615
= 2.70
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Reference Step Calculation

Percentage of steel = 0.928

. 0.928x1000 x 615 ____
2A =-=5707 mm

100

32 mm @ 125 mm spacing gives 6434 mm2
9 Design for shear

Table B.4 Allowable shear @ 0.90% steel = 0.61 N/mm2

Max shear 480 x 103
d =-=-=786 mm

1000x 0.61 1000 x 0.61

(Adopt depth d = 800 mm and let us provide 1% steel so that we do
not have to provide shear reinforcement in the slab.)

, 0.9x1000 x 800 ÿ 2A, =-- 7200 mm
100

10 Design for M,

M, is -ve (steel at top near the interior) and M, is +ve in the interior.

M, @ inner edge = 480 kNm/m

Table B.l
M 480 xlO6

—-=-=0.664
bd 1000x 800 x 800

Percentage of steel required = 0.187

0.187x1000 x 800 t Jn, 2Ar =-=1496 mm
100

Provide 16 mm @ 125 mm giving 1608 mm2
11 Find or estimate tangential steel at other places and detail steel

Nominal steel @ 0.12%

0.12x1000 x 800 2=-=960 mm"
100

Provide distribution steel as 16 mm @ 200 mm giving 1005 mm2. •

EXAMPLE 15.2 (Design of ring beam over an annular raft for a circular water tank)

The load from a circular water tank supported by six columns rests on a ring beam, which, in
turn, rests on an annular raft. Assuming the near diameter of the centres of column line is 8 m
and the total load from the tank is 30,000 kN, design the ring beam.

Reference Step Calculation

1 Find data for analysis

Radius of ring beam = r = 8 m

Number of columns 6; 2a = 60°

4-
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Reference Step Calculation

Sec. 15.8

i. 14 x 30
a=30° =--=0.5233 radians

180

w =
30000

=59?kN/m
7TX. 16

Find max +ve moment at centre of beam

(a) M +ve = wFaXx = (2 x 597 x 64 x 0.5233)2,
= 39991 x 0.045 = 1799 kNm

(b) M -ve = 39991 x ÿ (0.089) = 3559 kNm

(c) Max torsion at & = 12.75°

T = 39991 x Xi (0.009) = 360 kNm

Load |2xÿx8x597
(d) Shear = = 2500 kN at support

2 ÿ 6x2

Design of beam

The beam is above the annular foundation. It can be designed as a T
beam with the tension reinforcement placed just above the bottom
reinforcement of the annular raft. The raft itself can be of sloping
section as shown in Figure 15.3(a).

Assume width more than the size of the column and design the beam
for the above bending moments, shear and torsion (as per normal
cases).
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Under-reamed Pile Foundations

16.1 INTRODUCTION

The theory and design of conventional types of piles are dealt with in detail in all books on soil
mechanics and foundation engineering [1]. In this chapter, we examine exclusively the use of
under-reamed piles. IS 2911, Part III deals with the design of under-reamed piles [2].

Under-reamed piles (which do not go deep unlike conventional piles) are used extensively
for the foundations of walls and columns of one or two-storeyed residential buildings. They are
also used extensively for foundations of compound walls. In places where excavation of
foundations for ordinary buildings or extension of existing buildings is difficult, under-reamed
piles are quite popular. The most important and special use of these piles is for foundations for
ordinary buildings and compound walls in expansive soils. This has led to its popularity all over
India where expansive soils are present.

Under-reamed piles can be single or double under-reamed as shown in Figure 16.1. The
diameter of the bulb (Dv) is usually 2.5 times the diameter of the shaft and the centres of the
bulbs are separated by a distance equal to 1.2-1.5DV. In non-expansive soils, the first bulb is
usually made at a minimum depth of 1.75 m from the ground level. In expansive soils, the
moisture content of soils at the level of the last bulb and if possible at the level of the first bulb
should not vary with seasons. The bulbs are installed by manual labour by special boring tools.
For carrying light column loads, these piles are detailed in the same way as conventional piles.
As it is not possible to produce bulbs in sandy soil or under-water level, under-reaming of piles

227
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fs //*ÿ

I

T
D/4

Figure 16.1

-»l D H-
(a)

Bored cast in-situ under-reamed pile (The bulb should be formed below
the level where moisture does not change with season).

7FT1K

should not be used in such situations. The type of layout of these piles for carrying wall loads
of residential houses is as shown in Figure 16.2 and their design, is as follows. The above-
mentioned considerations regarding the positioning of piles should be very clearly borne in
mind while planning these foundations.

16.2 SAFE LOADS ON UNDER-REAMED PILES

Under-reamed piles are used under walls with grade beams (Figure 16.2) or under columns with
pile caps (Figure 16.3). Safe load on pile can be determined by:

1. Calculation of safe load from soil properties as calculated from the theory given in
books on Soil Mechanics with suitable factor of safety.

2. Actual load test on piles installed at site.

3. From safe load tables in IS 2911, Part 3 (Table 16.1).

16.3 DESIGN OF UNDER-REAMED PILE FOUNDATION FOR LOAD
BEARING WALLS OF BUILDINGS

Under-reamed foundations for walls in ordinary soils consist of a series of under-reamed piles
spaced at suitable intervals, and a continuous grade beam is laid over these piles; the walls are
built on these grade beams on piles. Special care should be taken to provide these piles at

junctions of walls, as shown in Figure 16.2. For the design of such a foundation, the following
factors should be taken into account:[3]
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60
cm

Figure 16.2 Layout of under-reamed pile for load bearing walks: (a) Layout of piles,

(b) Details, (T) Bulb to be formed below zone of seasonal volume change,

(2) Length of pile, (3) Pile shaft, (?) Grade beam placed above ground in
expansive soils (see Figure 16.3 for details).

1. The spacing of the piles, usually between 1 m and 3 m, should depend on its capacity
and the load it has to cany. Generally, it should not exceed 3 m to limit the sizes of
the grade beams. The minimum spacing allowed for the under-reamed piles is 2Dv. In
critical cases, it can be reduced to 1.5DV, in which case, the capacity of the pile should
be reduced by 10%. For a building, these piles are so planned that a pile is always
placed at the junctions or very close to the junctions of the walls, as shown in
Figure 16.2.

2. The carrying capacity of these piles, as given in IS 2911, is based on the field tests
conducted by the Central Building Research Station, Roorkee. They have standardized
the pile diameters and the reinforcements to be provided (not less than 0.4% for high
yield deformed steel). The safe load capacity uplift and lateral loads for these under-
reamed piles in medium compact sandy soils (N values, 10-30), and clayey soils of
medium consistency (N value, 4-8) and with bulb diameters equal to 2.5 times the
shaft diameter and 3.5 m-4.5 m deep are given in Table of IS 2911 (Part III). The safe
vertical load capacities for single under-reamed piles are reproduced in Table 16.1. It
can be seen that this table assumes a nominal safe bearing capacity of about 40 T/m2
and about 2 m depth below the ground level calculated on the nominal area of the
bulbs. For softer soils, the capacity of the pile should be reduced and, for harder soils,
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it may be increased correspondingly. The safe load on double under-reamed piles is
taken as 1.5 times that assumed for single under-reamed piles. Their capacities can
also be calculated by using the standard static formula for piles.

16.3.1 Design of Grade Beams

1. Grade beams are meant to transfer the wall load to the ground. The width of the beam
is made slightly larger than the pile diameter, and not less than the width of the wall
it has to carry. In expansive soils, these grade beams (especially the grade beams of
the external walls) are isolated (not supported) on the soil below (Figure 16.3). They
should also be designed as not bearing on the soil. In non-expansive soils it is better
that the grade beams are placed on an 8 cm sand filling and a levelling course of 1:5:10
concrete 8 cm thick so that it can also transfer part of the load (up to 20%) to the
ground below. A span/depth ratio of 10 to 15 between piles, with a minimum depth
of 15 cm, is used for practical construction for these grade beams.

2. For the design of these beams, according to IS 291 1 (Part III), CI. 5.3, the maximum
bending moment in the case of beams supported on the ground during construction is
taken as wL2/50. However, for concentrated loads on the beam, the full bending
moment should be considered. It should be noted that these reduced moments are due
to arching or deep beam action of the supported masonry which takes place only if the
height of the wall is at least 0.6 times the length of the beam.

Alternatively, even though not suggested in the code, the grade beams may be
designed as in the case of lintels so that only the wall load inside a 60° triangle is

transferred on to the grade beam. As the height of the triangle of load will be V3(L/2)
(i.e. 0.87 times length), the weight of the triangle of masonry (assuming the unit
weight of the wall as 19 kN/m3) becomes

/Tr2
W=--(t x 19) kN

4

For this action, the height of the wall should be at least 0.86 times the span. The
bending moment due to this load will work out to be

WI
M = —-kNm

6

In either case, the depth as also the reinforcement calculated, based on the above
theory, will be small. A minimum depth of 15 cm should be always adopted for the

beams as shown in Table 16.2. This table may be used for empirical design.

3. For detailing of steel in these beams, IS 2911 (Part III) recommends that an equal
amount of steel should be provided at the top and bottom of the grade beam. It should
also be not less than three bars of 8 mm high yield steel at top and bottom. The stirrups
should consist of 6 mm MS bars at 300 mm spacing, which may be reduced to 100 mm
at the door openings near the wall up to a distance of three times the depth of the
beam.
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A better method of detailing would be to bend two of the four bars from the under-reamed
piles to each side of the pile into the grade beams as top steel and extend it to a length up to

a quarter span of the beam on both sides of the pile. In addition, two top bars are provided
continuous at top of the grade beam as hanger bars. The reinforcements required at the bottom
(minimum of 3 Nos. of 8 mm bars) are provided as continuous bottom reinforcement. The
recommended sizes of grade beams are given in Table 16.2. Thus, an empirical design of under-
reamed piles and the grade beams can be made using Tables 16.1 and 16.2.

TABLE 16.1 Safe Loads for Vertical Under-reamed Piles [(L = 3.5 m) in Sandy Soils
and Clayey Soils Including Black Cotton Soils] (Refer IS 2911, Part III (1980))

Diameter

of pile
(mm)

Longitudinal
steel-HYDS

6 mm
stirrups;
spacing

Safe load
single

under-reamed
(tons)

Strength
increase in

300 mm
length (tons)

Strength
decrease in

300 mm
length (tons)

200 3-10 mm 180 mm
250 4-10 mm 220 mm
300 4-12 mm 250 mm
375 5-12 mm 300 mm
400 6-12 mm 300 mm
450 7-12 mm 300 mm
500 9-12 mm 300 mm

8 0.9 0.7
12 1.15 0.9
16 1.4 1.1
24 1.8 1.4
28 1.9 1.9
35 2.15 1.7
42 2.4 1.9

Notes:

(i) Applicable for soils with N value (10-30) for sand and (4-8) for clay.
(ii) Diameter of the bulb is 2.5 times the diameter of the pile.
(iii) Capacity of double under-reamed is 1.5 times that of single under-reamed pile.
(iv) Spacing of piles should be such that there is undisturbed soil for a distance of not less

than 0.5 times the diameter of the bulb between the bulbs.
(v) Uplift resistance is usually taken as one half the bearing value.
(vi) Lateral resistance can be taken as 1/8 the bearing value.

TABLE 16.2 Recommended Sizes of Grade Beams over Under-reamed Piles
(The following specified steel is to be provided both at the top and the

bottom of the grade beam)

Effective span of beams

Pood on _1-5 m_ _1.8 m_ _2.1 m_ _2.4 m_
beam D As, D Asl D Asl D As,

(kN/m) (mm) (Nos. dia) (mm) (Nos. dia) (mm) (Nos. dia) (mm) (Nos. dia)

1. Beam width 230 mm

15 150 4 T 8 150 4 T 8 150 4 T 8 150 4 T 8
30 150 4 T 8 150 4 T 8 150 4 T 8 180 4 T 8

(Contd.)
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TABLE 16.2 Recommended Sizes of Grade Beams over Under-reamed Piles
(The following specified steel is to be provided both at the top and the

bottom of the grade beam) (contd.)

Effective span of beams

Load on 1.5 m 1.1I m 2.1 m 2.4 m

beam D <4* D D Aa D
(kN/m) (mm) (Nos. dia) (mm) (Nos. dia) (mm) (Nos. dia) (mm) (Nos. dia)

45 150 4 T 8 150 4 T 8 180 4 T 8 200 4 T 8
60 150 4 T 8 180 4 T 8 200 4 T 8 200 4 T 8
75 180 4 T 8 200 4 T 8 200 4 T 8 200 4 T 8

2. Beam width 345 mm

15 150
30 150
45 150
60 150
75 150
90 180

105 180

3. Beam width 460 mm

60 150 4 T 12 150 4 T 12 150 4 T 12 180 4 T 12

75 150 4 T 12 150 4 T 12 180 4 T 12 200 4 T 12

90 150 4 T 12 180 4 T 12 200 4 T 12 200 4 T 16
105 150 4 T 12 180 4 T 12 200 4 T 16 200 4 T 16

120 180 4 T 12 200 4 T 12 200 4 T 16 200 4 T 16

135 180 4 T 12 200 4 T 12 200 4 T 16 200 4 T 16
150 180 4 T 12 200 4 T 16 200 4 T 16 200 4 T 16

Note: 1. T denotes high yield steel (Fe 415). 4T12 means 4 nos 12 mm T bars at top and bottom.

2. The areas of steel specified above works out to 0.5 to 1% of section depending on the span.

16.4 DESIGN OF UNDER-REAMED PILES UNDER COLUMNS OF
BUILDINGS

Under-reamed piles as a group are also used under lightly loaded columns. These piles are

provided with conventional pile caps. Details of these arrangements are shown in Figure 16.3.

16.5 USE OF UNDER-REAMED PILES FOR EXPANSIVE SOILS

The best solution for foundations of ordinary buildings in highly expansive soil, where the
strength of the soil does not decrease with depth, is the under-reamed pile and grade beam

4 T 10 150 4 T 10 150 4 T 10 150 4 T 10
4 T 10 150 4 T 10 180 4 T 10 180 4 T 10
4 T 10 150 4 T 10 180 4 T 10 180 4 T 10
4 T 10 150 4 T 10 180 4 T 10 200 4 T 10
4 T 10 150 4 T 10 200 4 T 12 200 4 T 12

4 T 10 150 4 T 12 200 4 T 12 200 5 T 12
4 T 10 150 4 T 12 200 4 T 12 200 6 T 12
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Column
binders

100 mm

Column starter bars

Alternate arrangement of direct
bonding of beam main bars

— Pile cap binders

Bonding bars to enable beam and cap to be cast separately

Pile
reinforcement

Main bars
both ways

Main bars top and bottom

— Beam binders at nominal centres

75 mm binding-

(a)

RC
column

Pile-4 Nos

Width of wall

-7ZT

\h(\AkV\ r\4 moll

. 50 mm thick concrete
slab or brick on edge

(b)

i
50 mm thick concrete
slab or brick on edge

(c)

Figure 16.3 Details of under-reamed piles, pipe cap and grade beam: (a) General arrangements;
(b) interior grade beams; (c) exterior grade beams (IS 2911 Part III).

foundation. It is considered as one of the most efficient environmental and structural solutions
for dealing with light to moderate loads in expansive soils. The foundation acts independent of
the ground movements. These piles can be used (a) with grade beams directly under walls, as
shown in Figure 16.2, or (b) under columns with the pile cap, as shown in Figure 16.3. The
following principles are important for their successful performance.

1. The depth of the pile should be at least equal to the depth where no loss in moisture
occurs due to seasonal changes in that site. This depth is taken as approximately
3-3.5 m below the ground level in most places in India. Where large trees are present
or expected to be planted, it should be taken approximately 5 m deep. If the piles are
founded in regions where moisture changes take place, the pile will also move along
with the soil in that zone. This should be strictly avoided. The piles should also be
anchored by enlarged bulbs formed below the neutral point (zone of no moisture change
with season) with sufficient pullout strength to offset the uplift pressure on the pile.

2. These under-reamed piles are generally not isolated from the surrounding soil.
Therefore, when the surrounding soil heaves up, the pile also tends to lift up. The
under-reaming and steel provided is meant to anchor the pile at the base so that the
pile can take up this upward movement in tension. Thus, it is very important that the
under-reaming is made in the zone of no climate change and also the pile has enough
steel to develop the tension capacity.
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3. The grade and plinth beams on the top of the piles should be tied properly on these
piles, and the pile reinforcements should be properly anchored into these beams at the
pile supports with enough negative steel continuous over the piles. This is very
important in expansive soils to resist the uplift of the foundation. Many foundation
failures have been reported due to lack of attention to this detailing.

4. In expansive soils, as already pointed out, the grade beams themselves should be
preferably isolated from the expansive soils by suitable methods. IS 2911, Part III on
Under-reamed Piles gives us the details of the design and construction of this
structural system.

5. It is recommended that in South India, the construction of these piles should
commence immediately at the end of the principal (NE) monsoon (i.e. January-
February) and the full load should be allowed to act before the onset of the next
monsoon (July-August). Such piles have been found to give good results.

16.6 SUMMARY

Under-reamed piles of diameter 200-500 mm are extensively used in India for building
construction. The design of these beams has been briefly explained in this chapter.

EXAMPLE 16.1 (Design of under-reamed pile foundation for a load bearing wall)

The main brickwall of a room of a residential building is 225 mm thick and has a loading of
40 kN/m at the foundation level. Another crosswall of the same thickness joins it and transmits
a concentrated load of 35 kN/m. Design a layout of under-reamed piles and grade beam for the
foundation of the main wall.

Reference Step Calculation

1 Layout of foundation
Place one pile P, at the junction of the walls and pile P2 at 2 m
spacing along the walls.

2 Loads on piles and grade beams

Load on P, = (40 x 2) + 35 = 115 kN

Load on P2 = (40 x 2) = 80 kN

Load on grade beam = 40 kN/m

3 Design of piles

Text
Table 16.1

Piles of 200 mm diameter, single under-reamed have a capacity of

80 kN. Adopt for P2.
Piles of 200 mm diameter, double under-reamed have a capacity of
120 kN. Adopt for Px (pile at the junction).

4 Design of grade beam

Load on grade beam = 40 kN/m

Effective span = 2000 - 200 = 1800 mm
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Reference Step Calculation

Text Adopt 150 mm deep beam with 4 Nos. of 10 mm at the bottom and
Table 16.2 the same at the top.

5 Always check bearing capacity of soil

Diameter of under-ream = 2.5d = 2.5 x 200 = 500 mm

Bearing area of pile =-ÿ—ÿ-
=0.196 m2 (area of bulls)

4

Expected safe bearing capacity at 3 m depth is equal to

Sec. 16.3 (2) -=
-ÿ-

=408 kN/m2
A 0.196

[Note: Pile caps for piles under columns are designed as described in Chapter 17.]
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Design of Pile Caps

17.1 INTRODUCTION

Piles, wells and caissons are the three basic forms of deep foundations. Piles can be
displacement piles (driven into the ground) or replacement piles (installed by making a bore and
then filling it with concrete). The main difference between piles and wells or caissons is the
cross-sectional size. Wells and caissons can be looked upon as large rigid piles installed by
excavation or by drilling by machines. Whereas the pile bends under a horizontal load, a well
or caisson rotates under a horizontal load. 'Caisson' literally mean "a large watertight case open
at the bottom and from which water is kept out by pneumatic pressure." Caissons are installed
with pneumatic pressure.

Since the methods of calculation of the bearing capacities, settlements, etc. of different
types of ordinary piles 300-600 mm diameter are described in books dealing with geotechnical
aspects of foundation engineering ( l], we will not repeat them here. The method of calculating

bearing capacities of large diameter piles 600 mm and above is discussed in Chapter 18. In this
chapter, we confine ourselves the design of pile caps that are necessary to join a group of
ordinary piles to act together. Large diameter piles do not need pile caps.

We should remember that the friction piles should generally have a spacing of at least
three times the diameter of the piles and bearing piles at least 2.5 times the diameter so that their
active zones do not overlap. (The British Code of Practice suggests a minimum spacing equal
to the perimeter of piles for friction piles. IS 2911 (Part I) recommends a spacing of not less
than 2.5 times the shaft diameter for bearing piles in loose sands.[2] When the piles are bearing

236
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on rock a minimum spacing can be two times the diameter of the shaft. IS uses the symbol Dp
for the diameter of the piles. In British practice, it is usually represented as hp.)

17.2 DESIGN OF PILE CAPS

Pile caps are used to transmit the column load to the pile foundation. The plan dimension of
the pile cap should be based on the assumption that the actual final position of piles in
construction can be up to 10 cm out of line from the theoretical centre lines. Pile caps should,
therefore, be made very large to accommodate these deviations. In practice, pile caps are
extended as much as 15 cm beyond the outer face of the piles with this objective. The design
objectives of pile caps are that they should be capable of safely carrying the bending moment

and shear force and they should be deep enough to provide adequate bond lengthfor the pile

reinforcements and the column starter bars. (These are fundamental requirements.) The
important parameters in the design of pile caps are as follows:

• Shape of pile cap

• Depth of pile cap

• Amount of steel to be provided

• Arrangement of reinforcement.

To standardize the pile cap design, the following recommendations are commonly used in
the British practice.[31

17.3 SHAPE OF PILE CAP TO BE ADOPTED

The standard shapes and types of arrangements to be used in the layout of the piles should
depend on the number of piles in the foundation. In this context, the following requirements
should be taken into account:

l. The minimum spacing of piles (khp in Figure 17.1) permitted from soil mechanics
depends on the type and diameter of pile as well as the soil conditions. CP 2004
requires a minimum centre-to-centre spacing of twice the diameter of the pile for end-
bearing and three times the diameter for friction piles. (IS 2911: Part I, Sees. 1 and
2 recommend a minimum spacing of 2.5 times the diameter of the pile for both driven
cast-in-situ and bored cast-in-situ piles.) For accommodating deviations in driving of
piles, the size of the pile cap is made 300 mm (150 mm on each side) more than the
outer-to-outer distance of the exterior piles. A cover of 75 mm is also usually provided
for the pile cap surfaces in contact with earth and 60 mm against blinding concrete of
75-80 mm thick. In marine situations, the cover should be increased to a minimum of
80 mm.

2. Another requirement in arriving at the shape of the pile cap is that the centre of gravity
of the piles and the pile cap should coincide so that all the piles are equally loaded with
gravity loads.

3. In arriving at the final layout, the need to provide suitable reinforcement is a major
consideration.
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Based on these three requirements, the recommended shapes of the pile cap for 2-9 piles
are as shown in Figure 17.1, and the method of choosing the shape is illustrated by Figure 17.2.

No. of piles Shape of pile cap Tension by truss theory [Eq. 17.2a]

rM
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Figure 17.1 Shape of pile caps for 2 to 6 piles and formulae for tension by truss theory for
arrangement of steel. (Extend pile cap 150 mm beyond edge of pile. Dimensions given
are in mm.)
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Figure 17,2 Shape of pile caps for 6 to 9 piles.

For example, as a pile cap for a three-pile group, any one of the shapes A, B and C as
shown in Figure 17.3 can be considered. However, type A was rejected because of doubtful
shear capacity, and B was rejected because of difficulty in setting out of steel. But shape C has
been adopted as it can have a more practical layout of reinforcement and is also strong in shear.

Figure 17.3 Pile cap for 3 pile group.

17.4 CHOOSING APPROXIMATE DEPTH OF PILE CAP

The pile cap depth is usually not less than 600 mm. The commonly taken depth is as follows:

Pile size (mm) 300 350 400 450 500 550 600

Pile cap depth (mm) 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1400

The study of the cost of pile caps for pile diameters 40-60 cm showed that the cost per
kN of the load varied with the depth of the pile cap. Accordingly, one may generalize the
relationship for an economical depth and arrive at the following relation: Assuming (hp) as the
diameter of the pile and (h) as the total thickness of the pile cap, we get

d = (2hp + 100) mm for hp > 500 mm (17.1a)

d = 1/3(8hp + 600) mm for hp > 550 mm (17.1b)
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17.5 DESIGN OF PILE CAP REINFORCEMENT AND CAPACITY AND
CHECKING THE DEPTH FOR SHEAR

The pile cap should be deep enough for the pile reaction from below the pile caps to be
transferred to the pile cap. Similarly, considering the loads from the column at its top, the pile
cap should have sufficient capacity to resist the bending moment and shear forces as well as

the punching shear requirements to transfer the load to the piles through the pile cap.
There are two alternative theories on which pile caps can be assumed to transfer the loads

from the columns to the pile foundations. They are (a) the truss theory and (b) the beam or

bending theory.

Truss theory: Figure 17.4 shows the truss action for a four-pile group. Even in conventional
designs when the angle of dispersion of load 6 is less than 30° (tan 30° = 0.58), (i.e. the value
of (ajd) ratio as shown in Figure 17.4 is less than 0.6), we may assume the load to be
transferred to the pile by strut action. AB being incompression and BC in tension. This is called
the truss action. Experiments show that this action (as in deep beams and corbels) can be
predominant even up to (ajd) ratio equal to 2 or av = 2d. In this truss action, the tensile force
between pile heads is assumed to tie the ends of the reinforcements at its ends as needed in the
case of an arch. This is known as the truss theory.

T

Figure 17.4 Design of pipe cap reinforcement by truss theory: (a) Transmission of
load from column to pile by truss action, (b) Truss action in 2 pile group
and use of tension steel. (Note: Value of av.)

Bending theory: The action of the whole pile cap as a beam is easy to imagine. When the
shear span/depth of (ajd) is 2 or more, the bending action is more predominant than the truss

action. Thus, the tensile reinforcement at the bottom acts like the tension reinforcement in an

ordinary beam. Then the pile caps are to be designed by the beam theory.

In some cases, the design by beam theory may require far less steel than that by truss

theory. It should, however, be remembered that the realization of these different actions is not

so much for the determination of the amount of steel and the savings that can be done in steel
quantity as for the appreciation of the real behaviour of the pile cap in the field and for the
method of detailing of steel in pile caps. The necessity of anchoring the main steel at their ends
should be fully appreciated when conditions are favourable for truss action. With truss action,
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the ends of the steel should be given full anchorage by providing the full development length
by suitable bending of the steel inside the pile cap.

It should also be remembered that, theoretically, one can assume higher allowable
anchorage bond stresses on top of the pile than specified for beams due to the effect of the
compression present at the junction of the pile head and the pile cap.

17.5.1 Design for Steel

Method I(By truss theory):

(a) Calculation of tensileforce. The truss action can be visualized in groups of piles up
to six piles. For a pile cap over two piles, taking H as the tensile force and P as load
from the column, from the triangle of forces of Figure 17.4, we have

H _LI2
PI2

~

d

The tensile force is thus given by the equation

H=— =f(—X F=1/4 (17.2)
4d 1 d J

The area of steel required is given by

A
H

-
PL

s~
0.87/, ~4(0.87/,)</

If the size of the column (a along L) is also taken into account, the magnitude of the
tensile force is obtained as

H=— (31? - a1) (17.2a)
ULd

These values of H for pile caps up to No. 6 are tabulated in Figure 17.1.

The ideal arrangement of reinforcement obtained from the truss theory is to place the
steel in bands joining the top of piles with enough extension of the steel for full anchorage.
In practice, this concentration of steel over piles is rarely possible and even distribution
across the section with some concentration along the piles is resorted to, as described in
Sec. 17.6.

Method 2 (By bending theory): When (ajd) ratio is more than 2, as in shallow pile caps or

with the arrangement of 6 or more piles, the bending action is more predominant than the truss

action. In this case, the pile cap is designed as a normal beam for bending moment and shear.
The reinforcement is evenly distributed over the section.

For the bending action, the load on the pile cap may be considered to be uniformly
distributed or concentrated. IS 29 1 1 specifies the load from the column to be dispersed at 45°
from the top to the middle of the pile cap. The reaction from the pile is also taken as distributed
at 45° from the edge of the pile up to the mid-depth of the pile cap. The maximum bending
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moment and shear force are calculated on this basis. However, it is much easier to consider the
loads as concentrated loads and calculate the BM and SH. The depth to be provided should be
such that no extra shear reinforcement is necessary for the section.

17.5.2 Designing Depth of Pile Cap for Shear

Method I(Using ordinary bending theory): IS 456, CI. 34.2.4.2 states that for checking
shear in a footing supported on piles of diameter Dp (or hp), we take a vertical section at a
distance equal to the effective depth of the footing located from the face of the column pedestal
or wall. All piles (of diameter D) located at D/2 or more outside this section are assumed as

producing shear on the section. The reaction from any pile whose centre is located at D/2 or
more inside the section shall be assumed as producing no shear on the section. For intermediate
position of the pile centre, the portion of the pile reaction to be assumed as producing shear on
the section shall be based on straight line interpolation between full value at D/2 outside the
section to zero value at D/2 inside the section.

Method 2 (Using enhanced shear theory (hp = diameter of the pile)): It has been pointed
out that truss actions can be easily visualized for pile caps up to five piles. In such chases, the
shear may be considered as in deep beams and corbels. The procedure for checking shear stress

when using this theory is as follows.

The critical section for shear is taken as shown in Figure 17.5 along the piles, as also along
the face of the piles, in square piles and at hp/5 inside the pile for round piles. All piles with
centres outside this line are considered for calculating shear across this section in the pile cap.

I
1

o ©
1

o o

o 0 E
i

2 O o

o 6. . i
_ O o

Figure 17.5 Checking shear in pile cap by enhanced shear theory.

No enhancement of shear is allowed if av > l.5d. This enhancement is also allowed only for
strips of width 3hp immediately around the piles. If piles are spaced at more than 3hp for the
balance of the areas, only the normal shear value is allowed. The condition to be satisfied with
the normal and enhanced shear values is as follows:

Shear capacity along B.B = rc Bd>Y,P

where

EP = Sum of pile reactions from the edge to the section considered

B = Width of pile cap
d = Effective depth
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The increased shear value is

Tc' =2tc(d/av) (17.3)

where

Tc' = Increased shear value

Tc = Normal shear value in Table B.4

av = As shown in Figures 17.5 and 17.6

(Note: The increased value is applicable to a distance av = 2d only. Critical sections are taken
at hp/5 for circular piles and along the face of the pile for rectangular piles.)

17.5.3 Checking for Punching Shear

The allowable punching shear is usually high. As a general rule, if the piles come within the
loadspread of 45° of the supporting column then punching shear calculations are not normally
necessary. Otherwise, punching shear should be checked just as in other cases of footings
around the columns.

17.6 ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCEMENTS

The detailing of reinforcement in pile caps depends on their shape. In general, seven types of
bars are used as pile cap reinforcements (Figure 17.6):

3 + 300

80 mm
mud mat

100 to 150 mm

Figure 17.6 Reinforcement detailing of pile caps. ((j)-(7): Bar marks. (T), (2), Main bars;

(3), Horizontal ties to resist bursting (T12-150); 0Starter bars; 0) Pile bars; 0) Top

bars; (7), @) links). (We generally design pile cap to be safe in shear without shear
reinforcement.)

1. Type (1) steel main bars placed at the bottom in the AX-direction at 90° and extending
to the top of the pile cap bent up at their ends to increase anchorage.
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2. Type (2) steel main bars placed at the bottom in the IT-direction also bent up at their
ends.

3. Type (3) steel consisting of two or three layers of 16 mm diameter horizontal ties
(lacer bars) fixed to the upstands of the main bars as secondary steel to resist bursting.

4. Type (4) bars, the column starter bars, which are L shaped and turned back at the level
of the bottom reinforcement. They are held together by links at two or more levels.

5. Type (5) bars are the reinforcements from the pile, which are extended into the pile
cap for its full development length in compression.

6. Type (6) bars which are the top steel provided as compression steel in the slab if
required by calculation. These reinforcements are tied together to form a cage before
casting the pile cap.

7. Type (7) bars are the links to the column bars and 7A links to the pile reinforcements.

The arrangement of reinforcements for various types of pile caps is shown in Figure 17.7.
In detailing of steel, special attention should be given to the anchorage length of these
reinforcements.
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For 3 piles For 7 piles

Figure 17.7 Arrangement of steel for pile caps.

Main steel

Nominal steel

17.7 ECCENTRICALLY LOADED PILE GROUPS

If the pile group is supporting a column subjected to moments due to vertical loads as in
Figure 17.8, then the loads in the individual piles of the pile group have to adjust to take care
of these moments also. In such cases, we can proceed as in the case of a footing subjected to

eccentric loads.
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1. If the moment is acting all the time, we can set the column at an eccentricity with
respect to the CG of the pile group and see that all the piles are not loaded beyond
their capacity.

2. If the moments act only temporarily, the change in pile loads due to the moment should
be calculated and the resultant loads should be within the safe capacity of the piles.

Figure 17.8 Eccentrically loaded pile cap.

The load on a typical pile will be given by the relations (Mx = Pex and My = PeY)

r $ * ' d2— ±MX ± My
N A {*4)

iLidwhere Mx and My are the moments about CG of the group and —L is the modulus of the pile
d

of the pile group.
We must also remember that if the moment caused is due to the external horizontal forces

(in contrast to gravity loads), the group has to resist these horizontal forces also.
(Note: Moment due to ex is designated as Mxx.)

17.8 CIRCULAR AND ANNULAR PILE CAP

Circular and annular pile caps are used to support circular or annular rafts in bad soils. The piles
can be arranged in two ways:

• Along a radial direction at various specified diameters

• Along various specified diameters at equal spacing along the diameter but not radially.

(The method of analysis of the circular or annular raft on piles has already been discussed
in Sec. 15.9.)

17.8.1 Analysis of Forces on Vertical Piles

When vertical loads W and moments M (like moment due to wind loads on a chimney) act, the
loads are calculated as follows:
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W M
Maximum and minimum loads on pile in outer ring =— ±— y

N I
where W = Vertical axial load

N = Number of piles

/ =X(r cos Of
r = Radial distance of the pile
0 = Inclination of the pile from the direction of M

There should be no negative load on the pile.

(17.5)

Figure 17.9 Circular pile caps: (a) Piles placed along circles in radial directions,
(b) Piles placed at equal spacings along concentric circles.

17.8.2 Analysis of Raked Piles (Inclined Pile)

When lateral loads are very large, raking piles can be introduced, especially along the outer

periphery. The pile rake should be neither greater than 1 in 2 nor less than 1 in 12. Usually,
1 in 5 is used as a value greater than 1 in 4 requires special field equipment. There are two

methods of analysing this system as follows:

(a) The first method is the Culman's method as described in books on foundation
engineering [1], Here, vertical and raking piles take the load together.

(b) In the second method, it is assumed horizontal loads are resisted by raking piles only.
In this method, we assumed that the maximum loading on the pile, as calculated by
Eq. (17.5), is in the raked direction. The sum of the horizontal components (+ve

on windward and -ve on the leeward side) resists the horizontal force. These
forces can be determined by graphical construction on a large representation of
the pile layout [3],

17.9 COMBINED PILE CAPS

As in the case of footings, it may be necessary in some cases to combine the pile caps for
carrying two separate columns to a combined pile cap. The same principles, as used in
combined footings to have the centre of gravity of loads to coincide with the centre of gravity
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of pile groups, can be used here also. Piles can also be used to carry an external column as in
balanced footings [see Example 15.5].

17.10 SUMMARY

Pile caps should be designed with care. Their depths should satisfy the transfer of forces from
columns to piles. The shape, size and reinforcements to be provided depend on the number of
piles and the loads to be transferred. These aspects have been briefly discussed in this chapter.

EXAMPLE 17.1 (Checking for shear as per IS 456, CI. 34.2 in pile caps)

A reinforced concrete column 500 x 500 mm is supported on a pile cap with 4 cylindrical piles
of 300 mm diameter spaced at 1100 mm centres as shown in Figure El7.1. The column is
placed with a pedestal 700 x 700 mm all around. The forces acting on the column are a gravity
load of 800 kN and a moment of 600 kNm on the IT-axis. Check for shear if the effective depth
of the cap is 530 mm.

ÿ""">600 kNm

1700

(

o

(Note: All dimensions of length are in mm)

Figure E17.1

Reference Step Calculation

Sec. 17.3

2

Findplan area of pile cap (with 150 mm extension)

Length L = 1100 + 300 + 150 + 150 = 1700 mm square

Calculate forces on piles (Pile diameter hp)

1_
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Reference Step Calculation

Figure El7.1 Let moment be left to right as shown

Max load on a row of two piles on the right

P
=—h that due to moment (lever arm 1.1m)

A

-
800

+
600

-40 +54 -944 kN
2 1.1

Factored load = 1.5(944) = 1416 kN (on 2 piles)

3 Find section AA along Y-axis for shear (d = 530 given)

Though the IS specifies the section for checking shear to be taken at
a distance d for the footing, we will check shear at a distance d/2 from
the pedestal to illustrate the principle of design.

Section for shear at — — =265 mm from pedestal
2 2

= 265 + 350 = 615 mm centre of pile cap.

Location of the pile 550 mm from the centre line.

Pile is 65 mm inside the section of AA

Sec. 17.5.2 According to the IS, shear is zero for piles located at hJ2 = 150 inside
AA and the effect is full for piles located at htJ2 = 150 outside AA.
For other positions, we take proportionately in the length

(hp/2 + hp/2) = hp

Step 2 Shear =H16X(15°-65)=40L2= 400kN
300

CK . V 400 x10s A„„XT( 2Shear stress =— =-=0.44 N/mm
hd 1700x530

This is safe for a percentage of steel of 0.4% for M2o-
4 Find depth by thumb rule

d = 2hp + 100 for hp < 500

Sec. 17.4 = 600 + 100 = 700 mm

EXAMPLE 17.2 (Design of pile caps using truss theory)

A column 550 mm square has to carry a factored (design) load of 2600 kN to be supported on

4 piles each of 450 mm diameter and spaced at 1350 mm centres. Design a suitable pile cap
assuming fck = 25 N/mm3 and fy = 415 N/mm2.
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Reference Step Calculation

1 Arrangement of pile cap

Figure 17.1 With extension of the pile cap equal to 150 mm on all sides from the
outer side of piles

Size of pile cap = 1350 + 450 + 300 = 2100 mm

2 Depth of pile cap

Sec. 17.4 Empirical formula = 2hp + 100 = 1000 mm (too high)

Adopt effective depth d = 1/2 spacing of the pile

1350
A-7C J 7c=-=675 mm and 75 mm cover.

2
Assuming 20 mm rods, D = 675 + 75 + 10 = 760 mm

Pile cap 2100 x 2100 x 760 mm

3 Check for truss action

Figure 17.6 Shear span = av
450

a,, =675 -275 -225 +— =265 mm
5

-=
-ÿ-ÿ-

=2.55 or avId=0.39 (only)
av 265

Truss action exists (ajd < 0.6).

Figure 17.1 4 Tension steel

P tiT =-(3Z, -b )
24Ld

=-—-[3(1350)2 -(550)2]
24x1350x675

= 614 kN

„ 614X103 2A =-= 1701 mm
0.87x415

Provide 16T 12, giving 1809 mm2
5 Percentage of steel provided

IS 456
CI. 26.5.1.1

1809x 100
p =-=0.127% >0.12%

2100x675

(This is less than the 0.2% in IS and 0.33% in BS of steel usually
provided for beams in which the bending action is predominant.)

6 Check for shear (fck = 25) using enhanced shear theory

Spacing of piles 350 = 3hp = (3 x 450)
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Reference Step Calculation

7

Hence, enhanced shear is allowed in the section.

(id} 0.36x2x675
Tc ~ tc - -1.83 but < 3.1 N/mirr (Enhanced

KJ 265
shear)

V ÿ 2600x1000
Shear =---

2100 x 6.75J 2(2100x675)

= 0.92 N/mm2 < rf = 1.83 N/mm2
Detail steel
Detail steel according to the standard practice.

[Note: If the depth of the pile cap provided is less than that given for
trass action, then the pile cap is designed as a beam and checked for
bending and shear.]

EXAMPLE 17.3 (Design of pile cap using bending theory)

Design a pile cap for a system of 3 piles supporting a column 500 mm square and carrying
an axial load of 600 kN. Assume that the diameter of the pile is 400 mm, fck = 20 N/mm2,
fy = 415 N/mm2.

i

Col. 500 x 500 mm
h.= 400 mm ,

15000 mm

1200 mm—H

— 1500 mm —
Figure E17.3

Reference Step Calculation

Fig. 17.1 1 Layout of pile cap

Assume the standard layout with tolerance of 200 mm for the cap.

Eq. (17.1) Spacing of pile < 2hp.
Adopt 1.5 m as size of pile cap; assume depth of cap D = 600 mm

Bending theory as in a slab becomes applicable when the depth of pile
cap to be provided is small, i.e.

d= 600 -15-— =517 mm
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Reference Step Calculation

Figure El7.3

SP 16
Table 2

Table B.l

IS 456
Table 19

Loads on pile cap

Volume of the pile cap = Plan area x Depth

Base length = 1.5 + 0.4 + 0.2 + 0.2 = 2.3 m

1.5x -v/3
Height = +0.4 +0.4

= 1.3 + 0.8 = 2.1 m

Plan area = (2.3x2.1) -(2.1-0.8)
2.3 -Oi

= 3.86 sq.m
Wt. of pile cap = 3.86 x 0.6 x 24 = 55.5 kN

Assume wt. as concentrated load at CG.

Load on each pile =ÿ (600 +56) = 219 kN

Factored load on each pile = 1.5 x 219 = 328 kN

Transfer of loadfrom piles to pile cap

First consider load transferred in the FY-direction and then in the
AX-direction.

According to IS 2911, Part I, CI. 5.12.1, loads and reactions can be
dispersed to the mid-depth of the pile cap. Taking loads as
concentrated loads is a conservative estimate for thin slabs and we
will adopt the same.

Bending of one pile loaded in the YY-direction

(P x dist to CG of 3-pile loads)

2
M, =328 x — x 1.3=284 kNm; Breadth = 800 mm

3

Required d\
284 x 10

1 0.138x800x20
=359 <517 (available)

M, 284 x 10"
bd 800x517x517

= 1.33,p=0.4

4 0.4x800x517 2A. =-= 1654 mm
100

One-way shear in the YY-direction (enhanced shear theory)

v = -
Pile load 328 xl0~

=0.79 N/mm2
Section 800x517

rc for 0.4% steel = 0.39 less than 0.79 N/mm2
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Reference Step Calculation

2
C =Tc\ —

{ av )

(due to enhanced shear) (Taking at hJS)

Figure 17.4 «v=|(1-3) 0.2 0.25 +
0 40

-0.5
5

rf =0.39
(2x 0.5 17

0.5
=0.80 N/mm2

6 Bending in the XX-direction

M2 =328 x — -246 kNm < M,
2 1

7 Bending shear in the XX-direction

a li l0.2-0.25 +0.08=0.13

rc' =0.39
'2 x 0.517 ")

0.13 J =3.012 N/mm2

8 Punching shear around column to he supported

Section at 4/2 from the column face

d = 517 mm

Perimeter for punching shear = 2(2 + b + 2d)

= 2(1000 + 1034) = 4068 mm

1.5x600x1000
p 4068x517

=0.42 <1.12 N/mm2

9 Arrangement of steel

(a) Arrange main steel as beams in the YY- and XX-directions.

Figure 17.8 (b) Provide 5 Nos. of 10 mm rods as circumferential steel around the
projected pile reinforcements which extend to top of the pile cap.

IS 2911 [Note: Two-way shear or punching shear also has to be considered
Sec. 3.4.2.4 at 4/2 from the column face where such action can develop, as in the

case of a pile cap over a large number of piles. For this example, such
action may not develop and hence, it is not considered.]

EXAMPLE 17.4 (Design of pile cap with truss and bending action)
*

Design a pile cap for a group of piles consisting of 6 piles of 350 mm diameter to support
a 450 mm square column carrying a factored load of 280 tons. Assume fck = 25 N/mm2 and
fy = 415 N/mm2.
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Reference Step Calculation

Figure 17.1

Table B.l

Table B.4

Figure 17.7

Layout of pile (6 pile group)

Spacing < 3hp = 3 x 350 = 1050, let 5 = 1.1 m

Using a close tolerance of 100 mm all around

Length of the cap = 2.2 + 0.35 + 0.20 = 2.75 m

B of the cap = 1.1 + 0.35 + 0.20 = 1.65 m. Let D = depth

D < 2hp + 100 = (2 x 350) + 100 = 800 mm; cover = 40 mm

d=800 -40 -— =750 mm
2

Load on pile

(ym)DL = 1.5(2.75 x 1.65 x 0.8 x 24) = 130 kN

Load on each pile = (2800 + l30)/6 = 488 kN

Transfer of load

Assume the following:

Transfer of the middle pile by truss action

Transfer of the end pile by cantilever bending

Bending in the XX-direction as cantilever

M= 2 x 488 x 1.1 = 1074 kNm

\l/2
d=

1074x10

M

0.138x1650x25

1074xlO6

=434 mm <750 mm

= 1.15; p =0.39
bd 1650x750x750

As = (0.39 x 1650 x 750)/ 100 = 4826 mm2;

5026x100

Use 16T 20

5026 mm2

Actual p-
1650x750

Shear along section YY\

=0.40

2 x 488 x 10
v = =0.79 N/mm"; (Load on pile 488 kN)

1650x750

Tc for 0.4% steel = 0.45 N/mm2

Taking section at hp/5 of pile, we have

av =1100 —i(450 +350) +ÿ=770 mm

Enhanced shear is,
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Reference Step Calculation

Eq. (17.3)

Figure 17.1

Figure 17.7
Figure 17.8

r/= r,2
750

=0.45 x 2 x-= 0.88 N/mm2
770

Similarly, check in the XX-direction as shown in Figure 15.4.

Steel in the YY-direction

Tension for truss action over the central two piles

T =
POL2 -a1)

12Ld

L = 2.2, a = 0.45, d = 0.75

T =

<4,. =

(2x488) (14.32)

12x2.2x0.75
= 705.9 kN

706 x 10
=1955 mm*

0.87x415

Provide

(a) 4 T 25 over central piles
(b) 4 T 20 over outer piles
(c) 4 T 20 in space in-between.

(Total number 10 rods. Maximum spacings less than those allowed for
distribution steel.)

Arrangement of steel

(a) Main steel (16 Nos. 20 mm, ends bent up to the full depth) in the
XX-direction along the length
(b) Steel in the FY-direction along the breadth, as in Step 6.

(c) Horizontal ties T12 at 300 mm

(d) Starter bars, pile bars, links, etc. as per the standard specification.

Punching shear

This may be checked at dl2 from the column edge.

EXAMPLE 17.5 (Design of a balanced cantilever foundation on piles)

A 400 x 400 mm column A, as shown in Figure El7.5, carrying 1000 kN has to be placed very
near an existing building. As the soil is bad 400 mm piles have been adopted for the foundation.
It is to be carried by two piles and the minimum distance the pile can be installed is 1 m inside

from the end column line. To counteract the moment due to eccentricity of the load, the pile
cap has to be tied back to an internal column B, carrying 2000 kN to form a continuous pile
cap. The interior column has four piles symmetrically placed around the column at 2 m centres.

The distance between the columns is 4 m. Determine the loads in each pile and also explain
how to design the cantilever pile cap.
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3.2
2000 kN

1000 kN
1.33 m

C.G.
of load 0.26

CG J
of piles 'I

1.2

(a) Section

Cantilever pile cap

Anchor beam

-1 (b) Plan f-

(All dimensions of distances are in m)

1178

220

(c) S.F. diagram in kN

828

(d) B.M. diagram

Figure E17.5 Cantilever pile cap and balanced footing.

(Note: The S.F. diagram can be refined by assuming the column
load and the pile load is distributed through the pile cap.

Reference Step Calculation

(Note: Let the external column be A and the internal one B. We have

to distinguish between CG of loads and CG of piles.)

1 Find CG of loadfrom column B

3000 x x, = 1000 x 4 or x, = 1.33 m from col. B=xc
2 Find CG of pile

Distance of 2 piles from B = (4 - 0.8) = 3.2 m

6x2 =2x 3.2 or x2 = 1.07 m from col. B = xp
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Reference Step Calculation

Find moment of vertical loads about CG of piles

M = 3000 x (1.33 - 1.07) = 780 kNm

The foundation has W = 3000 and M = 780 kNm counter clockwise.

Calculate loads on each set of piles at xh x2 and x3

Pi =
W Mxx i= ixr

No. of piles ]j x, +x\ +x\
where xu x2 and x3 are distances of piles (2 Nos.) on the left and right
of the CG of piles.

x, = 3.2 - 1.07 = 2.13 m (distance of 2 piles at boundary)

x2 = 1.07 - 0.60 = 0.47 m (distance of 2 piles under col. B)

x3 = 1.07 + 0.60 = 1.67 m (distance of 2 piles under col. B)

Ex,2 =21ÿ(2.13)2 +(0.67)2 +(1.67)2J = 15.1 m2

, , . ,„ 3000 780x2.13
Load on 2 ot P, =-+-

6 15.1

780 x 0.47

610 kN

Load on 2 of ft =500
15.1

=476 kN

70a __ 1 crj
Load on 2 of ft =500 -—-——— — 414 kN3 15.1

I= 2(1500) = 3000 kN

Design of pile cap (Refer Example 17.1 with moments)

Based on the column loads and pile loads, we can draw the SF and
BMdiagrams along the length of the system and design the necessary
dimensions and reinforcement details of the pile cap by using the
bending theory. (Reference 4 deals with these type of problems in
more detail.)

(Note: In these types of foundations, it is usual to provide a

continuous length of steel both on top and bottom faces of the pile cap
with the lateral reinforcement in the form of stirrups all tied into a

cage.)

EXAMPLE 17.6 (Analysis of circular pile cap)

An annular raft 8 m in outer radius and 3.2 in inner radius is loaded over a ring of 70 piles
arranged along the radii of 7.5 m, 6.3 m, 5.0 m and 3.7 m, as shown in Figure E17.6. Assuming
the system is subjected to a vertical load of 54000 kN and moment of 58000 kNm from a
chimney, determine the maximum load on the pile system. Also, indicate how these loads are
used to analyse the circular raft.
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Figure E17.6

Reference Step Calculation

Find uniform pile reaction due to vertical load

54000
h=

70
=771 kN

Piles arranged at 18°, 36°, 54°, 72° and 90° radii around the circle.
For finding the effect of moment,
(a) Assume moment in XX-direction (wind to right). Find forces in
piles

IYY - r~ Lcos2 9

= 7.52 [2+4(cos2 18 +cos2 36 + cos2 54 +cos2 72)J
+ 6.32 [2+4(cos2 18 + cos2 36 +cos2 54 +cos2 72)J
+5.02 [2+4(Cos2 18 + cos2 36 +cos2 54 +cos2 72)J
+3.72 |ÿ4(cos2 18+ cos2 54)J
= 1278 m2
Pressure due to moment (at outer radius = 7.5 m)

58000
' =+. x 7.5 = ±340 kN; [M= 58000 kNm]

1278
Total pressure on extreme piles
<7, ± q( = 771 ± 340 = 1111 kN and 431 kN
(No tension on the pile.)
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Reference Step Calculation

5 Use of these loads to analyse the raft
For the analysis of the raft, we consider the 20 piles on the outer ring.
Total max load = 1111 x 20 = 22220 kN. Assume it as a ring load on

22220
this circle of radius 7.5 m. Ring load Pj =-= 472 kN/m along1 2ÿx7.5

7.5 m radius. Similarly, ring loads P2 along 6.3 m radius, P3 along
5.0 m radius and P4 along 3.5 m radius are taken as ring loads on the
raft for the analysis of the raft. Reference [5] gives more data on this
subject.
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Pile Foundations—Design of Large
Diameter Socketed Piles

18.1 INTRODUCTION

Conventional piles are those ranging from 300-600 min in size. Piles larger than 600 mm in
diameter are usually called large diameter piles. Lower diameter piles, 300-150 mm in size,
are called mini piles and are used for slope protection and other uses. Those below 175 mm
are called micro or pin piles (grouted piles) and they are commonly used for underpinning
of building and seismic rehabilitation of bridges. As large diameter piles are generally placed
at sites as drilled boreholes, they are also known as drilled shafts. The differences in the
principles of design of each of these types should be clearly understood by a foundation
engineer.

IS 2911 deals with the design and construction of conventional piles. The methods of
design by static and dynamic approach are described in all textbooks on Soil Mechanics and
Foundation Engineering [1]. Therefore, in this chapter, we confine ourselves to the design of
large diameter piles.

In India, large diameter piles are commonly used for flyovers and tall buildings. They are
also used extensively in India for bridges over rivers when rock deposits are available at
reasonable depths. If rock is not available at reasonable depths for bridges, a well foundation
or a number of conventional piles will be more economical. (The design of conventional piles
and well foundations is dealt with in Ref. [1].)

259
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There are a number of advantages in using large diameter piles instead of a number of
regular piles to carry large loads. Large diameter piles do not need a pile cap. It is also easier
to install a drilled shaft in dense sand and gravel than to drive a pile of any diameter. A drilled
shaft also takes lateral loads more efficiently.

The drilled shafts of large diameter can be one of the following:

1. Shafts in cohesionless soils
2. Shafts in cohesive soils
3. Shafts bearing on solid rock
4. Shafts in argillaceous (clayey) weathered rock
5. Shafts in granular-based (like granite) weathered rock

The design of the first three types of piles is carried out as in the case of conventional
piles. However, we find (see Sec. 18.4) that the most efficient way of taking the full strength
of a large diameter pile is (a) to enlarge (or under-ream) its base dimension to a larger diameter,
(b) to end it in good rock, or (c) socket it in a weathered rock. In this chapter, we primarily
focus on the design of large diameter piles in weathered rock by socketing. [Well foundations
used extensively in India for bridges over rivers need not end in rock. They consist of a concrete

well plugged with concrete at the bottom (which is the bearing area) with inside sand filling and
a top R.C. plug. The allowed bearing pressures of such wells are small. As per IRC
specifications 78-1983, normally, the allowable bearing pressure should not exceed 2 N/miif
or 200 kN/m2.]

Two ways in which the full capacity of large diameter piles can be obtained are:

• Under-ream the base of the piles up to three times the shaft diameter.

• To end the piles in rock or socket it in weathered rock.

In this chapter, we deal with the second type only.

18.2 LOAD TRANSFER MECHANISM IN LARGE DIAMETER PILES

It is well known that the total load carrying capacity of a conventional pile can be expressed
by static formulae with separate FS for friction and bearing as

„ _ Cult.friction Cult.bearing
fallowed -

(FS)ÿ
+

(FS)fo

In all types of piles with friction and bearing, the transfer of load is as shown in Figures 18.1
and 18.2. The load is first taken by friction and then only by bearing.

We may have different factors for safety for friction (1.5) and bearing (2.5) and an overall
FS of 3 on friction plus bearing. When we load a pile, the load is taken first by the upper parts

of the pile by friction. Gradually, the lower layers get stressed and, finally, the base resistance
comes into action. This progressive transfer of load is shown in Figure 18.1. In granular soils,
the lower layers, up to a certain level, offer more friction than the upper layers.
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Figure 18.1 Progressive transfer of load from pile to soil by friction starting from

transfer to top soil, (T) Loading at 10% frictional capacity, (2) Transfer at

30% frictional capacity, (3) Transfer at 80%.
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Figure 18.2 Settlements of pile necessary to mobilize frictional capacity and bearing capacity.

The difference between the magnitudes of the vertical displacement of the top of the pile
for developing the full friction as against developing the full base resistance is not appreciated
by many. Figure 18.2 shows the typical relation between frictional resistance and settlement for
cohesionless and cohesive soils. Whereas frictional resistances is fully mobilized by as little as
0.4-0.6% of the diameter of the pile, it requires a movement of 4-10% of the diameter (as much
as 10-16 times than that required for full mobilization of friction) to mobilize the full bearing
capacity. This is evident from the basic relation we have studied in elastic settlement A of a
plate in soil, which is
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p X 5(1- fl2)xlf

where p = Pressure
B = Breadth of plate

Es = Modulus of elasticity of soil and fi its Poisson's ratio

If = Influence factor depending on the shape of the plate
A = A function of the diameter of the pile.

IS 2911, Part 4 specifies the safe capacity of piles as 2/3 the load that produces 12 mm
settlement. Because of this restriction, the following discussions will show that to take full
advantage of the large diameter, it is better to under-ream the pile or to end the piles in good
rock if it is available or at least socket it in weathered rock, where the E value is large so
that downward deformations due to loading will be small. [E is of the order of 10 N/mm2-
30 N/mm2 in sands, whereas it is of the order of 25 x 103 N/mm2 even in concrete. E of rock
will be much larger, (see Table 14.2).]

18.3 ELASTIC SETTLEMENT OF PILES AND NEED TO SOCKET
LARGE DIAMETER PILES IN ROCK

An approximate method for the calculation of settlement of piles has been described in
Sec. 14.4.1 and, therefore, is not repeated here. We may, in addition, use Vesic's formula [2]
for settlement.

Vesic proposed the following simple empirical expressions for Sb (settlement in bearing)
and Sf (settlement in friction) in terms of the single value of ultimate point resistance of the pile

Qup-

Q c
For point load Sb = —-—— for base loadQ (ii)

D(lup

Q c
For frictional load Sf =——- for side frictionQf (iii)

where Cs =0.93 +0.16J(L/D)Cp .

The recommended values of Cp are given in Table 18.1.

TABLE 18.1 Vesic's Value of Cp

Type of soil Bored piles Driven piles

Sand 0.09-0.18 0.02-0.04

Clay 0.03-0.06 0.02-0.03

Silt 0.09-0.12 0.03-0.05

[Note: Qp is proportional to D2 and Qf is proportional to D.]
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18.3.1 Example for Calculation of Deformations

Let us take an example to calculate the deformations of 300 mm and 1000 mm piles. Assume
that square piles 300 mm in size are to be installed in a sand stratum (j> = 35) to a depth of
12 m. The allowable bearing capacity at that depth is estimated as 100 t/m2 (1000 kN/m2) and
the allowable average friction as 16.5 kN/m2. Let us compute the total settlements of 300 mm
square and 1 m square piles installed in this stratum. Assume E of concrete = 20 x 106 kN/m2
and E of soil = 30 x 103 kN/m2 and // = 0.3. [Refer Sec. 14.4.1.]

1. Settlement of 0.30 m pile

Allowable frictional load (Qf) = 0.3 x 4 x 12 x 16.5 = 238 kN (approx)

Allowable bearing load (Qp) = 0.3 x 0.3 x 1000 = 900 kN

St = Sp + Sb + Sf
Assuming k = 0.6, we have

c - .. (Qp +kQf)L 900 + (0.6x 238) x 12
Sp of pile = —L--=----—— = 1.48 mm

AEp 0.3 x 0.3 x 21x 10

Taking = 0.85 and breadth of plate B = 0.3 m, we have

Sb of soil bearing = (1-/? )(Ifl) =
1000x0-3 _ q q9) x 0.85 =7.73 mm

£„ 30000

Again, taking If2 =2 +0.35\/l2/0.3 =4.2, we obtain72

=
16.5 x 0.3

9 = mmf 3000

Total settlement = 1.48 + 7.73 x 0.63 = 9.84 mm

This is less than 12 mm or 10% diameter of the pile as allowable settlement specified
by the IS.

2. Now, let us calculate the settlement of 1.00 m square pile (larger pile): (B = 1 m).

Qf = 1 x 4 x 12 x 16.5 = 792 kN

Qp= 1 x 1 x 1000 = 1000 kN

c (1000 + 0.6 x 792)2
ncÿSn --. = 0.85 mmp

1x 21 x 10

7 73Sb = Proportional to B=—— = 25.7 mm
0.3

0 63
Sf = Proportional to B= =2. 1mm

5, = 0.85 + 25.7 + 2.1 = 28.65
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According to IS 2911, Part 4, dealing with load test on piles, the safe bearing capacity of
a pile is taken as only 2/3 load at a settlement of 12 mm, or 50% load at which the settlement
is 10% the diameter, which is smaller. It is clear that the full bearing capacity of large diameter
piles cannot be mobilized in that limited movement allowed.

[Note: This is the reason that for bridges, instead of large diameter piles resting on soils,
we resort to large well foundations with large bearing area and low bearing pressure. But on
land where there are space restrictions and we have to use large diameter piles, for taking full
advantage of large diameter piles, we have to extend them to rocks or weathered rock. These
facts are illustrated by Figure 18.2, which shows the types of load settlement curves we get in
the testing of normal piles.]

18.4 SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATION OF WEATHERED ROCK AND ROCK

Conventional soil investigation can be used for the investigation of soils. The investigation of
rocks and weathered rocks has to be different. The following different methods are commonly
used for the investigation of the characteristics of rocks and weathered rocks when we are to
end the piles in rocks.

[Note: It is most important that borelog should identify the type of rock as granite,
basalt, sandstone, shale, etc. The common practice of many soil investigating firms of simply
designating a hard situation as rock or weathered rock should not be allowed. We should also
conduct a 48-hour water immersion test to test its stability under water.]

18.4.1 Method 1: Core Drilling

Investigation by core drilling can be used for all types of rocks and should be always carried
out. It is done by core drilling machines capable of taking cores not less than 54 mm in
diameter. The following properties of rock have to be determined:

1. Rock recovery ratio. This is the percentage of cores recovered in one drilling
operation.

2. Rock Quality Designation (RQD). This is an important property that describes the
quality of the rock deposit. It is defined as follows:

Sum of length of cores recovered of lengths > 100 mm
RQD —-

Total length of drilling

Breaks caused by drilling should be ignored.

3. Laboratory tests for cylinder strength q, and for modules of elasticity E,. In
standard test, the height of the cylinder is twice the diameter (54 x 108 mm). For lesser
height, diameter ratios of sample correction factors are to be used. With lesser heights,
we get higher strengths. Thus, the cylinder strength of concrete is taken as 0.8 times
the cube strength. Therefore, we may assume a linear reduction ratio of 0.8 for HID
ratio of one varying linearity to 1.0 for HID = 2. [See also Sec. 18.10]
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Tables 18.2 and 18.3 give the statistical values of the probable values of qmass (unconfined
compression of the rock mass) and Emass (modulus of elasticity of the rock mass) to be derived
from RQD and laboratory tests.

TABLE 18.2 Average Unconfined Compression Strength of Rocks
(Compare these values with M20 concrete)

Type of rock Strength (N/mm2)

Good rock > 80
Moderately weak 40
Weak 20
Very weak 8

TABLE 18.3 RQD and qmaSs/<7core and Emass/Ecore
(This table gives the probable value of rock mass from test on core samples)

RQD Rock quality ÿsstand-
1core ''"core

< 25 Very poor 0.15
25-50 Poor 0.20
50-75 Fair 0.25
75-90 Good 0.3-0.7
90-100 Excellent 0.7-1.0

Estimation of shear resistance from tests on core drilling data and laboratory tests
From laboratory tests and Tables 18.2 and 18.3, we can estimate the properties of in-situ rock
mass. As discussed in Sec. 18.6, the Reese and O'Neill's method of determination of the
strength of drilled shafts use these qmass values for calculating the frictional strength of sockets
and also the bearing strength of piles. It also uses the value of Emass to determine the
deformation of the socket. In a socketed pile, the resistance in shear is between concrete and
rock. The socket rock may get weakened by the boring. Consequently, a reduction factor a is
used for the strength. The strength of the socket will depend on the lesser value of the punching
shear strength of the rock mass and the concrete. The ultimate punching shear can be taken as
a function of cylinder strength as follows:

tp is lesser of 0.2&Jÿ~S or 0.2%JfconCKte (18.1)

[Note: In the Cole and Stroud method, this ultimate punching shear strength is taken as 0.05

times concrete strength, i.e. Tp = 0.05fck. This is similar to punching shear inconcrete =0.25y[fÿ.]

18.4.2 Method 2: Cole and Stroud Method of Investigation of Weathered Rock

In the Cole and Stroud method, such rocks are classified on the basis of SPT values as shown
in Table 18.2. This method is more suited for argillaceous weathered rock such as shale than
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granitic rocks. In this method, the strength of rock is to be extrapolated from N values for full
penetration. Hence, they are useful for medium to hard rock (shale, siltstone, etc.) only. For hard
rocks, such as granite and basalt which usually contain boulders, the method seems to give high
values and consequently high pile capacity values. It has been suggested that for granular rocks,
the number of blows for 10 cm be taken as the index rather than for full standard 30 cm
penetration. Table 18.4 gives the estimated value of the shear strength based on N values.

TABLE 18.4 Scale of Strength and SPT N Values for Rocks
(Cole and Stroud; IS 2911)

Value
of
N

Shear
strength
(kg/cm3)

Description
ofstrength Grade Breakability Penetration

with knife
Scratch

test

400 Strong Difficult to Cannot

200
A break against

solid object
with hammer

be
scratched
with knife

600

100
Moderately
strong B

Broken against
solid object
by hammer

Can just be
scratched
with knife

80

60

400 Can be

40

C
Broken in hand
by hitting with
hammer

just
scratched
by thumb
nail
Can be

200 20
Moderately
weak

D
Broken by
leaning on
sample with
hammer

scratched
by thumb

10 Weak
None nail

8 E
Broken by
hand 2 mm

100
80 6

60 4
Hard or very
weak F

Easily broken
by hand 5 mm

(Nless than 60 are considered as soil)

[Note: In all Soil Reports, where we specify rock or weathered rock, we should give also its

classification, e.g. granite, basalt, gneiss, and limestone etc.]
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18.4.3 Method 3: Chisel Energy Method [3] for Classification of Rocks

The Chisel energy method was suggested by Datye and Karandikar [3] in 1988 for the Bombay
region for granular weathered rocks such as weathered braccia (with unconfined compression
strength of 1.2 to 4 N/mm2) and weathered basalt (with UCS 9.4 to 54 N/mm2). The core

recovery is usually 20 to 70% and RQD Nil to 40%. The method uses a one or two ton chisel

to cut out the rock and is called the chisel energy method.
The chisel energy method uses a drop chisel of weight W tons falling through H metres.

The penetration d in centimetres achieved in half an hour of chiseling in the rock during which
N chisel blows is measured and related to the area A of cross-section in square metres. The
chisel energy is expressed as:

WH WHN •>
E=-=-in Tm/m /cm (18.2)

A(d/N) Ad

where W = Drop weight in tons

A = Area in m2
H = Drop in metres

d = Penetration in cm

This value of Eis reduced by a factor of 0.8 when the ground water is present in the bore
hole. Based on the above results, rocks are classified as follows: Rock suitable for socketing
should have an energy level of 50 t/m2/cm, and piles should be terminated at an energy of
10 t/m2/cm only. Empirical values of 12% energy level are taken in t/m2 as safe capacity in socket

frictions and 3 times the energy level is taken as safe capacity in hearing. Thus, for energy level
50, the friction value is 50 x 12/100 = 6 t/m2 and the bearing value is 3 x 50 = 150 t/m2.

18.5 CALCULATION OF BEARING CAPACITY OF SOCKETED PILES

We have seen that the settlement necessary for developing the full capacity of piles (including
both friction and bearing) up to 400 mm diameter in ordinary soils is small and will be within
allowable limits. For large diameter piles, the amount of settlement necessary is much more than
that allowed by the Code of Practices (IS 2911). In such cases, socketing in rock becomes
necessary. Thus, allowable deformation, a major problem in utilizing the full capacity large
diameter piles in soils, is removed if they bear on rock or shocked in weathered rock.

In all such cases, the method of design by socketing in weathered rock described below
should be used only after a full understanding of the load transfer mechanism, conditions at the
site, and the quality of workmanship. Thus, for example, if sufficient care is not taken in
cleaning the bottom of the hole, the base resistance will be practically nil, and if the socket
strength is not enough, the pile will settle considerably.

18.5.1 Estimation of Total Pile Capacity of Large Diameter Piles

Broadly, the following assumptions are made for the estimation of the pile capacity. The socket
capacity and the base resistance are usually calculated separately.
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1. Design capacity based on shaft resistance only

2. Design capacity based on end bearing only

3. Design based on ultimate shaft resistance with a FS = 3 and the end bearing resistances
with a FS = 4

4. Design based on full shaft resistance plus the end bearing resistance. (The end bearing
is to be based on computed settlements obtained from E values.)

It is also common to divide weathered rock into two categories: argillaceous (clay-based
such as shale) and decomposed granular rock such as granite. SPT values can be taken as a

measure of the strength of the argillaceous type and unconfined strength as an indication of the
strength of granular types of rocks. (In Bombay, with granitic rock, it is related to the chisel

energy.)
We may assume that if the calculated settlement is more than 10 mm, the bond in the

socketing will be broken and the entire load has to be taken by the bearing. Both the side
friction and the bearing values are estimated in crystalline rock from its unconfined strength of
the rock as shown in Table 18.1. The maximum friction in the socket will depend on the shear
strength of the weaker of the two materials involved, namely, concrete and rock.

The allowable bearing pressures usually vary considerably, depending on the state of
weathering of the rock. The bearing pressure is to be estimated from the unconfined
compression strength and degree of weathering. The movement for full bearing action also
depends on the nature of weathering. Though we may estimate these values by theory, the real
values can be obtained only by field tests. A summary of the methods used to estimate the pile
capacity is given in the following sections.

18.6 ESTIMATING CARRYING CAPACITY OF LARGE DIAMETER PILES

The commonly used methods of estimation of the capacity of socketed piles are:

1. Energy level test method
2. Cole and Stroud method
3. Reese and O'Neill method
4. IRC recommendations

18.7 ENERGY LEVEL TEST METHOD (By Datye and Karandikar)

The principles of energy level test method have been dealt with in Sec. 18.4.3 and the procedure
is given in Example 18.1.

18.8 COLE AND STROUD METHOD [1], [4]

In the Cole and Stroud method, the values of the shear strength are derived from the

penetration tests given in Table 18.4. A reduction of strength a = 0.3 is usually made for
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shear resistance of the rock due to softening of the rock due to drilling (see Ref. [4],
Sec. 1.12.2 for more details).

The socket bond strength will be lesser of the punching shear strength of the rock or
concrete. We assume the ultimate shear to be arc as determined by the SPT test or 0.05cu
(where cu is the cylinder strength of concrete.) Hence, the strength of the shaft of length L of
diameter D is as follows:

Ultimate shaft strength in friction = (af)nDL

As regards the full bearing strength, we use only the bearing capacity in bearing will be
as follows:

Ultimate bearing capacity =cuNc
nD

Total safe capacity = c..N.
nD 1 amDL

FS
+ FS~~ (18.3)

Usually, an overall factor of safety of 3 or separate factors of 1.5 in friction and 2.5 in bearing
are used in design. This method is illustrated by Example 18.2.

18.9 REESE AND O'NEILL METHOD[5]

The Reese and O'Neill method is used in USA for the design of drilled shafts. It
recommends that the pile capacity should be based on either the side resistance between the
shaft and the rock or the base resistance at the bottom only but not on both of them added
together. The following steps can be used to estimate the pile capacities in friction and
point bearing:

Step 1: From RQD and laboratory core test data, estimate the unconfined cylinder
compression strength qu of rock mass. Let the cylinder strength of concrete be fc.

Step 2: Estimate the controlling shear strength which will be lesser of the values of the

concrete and rock. We assume friction =/=punching shear = 0.28-v/cylinder strength

or but less than 0.15/c.
Step 3: Calculate the ultimate frictional capacity of socket strength as

Qf =fx (nDL)

(Check that the lesser of the above two values is /.)
where

D = Diameter of the pile
L = Length of the socket

Safe value = Qf!3 with FS = 3.

Next check deformation.
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Step 4: To calculate the deformation of the socket, find If, the factor affecting deformation of
the socket. This is given by the "Reese and O'Neill curve" shown in Figure 18.3.

C
0

I0.4

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Embedment ratio, L/Ds
Figure 18.3 Reese and O'Neill settlement influence factor for settlement in socketed piles.

Estimate EJÿISS of rock from Table 18.3 and calculate EC0TC/Em.dSS.
Read-off settlement influence factor /y with L/D value shown in Figure 18.3.

2/ _ QbSettlement of socket =
(D/ 1f )Emass DEmass

Step 5: Estimate the total movement in concrete and rock socket. If it is more than 10 mm,
the friction is broken.

A =•

QfE QfIf*f
+ f > 10mm

AF DFconcrete ÿÿmass

If settlement is less than 10 mm, take the capacity of the pile as that due to socket
friction only.

Step 6: If settlement is greater than 10 mm, we assume that the socket resistance is broken.
Calculate the point resistance as follows.
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Step 7: Calculate the bearing capacity. (If deformation of the socket is more than 10 mm, the
bearing capacity controls the design as the socket should be assumed to have lost its
resistance.)
For uniform rock, the bearing capacity is as follows:

Qp (Allowable) =3 x Unconfined strength of rock x Area

but not greater than the structural capacity of the pile.
The following modified expression is given for Qp by Reese for stratified strata:

where

3 +e/D

10(1+3008/e)0.5 qu (18-4)

e = Spacing of discontinuities in same units as D

8 = Thickness of individual discontinuity

qu = Unconfined compression strength or rock or concrete at tip, whichever is

smaller

(This is applicable where e < 300 mm and 8 < 5 mm.)

[Note: We may alternatively use the simple expression, Ultimate point resistance

= Area x qv.\

Step 8: Calculate the structural capacity

Q = 0.25fck (Area of the pile)

Safe load on the pile capacity should not be more than the structural capacity of the

pile.

18.10 IRC RECOMMENDATIONS

IRC-78-2000 (Rev., Aug 2005) gives data for the socket length diameter ratio (UD) and

unconfined strength of the rock to calculate the socket strength.

18.11 SUMMARY

Sound engineering judgement must be used when deciding whether the capacity of large

diameter piles should be based on combination or individual values of side resistance and end

bearing. We should understand that the action of socketed piles in weathered rock is very much
different from the action of piles in soils. Also, we must be aware that the settlement at which

full base resistance will be developed should not be in excess of the allowable settlements. The
investigations to be made in argillaceous rocks such as shale are usually different from the
granular-based rocks. In both cases, cores of samples and their unconfined strengths can give
us a good idea of their shear resistance and ultimate bearing capacity. In all cases, in our soil
investigation reports, we should give the identification of the rock on which the pile rests.
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EXAMPLE 18.1 (Determination of socketed pile capacity from energy level test)

A 600 mm pile is founded in weathered granite rock with 5D socketing, of which 3D socketing
is with energy level 50 t/m2/cm and 2D is with 100 t/m2/cm. It is stopped at a layer with
100 t/m2/cm energy level. Estimate its safe bearing capacity.

Reference Step Calculation

1 Estimate frictions and bearing capacities at given energy level

12
Friction at 50 t/m2/cm = -x 50 =6 t/m2

100

12
Friction at 100 t/m2/cm = -x 100= 12 t/m2

100

Bearing at 100 t/m2/cm = 3 x 100 = 300 t/m2
2 Calculate the capacity in friction

For 3D socketing = {n x 0.6) x (3 x 0.6) (6) = 20 t

For 2D socket length = (k x 0.6) x (2 x 0.6) (12) = 27 t

Total friction = 47 t

3 Calculate capacity in bearing

*xC0.6)2
x300 =85t

4

4 Total capacity

Friction + Bearing = 132 t

EXAMPLE 18.2 (Determine the socketed pile capacity by Cole and Stroud method)

Estimate the allowable load of the pile of 900 mm in diameter socked to 3D in an argillaceous
shale deposit. Assumefc of concrete 20 M mm2 and the SPT value of the weathered rock is 150
for 30 cm penetration.

Reference Step Calculation

1 Estimate shear strength from SPT value

Table 18.1 N = 150, shear strength = 10 kg/cm2 = 1 N/mm2
Ultimate shear with reduction factor due to weakening by

drilling = 0.3 x 1 = 0.3 N/mm2
Ultimate punching shear in concrete = 0.05 x 20 = 1 N/mm2
Lesser of the two = 0.3 N/mm2 = 300 kN/m2

2 Calculate side friction for 3D socket length

Ultimate Qf = (at) DL) = 300(ÿr x 0.9)(3 x 0.9) = 2289 kN

Allowable (FS = 3) = 2289/3 = 763 kN = 76 t
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Reference Step Calculation

3 Calculate point bearing (shear strength = 1 N/mm2) (no reduction)

Step 1 Allowable q. = -3c =3 x 1=3 N/mm2
FS

= 3 x 103 kN/m2
Allowable Qb = qb (pD2/4) (Using the above value)

= 3 x 103 x (jt x 0.9 x 0.9)/4 = 1907 kN

= 190 t

4 Total capacity assuming friction + bearing acts

ZQf + Qh = 76 + 190 = 266 t

5 Structural capacity (allowable) of pile with factor of safety

Qc ~ 0.25fck x area - 0.25 x 25 x 103 ÿX °'9X °'9)

4
= 3974 kN = 397 t

Hence allowable structural capacity = 266 t

• [Note: It is reported that the results of this method are usually on the
higher side.]

EXAMPLE 18.3 (Socketed pile capacity by Reese and O'Neill method)

Estimate the allowable load of a socked pile of diameter 900 mm socketed 3D into soft granite
rock. RQD of rock is 80%. UCS of rock is 70 N/mm2, concrete of the pile is M25. The
laboratory value of Eof rock is 2 x 103 N/mm2 and Eof concrete is 20 x 103 N/mm. Allowable
settlement is 3.8 mm.

Reference Step Calculation

1 Calculate ultimate side resistance of socket

qu of rock = 70 x 103 kN/m2 > qu of concrete

Hence, friction in concrete controls the strength of the socket.

2 Estimate controlling shear strength

In this case, concrete controls as cylinder strength of concrete is less.
Sec. 18.4.1 Cylinder strength = 0.8fck = 0.8 x 25 = 20 =fc

Friction = 0.28ÿ20 = 1.25 N/mm2
However, friction < 0.15/(.* = 0.15 x 20 = 3 N/mm2
Adopt 1.25 N/mm2 = 1.25 x 103 kN/m2
[Note: In the Cole and Shroud method, adhesion is taken as 0.05 x
cylinder strength]

3 Calculate frictional capacity of pile

Qf = 7rDLf= (3.14 x 0.9) (3 x 0.9) (1.25 x 103) kN = 9540 kN
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Reference Step Calculation

4 Estimate E values

Table 18.1 ÿconcrete = 20 X 106 kN/m2

RQD = 80%; £mass/£tore = 0.55

£mass = 0.55 x 2 x 103 = 1.1 x 103 N/mm2 = 1.1 x 106 N/mm2

F 20-=l£2i£- =— = 18; L/D= 5; If=0.35
F 11 'mass 1• 1

5 Calculate movement in socket and check <10 mm

Total movement allowed >10mm. Let sf = A.

_ , Qf'f
1 AEc £»£mass

where If = (Influence factor) for LID = 3

Step 3
9540 x 2.7 9540 x 0.35

f (/r/4)(0.9x 0.9) x 20 x 106 0.9x1xlO6
= 2025 x 10'6 + 3710 x 10"6 = 5735 x 10~6 m

= 5.7 mm < 10 mm. Thus, Qu = 9540 kN

Thus, socket capacity controls.

6 Find allowable load with FS

<2al.owable = = 9540/3 = 3180 kN = 318 t

7

8

Find safe structural capacity of the pile on concrete strength

Qs = 0.25 x fck x (area) = 5 (area) N

= 0.25 x 25 x (3.14) x (900)2/4 = 3974 kN

= 397 t

Find end bearing capacity on rock strength

Table 18.1 For RQD = 80%; qu field = 0.55<?tert

qw = 0.55 x 70 = 38.5 N/mm2 = 38.5 kN/m2

c-qu -38'5-19.25N/mm2
2 2

Allowable stress in bearing = 3c = 3 x 19.25 = 57.75 N/mm2

This is more than that allowed in concrete of 6.25 N/mm2.
Hence, the structural capacity on concrete strength controls.

9 Find safe capacity of pile

Structural capacity = 397 t

Socket capacity = 318 t
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Design of Cantilever and
Basement Retaining Walls

19.1 INTRODUCTION

Earth slopes are stable when their slope angles satisfy their stability requirements. In many
places, due to lack of available space, the slopes will have to be made steeper. To some extent,
this can be accomplished by revetments or by inclined walls, etc. as shown in Figure 19.1. The
factors of safety of revetments or inclined walls can be determined by the slip circle method,
and as the forces involved are positive gravity forces, a factor of safety of 1.2-1.5 is considered
satisfactory for such slopes. Another modern method to build steeper slopes is to use reinforced
earth, using geo-fabrics. Such steep slopes and even vertical walls are commonly used to

conserve space in approach roads for flyovers in cities. These are described in books on Soil
Mechanics and Foundation Engineering [1],

However, when we have vertical earth face, traditionally we use rigid or flexible walls as
shown in Figure 19.2. In places where proper foundations can be built, we use rigid walls! In

places where we cannot have a proper foundation, for example, by the side of a waterway such
as the sea, we may have to adopt sheet piles or sheet piles with tieback arrangements (called
bulk heads). We may also use diaphragm walls. In mountainous regions where stones are in
plenty and the ground is stable, we may adopt crib walls, also called Gibon walls. Vertical faced
reinforced earth walls are also nowadays commonly used in such places. The theory and design
of these walls are described in books on Soil Mechanics [1].

276
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Figure 19.1 Stability of slopes, (a) Naturally stable slope, (b) Slopes with stone revetment,
(c) Inclined walls with rubble masonary, (d) Reinforced earth slopes.
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Figure 19.2
(d)

Vertical non R.C.C. walls: (a) Masonary gravity walls, (b) Semigravity mass concrete
walls which allow some tension in concrete: 0 Usually provided with masonary or
brick facing, (2) Nominal temperature steel in the front and back, (c) Crib walls filled
with stones, (d) Reinforced earth walls.

Rigid walls can be of the gravity type or semigravity (partly reinforced) type or of the
fully reinforced concrete cantilever or R.C. counterfort walls as shown in Figures 19.3 and 19.4.
Very high retaining walls are built with relieving platforms, where the horizontal platforms take
the vertical load of earth, thus considerably reducing the lateral earth pressure effects in very
high walls as shown in Figure 19.4. The following is a list of the commonly used earth retaining
structures [2],
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Type I: Gravity type walls

1. Gravity retaining walls made of masonry (brick, stone, block, etc.)

2. Semigravity concrete retaining walls with temperature steel
3. Abutment walls of bridges
4. Crib walls and Gibon walls made of stones in a concrete crib or weld mesh cage

Type II: Reinforced earth walls

5. Reinforced earth (reinforced with geo-fabrics) walls.

Type III: Reinforced concrete low walls

6. Basement and cantilever walls
7. Counterfort walls

8. Buttress walls

Type IV: Reinforced concrete very high walls

9. Walls with relieving platforms (For very high walls or for very heavy traffic on top
of the earth as in quuy walls, we build relieving platforms which reduce the earth of
pressure considerably (Figure 19.4)).

Type V: Walls without foundations (Figure 19.5)

10. Cantilever sheet pile wall
11. Anchored bulk heads (These are cantilever walls with tie buck arrangements)
12. R.C. concrete diaphragm walls (which can be constructed by slurry method and if

necessary, tied back).

A detailed treatment of these various types of walls is given in books on retaining
structures [2]. In this chapter, we briefly deal with the general conditions to be checked for the

overall safety of retaining walls as well as with the design of R.C. cantilever walls and basement
walls that we came across in the construction of buildings.

//s /sÿ —3*7

/X- *—W

7*—
H< 7.5 m
L = 0.5 to 0.7 H

Height
< 3 m

L = 0.7 H

H< 4 m
L = 0.55 H

a*-1 ÿ77S—

k- L -A
1

L —J N— L -
(c)(a)

Figure 19.3 Reinforced concrete cantilever vertical earth retaining walls,
(a) and (b) L shaped walls, (c) T shaped walls.
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Figure 19.4 Reinforced concrete counterfort vertical earth retaining walls: (a) Counterfort
at the back, (b) Counterfort in the front (Buttress walls), (c) Counterfort walls
with relieving platforms for very high walls.
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Figure 19.5 Retaining walls in weak soils: (a) Sheetpile walls without or with tie backs
(bulkheads), (b) Diaphragm walls.

19.2 EARTH PRESSURE ON RIGID WALLS

As we have seen, rigid walls have foundations whereas flexible walls such as sheet pile or bulk
heads are structures penetrating into the soil for stability. The way we design them is different
and can be studied from books dealing with Foundation Engineering [1]. In this section, we deal
with earth pressures on rigid walls with foundations. The front portion of the foundation of a
retaining wall facing the air is called the toe and the back facing the soil is called the heel.

Terzaghi has shown that the earth pressure at rest acts where the wall cannot rotate and
it is reduced to active earth pressure with rotation at the base [3]. The passive pressure comes
into action when the earth is pushed in. The difference in failure surfaces is shown in
Figure 19.6. There are many formulae and constructions, such as Rebhan's construction to find
the resultant earth pressures on retaining walls. However, in the design of walls with sloping
backs, cantilever walls, etc., we take the pressures on a vertical line at the end of the heel, and
the earth pressure is assumed to act in the same direction as the top slope. Some of the special
cases that we come across in the calculation of pressures on retaining wall, such as sloping
backlifts and surcharges are shown in Figures 19.7 and 19.8. These are dealt in detail in books
on Retaining Walls and Soil Mechanics [2][4],
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(a) (b)

Figure 19.6 Earth pressure theory: (?) Earth pressure at rest,

pressure, (3) Passive earth pressure.

Active earth

Y.//////////A
(a) (b) (c)

Figure 19.7 Active earth pressure against retaining walls: (a) Gravity wall with sloping
back, (b) Cantilever wall with sloping back, (c) Cantilever well with slope
for a limited distance.
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Figure 19.8 Effect of surcharge on retaining walls: (a) Surcharge starting from wall,

(?) Effect of surcharge, (§) Pressure due to surcharge, (3) Earth pressure.

19.2.1 Calculation of Earth Pressure on Retaining Walls

1. Empirical procedure

The most practical method to calculate the earth pressures on rigid retaining walls is the use of
the values recommended by Terghazi and Peck for different types of soils [4], as shown in
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P

35 20
ft (degrees)p(degrees)

Figure 19.9 Terzaghi's design charts for active pressures on cantilever retaining walls for typical
backfills. (Coefficients for calculation of pressures per metre length of wall Kh and Kv
include weight of backfill also. Description of soils are given in Table 19.1.)

Figure 19.9. They give horizontal and vertical earth pressures on a retaining wall with a level
or inclined backfill for different types of soils. The symbols used are the following:

Coefficient kh =-— Kh=khy
1+sin (p

Pressure at depth h = ph = khyh = Khh
Total pressure on a wall of height H, Ph = 1/2 KhH2
We calculate the horizontal and vertical pressures and find the inclination of earth

pressures on a cantilever retaining wall, as shown in Figure 19.8.

Ph = 1/2 KhfP (19.1a)

Pv = 1/2 Kjf (19.1b)

The values of Kh for a lever backfill are given in Table 19.1 and those for various values
of Pare given in Figure 19.9.

TABLE 19.1 Empirical Design of Retaining Walls with Horizontal Backfills [Figure 19.9]

Numbers in Description of soil backfill Value Kh*
Figure 19.9 kN/m2/m

® Coarse-grained soils without fines very permeable like clean sand 4.8
or gravel

© Coarse-grained soil of low permeability 5.6

© Residual soils with stones and soils such as fine silty sands, and granular
materials with clay content 7.6

© Very soft clays, organic silts, silty clays 16.0

5 Medium or stiff clay deposited in chunks in such a way that during floods
and heavy rains negligible water enters through the spaces contained in them 20.0

*These are values of the chart for p= 0
(Note: For pressures on walls with sloping backfills of soil types 1 to 4, refer Figure 19.9.)
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2. Earth pressure for clay soils with friction and cohesion

For clay soils with friction and cohesion, we may use Bell's theory and write the pressure
coefficient as

(We note that as cohesion decreases, the active pressure increases and hence omitting c gives
us conservative values of earth pressures:) This aspect is further explained in Sec. 19.6.1.

There are two aspects in the design of rigid walls. The first is the layout for stability. The
following are the six conditions regarding the overall stability of the retaining wall to be
satisfied before we take up the second aspect of the structural design of the various components
of the retaining walls.

Condition 1: The resultant of the horizontal and vertical forces acting on the wall should fall
within the middle third of the foundation. This will ensure that there will be no tension at the
base and the base will be always in contact with the ground.

Condition 2: The maximum base pressure should not exceed the safe bearing capacity of the
soil.

Condition 3: As there is a horizontal force on the structure, it should be resisted by passive
pressure and friction at the base. The friction developed at the base of the wall should be at least
twice the horizontal force on the wall. If passive pressure is also to be mobilized, it should be
given ample factor of safety. Passive pressure at toe cannot be depended on if there is any
likelihood of it being excavated.

Condition 4: The wall and the earth fill should not fail by base failure (foundation failure),

especially if there are soft layers within 1.5 times the height of the wall. The soil condition
should be specially looked into and analysed for base failure.

Condition 5: There should not be undue settlement or differential settlement between the toe

with respect to the heel. This can lead to forward tilting of the wall and final failure.

Condition 6: It is very necessary that full arrangements for drainage of retaining walls should
be made, as described in books on Foundation Engineering [1], so that these walls do not have
to act as dams instead of acting as simple earth retaining walls. Otherwise, the effect of water

pressure also has to be taken into account in calculations.

ph (Active) =kayh-2c yfc x (19.2a)

where c is the apparent cohesion and c' is the wall adhesion.

ph (Passive) =kpyh +2cJkÿ x (19.2b)

19.3 DESIGN OF RIGID WALLS
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19.4 DESIGN OF ORDINARY R.C. CANTILEVER WALLS (Figure 19.10)

In this section, we deal with cantilever and basement walls only. The terms toe and heel of
retaining walls are distinguished by assuming that the wall carries the earth on its back.

200 mm
-H k-

Inclination
~ at back

G.L.

jL
t

T Shear key

Figure 19.10 Detailing of main types of steel in cantilever retaining wall: (?) Bottom toe

steel, (2) Top heel steel, (3) Main wall for cantilever action. In addition
provide nominal steel also at top of toe, bottom of heel and in front of the
wall.

As in the design of other civil engineering structures, we first arrive at workable
dimensions of the structure by thumb rules and then check its stability. Then, we design various
components of the wall. Accordingly, the following steps can be used for design of cantilever
earth retaining walls:

Step 1: Decide the depth of the foundation from practical consideration. Usually, a depth not
less than 1 m above the top of base slab is adopted. (The use of Rankine's formula
has no relevance.)

Step 2: Taking Has the height from the top of the backfill to the bottom of the base slab as
in Figure 19.9, the thickness of base slab is taken as 8-12% of H but not less than
300 mm. Assume a thickness of stem not less than the base thickness. The top width
should not be less than 200 mm and the latter is usually given at the back to bring
the front in line with the property line.

Step 3: Next we assume the length of the base L as 50-70% of H. Place ZV3 in front of the
wall as the toe. (Figure 19.3 also gives some guidance on preliminary dimensioning
of cantilever walls.)
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Step 4: Estimate the earth pressure coefficients either from the theory or from the curves
given by Terzaghi and Peck [4] (Figure 19.9).

Step 5: Check stability condition. Find the eccentricity of resultant on the base of the wall by
taking moments about the heel. Calculate the maximum and minimum base pressures.
The maximum should not exceed the safe bearing capacity and the minimum should
be positive. In clays, the pressure at the toe should not produce excessive settlement
and tilting of the wall.

Step 6: Check for sliding. The friction at the base should be at least two times the horizontal
force acting on the wall. If it is deficient, provide a key (or nib) as given in the base
(see Example 19.1). It is better to give a key below the heel or under the stem. If the
key is provided at the toe, the soil there can get disturbed.

Step 7: Proceed with the structural design of the toe slab.

Step 8: Take up the structural design of the heel slab.

Step 9: Take up the structural design of the stem. If necessary, provide a splay at base
junction to increase the thickness of the stem and reduce the effect of sharp corners.

Step 10: Detail the steel. The principal steel in the toe is at the bottom of the toe, in the heel,
at the top of the heel and in the stem, in the backside of the stem. Provide the other
areas with nominal steel as shown in Figure 19.11. We should remember that
retaining walls are exposed to all weather conditions of the site or exposed to soil.
Clear cover of 50-70 mm is normally used in practice.

These aspects and the structural design of cantilever walls are illustrated by Example 19.1.

19.5 DESIGN OF CANTILEVER WALLS WITHOUT TOE

As shown in Figure 19.3 for walls less than 3 to 4 m we need to provide only a heel or a toe

in the base length. In such cases, the base length will have to be made nearly equal to the height
of the wall. The design principles are the same as in the conventional type of cantilever wall.

19.6 DESIGN OF BASEMENT WALLS

When constructing basements of buildings, the walls around the building have to retain the
outside earth in addition to carrying the vertical loads acting on them. Depending on the site
and the project, there can be two types of constructions as shown in Figure 19.11.

1. Free standing basement retaining walls
2. Embedded basement retaining walls

The free standing type is more common for ordinary, not too deep basements. Embedded
walls can be diaphragm walls first built to facilitate excavation and then incorporated into the
building. In the free standing system, we have to determine the base length required for
stability. In the embedded type, we have to find the length of embedment for stability. Many
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Figure 19.11 Type of basement wall: (a) Free standing, (b) and (c) Embedded, 0Final support

by permanent flows, (2) Temporary support, (3) Ground anchor.

methods of calculation can be used to find the required length of embedment. The theory is
similar to finding the depth of penetrating in sheet pile walls. In this section, we briefly deal
with the design of free standing basement walls. References [5] and [6] can be used for a
detailed study of both types of walls.

19.6.1 Calculation of Earth Pressures in Clays (see also Sec. 19.1)

The calculation of earth pressures due to clay deposits can be done in three ways:

1. Use c and <p' values obtained from drained laboratory tests.

2. Using c = 0 and assuming a <p value to give satisfactory results, found to be good from
experiences. Values given in Table 19.2 can be used for this purpose.

3. Using empirical values given in Table 19.1 (as recommended by Terzaghi and Peck
[4]) or values given in Table 19.3.

TABLE 19.2 Recommended Equivalent <p Values for Earth Pressures Due to Clay Deposits

PL value (%)

15
20
25
30
40
50

(p (degrees)

30
• 28

27
25
22
20

19.7 DESIGN OF FREE STANDING BASEMENT WALLS

Free standing basement walls can have their legs inside or partly outside the building line,
depending on the sequence of construction. The floor slab props the cantilever wall and
prevents it from tilting forward to produce active earth pressure. It acts as a propped cantilever.
If earth is packed after construction of the wall, there will be no rotation of the wall. Thus, earth
pressure at rest will be acting on the wall. The usually recommended values of coefficient of
earth pressure at rest ÿst are given in Table 19.3.
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TABLE 19.3 Values of "Coefficient of Earth Pressure at Rest" for Soils

S. No. Type of soil ÿrest

1. Dry sand loose 0.64
2. Dry sand dense 0.49
3. Saturated sand loose 0.46
4. Saturated sand dense 0.36
5. Clay compacted (P.I.9) 0.42
6. Clay compacted (P.1.30) 0.60

The reaction of a fully propped cantilever at the cantilever end is F/5, where F is the total
triangular load. The maximum bending moment is less than that in a free cantilever and it
reverses in sign. In terms of the total load F. The bending moment at x, will be as follows:

Mx (atx from the fixed end below) =~ÿ(L-x) -2j
At x = 0, M0 = -2FU15

Also BM at x = 2I5L = 0 and for lesser and more values, it reverses in sign. Hence, it is
important to reinforce both faces of the wall as shown in Figure 19.12.

It is also important that we should provide some nominal face reinforcement continued
from the floor slab to the wall. Generally, U bars are provided from the wall into the floor slab
onto which the floor slab bottom steel is lapped. The vertical steel in the wall is the main steel
and the horizontal distribution steel is placed inside the main steel. Detailing of steel is made
as shown in Figure 19.12.
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Figure 19.12 (Contd.)
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Figure 19.12 Propped cantilever retaining walls as basement walls, (a) and (b) Deformations of
walls—Reverse bending requires steel on both sides of the wall, (c) and (d) Detailing
of steel in basement walls.

19.8 SUMMARY

This chapter gives a brief account of the different types of retaining walls and their features.
It also discusses in detail the procedure for the design of medium sized reinforced cantilever
walls and basement walls.

EXAMPLE 19.1 (Preliminary dimensioning and design of an ordinary cantilever
retaining wall)

Give the layout and design of a conventional cantilever retaining wall with level backfill to
retain 4 m of earth {p = 30°) of unit weight 19 kN/m2.

±_ mo mm////j

1 m

(a)

V////////6

(b)

1
Figure E19.1 (a) Design of toe and heel slabs and stem, (b) Design of nib below the wall.
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Reference Step Calculation

Sec. 19.4

Sec. 19.4

Figure 19.9

Estimate total height

Assume a depth of foundation = 1.45 m (top of base slab)

Total height = 4 + 1.45 = 5.45 m

Estimate base thickness (8-12% H)

Try 8% H = 0.08 x 5.45 = 436 mm

Adopt thickness of base slab 450 mm.

Estimate thickness of stem

Adopt 450 mm as the thickness of the stem at base (as above)

Let the top width be = 200 mm

Adopt a wall sloping at back frame 450-200 mm at the top or earth
side.

Estimate length of base (L = 0.5 to 0.7 H)

Assume 0.5H = 5.45/2 = 2.73 mm

Adopt 3 m as base length

Put L/3 = 1 mas toe in front of the wall

(These steps give us the dimensions of a wall to design.)

Estimate earth pressure coefficients for active pressure

Assume (f> = 30°, w = 19 kN/m2

1-sin 9 05 _ \_
1.5

~

3
ki, =ÿ

1+sin 9

Kh ~ ykh = 19x

1+sin G
and kn=-= 3p 1-sin ÿ

ÿ ] =6.33 (kN/m3)

(Taking value of K from Terzaghi chart = 4.6)

Adopt K = 6.33

Check stability conditions with characteristic loads andfind base
pressures
Find the point of intersection of the resultant pressure at the base to

check
(a) Maximum and minimum base pressures, and
(b) No tension at base and also moment of forces of the bottom of the

heel

Item Weight (kN) Height Moment
above base

Stem 0.20 x 5 x 25 = 25.0 1.65 m 41.25 kNm
Stem (0.25/2) x 5 x 25 = 15.6 1.83 28.60
(slope)
Base 3 x 0.45 x 25 = 33.8 1.50 50.70
Earth 1.55 x 5 x 19 = 147.3 0.775 114.16

Total = 221.7 kN = 234.71 kNm
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Reference Step Calculation

Lateral pressure = 1/2 KH2 = 1/2 x 6.33 x (5.45)2 = 94 kN

Moment = 94(tf/3) = 94.0(5.45/3) = 170.77 kNm

Total moment = 234.71 + 170.77 = 405.48 kNm

40S 4R
Resultant from 0 = M/W =--— =1.83 m from 0

221.70
Total length of the base = 3 m

e = Eccentricity = 1.83 - 1.50 = 0.33 m

Eccentricity towards toe, where pressure is maximum is

U6 = 3000/6 = 500 mm > 330 mm

Hence, no tension in the base.

Pe 2Max and min pressure — P/ A±— and Z =L / 6

.221.7 ±P21-7X03S)X« 2

3 9

7

p max = 122.7 kN/m2 < SBC 175 kN/m2
p min = 25.1 kN/m2 (No tension at base)

Check for sliding (with characteristic load and FS)

P = Lateral pressure = 94 kN

Total weight = 221.7 kN

Let friction coefficient be 0.55.

Frictional resistance = 0.55 x 221.7 = 121.94 kN

121.94
Factor of safety =——— =1.29<2.0 (preferred)

Figure El9.1 We will provide a nib at the end of the heel as shown. Calculate the
depth of the nib required.

Lateral resistance required = 2P = 2 x 94 = 188 kN

Resistance required from nib = 188 - 122 = 66 kN

1. Design of nib (projection below slab)

Nibs are not generally provided at toe as that region may be excavated
after construction. Nib design is made by different designers using
different assumptions as indicated below.

(a) The nib only increases the soil riction by converting friction as soil
to soil instead of concrete to soil friction, which can be taken as 0.35
for silt to 0.60 for rough rock. A factor of safety of 1.4 is used. Tan 30
for soil is taken as 0.58.)

(b) Passive resistance of the soil below the rib only contributes to the
resistance.
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Reference Step Calculation

Step 4

Sec. 19.4

(c) The nib resistance is the difference between the passive resistance
at the front of the nib and the active resistance at its back.
(d) The failure surface is a plane and circle starting at <f> degrees at the
foot of the nib as shown in Figure E19.1.

2. Let us assume (b) andfind depth of nib required

(Assume kp = 3 and y= 19). First consider front.

Let us consider the depth up to the bottom of the slab 1.45 m depth.
Passive pressure at 1.45 m = kpyh

Pj = 3 x 19 x 1.45 = 82.7 kN/m

Total pressure =ÿ x 82.7 x 1.45 = 60 kN

Consider the back. Let the nib project be y metres from the top of
earth.

Passive pressure at y depth = 3 x 19 x y = 57y

Total pressure P2 = 1/2 x 57y x y = 28.5y2
The resistance by nib only = P2 - P\ = 66 kN

Hence, 28.5y2 - 60 = 66 gives y = 2.12 m

Depth of nib below slab = 2.12 - (1.45 + 0.45) = 0.22 m = 220 mm

Make the nib at least equal to the slab thickness = 450 mm

[For the nib to be rigid, the depth should not be more than four times
its thickness. If such a condition arises, redesign the base length L to
give more friction.]
Design of toe part of the slab (steel to be provided at bottom) as base
pressure is the main force
Both SF and BM have to be taken at junction of the stem, pressure
varies from 122.7 to 25.1 kN/m2

Ground pressure at stem junction =25.1+

(a) Design for moment

Moment of base reaction =

(122.7-25.1)
x 2 =90.2

(1)4(90.2)
122.7 + 90.2

(l)x-
1 [90.2 +(2x122.7)]

=55.93 kNm
[122.7 + 90.2]

We may deduct the moment due to self-weight of the slab and the

earth above. But for a safe design, we omit these.

d = 450 - 50 - 10 = 390 mm

Mjj = Factored design moment = 1.5 x 55.93 = 84 kNm
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Reference Step Calculation

M. 84 x 10"

Table B.l

Table C.2

10

u_ _
bd2 1000x390x390

=0.55 gives p, =0.158%

Provide at least 0.2% steel for foundation.

As = (0.2/100) x 1000 x 390 = 780 mm2/m
Provide 16 mm @ 250 mm spacing = 804 mm2/m
(b) Check for shear (Neglect wt. of earth above)

Upward reaction - wt. of the slab

(122.7 +90.2ÿ
Shear = I---1(1) -(1x 0.45 x 25) =95.2 kN

V 95.2 x 103
=0.244 N/mm2

bd 1000x 390

This is less than 0.33 allowed for 0.2% steel.

Provide nominal temperature steel at top (see Step 9).

Design of heel (Steel to be provided at top of the slab) (The weight
from earth is the major force)

Forces acting are: (a) weight of earth, (b) weight of the slab and
(c) ground reaction at base

Ground pressure at junction with stem

3
Find moment of forces (tension at top)

(1) Earth = 1.55 x 5 x 19 x 0.775 = 114.12 kN

(2) Slab = 1.55 x 0.45 x 25 x 0.775 = 13.52

(3) Reaction

75.5 +25.lj„ [75.5 + (2 x 25. 1)J (1.55
(1.55) x-----x

2 ) 75.5 +25.1 V 3

Net M = 114.14 + 13.52 - 50.33 = 72.33 kNm

My = 1.5 x M = 116 kNm

= 50.33 kNm

M 116 x 10
=0.76; p =0.221%

bd' 1000x390x390

As = (0.221/100) x (1000 x 390) = 862 mm2/m
Provide 16 mm @ 230 gives 873 mm2/m.
Main steel is provided at the bottom (0.12%) and along die wall
(@ 0.12%). See Step 9.

Design of stem (height 5 m)

Depth < that of base; adopt D = 450, d = 390 mm

Kh = khr = 0.33 x 19
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Reference Step Calculation

Table C.2

11

M = KhH*(Hyj33M5?=131g7kNm
2 1.3 J 6

My = Factored moment = 1.5M = 197.8 kNm

M 197.8X10'
(UW,.

bd 1000x390x390

=
0.392

x 1(X)0x 39Q _ ,529 mm2
J 100

Provide 16 mm bars at 130 gives 1547 mm2.
Check stem also for shear. Depth should be enough without shear
reinforcement.

Distribution steel

0.12x1000x450 CAn 2--— =540 mm
100

Provide 10 mm bars @ 140 mm gives 560 mm2/m.

Provide distribution steel on both faces
We have to provide 10 mm @ 280 mm only as steel is provided to

both faces.

Curtailment of steel

Check depth of section and requirement of steel at mid-height for
medium walls and 1/3 and 2/3 heights for high walls.

Detail the steel

Detail steel as shown in Figure 19.10.
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Infilled Virendeel Frame Foundations

20.1 INTRODUCTION

Ordinary reinforced concrete strip wall footings (which are used for residential buildings), when
built on soils of low bearing capacity, are subjected to large differential settlement. Therefore,
short piles or under reamed piles with grade beams are commonly used in places where the
foundation condition can enable sufficient load bearing capacity of the pile to be mobilized at

less than 4 m depth. However, in deep deposits of low bearing capacity (where short piles will
not work) for ordinary buildings,an economical choice will be the use of a rigid ground beams
as foundations. The use of reinforced T or U beam for these foundations in fairly good soil is
described in Chapter 9. Such a ground beam can be made more rigid by tying the reinforced
concrete footing with the plinth beam by stub columns between them. This converts the
foundation to a Virendeel frame as shown in Figure 20.1. The concrete footing and the top R.C.
plinth beams form the bottom and top chords, respectively, of the frame. They are connected
at intervals with verticals or stub columns. These form panels and these panels are infilled with
bricks. Such Virendeel frame can be used in two ways. First, it can be used as a frame resting
on the ground all along its length in the same way as a rigid beam (beam on elastic foundation).

Secondly, it can be used as a Virendeel truss girder supported at the two ends on rigid supports
like piers on long piles and loaded from top by the building and supported by very weak soil
below, which may give only little resistance. The brickwork can be built in such a way that they are

293
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(a) (b)

Figure 20.1 Virendeel frame: (a) As infilled beam under walls, (T) Strip foundation, (2) Stub

columns, (3) Plinth beam, 0 Brick infill, (b) Virendeel girder, (5) Bottom beam.

all well bonded together. In deep deposits of weak soils, these will serve as a useful foundation
for ordinary buildings. These frames are also useful in places of high water table where the
foundation brickwork can get submerged under water and get weakened.

In this chapter, we briefly examine the approximate methods of design of the Virendeel
frame as girders and beams. Their use as beams will be similar to the use of the less rigid T
beams described in Chapter 9.

20.2 BEHAVIOUR OF VIRENDEEL GIRDERS WITHOUT INFILLS

Virendeel girders are highly indeterminate structures. Their elastic or plastic analysis is highly
complex. Results of their approximate analysis should always be interpreted with a full
appreciation of the limitations of the approximations made.

One of the most important factors that affect the behaviour of these frames is the depth/
span ratio of the truss and the number of panels of the girder. It can be proved that if the number
of panels is more than 4-6, the depth/span ratio is the most important factor that will affect the
performance of the Virendeel girder.

The important stress resultants to be considered in the analysis of the Virendeel girder (see

Figure 20.2) are:

• Tension and compression in the bottom and top chords, respectively

• Moments in the top and bottom chords

• Moments in the verticals

• Deflection of the truss

Stub columns

Figure 20.2 Analysis of Virendeel girder-stress resultants:0Moment in top chord,

0Moment in bottom chord, (3)Tension in bottom chord, 0Compression
in top chord.
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20.2.1 General Dimensions Adopted

It should be remembered that the most common depth/span ratio that we usually meet within
foundation is of the order of 0.2 to 0.3 with 4-6 square panels. For better action of infill against
shear and truss action (as in infilled shear wall for wind loads), it will be advisable to use square
panels. But this condition is not absolutely obligatory. It is also desirable to have an even
number of panels so that there is symmetry in action.

20.3 APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS OF VIRENDEEL GIRDERS

Symmetrically loaded Virendeel girders can be easily analysed for nodal loadings by using
Naylor's method of moment distribution, where we allow joint and sway distribution,
simultaneously but require modified set of distribution factors. (Stiffness of vertical members
is multiplied by 6.) This method is described in books on the theory of structures.

A very approximate method of analysis of Virendeel girders can be carried out by
converting them into a determinate structure by assuming that the points of contraflexure are
at mid-points of horizontal chord members and also at the mid-points of vertical members as
shown in Figure 20.3. The loads are carried to the nodes by beam action between the nodes.
The method is illustrated by Example 20.1.

w, w, Wr, W, w,

i__i

Figure 20.3 Approximate analysis of Virendeel girder assuming points of inflections.

20.4 RESULTS OF REFINED ANALYSIS

Other methods such as Kloucek's knotted cantilever method can also be used for more refined
analysis. In approximate method, the chord moments will not vary with the depth/span ratio.
However, the direct forces in the chord members are very high with small depth/span ratios,
and the effect of these large tensions will be taken into account in the exact analysis. We can
summarize the difference in analysis between the approximate and the exact method as
follows:

1. Chord moment. The approximate method gives no variation in the value of chord
moment with depth/span ratios. The exact analysis shows that the value of chord
moment increases considerably with increase in the depth/span ratio as shown in
Figure 20.4 [1],
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2. Direct force in chords. The approximate method gives much higher values than
those obtained by more refined analysis for direct forces in the top and bottom chords.

"O Chord moment

Deflection

Tension (T)
l

2.00.5
Depth/span ratio

Figure 20.4 Results of theoretical analysis of a four bay Virendeel girder without infill
showing variation of chord moment, deflection and chord tension (and
compression) [1]. [Note: Laboratory tests on these girders with well bonded
infilled brickwork showed that they were 8 to 10 times stiffer than infilled
girders.]

3. Maximum deflection. Though for a given Virendeel girder without infill the
deflection is reported to slightly increase with depth/span, this will not be true for
infilled frames (Figure 20.4).

20.5 DESIGN OF VIRENDEEL FRAME AS A BEAM OR A GIRDER
BASED ON SOIL CONDITION

The procedure for the design of Virendeel foundations can be described as follows:

Case 1: Empirical design as a beam to reduce settlement In cases where the soil under
a load bearing wall can take the load as a continuous footing (but we need a rigid
foundation to take care of the differential settlement), we proceed as follows. We
suitably design an R.C. continuous strip footing to fully take the gravity loads. To
take care of the differential settlement, we convert it into a Virendeel frame by
adding R.C. stub columns connecting the foundation slab and the top plinth beam
so that the foundation is made into a Virendeel frame. It is desirable to have the
verticals as the same size of the plinth beam. The plinth beam is the compression
chord and reinforced with about 1.5% steel, with equal steel on all corners and
nominal ties.

Case 2: Theoretical design as a rigid beam Alternatively, where the foundation soil is
fairly good but not as good as in case (1), we may consider the wall resting on a

Virendeelframe as a rigid beam on elastic foundation and design it by more involved
theoretical methods.
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Case 3: Empirical or approximate design as a girder between rigid supports If the
foundation soil is very poor to support the load of the building, it will be necessary
to plan the Virendeel frame as a girder between strong pile or pier foundations at its
ends spaced at fairly large intervals. The girder spans between the supports with very
little support from below.

20.6 APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS OF VIRENDEEL GIRDER

When the frame acts as a girder between two rigid supports, we assume that the total moment
at any section of a girder A/0 is carried as

M0 = Md + Mi + Mm
where

Md = Moment due to direct force (i.e. due to compression and tension) in the chords
Mj = Moment taken by infill brickwork
M,„ = Sum of moments in the chords

As the value of M, depends on many factors, we neglect it and use the analysis of girders
without infill for the design of the concrete members. This gives us a conservative design.

20.7 PROCEDURE FOR DESIGN OF VIRENDEEL FRAME FOUNDATION

As already stated, we can use Virendeel frames in two ways—as a beam on elastic foundation
and as a girder between pillars.

Case 1: (Infilled Virendeel frame used as a rigid beam and subjected to vertical loads)

We have two options as follows:

(a) First, as already indicated, we may design the bottom chord as a conventional
continuous R.C. foundation, satisfying the bearing capacity consideration at a suitable
depth. For providing rigidity and reducing differential settlement, we connect these
foundations to the plinth beam by stub columns spaced at suitable intervals (so that
the number of panels will be not less than four to six). These verticals and plinth
beams are to be of the same dimension with not less than 1.5% steel and nominal
shear reinforcement in the term of ties. The frame is to be infilled with brickwork.

(b) Secondly, we can consider the whole frame with infill as a beam on elastic
foundation.

Case 2: (Infilled Virendeel frame as girder spacing between rigid supports) In this case,
the load is first assumed to be transmitted along the top chord as concentrated loads at the
nodes. The structural action of such an arrangement is very complex and exact and the design
will be very lengthy. We may simplify the design by making the following assumptions:

(a) The loading on the top chord can be assumed to be taken to the nodes of the girder
by the bending action of the two chords, assuming brickwork is only a filler.

(b) The Virendeel frame is then analysed and designed for shear bending moment and
direct forces as shown in Example 20.1.
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For the design as a girder, we have to check the following

(a) Assuming there is no infill, the chord top members should be strong enough to

transfer loads on them to the adjacent nodes. (This is the first step to transfer
uniformly distributed loads as nodal loads.)

(b) The Virendeel frame, when used as a girder, should be able to bear the foundation
load without the help of the brick infilling as a frame. As the soil below is weak, we

neglect the upward reaction from the soil. This assumption gives a safe design.

(c) Shear may be assumed to be taken as in infilled shear walls. Symmetrical even

number of panels will be more convenient and infill can be assumed as stmts between
comers.

(d) The end supports must be piles or piers, which can safely take the reactions.

20.8 DETAILING OF STEEL

The detailing of steel in Virendeel frames is as shown in Figure 20.5.

p*©
— *•

u©
2)f - 1(2) Brick

infills
v_--/ *-

-®
L-— _ *;

(a) General arrangement

Main steel

Ties

Frame Girder

Section 1-1 Section 2-2 Section 2-3

(b) (c) (d)

Figure 20.5 Detailing of Virendeel frame and girder. [Note: (d) In a frame we use strip foundation
of the wall as bottom member. In a girder we provide a bottom beam section as
bottom chord. To act as a girder it has to be supported at the ends on rigid supports
like piers or piles.]
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20.9 SUMMARY

Brick-infilled Virendeel frames have been successfully used in many places as rigid beams and
girders between supports in foundations of ordinary buildings built on soils of low bearing
capacity. They are also useful in regions where foundations are subject to high water table or
flooding which can lead to weakness of foundations brickwork. This chapter deals with the
empirical design of Virendeel frames as beams supported all along their length and also as
girders supported on rigid supports only at their ends.

EXAMPLE 20.1 (Approximate analysis of Virendeel girder)

A Virendeel girder consists of six panels. Each panel is of 2.5 m in chord length and 2.5 m in
height. A load of 15 kN acts on each interior nodal point on the top. Estimate, using the
approximate method, the maximum design values of axial forces bending moment and shear in
(a) the top chord, (b) the bottom chord and (c) the verticals.

15 kN 15 kN 15 kN 15 kN 15 kN

ft
2.5 m

37.5 kN

(a)

2.5 m

37.5 kN

ÿ///atttt-.
'////,'///
///I'///

/ / / /

(t>)

L
(C)

(d)

(r- ÿ3

Figure E20.1 (Contd.)
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r>i

•*-0
(e)

Figure E20.1 Details of approximate analysis of Virendeel girder.

Reference Step Calculation

Figure 20.2

1

2

Draw the shear forces in the panel [Figure E20.1(b)]

(Assume the top and bottom chords share SF equally)
Find bending moments in chords [assuming point of inflection at

mid-point of chords Figure E20.1(c))

Mab = MBA = 18.75 x 1.25 = 23.44 kNm (maximum)

Mbc = mcb = 11-25 x 1.25 = 14.06 kNm

Mcd = Mdc = 3.75 x 1.25 = 4.69 kNm

Findmoments in vertical members. It is the sum of beam moments at

junction

[For an exact analysis of symmetrical girders, we may use moment

distribution using Naylor's method of normal moment distribution on
one half using (stiffness of beam x 1) and (stiffness of column x 6)].
However, for the approximate method, we use simple statics [see
Figure H20.1(d)]

Mal = 23.44 kNm

Mbm = 23.44 + 14.06 = 37.05 kNm (maximum value)

Mcn = 14.06 + 4.69 = 18.75 kNm

Mno = 0

Findaxialforces (compression and tension) in top and bottom chords
(from equilibrium in verticals) Figure E20.1(e)

It is the sum of moment in top and bottom chords divided by height.

Along AB = =
2 X 23-44

= 18.75 kN = 18.75 kN

Along BC = 18.75 +

Along CD = 48.75 +

2.5

2x37.5
2.5

2x18.75

2.5

= 18.75 +30 =48.75 kN

=48.75 + 15=63.75 kN (see Note

below)

(Max shear in vertical = (48.75 - 18.75) = 30 kN equal to 30 above)
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Reference Step Calculation

Sec. 20.6

Simple approximate analysis

Conservative values of tension and compression in the chords
can be estimated as force from the bending moment concept.

Figure E20.1(e)_ BM at section XX
Compression = Tension =-

Distance between chords
In the above example for maximum values,

M
Max tension = Max compression =—

(37.5x7.5) -15(5 +2.5)

2.5
=67.5 kN

(This compares very favourably with 63.75 kN as obtained above. The
difference is due to the fact that we neglect chord moments obtained
from Step 2.)

Tabulate maximum values of axial forces, moments and shear in
member

Member/ Top member Bottom Vertical
Values member

Moment 23.44 kNm 23.44 kNm 37.5 kNm
Axial force 63.75 (comp.) 63.75 (tension) 18.75 kN (comp.)
Shear 18.75 kN 18.75 kN 30.0 kN

(Use factored value (1.5 x above value) for limit state design)

Design of members

Design top chord for moment + compression

Design bottom chord for moment + tension

Design verticals for moment + compression

[Note: Compression members should have a length/least dimension
ratio not greater than 12.]

[Note: If the upper chord has to carry the load along its length to

transfer the loads to the notes, as in Figure E. 20.1(a), they have to

be separately checked as beams. In infilled frames, the resistance may

be assumed to be shared by top and bottom chords equally.]

EXAMPLE 20.2 (Transfer of top chord loads as nodal loads on Virendeel girder)

The top chord of a Virendeel girder foundation is 2.5 m span between nodes. If it carries 12 kN/m
load on the top chord, determine the initial design of top chord. (Refer Figure E20.1.)
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Reference Step Calculation

1 Find total load and moments

The total load on each panel = 12 x 2.5 = 30 kN
Reaction on each panel = 15 kN

2 Preliminary design of top chord
Assuming the ends are fixed Mmax = w/2/12
Design the top chord as a beam to transfer these loads to the nodes.

Note: This example shows how the UDL on the top chords of the Virendeel girder between the nodes
is transferred to the top nodal points. This is an approximation as it assumes that the girder is not in

filled.
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Steel Column Bases

21.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, we briefly deal with the design of foundations for steel columns. Details of
design of connections of steel column to base plate by angles, channels, etc. are covered in
textbooks on steel design. Bases are designed to transmit axial loads only or axial loads with
moments and horizontal forces to the foundations. Moments are transmitted to the concrete
foundation by the steel plate and the holding-down bolts. Horizontal loads are transmitted by
the shear of the holding-down bolts as well as the friction between the base plate and concrete.

The calculation of tension developed in the holding bolts and their design are important topics
in steel design. In this chapter, we also deal with the design of simple concrete bases for steel
columns and with the design of grillage foundations that are used for heavily loaded stanchions.

21.2 TYPES OF BASES

The following are the generally used types of foundation for the steel column (Figure 21.1):

1. Slab base over concrete footing (Figure 21.1)
2. Gusseted base over concrete footing (Figure 21.2)
3. Grillage foundation under steel bases (Figure 21.3)
4. Pocket base (Figure 21.4)

A brief description of each of these is given here.
303
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Slab or bloom base: It is used for columns with axial load only and no bending. A slab base
consists of a base plate welded or fixed by angles to the column and bolted to the foundation
block. The column bears on the slab base which, in turn, bears on the concrete. The thickness
of the plate can vary from 40 mm for 100 t to 120 mm for 1000 t column loads. For such heavy
loads, the stanchion end and the slab are usually machined to have a close fit. In such cases,
the weld connection between stanchions and base plate is only designed to hold them in
position. For lighter columns, when machining is not done, the weld should be designed to

transmit the load from the column to the base through these connections. The labour required
for slab bases is less than that for a gusseted base. But they require more steel. These slab bases
are easier to maintain than gusseted bases. Unlike the latter, the slab bases have no pockets in
which water and dust can collect, thereby leading to easy corrosion.

The formula used for the design of these slab bases is fully described in textbooks on steel
design. In short, the thickness (/ in mm) for the slab base for an Isection columns is calculated
from the following formula:

where, w = (Load/Area), i.e. pressure on the underside of steel plate in N/mm2 (When resting

on concrete, it should not exceed 0.25fck / A2 . Refer IS 456, CI. 34.4.)

p = Permissible bending stress in steel in N/mm2 (185 N/mm2)
a = Greater projection of plate beyond the column faces in mm [Figure 21.1(a)]

b = Lesser projection of the plate beyond the column faces in mm

For steel round columns, the minimum thickness of the square base in mm is given by,

where W = Total load in Newtons

D = Diameter of base <1.5(J+75) mm
d = Diameter of the column in mm

p = Permissible bending stress =185 N/mm2

Gusseted bases: Gusseted bases consist of gusset plates on the sides of the flanges, cleats,
stiffeners and base plate all welded or riveted together to form a stiff assembly, which
transmits column load uniformly to the concrete foundations. They are very useful for
columns with direct load and bending. Part of the load is to be transmitted from the column
through the gusset plates. As the gussets and stiffeners help the slab against bending, a much
thinner base slab can be used, leading to economy of materials. However, these bases are
difficult to maintain due to the presence of pockets where corrosion can set in. Gusset bases
require less steel than slab base. We will not go into the details of their design. It can be
found in textbooks on steel design.

(21.1)

(21.2)
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Elevation

1 ÿ

Plan

Figure 21.1 Slab or bloom base over concrete footing (?) Steel column, (2) Angles,

(3) Base plate, (4) Bolts, (5) Concrete base.

Figure 21.2 Gusseted base on concrete footing: (?) Column, (2) Gusset plate, (3) Gusset angle,

(4) Web cleat, (5) Foundation bolts, (6) Base plate, (7) Concrete base.
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Grillage foundations: Where very heavy loads, as in buildings, are to be transmitted to

shallow foundations, a steel grillage can be used to transmit the load to the foundation. A simple
R.C.C. base will be too deep for the area of foundation required. A grillage foundation consists
of two or three tiers of steel beams placed under the column with a base plate. In a two-tier
system, the base plate transmits the load first to three or four Ibeams under it with their
length along the length of the foundation. These beams are placed, in turn, on a larger number
(8-10) closely spaced steel Ibeams, placed over the foundation soil with proper care. The
whole system is encased in concrete (of strength not less than M2o) and the cover specified
is not less than 100 mm. The concrete is well compacted around the beams. The girders in
each tier are kept in position by pipe separators (or spacers) threaded over the bolts placed
in holes made in the webs of the girders. This arrangement keeps them in position during
concreting.

The first type of failure that can occur in this set-up is buckling of the web of the first
tier. It is the failure (instability) of the web as a column under a concentrated load on the flange.
It is a sudden failure and has occurred in bridge construction at several places. The bridges were
temporary grillage not covered with concrete. Another type of possible failure is the crippling
failure of the web. Crippling (become like a cripple) of the web is a local failure just under the
flange (at the root of the fillet) under concentrated loads. Such a failure is also called crushing
failure (see Figure 21.6). Both buckling and crippling should be checked for temporary grillages
used for erection of bridges and in all grillages if concreting is done after loading the column.
In temporary constructions, stiffeners (vertical pieces) or diaphragm (horizontal pieces) can be
provided to prevent buckling. Stiffeners can prevent crippling or crushing also. (These problems
are further discussed in Sec. 21.6.)

[Note: More recently, another device called Rigid Steel Pedestals [2] has been evolved
to spread the column loads to concrete foundations. It is a sort of steel pedestal into which the
column is installed.]

Figure 21.3 Steel grillage foundation: 0 Column, (2) Base plate, (3) Top tier steel

beams, 0 Bottom tier steel beams.
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Pocket base: This base, shown in Figure 21.4, is the
most primitive type of foundation for light steel
columns or posts. In pocket bases, the stanchion is
grouted into a pocket in the concrete foundation. Pocket
bases are used only for light columns. For example, all
the columns ofsteelframesfor advertisementposters are

only pocket bases. The axial load is resisted by direct
bearing on the concrete as well as by bond between steel
and concrete. If there is a moment in the column, it is
resisted by compression forces acting between the
concrete and the flanges of the column as in Isections
or the faces as in box sections.

21.3 DESIGN OF R.C. FOOTINGS UNDER STEEL COLUMNS

After the design of the base plate and anchor bolts, the design of R.C. footings is carried out

in the normal way. IS 456, CI. 24.2.3 specifies that the value of shear for design of footings
under column with slab base or gusseted bases is to be taken halfway between the faces of the
column or pedestal and the edge of the base plate instead at a distance equal to the effective
depth of the footing from the face of the column for concrete columns built integral with the
footings. Bending and punching shear considerations should be made, as in R.C. column, at the
edge of the base plate.

21.4 DESIGN OF STEEL GRILLAGE FOUNDATION

We will consider the design of grillage foundations in more detail. As per IS 800 (1984),

allowable stresses in steel grillage beams can be increased by 33Jÿ% from that specified for

normal beams. The allowable stress works out to 1.33 x 165 [for Fe 250] ~ 220 N/mm2. We
assume that the load from the column is uniformly distributed over the base plate and that each
tier of beams distributes the load uniformly to the lower layer.

21.4.1 Design Moments and Shears

The various suggested methods to calculate the bending moments and shears in centrally loaded
and eccentrically loaded grillages are shown in Figures 21.5 and 21.6.

The most commonly used values of bending moments and shears in the members for
design are the following. We first compute total BM and Z values for the upper tier taken
together. After that, we determine the type of steel section and the number required. Similarly,
we analyse the lower tier also.

Let,

P = Load in column in Newtons (without moments)
a, b = Length and width of base plate of column (a placed along L of upper tier)

*

' * , 1

<
i -
' ÿ ,•• fr. ,
1 ' • .
" '' • ' tr " . *

Figure 21.4 Pocket base with I section
(pipes are also used) as
for advertisement posters.
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h- a K- a -»j

-J
Mmax = PI8 (L-a) Mmax = P/8(L-a)

S.F.

B.M.

(a) (b)

Figure 21.5A Two of the assumptions used for design of grillage foundation for
centrally loaded column: (a) Assuming distribution of load through plate
to girder, (b) Grillage beam acting as a cantilever.

L = Length of the upper tier in m (along the
length of the foundation)

B = Length of the lower tier in m (along the
breadth of the foundation)

(We find L and B from L x B or area = PISafe
bearing capacity.)

In the L-direction, the load per unit length of all
the beams together is equal to PIL upwards.

Taking moments about the centre line of the
column for the upper cantilevers, we get the cantilever
moment from Figure 21.6 as

1
x —

2

=(P/8) (L -a)

Similarly, total maximum moment in beams
along length

L = P/8(L - a) (upper tier).

Total maximum moment in beams along length

B = P/S(B - b) (lower tier) (21.3)

Maximum shear for beams along

L=(P/2)ÿL~a

L[h)2
1

x —
2

P / \
a

L ,2j a X

con®

Figure 21.5B

S.F.

B.M.

Design of grillage
foundation for a column
with vertical load and

moment: (T) Load distri¬

bution under plate, (2)
Load distribution under
beam.
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Maximum shear for beams along B =(P/2) (21.4)

21.4.2 Steps in Design of Grillage Foundations

We work on characteristic loads and elastic design. The steps in the design of grillage
foundations are as follows:

1. Find the area required of the foundation from the safe bearing capacity.
2. Consider the upper tier beam placed along the length L of the foundation.

(a) Calculate the maximum BM for the upper tier

(b) Compute the total section modulus using fs = 220 N/mm2 and select the number
of beams required (3 or 4 innumbers). Check clearance for beams to be accommo¬
dated in the bearing plate size. Clear distance should be more than 75 mm.

(c) Calculate the maximum shear and check for the shear. Max allowable shear =
100N/mm2.

(d) Check for web buckling and web crippling.

3. Consider the lower tier beams placed along the breadth B of the foundation.

(a) Calculate the maximum BM for the lower tier.
(b) Compute the section modulus and find the number of beams required to cover the

length B with clearance not less than '75 mm.

(c) Check for the shear

(d) Check for web buckling and web crippling.

Details of a steel grillage foundation are shown in Figure 21.6.

Figure 21.6 Details of grillage foundation: (T) Cover 100 mm, (2) First tier I beams with tubular

distance pieces over threaded rod bolts, (3) Angle connecting bottom tier of I beams,

(4) 100 mm T for levelling, (5) Anchor arrangement using 150 * 75 mm channels,
(placed website down to ensure filling with concrete) placed specially when both are

subjected to tension, (6) Wedges for levelling Ibeams.
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21.5 GRILLAGE FOUNDATION AS COMBINED FOOTING

For the design of a combined footing for two column loads, we make the CG of loads to

coincide with the CG of the footing. We design the grillage system as an inverted beam,
supported on the two columns with uniform pressure from the ground on the grillage.

21.6 WEB BUCKLING AND WEB CRIPPLING (CRUSHING) OF I-BEAMS
UNDER CONCENTRATED LOADS [Fig. 21.7]

Web buckling is different from web crippling or crushing and both should be checked whenever
we place concentrated loads on I-girders, and plate girders. Stiffeners should be provided if the
calculations show that they are needed.

Figure 21.7 Web failures in I beams: (a) Web buckling, (b) Web crushing, (c) Dimensions of I
beam in steel tables used for web buckling, (d) Calculation of web buckling (b is length
of plate).

21.6.1 Web Buckling

The concentrated load from the bearing plate is assumed to be distributed in the B-beam to the

middle of the beam. With this assumption, the slenderness ratios of the web behaving as a strut

(see textbooks on Steel Design) are calculated.

1. Slenderness ratio for web buckling

Slenderness ratios = (21.5)

where hx = depth of the web = (h - 2h2)(h, hx and h2 are given in steel tables)

t = thickness of the web
h2 = depth to the root of the fillet
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2. Stress calculation for buckling. The stress at the mid-level is

p
<7 =— (should not exceed allowable) (21.6)

Bit
where

B\ = 45 degree dispersed width at the mid-depth of the web for (b + h)

P = Load on the plate
t = thickness of the web

The stress cr should not exceed the maximum allowed for the slendemess ratio mentioned
before as given in steel tables) [1].

21.6.2 Web Crippling or Web Crushing

Crippling of the web occurs with large bearing stress just below the flange at the junction of
the flange and the web, i.e. the root of the fillet. The thickness of the flange at the fillet is given
in steel tables as h2. We assume a 30° dispersion (with the horizontal) of the load in this case
to the root of the fillet. The maximum allowable bearing stress is 187 N/mm2.

If P is the load, then the bearing stress is equal to P/bearing area.

Bearing area for load from top = B2t

B2=b+y/3(2h2) (21.7)

where b is the length of the bearing plate.
Thus,

p
Bearing stress =-—- (21.8)

t[b + j3 (2/ÿ)1
should not exceed 187 N/mm2.

21.6.3 Checking for Web Buckling and Web Crippling

It can be found that in general if the beam section is safe on web crippling, it will be safe in
web buckling also. Thus, we need to check only for web crippling in routine cases. The problem
is illustrated by Example 21.1.

21.7 DESIGN OF POCKET BASES

We briefly deal with pocket bases also. The forces to be resisted are axial load P and moment
M. In this type of bases, the stanchion is grouted into a pocket in the concrete foundation. The
axial load is taken by the bond and the bearing. The moment is resisted by compression forces
between the surfaces of steel and concrete as shown in Figure 21.8. For flanged beams for
resisting moments, it is assumed that the compression forces can act on bothfaces (outside and
inside offlanges) as concrete encases the whole section. In hollow sections, it is assumed that
compression can act on one side (the outside) only as shown in Figure 21.8.
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(a) (b)

Figure 21.8 Design of pocket bases: (a) I section encased in concrete-reaction acting
all along the length of embedment, (b) Circular (tubular) section-web
reaction acts on compression face only.

Case 1: (I section) For structural Isection, if d is the depth of the embedment on both
faces, b is the breadth of the flange, and pc the allowable bearing stress on concrete, as assumed
at all contacts, then

F = (pJ2) x (d/2) x b = pcdb/4 [on one flange (Figure 21.8)]

where pc is equal to the permissible stress in compression in concrete.
The moment of the total forces from each face will be,

(i)

= 2 x Fx —d13
=(2)x =pcbd2/3 (ii)

4J 13
From the allowable stress in steel (ps), the maximum moments the steel section can take,

M = p£xx (iii)

Equating the moments (ii) and (iii), the necessary length of the embedment for developing full
capacity is obtained as,

il/2 (21.9)d=YiPsZxx'PM
Case 2: (Hollow section) A similar derivation will lead to d for a hollow section. For full
bending capacity, the value of d will be double the value of Eq. (21.9) and equal to,

d=&PsZXX/Pcb]1/2 (21.10)

21.8 SUMMARY

This chapter briefly dealt with the design of the different types of foundation of steel columns,
namely, pocket bases for advertisement posters, slab bases, gusseted base and grillage
foundations.
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EXAMPLE 21.1 (Checking Isection for web buckling and web crippling or (crushing))

An ISMB 225 at 31.2 kg/m carries a load of 250 kN through a 700 x 110 mm bearing plate.
Check the beam for web buckling and web crushing (crippling). From steel tables, h = total
depth of the section = 225 mm, h2 = depth to the root of the fillet = 25.85 mm, h{ = depth of
the web = 173.3 mm, tw = 6.5, and tf = 11.8 mm (breadth of the flange = 110 mm).

Reference Step Calculation

(a) Web buckling

IS Tables 1 Find slenderness ratio and allowable stress

Eq. (21.5) Slenderness ratio =>/3A, It
=(>/3 x 173.3)/6.5 =46.17

IS 00(1984) Allowable stress for slenderness ratio for grade 240 steel and l/r = 50
= 125.5 N/mm2

2 Find stress after dispersion of load at 45° from base plate to mid-
depth

B, = (Length of the plate + h) for dispersion at 45°

= (700 + 225) = 925

Eq. (21.6)
P 250 x 103 ,

Stress = -=-=41.5 <125 N/mm
Bfw 925 x 6.5

Thus, safe against buckling.
(b) Web Crippling

1 Findwidth of bearing at root offillet and crushing stress at that lever
with 30° dispersion to horizontal

P = 250 kN

Eq. (21.7) B2 = (Length of the base plate) + 2-j3h2
=700 +(2%/3 x 25.85) = 789.5 mm

Eq. (21.8) Crushing stress = 250 x 103/(789.5x 6.5) =48.7 mm2
This is less than 187 N/mm2. Thus, safe against crushing.
[Note: Generally, when the load is safe against crushing, it will be
safe against buckling also.]

EXAMPLE 21.2 (Design of base plate of a steel column on concrete footing)

Design the base plate for a steel column ISHB 350 @ 67.4 kg/m, carrying an axial load of
3000 kN and resting on a M2q concrete footing.

Reference Step Calculation

Steel Tables 1 Find dimension of I-beam

B = 250 mm. Total length h = 350 mm

2 Find bearing area required on concrete andfind w
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Reference Step Calculation

IS 456 Max bearing pressure allowed =0.25fck~jAi/A2
(Cl.34.4)

(Assume) 0.25fck = 0.25 x 20 = 5 N/mm2

ÿ J 3000 xlO3 . 2Min. area required =---= 60x10 mm

Min. size =ÿ60xl04 =775 mm square

Adopt 870 x 870 mm plate as the slab base.

Actual pressure w = 3000 x 103/870 x 870 = 3.96 N/mm2
3 Findprojections of I-beam on base plate and w

Place steel beams 870 x 870 mm plate centrally

Greater projection A = (870 - 250)/2 = 310 mm

Smaller projection B = (870 - 350)/2 = 260 mm

4 Calculate thickness of base plate required

Eq. (21.1) t = J— [a2 - (b2 / 4)]. Assume p - 185 N/mm2

_ÿ3x3.96[(3JO)2 2602 / 4] — 71mm

Use a 870 x 870 mm size 72 mm thick plate as the slab base.

EXAMPLE 21.3 (Design of grillage foundation)

Design a two-tier grillage foundation to carry an axial load 1000 kN, with IS steel beams
encased in M2q concrete. Assume a safe bearing capacity of 150 kN/m2 and the size of the base
plate under the column is 700 x 700 mm.

Reference Step Calculation

Sec. 21.4.2 1 Find area of base from safe bearing capacity

Axial load + self wt. = 1100 kN, BC = 150 N/mm2

Required length of a square base = =2.71m

Adopt a square foundation 2800 x 2800 mm

2 Consider upper tier beam of length L

Eq. (21.3)
P

(a) Compute maximum BM = — (L-a), a = 700 mm
8

= 1000 x 103(2800 - 700)/8 = 263 x 106 N/mm

(b) Find the total section modulus using 30% more allowable stress.
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Reference Step Calculation

Allowable stress = 1.33 x 0.66 x 250 = 220 N/mm2
Z == 263 x 10*7220 = 1195 mm3

(c) Select 3-4 beams to give Z = 1195 mm3

IS Steel
1195

Choose 4 Nos., Z required for each beam =-=298.75
Tables

Choose ISMB 225 @

t

31.2 kg/m (height 225 mm)

Width of flange = 110 mm

h2 = Depth to the root of the fillet = 25.85 mm

hi = Height between the root of the fillet = 173.3 mm

t = 6.5 mm

Z = 305.9 x 103 mm3 x 4 = 1223.6 mm3
Check accommodation under the bearing plate.

(700 - 4 x 110)73 spaces = 86.67 mm > 75 mm

(d) Check maximum shear for each girder

Shear force V =—
n

P

2
(.L-a)IL, n=4

1x 1000 x (2800-700)
_.IXT/ . . ,

=-= 94 kN(per girder)
4 x 2 x 2800

v
Shear stress =— =

ht
=

94x10 -64 <100 N/mm2
225 x 6.5

Thus, safe in shear.

(e) Check for web crushing (crippling)

Depth to the root of the fillet = 25.85 mm

Width of the plate = 700 mm

Sec. 21.5.2 Width of dispersion at 45° to horizontal on both sides

Eq. (21.7) = (2V3/12 + 700) =

Load on each beam =

(2 x ÿ& x 25.85) +700 =789.5 mm

1000/4

Crushing stress =
1000 xlO3 1000 xlO3

4 x 789.5 x/ 4x789.5x6.5

= 48.7 < 187 N/mm2 (allowed)

(As it is safe in web crushing, it will also be safe in web buckling.)

3 Consider lower tier (B = Lfor a square base)

Eq. (21.4) (a) Max BM =ÿZ.
8

— ±263 x 106 N/mm

(As B = L and a = b)
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Reference Step Calculation

(b) Find Z required =1195 mm3 (as in 2 above)

Choose 10 beams
Z required = 119.5 mm3 for each

Steel Table ISLB 175 @ 16.7 kg/m (total height = 175 mm)

Z = 125.3 mm3
Width of the flange = 90 mm

h2 = 16.7 mm, h\ = 141.6 mm and t = 5.1 mm

Check accommodation (100 mm cover of concrete)

„ . (2800 -200) -90x10
Spacing=--—-=188.8 mm

Spacing is more than 75 mm specified.

(d) Check for shear

1 1000 x 103
Shear =— x-

10 2

(2800 -7001
i, 2800 J

37.5 xlO3 2Shear stress =-= 42 N/mm
175x5.1

This is less than 100 N/mm2, the maximum allowed.

(e) Check for crushing (load transmitted by top beam with flange
width 110 mm)

1000 xlO3 2Stress =-7=-=116.8 N/mm
10(110+ (2V3 x 16.7)) x 5.1

Example 21.1 This is less than 187 N/mm2, the maximum specified. Thus, safe
against crushing. Therefore, safe for buckling also.

EXAMPLE 21.4 (Design of a pocket base for a steel column)

An I-section used as a column for a large advertisement poster has the following properties:
h= 305 mm, b = 125 mm, = 611.1 x 103 mm3, sectional area, and A =6080 mm2. The

maximum allowable bending compression in concrete pc is 7 N/mm2 and permissible bending
stress in steel ps is 165 N/mm2. If the stanchion is embedded to develop its full bending strength,
find the depth at which it should be buried. Also, find the safe axial load it can take
(Figure 21.5).

Reference Step Calculation

1 Find depth of embedment of the I-sectionfor full bending capacity,
assuming compression on outside and inside faces of l-section

Figure 21.5 Full bending strength = pfZÿ = M, ps = 165
1 /O

Required depth for full capacity = d =
1-1 i

1/ z
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Reference Step Calculation

Eq. (21.9) d = [(3/7,) x (Zxx)lpcb]m

= [(3 x 165 x 611.1 x 103)/(7 x 125)]1/2

= 585 mm

2 Find the axial load capacity

Axial load = 1/2 [surface area in bond x bond stress] + full bearing

The bond is assumed to act on both sides of one flange and full web.

Perimeter length = 2 x (125 + 305) = 860 mm (approx.)

Allowable bond stress = 0.83 N/mm2 (assumed)

Eq. (21.2) Axial bearing allowable = 5.5 N/mm2

Area of I-section = 6080 mm2 (0.25yffa)
Bond area in 585 mm depth = 585 x 860 = 5.0 x 105 mm2
Safe axial load = Bond strength + Bearing strength

= (5.0 x 105 x 0.83) + (6080 x 5.5) N

= 415 + 30.4 = 445 kN

(Note: The bond considerably contributes to the axial strength.)

Eq. (21.10) [Note: For hollow sections, we use the formula d= [6psZxx/pcb]1'2 for
depth to develop the bending capacity of the section.]
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Analysis of Flexible Beams
on Elastic Foundation

22.1 INTRODUCTION

A rigidfoundation such as a footing constructed on soil can be assumed to settle uniformly
under a concentrated load [1]. As we have the same settlement at all points under the footing,
we can also assume that the ground pressure from below is uniform. On the other hand, if we

place a concentrated load on a long flexible strip on elastic soil, the base pressure cannot be
assumed to be uniform. As shown in Figure 22.1, the base pressure will be varying along its
length, depending on the settlement of the strip along its length. Thus, the ground pressure
underflexible structure on elastic foundation cannot be determined by the empirical method. In
this chapter, we briefly examine the general theory of the behaviour of beams under elastic
foundation.

22.2 METHODS OF ANALYSIS OF BEAMS ON ELASTIC FOUNDATION

The following are the commonly used methods for finding the pressures exerted by a
concentrated load on a beam supported by an elastic foundation:

Method 1: The conventional method assuming that the beam is rigid, the settlement is uniform
and the ground pressures are uniform.

Method 2: The Winkler method, using the modulus (coefficient) of subgrade reaction property
of the elastic foundation.

318
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Method 3: The elastic half space method, which is an elastic method, using the modulus of
compressibility or stiffness coefficient.

Method 4: Simplified ACI method using Winkler theory.

Method 5: The method based on available published formulae for various specific cases.

Of these above methods, the Winkler and elastic half space models are more commonly
used. They are also recommended in IS 2950, Part Ifor the design of raft foundations [2]. Any
other method can be only an approximation, depending on the nature of the problem. Also the
Winkler model has been found in practice to be an easy method giving good results. We will
examine it in more detail. Methods 2-5 are briefly explained below. A detailed treatment of
method 4 is given in Chapter 23.

22.3 COEFFICIENT OF SUBGRADE REACTION AND WINKLER MODEL

Winkler published his paper on 'Laws of Elasticity and Strength' in 1867, where he introduced
the concept of elastic springs in which the reaction from the spring is taken as being
proportional to the deflection of the spring. This is known as the Winkler model. The term

coefficient of subgrade reaction was, however, first proposed by Zimmermann later in 1888 to

represent the proportionality between the load on a railway sleeper and its settlement into the
subgrade due to a load. We should know that this law of proportionality refers only for a small
region of loading, the rail being considered as a deformable beam of infinite length resting on
elastic supports. In later years, structural engineers took this concept to beams supported
continuously on an elastic foundation also by assuming that the contact pressure will be
proportional to the deflection of the beam all along its length. Thus, the subsoil has been
replaced by a system of springs independent of each other. The stiffness of the spring is
assumed as constant throughout its length. If necessary, it can be also varied to represent weaker
spots in the foundation. (It is noteworthy that in Westergard's method of design of rigid
pavements, he has taken the pavement to be resting on a liquid subgrade instead of springs.)

22.4 WINKLER SOLUTION FOR A CONTINUOUS BEAM ON ELASTIC
FOUNDATION

A continuous beam means a beam of infinite length such as the tracks of a railway line. Hetenyi
proposed the use of Winkler model for such a beam in 1945 [3], [4] and [5]. The differential
equation for an ordinary beam of width B with a downward load qlm2, can be written as

Elcfy/dx4 = qB

where
q x B = Load per unit length of the beam (kg/m)

y = Deflection

For a beam resting on springs with an upward reaction proportional to the deflection, this
equation reduces to
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ElcPy/dx* = qB = (KB)y (22.1)

where
K = Modulus of subgrade reaction in (kg/m3) (This is pressure for unit deflection.)

B = Breadth of beam

KB = Load per unit length for unit deflection (kN/m2)

22.4.1 Solution for a Column Load at P on a Beam of Infinite Length

For a beam of width B,as in Figure 22.1, of infinite length, if we consider a point P as the origin
and for the positive values of x away from P, then

EId*yldx* = -KBy

or A
dx4

+
KBÿ)

\ EI/
y = 0 (22.1a)

w

J > i4-W yj- #«ÿ. j** 4*. fv- /f(s I

(a) Pressure 3/4 kL

.ÿrrrrTlQllHÿ

kU

(b) Moments

ÿrTTl©lTm>ÿ

TiT

(c) Shear

Figure 22.1 Distribution of pressure, moment and shear in a beam of infinite length on

an elastic foundation (Le = MX).

We can see that in the above equation, if El is very large (i.e. for a rigid beam), the

pressure distribution can be taken as uniform as deflection is constant. This can be considered
as a particular case of the general equation. Equation (22.1a) is a homogeneous linear
differential equation and the general solution will give four constants. However, when we
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consider a very long beam, two of its terms will become zeros and we get the final solution for

positive values of x with only two constants Cj and c2 as

y = e~** (c! cos Ax + c2 sin Ax) (22.2a)

[Notes: 1. The value of A is explained in Sec. 22.4.3.
2. Because of symmetry, the same solution can be used in the negative side also in

Eq. (22.2).]

From the theory of structures (with KB = k), we get

PL
Ay +

2k Ax

oM=-ÿ-bXs
dx k As

M=-El
d2y
dx2 42

CXx

22.4.2 Moments and Shears in Long Beams due to Loads

(22.2b)

(22.2c)

(22.2d)

(22.2e)

The bending moment shear force and deflection at various points due to (a) a concentrated load

at the centre of the beam, (b) a moment applied at the centre, (c) concentrated load at the free
end, and (d) moment at the free end on a long beam of infinite length on elastic foundation has

been worked out and tabulated by Hetenyi [3]. Of these, the effect of concentrated load and
moment applied at the free ends and centre are of considerable importance. The results for these
two cases can be summarized as in Tables 22.1 and 22.2. (see Sec. 24.2, Steps 8-11 for
application.)

TABLE 22.1 Effect of Moment and LoadApplied on Infinite (Long) Beams on Elastic Foundation

S. No. Load application Formula for
Moment Shear Deflection

1 Moment M applied at free end MAlt -2MBfa

ÿ -2MA2
(CAx)I KB J

2 Load V applied at free end -VCfa

3 Moment M at centre
M

A

2 *
MA2
KB

Ax

4 Load V at centre
v c
42 Ax

yA

2KB Ax
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TABLE 22.2 Hetenyi's Values of Aÿ, Bÿ, Cÿ, D?J. for Effects of Moments
and Loads Applied on Infinitely Long Beams

Ax AAx Bx* c* Dk

0.0 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000
0.1 0.9907 0.0903 0.8100 0.9003
0.5 0.8231 0.2908 0.2415 0.5323
1.0 0.5083 0.3096 -0.1108 0.1988
1.5 0.2384 0.2226 -0.2068 0.0158
2.0 0.0667 0.1231 -0.1794 -0.0563
3.0 -0.0423 0.0070 -0.0563 -0.0493
4.0 -0.0258 -0.0139 0.0019 -0.0120
5.0 -0.0045 -0.0065 0.0084 0.0019
6.0 -0.0017 -0.0007 0.0031 0.0021
7.0 0.0013 0.0006 0.0001 0.0007
8.0 0.0003 0.0003 -0.0004 0.0000
9.0 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0001 -0.0001

22.4.3 Classification of Beams as Rigid and Flexible

The following are the factors that influence the results of the ground reaction of a beam on
elastic foundation:

K = Modulus of subgrade reaction
B = Breadth of the beam

EI= Rigidity of the beam
A = 'Characteristic coefficient' of the beam equal to

(22.3)
V4tl

which has a dimension Zr1.
We can notice that A multiplied by a distance x or Ax is a dimensionless number. Also,

the term HA = Le is called the elastic length of the system. If we designate LB as the length of
the real beams, then ALB = LÿLe is a number. [Usually, the expression is derived for a breadth
B equal to unity.] We may also write,

L<=Tfn
which will be a length.

Vesic [6] has suggested that this quantity ALb can be taken as an indication of the relative
rigidity of the beam foundation system. Hence, if we consider A = 1/Le (reciprocal of elastic
length) and relate it to the actual length of the beam LB, then we get the following relations.
These are also shown by Figure 22.2.
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Long beamfinite beamRigid beam

4.71.750

*M=W
Figure 22.2 Method of classification of beams on elastic foundation (Le is length of the

beam and Le is the characteristic or elastic length).

Case 1: ALb is equal to or less than 1.75 (or zz/4). (The beam acts as a rigid beam.)

Case 2: ALB > 1.75<y or 4.7 (22.3b)

[The beam is a flexible beam offinite length or a short (but not rigid) beam.]

Case 3: XL,, > — or 4.7B 2
(The beam is a flexible beam of infinite length or a long beam.)

{Note: 1/A is also designated as Le = elastic or characteristic length. Case 3 can be computed
by Tables 22.1 and 22.2. In Case 2, we have to use tables like items 6 and 7 in Sec. 22.4.4.
Case 1 can be treated as a rigid beam.)

The above results can be further explained by stating that if the beam can be considered
rigid, then the contact pressure can be estimated by simple statics. Similarly, when the beam
is very long, the effect of a load at a point will not be felt at distances farther than 4Le (or at

the most 4.5Le) from the point of application as shown in Figure 22.1.

22.4.4 Winkler Solution for Short Beam on Elastic Foundation

Figure 22.3 shows a short beam subjected to a concentrated load. As distinct from a long beam,
the solution for a short beam will have all the four constants. A closed form solution is rather
complex and it is easier to handle the problem by influence coefficients. Different investigators
have used different methods to solve the problem and some of these are briefly described below.
Ofall these methods, the use ofpublished tables such as item 6 or 7 below is the mostpractical
methodfor beginners. Nowadays, computers using appropriate software are also available.

1. Successive approximation method. In this method, an arbitrary pressure
distribution is assumed and the deflection is determined by the moment area method.
From the deflections, the pressures are determined using the Winkler model. These are
corrected so that the CG of loads and reactions coincide. Based on the adjusted
reactions, the deflection line is recalculated till convergence takes place. Such a

method was first proposed by Ohde in 1942 [7].
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~frr

K- La<±nL„

Figure 22.3 Finite beam (beam of definite length) on an elastic foundation.

2. Finite difference method. In 1957, K.C. Ray used the finite difference method to

solve this problem [8], [9]. The equation to the beam with load can be written as

EI(d4y/dx4) + KBy = qB

(A'-fcV A7iy
=?*

EI EI

The beam is cut into 20 intervals of length 8 and the above differential equation is
reduced to the finite differential form

1 , „ , KB qnB
(yn+2 +4>wi + 6y* - 4-Vn-1 + yn-2) +

or

ÿ+2 -4yn+1 + 6 +
KBS4)
El

QqnB)8*
=

Stf
El El

Assuming load P is distributed over length 8, we get P = S8. Hence,

ÿ+2 -*yn+1 + yn 6 +
KB84) (qnB)84 P83

£Y "J £/
(22.4)

KB84 _ KB f
EI

'

El

In order to find the influence line for a low W = 1, the position of point W = 1 is varied
through the length of the beam and each case is solved as an independent problem. The

term

(22.5)
20 J

is designated as m. The value of m can be varied from 0.0001-0.50 to represent the

various cases of relative rigidity of the foundation with respect to the beam. Influence
coefficients for bending moments shear and pressures have beem given by Ray in his
publications.

3. Finite element method. In this method also, the beam is divided into a number of
elements and a contact pressure is expressed in step loads. The flexibility matrix of the
foundation due to this step loads is worked out for the appropriate nodal points, which
is then inverted to get the stiffness matrix of the total system (foundation and
structure). From this, the deflections of the nodal points can be worked out and hence
the pressures. The finite element method and a similar finite grid method are illustrated
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in the book Analytical and Computer Methods in Foundation Engineering by J.E.
Bowles[20].

4. By use of simultaneous equations. Another method used to solve the problem is to

match the deflections of the foundation and the beam at the nodal points using
simultaneous equations. The pressures at the nodal points can be determined. The
advantage of the method over finite element method is that it requires less
computation.

5. Iyengar's tables using series method. Iyengar and Raman [10] have published
influence coefficients for beams on elastic foundations by developing a solution to the
differential equation in the form of a series. They assumed the solution for a short
beam as containing the following four terms:

where Am is a constant and is <pm(x) a characteristic function representing the normal
mode shapes of a freely vibrating beam, which represents the real beam. Influence
coefficients are available for beams with AL = 0.10-9.0 in increments of 0.20 and these
can be directly used for design calculations. In Iyengar's table, X denotes the position
of load and Y denotes the distance from the left end of the point where the BM, SF
and pressure are required.

6. Wolfer tables using series method [11]. In this method, the problem of a beam on
elastic foundation is represented in terms of the bending moment M.

c, sin Ax sinh Ax +c2 sin Ax cosh Ax

+ c3 cos Ax sinh Ax +c4 cos Ax cosh Ax

The solution is put in a series form as,

d

y(x) = £ Am<pm (x) (22.6)

EI((Py/dx2) = -M (22.7)

Also,
(cPM/dx2) = q = BKy

d2M/dx2) (22.8)

We have,

which is called the elastic or characteristic length. Therefore,

(\IBK)= (L*I4EI)
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From Eq. 22.8, we have

y =(L4/4)(d2M/ dx2)

Differentiating twice, we get

EI(d2y/dx2)=(L4/4)(d4M/dx4)
or

/ 4 \ / .d4M
dx

+M=0 (22.9)
V /

Putting back 1!Le = A, we get the solution for the unit load as:

M =
c, cos Ax cosh Ax + c2 sin Ax sinh Ax
+c3 cos Ax sinh Ax +c4 sin Ax cosh Ax

(22.10)

The equations are solved for various positions of load indicated as AL = 0-0.5 and

Ar = 0-0.5 in the Wolfer tables. In these tables,

*L =

Ar -

Length of the beam to the left of load
Elastic length

Length of the beam to the right of load

Elastic length

(22.11)

Wolfer tables give the coefficients for bending moment, shear and contact pressures
for various cases. With these publications, very detailed results can be obtained. This
table is extensively used in Germany.

7. Tables by Timoshenko and Gere [12]. Similar tables have been published by
Timoshenko and Gere, which can be used for designing beams on elastic foundation
using the Winkler model.

8. By computer software. The problem of beams on elastic foundation can be solved
by the use of above mentioned tables (items 5, 6, 7 above) very easily. Otherwise, if
a computer and the necessary software are available, the solution can be easily
obtained. In any case it is advisable to have a background of the theory if the results
are to be applied intelligently.

22.4.5 Limitations of Winkler Model and its Improvement

As we have already seen, the springs in the Winkler model act independent of each other so
that there is no continuity at the ends of the foundation. As shown in Figure 22.4, in the real
settlement of a foundation, there is always continuity and the settlement extends beyond the ends

of the beam. This is a limitation of the Winkler model.
A number of other spring models, called coupled models, have been suggested to improve

the simple model. But these only increase the complexity of the problem. It is generally felt that
such improvements in the methods of computation are not warranted when our knowledge of
the homogeneity of the soil as well as the modulus of subgrade reaction cannot be accurate.
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i

— A —HA [<-

Figure 22.4 Winkler model for analysis of beams on elastic foundation.
(Note: discrepency of deflection at the ends.)

What we can arrive at in any case is only a fair estimate, and never the exact values.
Furthermore, the effect of settlements of the beam due to causes such as consolidation of soil
is very large and it is to be further estimated for the final solution of the problem. Thus, if we

want a more accurate solution, it is wiser to solve the problem by the recently developed and
more realistic elastic half space model than to use improved spring models.

22.4.6 Approximate Values of Modulus of Subgrade Reaction (also called Subgrade
Coefficients)

Textbooks dealing with soil mechanics should be referred for a full understanding of the
difference between Es,modulus of elasticity (deformation modulus) expressed in kg/cm3 and K,
modulus (coefficient) of subgrade reaction expressed in kg/cm3. IS 2950, Part I(second revision)
on the design of raft foundation [2] recommends the following values. (From Eq. (22.3), we can
see that the higher the values of K, the larger will be A and of Figure 22.2.)

TABLE 22.3 Approximate Values of Modulus of Subgrade Reaction
[IS 2950 (1981, Second Revision) Table 1]

(a) Cohesionless Soils (values for 30 x 30 cm plate)

SPT value Relative density K value (kg/cm3)

Dry on moist Submerged

<10 Loose 1.5 0.9
10-30 Medium 1.5 to 4.7 0.9 to 2.9
>30 Dense 4.7 to 18.0 2.9 to 10.8

(b) Cohesive Soils (values for 30 x 30 cm plate)

qu = Unconfined camp
strength (kg/cm2) Consistency K value (kg/cm3) SPT

1-2 Stiff 1.2 to 2.7
2-4 Very stiff 2.7 to 5.4

> 4 Hard 5.4 to 10.8
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Notes: (a) 1 kg/cm2 = 100 kN/m2.
(b) For clays, a value of K = 120qu in kN/m2 (where qu is unconfined strength in

kN/m2) is commonly used for preliminary estimate of K.

(c) Estimate qu from qu = 10NkN/m2.
(d) We correct the value of K for a 30 x 30 cm plate for a plate B x B expressed in

metres as follows:

ÿcorrected =~ f°r clay

'B+0.3n3
2B

for sandK — Kcorrected

For a foundation of B x L, the correction will be

(1+ 0.5B!L\

(22.12a)

(22.12b)

K.corrected =KBxB (22.12c)
1.5 J

(e) If the beam is a very long foundation with width B, this reduces to

ÿ"corrected = 0.61KBxB (22.12d)

(f) In a mat foundation, we take B as the average spacing of columns.

Example: Estimate the modulus of the subgrade value of a 30 cm square of a stiff clay
of SPT value 10.

Unconfined strength qu = 10NkN/m2 (or N/10 in kg/cm2)

qu= 10 x 10 = 100 kN/m2
K = 120 x qu = 120 x 100 = 1.2 x 104 kN/m3 = 12 MN/ra3

22.5 ELASTIC HALF-SPACE OR MODULUS OF COMPRESSIBILITY
METHOD FOR ANALYSIS OF BEAMS ON ELASTIC FOUNDATION

The third method (as mentioned in Sec. 22.2) that is used to determine the contact pressure on
a foundation is the elastic half space method, which is also known as the stiffness coefficient
method. In the theory of consolidation, we have the equations

av = Ae/AG

Act
E.t = stress/strain =5' (Ae/l + e)

l+ e

fl,.

1

mv
(22.13)

The quantity mv is called the modulus of compressibility (or coefficient of volume
compressibility). The reciprocal of the above modulus is called the stiffness coefficient Est. In
our usual analysis, Es[ is considered as a constant along the depth of the soil. However, if
necessary, improvements can be also made by assuming it as varying with depth.
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We can imagine a three-dimensional space divided into two by an imaginary horizontal
infinite plate (out of which the upper half is empty and the lower half is filled with an
elastic homogeneous material which behaves elastic in all directions). Such a model is the
elastic half space model. Fundamental deformation equations have been derived by
Boussinesq and Schleicher for deformation of such a space in terms of the stiffness
coefficient Est.

For a beam of reinforced concrete, the problem reduces to a beam of length Lh width B
and thickness t, flexural stiffness D, Young's modulus E, and Poisson's ratio fix. For the soil,
the properties are Est and fi2- Many cases of loading can be assumed, and for closed form
solution, the easiest will be the case of a uniformly loaded strip load. The basis of the analysis
is to match the displaced shape of the beam and the surface of the half space under the action
of the applied loading.

Though closed form solutions for beams on elastic half space are available, the use of
computers has made solution of these problems by numerical methods easier and more popular.
The method frequently used is to cut the beam into a number of elements (say, 10) as shown
in Figure 22.5. Each part is connected to the foundation below by a rigid bar through which
the unknown contact pressure acts. The vertical deflection of each segment is affected by the
contact pressure of the adjacent element also, and its magnitude can be worked out by the
influence coefficient method.

w, W2 w.

i p" I
- -J. 1.1- „ .uÿj d*- |mk- |ÿ 22*5= s/k-

I 10 J|A |A-

P, P2 P3
Figure 22.5 Determination of contact pressure under beams on elastic foundation.

We establish the compatibility conditions of deflection of external load and contact
pressure as well as equilibrium condition between external loads and contact pressures by
equations of the load. From a series of equations, the contact pressures can be determined. The
book Numerical Methods in Geotechnical Engineering by Desai and Christin [13] covers this
subject with examples and can be used as a reference.

InEurope, the work along these lines was started by Ohde, Kany and others around 1955.
The publication by Kany [14] gives a clear account of the method used. The procedure can be
also extended to rafts as a plate as explained in one of the recent books by Hemsley [15].
Another recent method for beams and plates on elastic foundation is the stiffness method of
analysis by Cheung [16], [17], using the methods of matrix analysis of structures.

22.6 SIMPLIFIED ACI METHOD

The fourth method is the simplified ACI methods. Fritz Kramrisch and Paul Rogers described
in 1961 [18] a procedure for the design of a certain category of beams (that we normally meet
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in practice) that are supported on Winkler foundation. This method has been recommended by
ACI [19] and also included in IS 2950 (Part I), 1981 (Second Revision) [2]. It is to be noted
that in this method, the total length of the beam between exterior columns should be at least
(3 x \.15)1A = 5.251A. Such beams are long and the end conditions do not influence each other.
The simplified ACI method is described in detail in Chapter 23.

22.7 FORMULAE FOR CONTACT PRESSURES UNDER PERFECT RIGID
STRUCTURES

The fifth method is to use readymade formulae. IS 2950 [(Part I), 1973, First revision] [2],
[Appendix EJ gives formulae derived from Boussinesq's equation for contact pressure
distribution below rigid foundations, on elastic isotropic half space of depth not less than the
width of the rigid, structure. If the stresses are large, the calculated maximum values should be
rounded off to the bearing capacity values and redistributed to maintain equilibrium conditions.
Formulae are available for rigid circle, rectangle or strip foundations. As it uses Boussinesq's
theory, the expressions are independent of the soil properties.

22.8 SELECTION OF SUITABLE MODEL FOR BEAMS ON ELASTIC
FOUNDATIONS [K from Es)

Vesic [6] has shown that for a long beam placed on an infinite depth of soil with a constant
modulus of elasticity of soil, Es and apparent modulus of subgrade reaction K, the value of KB
is given by the following formula [see also Eq. (22.12)]. The value recommended by IS 2950
(Part 1), 1981, CI. B-3.3 is,

KB =0.65
EJ

,1/12

1-/C
(22.14)

where
K = Modulus of subgrade reaction in kN/m3
Es = Young's modulus of the soil

Eb = Young's modulus of beam [EJ is the rigidity of the beam]
B = Width of the beam
/ = MI of beam cross-section

H = Poisson's ratio of soil

The theoretical works by Gibson [21] as well as by Carrier and Christian [22] have shown
that, when the Es values of the soil are assumed to increase with depth, the settlement of the
beam behaves according to the Winkler theory. Massalskii [23] and Ward et al. [24] give
experimental evidence for such behaviour. These investigations show that improvements in the
mathematical model are not as important as choosing the value of the soil parameters for the
modulus and also the procedure to include the right rigidity of the structure in the analysis. A
more recent approach to the problem is to use the finite element method to model the soil to

obtain an apparent spring constant, which can then be used for easy structural analysis. Actual
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field measurements and comparison with analysis by the two methods (Winkler model and
Elastic half space model) have revealed the following:

1. Both models give fairly good results, which are conservative.

2. The superstructure in many cases gives more stiffness to the foundation than usually
assumed in the analysis.

3. The highly indeterminate foundation is not as much stressed as indicated by both types
of analysis.

These results confirm that regardless of how the foundation is modelled, the important and
difficult problem is the selection of the soil parameters.

22.9 ANALYSIS OF WINKLER AND ELASTIC HALF SPACE MODEL BY
COMPUTERS

The modulus of subgrade reaction method was popular till recently because of its simplicity and
availability of published values of influence coefficients. However, with the availability of
computers, the elastic half space method has also now become popular. Many large
organizations use computer-aided design programmes based on this elastic theory. Any complex
foundation system can now be modelled by the finite element method to give the resultant
contact pressures and other design parameters. Such an analysis is needed for complex cases
but for ordinary cases and regular layouts, approximate solutions give satisfactory results.
However, the determination of exact soil parameters needed for a correct solution is a serious
problem yet to be solved.

22.10 EFFECT OF CONSOLIDATION SETTLEMENT

When the foundation is on clayey soils, the effect of consolidation settlements, which is non¬
linear as well as time-dependant character, should also be taken into account in designs.
Terzaghi's theory, or a modified form of his theory, as given in Appendix A, is used for the
calculation of the consolidation effects. We should remember that it is most important that we
must represent the ultimated deformability of the soil somehow in calculations. All the methods
of soil structure interaction finally reduce to the problem as to how to represent the soil
deformation and how to represent the structure. Because of the consolidation effects in clayey
soils, all the present representation of the stiffness of the soil is only very approximate
imitations of the reality. Similarly, the superstructure has rigidity and its rigidity has also to be
represented. Thus, we should be aware that very sophisticated improvements in the analysis of
a raft foundation as a structure are not warranted unless equal improvements are made in
modelling the soil also. One of the methods is to use Est values, shown in Sec. 22.5, which will
include consolidation settlement also.

22.11 LIMITATIONS OF THE THEORY

Footings, which are planned as rigid members, can be solved as rigid beams on elastic
foundations. However rafts are treated as plates on elastic foundations. Cutting rafts into beams
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and solving them as beams on elastic foundation is an approximation that is applicable only to
the design of rafts with a regular layout of columns. For irregular layout of rafts, computer
methods have to be resorted to [15].

22.12 SUMMARY

This chapter provided a mathematical definition of elastic length Le (or characteristic
coefficient X) of a beam on elastic foundation and showed how this parameter could be used
to find whether the beam would behave as a rigid, semi-rigid or flexible foundation.

EXAMPLE 22.1 (Analysis of a beam on elastic foundation)

A combined rectangular footing in medium dense sand is 7.5 m in length, 1.3 m in width and
450 mm in depth. Loads of 750 kN are placed at 2.5 m at LHS and a load of 300 kN at 0.6 m
from the RHS. Find the BM and SF in the beam.

Reference Step Calculation

Eq. (22.3)

Sec. 22.4

Estimate subgrade modulus

From Table 22.3, K = 5 x 104 kN/m3 (assumed)

ÿcorrected for 1-3 x 7.5 m size [Eq. (22.12)]

(B+0.3\2 (1+0.5BIL
= K

IB

=5 x 10 fl-6>2

U-6,

1.5

f 1+(0.5 x 1.3)/7.5

1.5

= 5 x 104[0.379][0.72] = 1.36 x 104 kN/m3
[We can also estimate KB from Eq. (22.14)]

Find X and XL

Assume Ec = 20 x 106 kN/m2

/ = 1.3(0.45)3/12 = 9.9 x 10~3 m4

X = KB/4EI =4 1.36 x 104 x 1.3
=0.386

y 4 x 20 x 106 x 9.9 x 10~3
XL = 0.386 x 7.5 = 2.86 > 1.75 and < 4.7

The beam is a flexible beam of finite length (not a flexible infinitely
long beam or a rigid beam)

(Any of the methods given in Sec. 22.4 are applicable, but the
problem can be solved easily by values of coefficients for BM from
Tables referred in Sec. 22.4.4, items 5, 6, and 7 or by computers with
software.)
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ACI Method for Analysis of Beams
and Grids on Elastic Foundations

23.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, we deal with the ACI simplified method of analysis of beams on elastic
foundation. IS 2950 [Part 1 (Second Revision), 1981 [1]] on design of raft foundations has also
adopted the ACI Committee 436 [2] recommendations of the use of a simplified method for
solving beams with column loads on the Winkler foundation (as in grid foundation) obeying the
following four conditions:

1. There should be a minimum of three bays [four column loads on the beam],

2. Variation of adjacent span lengths should not be more than 20%.
3. The average column spacing should be such that the value of ALb should not be less

than 1.75 and should not be more than 3.50 (see Figure A.4). (LB = average span
length)

4. The column loads should not vary by more than 20%.

Rafts with regular column layouts can be cut into beams in elastic foundation and
analysed by this method.

335
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23.2 DERIVATION OF THE METHOD

We briefly derive the formulae and study an example to see how it is applied to determine the
pressures and moments in a beam on elastic foundation. The full derivation is available in
Ref. [3].

1. Formula for value of negative moment below column load point. Let \/A = Le. We
found in Chapter 22 [Eq. (22.2d)] that the bending moment at x of an infinitely long beam
on elastic foundation due to a column load Wx at point C can be written in the following
form (see Figure 23.1):

Mx =— CAxx 4JL Ax

where

Ci = e Ax (cos Ax -sin Ax)

Thus, if there are several loads W\, W2, the influence of the various loads for a point
C can be represented as follows:

K~UCl"+ UC"2+UC1'3 (23.1)

where X\, x2, x3 are the distances of loads W\, W2, from point C.

W
-*-x

L=MA

= 4L

v
jnt

Figure 23.1 Length of influence on bending moment due to a load on a beam on an elastic
foundation. (It extends to only for a length approximately equal to 4Le)

Now, if we restrict the spacing of the loads LA to be between 1.15/A and 3.50/A, the

trigonometric function for can be approximated to a straight line. Again, if the loads
are more or less equal, then the negative moment under an internal column Mh as shown
in Figure 23.2, can be written down as follows [3]:

where

M: = (0.24/lL, + 0.16) >-
4A A 12

W\ = Column load at point
La = Average length of the adjacent spans or average column spacing

A = Characteristic length

(23.2)
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W,-1 W, Wu,
t 1 1 > 1u >< UL > < *-M •*

' ' '
B S c

jÿm,
Figure 23.2 Negative moment under an interval column on a beam on

elastic foundation.

The right-hand side of the equation shows that the negative bending moment at the support
cannot be greater than the value for a continuous beam with uniform reaction as in a rigid
beam.

The lower limit for the application of the above formula can be evaluated as 1.78M, which
can be taken for simplicity as 1.75/A. For column spacings that are closer, moments will
be greater than those in Eq. (23.2) as it will behave as a rigid beam. In any case (we know
from the case of a fixed beam), the maximum value at supports can be only less than
WLpJ12 as for a rigid beam. On the other hand, if spacing is greater than 3.5IX, then the
influence of one load at the column has no influence at the adjacent column point as the
beam is very flexible, as shown in Figure 23.1.
In his original paper, Kramrisch [3] showed by worked out examples that for values
between X.15IX and 3.50A4 with equal loads and equal spacing and with varying ratios
of stiffness of foundation and stiffness of structure, the greatest deviation from exact
value of Mi from Eq. (23.2) is only about 3.5%. Even with a deviation of 20% in the
column spacing as well as column loads, we obtain only a variation within 16% with
considerably smaller average deviation. These variations are well within the range of
redistribution on moments possible in reinforced concrete structures and are acceptable
for design.

2. Contact pressures in interior spans. Our next aim is to determine the contact pressures
in the interior span so that we can calculate the total span moment M0 due to contact
pressures. For this purpose, we assume (for the limitations specified by item 3 in
Sec. 23.1) a linear distribution of the soil pressure with a maximum value below the load
point (columns) and a minimum at the centre of adjacent spans, as shown in Figure 23.3.

We also assume that the negative moment M, is not affected much by the additional loads
beyond the adjacent columns and remains as given by Eq. (23.2). Let

Pi = Contact pressure below column i

Pi = Contact pressure at the centre of span left of iwhere we consider load W;
pr = Contact pressure at the centre of span right of / - 1 when we consider load

Pm = (Pi + Pr)/2

Ll = Length of left span from column i

Lr = Length of right span from column i

La = (Ll + LR)/2
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W;-i W, W;it 1
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(a)

(b)

M„
Mn M:

(c)

Figure 23.3 Beam resting on an elastic foundation and subjected to column
(concentrated loads), (a) Beam, (b) contact pressure, (c) bending moment.

Case 1: Let us first take the case of equal spans equal to LA and equal loads.

Pi =Pr= P,n

We can obtain the magnitude of the negative moment by considering AB and BC in

Figure 23.3 as fixed beams.

M = PnA +
(Pi Pm)L\

= (3 +5 }
12 32 96

We can see from Figure 23.4 that

Wi=LA(Pm+ Pi)/2 or Pm =
2W:

Pi

(23.3)

(23.4)

From Eqs. (24.3) and (24.4), we get the value of ph the pressure under IV,- as

5W 48M.. . , ,
pi =—- +— (M, is to be taken as negative)

L\ Pa
From Eqs. (23.4) and (23.5), we obtain

-48M: 3W
Pm =

L\ L-

(23.5)

(23.5a)
JA

Case 2: Now, let us take the case where Ll and LR are different.

Again, let us find W, in relation to the values of p{ and pn on either side of /?, at the mid-

span points. When spans are of different Ll and LR,by equating reactions to Wh we get
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Wt =
_ f Pl+Pi]k + Pi +Pr)LR

2 J 2
(23.6)

By taking moments so that CG of the area fall along Wh we obtain

2W:
Pi =

_ ~"I

Pr =

A

_ 2Wt

V
"AUlJ ÿ

1

t-

V
~Pi fM

Lr ,

(23.6a)

(23.6b)

When the spans are equal,

Pi =Pr = Pm = P'*Pr =(2Wi'LA) -Pi

Pm=-Wi~
48AT-

ÿ'A

-AKM, 3Wj
L\ L.

(23.6c)

(23.6d)

Equations (23.6a) and (23.6b) give the required pressure distribution when Ll and LR are
different.
Inactual practice, if there is a variation in either the load or the span length, we first find
the mid-point pressure in a span first as caused by the load on the right, and then as caused
by the load on the left. The mean of the two values is then assigned to the mid-point for
the calculation of M0 in the span.

3. Total positive moment in interior spans. When we have the ordinates of the pressure
diagram in a span Lx (as shown in Figure 23.4 with ordinates pi, pc and p2), the value of
the total span moment can be calculated as M0 and will reduce to the following:

ll
M° =48(/>1 +4Pc +Pl) (23.7)

where
L] = Span
Pi = Pressure ordinate on the left of span
p2 = Pressure ordinate on the right of span
pc = Pressure ordinate at the centre of span

The positive moment Mc at the centre of the beam, as shown in Figure 23.3, is obtained
from the following relation:

M0 = Mc + Mi (23.8)
where

M0 = Simply supported moment at the centre
M, = Average negative moment under the columns at each end of the bay

shown in the Figure 23.3

Mi = {Mn + Mir)/2
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Figure 23.4 Calculation of total span moment M0 from
contact pressure in the span.

4. Moments in exterior span of beam. For determining the distribution of contact

pressure under the external column, we make the following two assumptions:

(a) The load of the exterior column is equal to the resultant of the subgrade reaction
starting from the centre of the first bay to the end of the beam, i.e. to the tip of the
projection as in Figure 23.5.

(b) The contact pressure from the edge to the centre of the adjacent span will have a
maximum value under the external column load and a minimum at the tip of the
projections, and also another minimum at the centre of the first bay as shown in
Figure 23.5. The distribution is assumed linear. The contact pressure at the tip of the
projection cannot exceed this value under the exterior column.

O we+1
Overhang

ÿ 3 ÿ -
'

"v

E
L1 >

Pa

— -— -—j

Pe Pm
Pi

•k. 4
Figure 23.5 Behaviour of end span of a beam or elastic foundation loaded with

concentrated loads.

Let us now take the exterior span, which is different from the interior spans. We also
assume the projection is less than the elastic length Le. Using a procedure similar to that
explained above, Kramrisch has shown that the moment under the external column (E in
Figure 23.5) which has a projection can be found as explained below [3].

The moment under the external column is due to three causes: (i) the load itself, (ii) the
influence of the next interior column, and (iii) the influence of the free end. If we take

Me as the moment under the exterior column, the effect of the first two causes above is
to produce a moment as given below (for derivation, see Refs. [2] and [3]):
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W
Me=--e- (0.13AL, +1.06Xa -0.50) (23.9)

where a is the length of the projection and Lx is the length of the exterior span. If we

again assume that the length of projection is very small, it may require high subgrade
reaction to produce the above value of moment. However, the maximum value of pa can
be only equal to the pressure under the external column. By equating the load and
pressure, we get the maximum value of pe as follows (using symbols shown in
Figure 23.5):

We = pea +ÿ (pme +pm)(Li/2)

Hence,

pe=(4We-pmLl)/(4a + L1) (23.10)

where pm, as shown in Figure 23.5, is the pressure at the mid-point of the first interior
span. Using the above value of pe, the maximum possible value of Me will be given by
the following equation:

(4a + L,)

a

~2 (23.11)

The lesser of the two values obtained from Eqs. (23.9) and (23.11) is to be taken as the
design value for Me,

5. Contact pressure under exterior columns. The contact pressure in external span
works out as follows. It can be shown that if Eq. (23.9) governs, referring to Figure 23.5,,
we get the following values for pe and pa, where pe > pa:

Pe = ( 4We +ÿ - pmLx '(a + U) (23.12)

Pa = -cr (Me is negative) (23.12a)
a 2

If Eq. (23. 11) governs, then Eq. (23.1) gives the value of the end pressure as follows when
(Pe = Pa)'

pe = (4We - pmLx)K4a + L,) (23.12b)

The procedure using the above method is illustrated by Example 23.1.

23.3 DESIGN PROCEDURE

The following steps, as given in IS 2950 (1981), Appendix E, are recommended in the design
of beams on elastic foundation by the above ACI method.
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1. Consider interior spans

Step 1: Calculate X and the elastic length Le and check whether the four conditions for
AC1 method, given in Sec. 13.1, are applicable.
Let

Jrnÿ1/4

4EI

1
=— (From Eq. (22.3))

Le
Step 2: Calculate the negative moment of the interior span using Eq. (23.2),

W WI
Mi =--l[0.24/ILa +0.16]>-- ' 4

4X 12

Step 3: Determine the maximum contact pressure p, under load using Eq. (23.5), taking

Mi as negative.

5W 48M,
Pi=T +~ltA LA

Step 4: Determine the minimum contact pressures at the centres of the left and right
spans (interior spans) from Eqs. (23.6a) and (23.6b) respectively.

Pi =-
2W;.

UA

2W;
Pr =

La

(V- PiWj

(V -Pi
\LR / lr /

When spans are equal, using Eq. (23.5a), we get

3W,2W: -48M;
Pm = --Pi =ÿ

L, Li Li

In practice, if the column loads are different, we first find the values of the

pressure for the point as obtained from the load situated on the right of the point
and then find the value of the pressure for the same point from the load situated
on the left of the point and take the mean value as the real value.

Pm = (Pmr + Pml)/2

Step 5: Calculate A/0 using Eq. (23.7).

M0=(4/48)(p,+4pc +pr)

Step 6: Determine the central moment Mc using Eq. (23.8).

Mc = M0 - Mj
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2. Consider exterior span

Step 7: Find moment under exterior column using Eq. (23.9).

W
Me = (01 +1.06/1a -0.50)

Step 8: Find pressure pe under exterior load using Eq. (23.12) (Me to be taken as -ve).

Pe =

Find also pressure pa at exterior load using Eq. (23.12a) (Me to be taken as -ve).

pa = (3Mg/a2) - (pjl)

Step 9: Find Me assuming pa = pe in Eq. (23.12b) to get

Pa = Pe = (4W, - p,M/(4a + L\)

.2
from Eq. (23.11)M.=-ÿ

Take the lesser value from Steps 7 and 9 for the design.
Step 10: Determine the positive moment in exterior spans.

Me and M, are known. From Eq. (23.7), we get the following:

]}
M° = 48(Pt' +4Pc +Pi)

M:e +ve = M0 - (average moment below of 2 adjacent supports)

Step 11: Sketch the pressure and moment diagrams.

These steps are illustrated in Example 23.1.

23.4 ANALYSIS OF GRID FOUNDATIONS

ACI method is very suitable for the analysis of grid
foundations. The grid foundation consists of a system of
intersecting strip foundations as shown in Figure 23.6. In
most such cases, an inverted T beam type of foundation
with slab below or U beam with slab above will be found
to be more rigid and easy to construct.

The Report of ACI Committee 436 recommends
'grid foundations to be analysed as independent strips
using column loads proportional in direct ratio to the
stiffness of the strips acting in each direction' [2]. In this
method, each column load will be proportioned in each
direction in the inverse proportion to the distance to the

Figure 23.6 Layout of grid
foundation.
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next column point. The strips need to be designed only with these assigned column loads. It is
claimed that this grid action occurs in grid arrangement occupying even up to 70% of the plan
area.

However, in the example worked out by Fritz Kramrisch and Rogers in their paper [3]
from which the above simplified ACI method was evolved, the authors have analysed a grid
foundation using the full load in each column taken in both directions for illustration of this
method. This is an extension of the method of the raft design as an inverted floor in which the
raft is divided into strips in the X- and T-directions and each strip designed for full column loads
in both directions. The second method gives a good conservative design of the grid system.

23.5 SUMMARY

Beams on elastic foundation which obey certain limitations can be analysed by a simple
procedure proposed by ACI. This chapter explains this method in detail.

EXAMPLE 23.1 (ACI method of analysis of beams on elastic foundation)

A slab 450 mm thick and 5.4 m breadth supports four column loads at a spacing of 5.4 m and
overlong of 1.5 m as shown in Figure E23.1. Assuming a coefficient of subgrade reaction of
3.7 kg/cm3 (3700 t/m3) and E of concrete as 20 x 104 kg/cm2, find the BM and pressure
distribution using the ACI method of analysis of beams on an elastic foundation.

275f 320f - 320f 275f

5.4 m 5.4 m 5.4 m

77.6 35.335.3 35.3

80.5

Contact pressure in t

76.5
57.2

88.4

129.4 129.4

Bending moment (t m)

Figure E23.1

Reference Step Calculation

Summary 1 Calculate elastic length and check the four conditions

f 4EIÿ
Le = elastic length = -

KB )

1/4

=1/2
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Reference Step Calculation

Sec. 23.3 Span length LA = 5.4 m and b = 5.4 m; d = 0.45 ra

,,5.4(0.45)ÿ004ÿ
12

K = 3700 t/m3 (3.7 kg/cm3); Ec = 20 x 104 kg/cm2 (20 x 205 t/m2)

\l/4

i-*- 4x20xl05 x 0.041
5.4x3700

=2.01 m;A =
1

2.01

Sec. 23.1

Eq. (23.2)

Eq. (23.5)

Eq. (23.6d)

XL. =-ÿ= 5.4/2.01 =2.68
£.

2.68 > 1.75 and < 3.5

ACI method is valid as all the necessary four conditions given in
Sec. 23.1 are satisfied.

(a) Consider interior spans

Calculate M, negative moment for interior span (load 320 t)

W
M:=--L (0.24XL, +0.16)

4X

320 x (2.01) f 0.24x5.4
4 v 2.0

Largest value (WfJ12) = -144 tm

129.4 being lesser than 144 is admissible.

Determine maximum pressure p, (per metre length)

5W 48M
— _L j

__
L

+0.16 =- 129.4 tm

Pi = 2 (M, is negative)
Lt L.

+ ÿ

-a Lj\

5x320 48x129.4
5.4 (5.4)

=83 t/m for width B

83 ÿ, 83 9Pressure =-t/m =— = 15.37 t/m
B x 1 5.4

(Add to this the self-weight of slab as UDL)

Self-weight = 0.450 x 2.4 = 1.08 t/m2
Total pressure p, = 16.45 t/m2
Determine the minimum pressure at centre span

48A/, 3W
Pi ~ Pr ~ Pm =• — -— (as spans are equal)

La

t a \4 ' .-X 48M; 3W
(As M,- is negative) =—r-1---48x129.4 3x320

(5.4) 5.4
(Interior spans load 320 t)
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Reference Step Calculation

= 35.3 t/m for width

With self wt. =—+ 1.08= 7.62 t/m2
5.4

5 Calculate M(j

Eq. (23.7) A/0 = (L2/48) (pi + 4pc + pR) (where p is to be in t/m)

(5.4)2
48

[83 +(4x35.3) +83]

= 186.6 tm

6 Determine Mc (positive moment)

Eq. (23.8) Mc = 186.6 - 129.4 = +57.2 t/m

(Step 2. The largest value of Mx = M2 = 144 tm)

(b) Consider exterior spans

7 Find Me under exterior column by Eq. (23.9)

Load = 275 t; over hand - a - 1.5 ms; interior span - Lx - 5.4 m

Eq. (23.9)
W

Me =— (Le) [0.13O,ILe)+ 1.06(a/Le) -0.50]
4

where Le = MX characteristic length = 2.01 m

f 275x2.01)

I 4 J
0.13 x 5.4 1.06x1.5-+--0.50

v 2.01 2.01 J
= -88.44 t/m (first value)

8 Find pressure at exterior load using Eq. (23.12)

Eq. (23.12) Pe =\4We+ÿ- pmLÿj(a+ Lj) (with sign as Mc negative)

=jÿ4x 225 -6Xÿ44 -35.3 x 5.4jy(o.5 +5.4)

pe = 80.55 t/m (for width B)

Pressure - + 1.08 = 15.99t/m2
5.4

Find also pressure at the exterior end (with Me as negative)

Eq. (23.12a) pa = -OMJa2)

3x88.44
(1.5)2

~(PJ2)

80.55 ,
-= 77.66 t/m

2

Pressure =ÿÿ-1.08=15.46 t/m2
5.4

9 Again find Me by Eq. (23.12b) assuming pa = pc
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Reference Step Calculation

Eq. (23.12b)

Step 2

Eq. (23.7)

As in
Eq. (23.8)

10

11

Po=Pe = W - pMKAa + Lx)

(pm in Step 4 = 35.3 t/m)

(4x275-35.3x5.4)
Pe =

(4x1.5 +5.4)
= 79.79 t/m

Me =- =-
79,79 ÿ(L5) =-89.76 tm (second value)

Me is lesser of Eqs. (23.9) and (23.11) Le Steps 7 and 9

= -88.4 tm

Determine positive moments in the exterior spans

Me = -88.44 and M, = -129.4 (for exterior span)

M0=— (pe+4pc + Pi)

(5.4)2 x [80.55 +(4 x 35.3) +83]

48

= 185.4 tm

M =185.4-1
~iM+129A

I=76.5 tm

(+ve moment external span)
Sketch the contact pressure BM and SF diagrams

These are drawn as Figure E23.1.
{Note: Design of footing to be based on moment at the face of the
column only and not at the centre of the column.)

Notes:
1. This problem can be worked by using Tables giving coefficients for beams on elastic

foundation available in Refs. 8 to 12 of Chapter 22 with much more ease and accuracy.
No lengthy calculations are necessary and restrictions of Sec. 23.1 do not apply to

these tables.

2. Even though we carry out the analysis using centre-to-centre distances for detailing of
steel we need to consider only the moments at the face of the columns.
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24
Analysis of Flexible Plates

on Elastic Foundations

24.1 INTRODUCTION

We have found that an approximate analysis of beams and plates on elastic foundation can be
made by one of the following methods, depending on its relative rigidity and column
spacing LB:

1. As a rigid beam when column spacing LB and dimensions of beam are such that XLB
is less than 1.75.

2. Using influence tables if XLb > 1.75 < 4.7.
3. By ACI approximate method if XLB is between 1.75 and 3.5 (Chapter 23).
4. In this chapter, we deal with the fourth approximate method used for analysing a very

flexible elastic plate on elastic foundation using Hetenyi's solutions as given by ACI
Committee 436 [1], [2] and also IS 2950 (Part I), [3] on raft foundations. In this
method, we find the radial and tangential moments (Mr and Mt) and the shear produced
by a concentrated load at a radial distance r and then derive Mx and My.

24.2 DESCRIPTION OF ACI PROCEDURE—ELASTIC PLATE METHOD

The following is the procedure usually followed (the method is based on the theory of plates
on elastic foundation by Hetenyi [1]):

348
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Step 1: Determine the minimum raft depth for maximum punching shear. Let the raft
depth adopted be t.

Step 2: Establish the corrected value of the coefficient of subgrade reaction.

Step 3: Determine the flexural rigidity D of the foundation per unit width.

D= Ect
12(1-//-)

(in kN/m) = EI (24.1)

where

Ec = Modulus of elasticity of concrete (20-25 x 1()6 kN/m2)
H - Poisson's ratio of concrete = 0.15

Step 4: Determine the radius of effective stiffness Ln which gives us a measure of the
flexibility of the raft by the following formula. (This is different from Lc, the
elastic length Le of a beam of Sec. 24.1.)

-=L,=! D

K.soil

1/4

(Dimension of L will be in metres) (24.2)

where

/fSOii = Coefficient of subgrade reaction adjusted for column spacing in kN/m3
The radius of influence of the column load is approximately 4Lr as shown in
Figure 24.1.

ZZZZZZ2 //////. ZZZZZ2 3///ZL

Shear

Defection

Moment

L = Elastic length

Figure 24.1 Distance from load affected by bending moment,
deflection and shear due to a concentrated load on a
beam on elastic foundation.
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Step 5: From Hetenyi's solution, Mr and M„ in kNm per metre width due to a load P
(in kN) can be determined for any point distant x = r!Ln by using Z factors from
the following equations [1], [2]:

Radial moment, 7
(1-/0 7,

4 "" Z3 = PC,

Tangential moment, M. =--4
//Z4+ÿ-ÿZ3' = PC,

Also, shear,

Deflection,

F=-— Z4' = (P/L)C3
4L

pr2
A =-Z3=(PL2/D)C4

AD 4

(24.3)

(24.4)

(24.5)

(24.6)

where the Z values are obtained from Figure 24.2 for the values corresponding
to r/L.

Shukla's chart[4]: We can further simplify Figure 24.2 to Figure 24.3, proposed by
Shukla, To find C\ to C4 of Eq. 24.3 [4]. Figure 24.3 is easier to use than Figure 24.2.
(It is plotted by taking p = 0.25.)

Step 6: Convert radial Mr and M,obtained into rectangular Mx and My by the following
transformation (see Figure 24.2):

Mx = Mr cos2 9 + M, sin2 6 (24.7)

MY = Mr sin2 9+ M, cos2 9 (24.8)

where 9 is the angle as defined in Figure 24.2. The value of x = rIL and L is
defined in Eq. (14.2).

[Notes: 1. It is important to note the direction of Mx and My. They are moments as shown
in Figure 24.2. My is the moment about the X-axis in the F-direction. Mx the
moment about the F-axis and My the moment about in the X-axis.

2. As at x = 0 values of moments and shears will be theoretically infinite, we
calculate these values at column faces and assume they are uniform under the
column.]

At points where more than one load is effective, find the effects individually and add their
effects. When the edge of the mat is within the radius of influence, we first calculate the
moments and shear perpendicular to the edge of the mat assuming the mat is infinitely

large. Then, we apply these as edge loads with opposite sign to satisfy the edge condition.
For this purpose, we use the method as applied for beams on elastic foundation.

Step 7: The shear V per unit width of the mat is obtained from the following equation:

V =-— Z;=C3(PIL)
AL

where C3 is obtained from Figure 24.3.

(24.9)
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Figure 24.2 Hetenyi's factors for calculating deflection, bending

moment and shears in a flexible plate [1][5].
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Figure 24.3 Moment, shear and deflection coefficients for an infinite mat on
elastic foundation [4].
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Step 8: A stiff deep wall is treated as a line load distributed through the wall to the mat.
The mat may be divided into strips of unit width perpendicular to the wall, using
the method of beams on elastic foundations.

Step 9: All moments and shears for each column and wall loads are superimposed to get
the final moments and shears.

Step 10: Correction for edge effects. If the edge of the mat is at a distance less than 4Le
as described from an individual columns load, a correction has to be applied for
the edge effect as follows (as in reality the moment and shear at the edge can
be assumed as zero).

(a) Calculate the moments, shears and deflection at the edge of the mat due to
column loads within the radius of influence 4Le from the edge.

(b) Divide the mat into strips in the X- and K-directions. Assuming the strips are
semi-infinite beams, apply moments and shear equal and opposite to those
obtained in (a) above.

(c) Calculate the moment, shear and deflection by Hetenyi's table assuming the
mat is infinitely long as explained in Sec. 22.4.2.

Taking

A =

We get these as

KB
ÿ1M

AEI j

M = - {PxU)Bix

Q = -2M\XBfo - PxClx

2MiX1 _ 2P{A
w=—1r ix+~k~ ix

where b is the width of the mat strip (1 m) and

Ib is the MI of the mat strip

24.3 SUMMARY

This chapter explains the design of a flexible plate on an elastic foundation with column loads,
by using the chart given by ACI Committee (Figure 24.2) (or Sukula's chart (Figure 24.3) based
on that chart) together with Hetenyi's solution for beams on elastic foundation described in
Sec. 22.4.2. Finite difference method and finite element method can be also used for analysis
of mat foundations. These are explained in reference 4 and 5.

EXAMPLE 24.1 (Analysis of a flexible mat foundation)

A slab raft supporting 16 columns, is 460 x 460 mm in size and spaced at 4.5 m in both
directions and loaded with column loads, as shown in Figure E24.1. The depth of the slab, as

required from punching shear, is 600 mm. M-20 grade concrete is used for the construction.
Assume the effective modulus of subgrade of soil is 5.55 kg/cm3. Indicate how to analyse the
slab for BM and SF along the centre line of the columns and the centre line of the mid-spans
between columns.
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Reference Step Calculation

IS 456

Calculate Ec andflexural rigidity D

Ec = 5000y[fÿ =5000V20 = 22.4 kN/mm:
= 22.4 x 106 kN/m2

A

D=
F t

—-— ; ÿ=0.15
12(1-p. )

_ 22.4 x iO x (0.6) _
412 x 1Q3 kNm

11.73
Find effective subgrade reaction

Assume = kc = 5.55 kg/cm3 = 55.5 x 106 N/m3
= 55.5 x 103 kN/m3

Calculate radius of effective stiffness Lr
a/4

= 1.65 m
1/4

412 x 103
ÿ

Ikj [55.5 xlO3
Radius of influence = 4L = 4 x 1.65 = 6.6 m
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Reference Step Calculation

Figure E24.1

Figure 24.3

Figure 24.3

This indicates that any load within a distance of 6.6 m from that point
will have effect at that point.
(As the spacing of loads is only 4.5 m, adjacent loads will influence
each other.)

Proceed to find Mx and My at the cardinal points

(Let us divide the slab into four quadrants I-TV counter-clockwise and
number the column line points and their centre line points as shown
in Figure 24.1.)

First, mark off the cardinal points along the column lines and also the
mid-span lines as shown in Figure E24.1. (Along column strips and
middle strips.) We first find Mr and M, and then find Mx and My by
Eqs. 24.8 and 24.9.

(a) First, let usfind the moments and shear at point 1 at centre of the
mat. (There is no load at this point.)

Point 1is under the influence of 4 equidistant loads, each of 1500 kN.

Spacing of column = 4.5 m

Polar coordinates to point = r (from point 1)

r = 72x2.25=3.18 m

3.18— =-= 1.93, <p = 45° and cos2 <b = sin2 <f> = 0.5
Lr 1.65 r r r

(b) Find C values for r/L = 1.93 for calculating moments and

deflection (we use Shukla's chart)

Ci for Mr = - 0.0195 (in kNm/m)

C2 for M, = + 0.013 (in kNm/m)

C4 for deflection = 0.035

Load = 1500 kN

(c) Calculate Mr Af„ Mx and My (Assume fi = 0)

Mr = - 0.0195 (4 x 1500) = -117 kNm/m width

M, = +0.13 (4 x 1500) = 78 kNm/m

Mx = Mr cos2 9 + M, sin2 9

Mx = My = -117(0.5) + 78(0.5) = -19.5 kNm

Deflection = C, Pfl
D

x 1000 mm

0.035 x (4x 1500)x (1.67)2 x 103
412 xlO3

= 1.42 mm

As a second example, let us consider effects at a loadpoint, say, point
1.7 (first quadrant point 1)
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Reference Step Calculation

Load point

1-7

1-9

1-17

1-19

II—7

11-17

III—7

IV—7

IV-9

Load
(kN)

1500

1000

1000

750

1500

1000

1500

1500

1000

This is under the influence of /7 (load no. 7 in 1st quarter) and other
eight loads as shown in Table.

(a) Effect of load at 1.7

Under the load rlLr = 0, the effect is infinitely large. Thus, take a point
at the column face and assume it is the same in the column area.

Col. size. = 460 x 466 mm. Hence, r = 230 mm.

Find the effect of all the other eight loads also given below.
(Symbol 1.7 represents load at first quadrant, II.7 corresponding
load at second quadrant)

Table E24.1 for calculation of Mx,My and A at point 7

r!Lr Mr M,
(degrees)

My* My*

Notes:(a) I-IV denotes the quadrant.

(b) Calculate Mx and My using Eqs. 24.8 and 24.9.

Apply edge correction. Calculate the moments and shears atfree edge
points and reduce it to zero

We calculate the moments at points on the free edge due to loads
within a distance 4Lr (where Lr = radius of effective stiffness).

As the moments and shears at these edges should be zero, apply equal
and opposite forces and calculate its influence at the various points.
For this purpose, the mat is divided into strips of unit width in
both directions. Assume these strips are semi-infinite beams.
Calculate the moments and shears at the required points using Tables
22.1 and 22.2.

Make the above correction for the moments and shears. The
results obtained, as in Steps 4 and 5, with the corrections are the final
values [4].
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Shells for Foundations

25.1 INTRODUCTION

Shell foundations are considered cost-effective when heavy loads are to be carried by weak
foundation soils. Such situations require large-sized foundations because of the low bearing
capacity. If we use bending members such as slabs and beams, the bending moments and shears
in them will be large and the sections required will also be large. Shells which act mostly in
tension or compression will be more efficient and economical in such situations. Even in
smaller foundations, the amount of materials that is necessary for a shell to carry a load will
be considerably less than that required for bending members such as beams and slabs. However,
the labour involved in shell construction (in forming the shell surface, fabricating steel,
supervision, etc.) will be more than that is necessary in conventional type of foundations. Thus,
in such special situations, one can consider the use of shells as foundations.

In this chapter, we examine the general features of the shells commonly used in Civil
Engineering (for roofs, water tanks, foundations, etc.) and then study the special features of the
most commonly used shapes of shells for foundations, namely, the hyperbolic paraboloid and
the cone.

However, we must also be aware that arches and many other forms of shells such as inverted
barrel shells, folded plates, etc. can also be used as foundation structures. Compared to roofs,
these shells when used as foundations will be smaller in spans and also in rise to thickness ratio.
We must note that the intensity of loads the shells have to carry as foundation structures will
be very much larger than in roofs.

357
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25.2 CLASSIFICATION OF SHELLS

The shapes of shells commonly used in civil engineering are shown in Figure 25.1. They are
generally classified, in structural engineering, into the following two groups:

1. Rotational shells
2. Translational shells

Rotational shells, also called shells of revolution, are formed by the rotation of a plane
curve (called the meridian or the generating curve) about the axis. For example, a full vertical
circle rotating about a vertical axis produces a sphere. A half circle will produce a dome.

Translational shells are formed by one curve (of curvature Mrx, say, of positive curvature)

moving over another curve (of curvature \/r2). The moving curve is called the generatrix and
the other directrix, the function of the two curves being interchangeable.

The Gaussian curvature K of the shell is defined as,

It can be positive when both curvatures are in the same direction. It is z,ero when one

has infinite radius of curvature (i.e. curvature is zero as in a straight line), and negative when
the curvatures are in the opposite direction. Surfaces rt and r2 in the same direction (K +ve)
are called clastic shells and those with r, and r2 in the opposite direction (K -ve) synclastic
shells.

Figure 25.1 Commonly used shells and their classification: (a) Dome, (b) Hyperboloid,
(c) Cylindrical shell, (d) Elliptic (circular) paraboloid, (d) Hyperbolic paraboloid,
(f) Conoids, (g) Water tank made of a combination of shells.

(9)
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25.3 COMMON TYPES OF SHELLS USED

A brief description of the common types of shells used in Civil Engineering practice [1], [2]
is given as follows: (Figure 25.1)

1. Domes. Domes are surfaces of revolutions obtained by the rotation of a plane curve
about an axis lying in the plane of the curve. The curve is called the meridian and its
plane the meridinial plane. It is a shell of a positive Gaussian curvature and, as
explained below, the membrane theory gives fairly good results for design throughout
the system, except for a small distance near the boundaries. If the curve is a circle, we
get a spherical dome. We can have a conical dome, elliptic dome etc.

2. Hyberbolic shells. A hyperbolic shell is produced by the rotation of a hyperbola
about the y-axis. Such shells are used as walls of cooling towers.

3. Cylindrical shells. The middle surface of a cylindrical shell is formed by translation
of a plane curve K (the generatrix) along a straight line P. Depending on the curve K,
we can have "circular, cylindrical, elliptic cylindrical, paraboloid cylindrical" and
other types of shells. Circular cylindrical shells can be long when their length is large
compared to their radius, otherwise short—they are commonly used for roofs.

4. Paraboloidal shells. A paraboloid is produced when both the generatrix and the
directrix are quadratic parabolas. They are divided into elliptic paraboloids, circular
paraboloids, or hyperbolic paraboloids according to the intersections of the paraboloid
with an arbitrary horizontal plane z = constant, which will result in an ellipse, circle
or hyperbola.

Thus, when two parabolas are unequal, both pointing downwards (positive Gaussian
curvature), we get an elliptical paraboloid. When they are equal, we get a circular
paraboloid. With two parabolas of opposite curvatures (negative Gaussian curvatures),
we get a hyperbolic paraboloid (or hypar) shell.

5. Conoids (skew shells). The middle surface of a conoid is formed by the movement

of a straight line P (generatrix) along a plane curve K at one end and another straight
line Pq at the other end, the straight line being parallel to the plane of the curve K.
{Note: It can be shown that if curve K is replaced by a straight line raised at one end,
the surface formed is a hyperbolic paraboloid. See Sec. 25.6.)

6. Combination of shells. Many structures such as Intze type water tanks are formed
by a combination of different types of shells.

25.4 SIGNIFICANCE OF GAUSSIAN CURVATURE

When shells are discontinued at their edges by edge beams, bending occurs at these junctions.
One important characteristic difference among the shells of different Gaussian curvature is the
effect of edge disturbances as given below.

1. For the shells of positive Gaussian curvature, the edge effects tend to damp rapidly and
are usually restricted to a small distance from the edge. In these cases, the membrane
theory will give good results. This is the case with spherical domes.
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2. For the shells of zero Gaussian curvature, the edge effects are also damped but less
than those with positive curvature.

3. For the shells of negative curvature, the boundary effects are significant over a fairly
large part of the shell. Thus, the edge effects of hyperbolic paraboloid shells are not
insignificant, and a wide edge beam should be provided by gradual thickening of the
edges.

Shell surfaces are not popular for use as foundations due to such reasons as the difficulty in
exactly shaping the surface for the foundation, and casting the concrete in slopes. Domes (for
circular spacing of columns), elliptic paraboloids (for unequal spacing in the XT-directions)
circular paraboloids (for equal spacing of the column in the XT-directions) are all theoretically
possible for foundations. But even though formation of these surfaces for roofs is easy, it is
much more difficult for foundation than using conventional foundations such as rafts and piles.

However, because of the easiness in forming the casting surface of the cone and the
hyperbolic paraboloids, these two shapes have been adopted, to a limited extent, in practical
construction. The Bureau of Indian Standards has also published IS 9456 (1980) Code of
Practice for the Design and Construction of Conical and Hyperbolic Paraboloidal Type of Shell
Foundations [3][4]. We will also base our design on these codes. In this chapter we will
examine the general features of these two types of shells. We will separately deal with their
analysis and design in Chapters 26 and 27.

We have seen that hyperbolic paraboloids (also known as hypar shells) are surfaces formed by
two hyperbolas of opposite curvatures (concave and convex curvatures), one moving over the
other forming translational shells of negative Gaussian curvature. The equation to the concave
parabola is of the form z = kx2.

It is a very important property of hypar surface that part of the surface, as shown in
Figure 25.1, can be also formed as a warped surface with straight line generetrix. It becomes
a ruled surface. This gives us immense advantage as the ground to be made ready to receive
the concrete can be easily formed. In roofs, the form work for hyperbolic paraboloids can be
easily assembled by straight planks placed with the proper slopes between the sides. It makes
the construction of the formwork for concreting very easy. In foundation, the surface can be
formed easily on the ground.

We can describe that part of the hypar that we generally use for roofs and foundation as

follows. As shown in Figure 25.2(a), the rectangle OXAY is a horizontal plane of stretchable
material. If we lift A to A' by a distance (h), (not less than 1/5 the longer side) point P on the
surface will have the following coordinate in the z-direction:

25.5 TYPES OF SHELLS USED IN FOUNDATIONS [2]

25.6 HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOIDS (HYPAR SHELLS)
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where k is called the warp of the hyperbolic paraboloid. As the above expression is the equation
to a hyperbola, the surface is called a hyperbolic paraboloidor hypar (in contrast to the circular
and elliptic paraboloids).

We can also look upon the hypar surface as formed by two curves, namely convex and
concave parabolas (at right angles), which will act in tension and compression according to the
loading and their position in the surface.

25.7 COMPONENTS OF A HYPAR FOOTING

A column footing can be made up of four hypar joined together, as shown in Figure 25.2. We
will see in Chapter 26 that the hypar surface, when loaded with vertical loads, the surface will
be in pure shear and consequently, subjected to compression and tension. These forces at the
boundary have, however, to be resisted by the boundary elements, which will be in tension or
compression. Thus, the hypar will have to be bounded by sloping ridge beams in compression
and ground edge beams in tension.

It should be remembered that the hypar is a shell with negative Gaussian curvature and
the edge disturbance will be felt by the shell adjacent to these beams to a fairly very large extent

unlike that in a dome. Thus, it is usual to thicken the ridge beam, gradually starting from the
shell to a fairly large width.

[According to the ASCE recommendations, for cylindrical roofs with zero Gaussian
curvature, the thickening of such shells near the edges should extend to a width b

b =0.3SjRd

where R = Radius of curvature

d = Thickness of the shell.]

25.8 USE OF HYPAR SHELLS IN FOUNDATION

As shown in Figure 25.2, for a simple footing under a column, four hypar elements have to be
joined together by means of the ridge beams and edge beams. A combined footing and raft can
also be formed as shown in the figure. In the latter case, we will have, in addition, the valley
beams joining the system as shown in Figure 25.3. Thus, hypar foundation will have the
following elements:

1. Shell proper
2. Ridge beam

3. Edge beam
4. Valley beams (in combined footings and rafts)

We will deal with the analysis of the forces in these members and their designs in
Chapter 26.
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Hyperbola

Generators Concave parabola

Convex parabola

Column

Figure 25.2

Ridge
beam (1-1)

Edge
Convex parabola beam (2-2)

Concave parabola

-Straight line generators

(c)

Formation of hyperbolic paraboloids (Hypar): (a) Hypar formed by lifting a corner of
a rectangle, (b) Hypar formed by two parabolas, (c) Formation of hypar shell by four

hypars, (T) Ridge beam, (2) Edge beam.
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Figure 25.3 Use of hypar foundation: (a) As combined footing, (b) Raft foundation,
(c) Under walls with grade beams and stub columns.

25.9 CONICAL SHELL AS FOOTING

A conical shell can be used as roofs and as a single foundation for columns (Figure 25.4).
As foundations, unlike hypar shells, it cannot be combined into combined footings and
rafts. However, it can be combined with other footings to form inverted dome combined
with cone, conical ring beam foundation, etc. in special situations. With column load, the
shell will be under compression along its length and ring tension along the
circumference. Due to small diameter at the top and larger diameter at the bottom, the
compression in the shell will be maximum at the top and minimum at the bottom. On the
other hand, the ring tension will be minimum at the top and maximum at the bottom. It
is usual to provide a ring beam at the bottom to restrict the cracking of the cone under
the maximum tension. At the top, we cannot have a point loading and the application of
load will be through a definite width below from the apex towards the base. Thus, the
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(c)

Figure 25.4 (a) Conical roof, (b) Conical foundation for a column, (c) Conical foundation for a

circular shaft with a (T) Circular raft on, (?) Inverted dome segment and (3) ring

beam, (4) Note thickening of edges at the bottom of the cone.

cone will act as the frustum of the cone. Thickening at the top by a ring beam is necessary to

take care of discontinuity.
Even though high rise and steep slopes are commonly used when these shells are used for

roofs, it is not economical or convenient for construction to have a steep and tall shell as

foundation. Concrete cannot be deposited on steep slopes without form work. It is difficult to

maintain concrete on slopes more than 1 vertical to 1.5 horizontal (i.e. 33.7°) without form-

work. A rise of 1 in a total base width of 4 (or 1 in 2 of half base width) is usually adopted
and this will be convenient for concreting.

The elements to be analysed and designed in a conical footing are:

1. Shell surface for tension and compression
2. Top column to cone junction
3. Ring beam at the bottom

The analysis and design of these will be covered in Chapter 27.

[Note: As shells are assumed to take most of the loading on them not by bending and shear

but mostly by compression and tension, we do not check for punching shear at the place of
transfer of column load to hypar or cone. However, we should always check whether the

vertical upward component of the "capacity of the shell in compression at the junction of shell
and column" is able to comfortably balance the vertical column load acting downwards so that
the equilibrium of forces can be maintained.]
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25.10 SUMMARY

We think of using shells for foundation when the foundation is of large span and the allowable
ground pressure is low. Even though shells of various shapes are used as roofs, only a few types
like hyperbolic paraboloids shells, conical shells and cylindrical shells in the form of arches are
commonly used in practice. This chapter briefly describes the general aspects of shell structures

and also the properties of the hyperbolic paraboloid and the cone as foundation structures.
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Hyperbolic Paraboloid (Hypar)
Shell Foundation

26.1 INTRODUCTION

We have already seen how a hyperbolic paraboloid surface can be formed by lifting up or down
of one corner of a rectangle of stretchable material with all the other three corners kept at the
same level. The surface of these shells can be also formed by moving a straight edge between
the opposing ridge and baselines as shown in Figure 26.1, which makes the layout of these
shells on the ground very easy. Formwork for these roofs is very simple. Such hypar shell roofs
are divided into two groups, namely,

1. Shallow shells
2. High rise shells

In shallow shells, the rise at the corner (as shown in Figure 26. 1) should be less than about
l/5th the longer side of the rectangle (with sloping rides from two sides, this will give the slab
a slope of 1 in 2.5). In high rise shells, the rise is more than 1/2 times the total side length. In
the design of shallow shells, the dead load on the shell can be considered as a uniform loading
over the horizontal projection. In high rise shell roofs, corrections have to be made for the
gravity loading on the shell. However, due to the restrictions allowed in slopes of surfaces for
laying of concrete in foundations, hypar shells used in foundations will fall under the category
of shallow shells only. The type of loading through a filling of compact soil with blinding
concrete on top also helps us to apply the theory of shallow shells subjected to uniform loading
to hypar footings also. (High rise shells are commonly used for ornamental roofs as for
churches, halls, etc. and are described in books on shells roofs.)

366
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I

Shell7

(Surface in shear)

Edge beam
(Tension)

(a) (b)

Figure 26.1 Analysis of hypar shells: (a) Deep hypar shell used as roofs, (b) Shallow hypar shell
used as foundation. (Note: Tension in edge beams and compression in ridge beams.
Four of the hypar shells shown in (b) are used for a column foundation)

Shell analysis and design can be approached in two ways: (i) by exact mathematical
analysis and (ii) by conceptual design studying its physical behaviour using simple statics to

calculate the force. Many of the shells such as the famous St. Peter's dome were constructed
very long before the mathematical theory of shells were published by such methods. In this
chapter, we also use the physical modelling for analysis and design. The design procedure
described in this chapter follows those described in references [1j [2] [3] and [4].

26.2 NATURE OF FORCES IN HYPAR SHELLS

To compare the hypar foundation with roofs, let us look at the hypar footing upside down (in
the direction the ground pressures are acting). It can be seen that the hypar footing is made up
of four hypar shells with the centre at a higher level than the base. Each hypar consists of the
following parts, as shown in Figure 25.2.

(b)(a)

Figure 26.2 Patterns of failure of the four units of the hypar footings at ultimate loads showing

places to be specially detailed in design: (a) Junctions of edge beams: (T) Cracking
due to tension in edge beam, (b) Cracking of shell due to diagonal tension caused by

shear (2) Cracking of corners.
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• Shell

• Ridge beams (These are the sloping members that support the column)

• Edge beams (These are the beams on the ground along the edges)

26.3 DESIGN OF VARIOUS MEMBERS

We examine the nature of the stresses in each of them when the shell is loaded by a uniform
load from the ground. It should be remembered that in a roof, the shell is loaded from top
downwards and the low and high points of the roof shell are reversed as compared to a hypar
footing.

The unique structural property of the hyperbolic paraboloid (hypar) shell is that under vertical
loads, the middle or shell surface of a hypar (with reference to its X- and T-axes as shown in
Figure 26.2) will be subjected to only uniform shear force of the following magnitude. This is
specially true when they are shallow hypar shells.

q = ground pressure in kN/m:
a, b = sides of hypar

h = rise
(h/ab) = warp

Direct forces Nx = Ny = 0 (For membranes M = 0)

In a hypar shell roof where the load acts down, this shear acts from the lowest level to

the higher level. Hence, in a foundation shell where the ground pressure acts upwards and the
column point is above the foundation level, the shear will be acting in the shell from the higher
to the lower level as shown in Figure 26.1.

We have also the complementary shear as shown. We know that these shears produce
equivalent tension and compression along the diagonals. These tensions and compressions can

be compared to the forces in two sets of parabolas, each parallel to the diagonals, a concave

parabola from the lower to the higher level acting in compression due to load from below and
a convex parabola parallel to the other diagonals acting in tension again due to the load from
below. The tension in the shell has to be resisted by steel placed in the shell. In fact, we provide
a mesh of steel, as shown in Figure 26.3, to take care of this tension.

At the edge of the hypar, we must provide suitable structural members to take up the
shearing forces acting from the shell. Thus, the shell is bounded at the edges by the edge beams
and the ridge beams. These forces will be opposite to the shear forces, and the total force in
the members will be the sum of the shears along these edges.

26.4 MEMBRANE FORCES IN HYPAR FOUNDATION

in kN/m

where,
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26.4.1 Forces in the Ridge Beams and the Edge Beams

In a hypar foundation, the forces in the ridge beams boundary members will be acting from
the lower to the higher points along the ridge beams so that the ridge will be in
compression. The total force in each ridge beam will be the sum of these forces in each
shell on its sides. (That the forces in the ridges are in compression is obvious as we can
see from statics that it is the vertical component of these forces that balances the vertical
load from the columns.)

The forces in the edge beams will be the forces acting along the edge beam of each shell
(and valley beams of multiple shells). This force in the edge beam will be equal to the sum of
the shear forces along the edge of these members and it will obviously be in tension.

Thus, we have tension and compression in the shell proper, compression in the ridge
beam and tension in the edge beams. These should be calculated and members properly
designed.

26.5 MAGNITUDE OF FORCES

Based on the nature of forces described above we can write down the values of the forces in
the various elements of the shell as follows:

1. Stresses in the shell
The shell surface is in pure shear which produces tension and compression as shown
in Figure 26.1.

Shear = Tension = Compression in steel

" (26.1)
2 \ h J 2 x Warp

2. Tension in edge beam

Max tension = Sum of shear along length = a x s (26.2)
where,

a = Length of edge member or side of shell

= [1/2 the base length of foundation]

Maximum tension occurs at the junction of the edge beam and ridge beam as shown
in Figure 26.1.

3. Compression in ridge beam These compression members should be designed to be
sufficient by rigid and should not have more than 5% compression steel in it.

Compression for each steel = L x s
where

L =y]a2 +h2
As two shells from each side of the ridge beam meet along the ridge, the total
compression is the sum of forces from the two shells.

C = 2Ls (26.3)
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4. Check for column load It is also advisable at this stage to check whether the vertical
component of the compressions balances the column load.

PL
C =(Col. load/4) (Length of ridge beam/Rise) =-

4h

26.6 PROCEDURE IN DESIGN OF HYPAR SHELL FOUNDATION

The following steps are used to design a hypar shell under footing under a column:

Step 1: Find the area of base required from the safe bearing capacity and arrive at a layout
as indicated in Sec. 26.7.

Step 2: Calculate membrane forces in the shell.

Step 3: Design the shell part for tension and compression.
Step 4: Find tension in edge beam and design edge beams.

Step 5: Find compression in ridge members and steel for compression.

Step 6: Detail the steel and check the special locations specified in Sec. 26.8 to avoid
premature failure [Figure 26.2].

26.7 EMPIRICAL DIMENSIONING OF HYPAR FOOTING

Initially, the footing consists of four hypars, each of sides a x h placed together with ridge
beams in between. The total base width will be 2a x 2b.

The minimum thickness of concrete used for shell roofs depends on practical
considerations such as easiness of good concreting. Only a small thickness of 75-100 mm
(3-4 inches) of concrete is usually used for large shell roofs. For spans up to say, 30 meters

of reinforced concrete domes, cylindrical shells, etc., use only 75-100 mm shells with 0.2%
steel. But we use larger thickness in foundation shells. Loads on foundation elements are much
larger than in roofs and also from considerations of durability (as foundation structures are
buried in soil), the elements of the shells will have larger sizes. We should also remember that
foundation concrete is easier to lay in smaller slopes as otherwise very expensive formwork and
method of placement will be required.

The following thumb rules can be used as a rough guide to choose the dimensioning of
hypar footings for estimating as well as preliminary planning and design.

1. Rise of shell. The rise of the shell should not be more than the slope at which
concrete can be placed and compacted, which is not more than 1 in 1.5 (say about 33.7
degrees). In addition, for a hypar to be considered shallow, the slope should not be
more than 1 in 2.5 of each of the side of four hypar. Generally, a maximum slope of
1 in 2 with respect to the side of each hypar can be adopted. (This will be 1 in 4 of
the side of foundation.)

2. The thickness of the shell. The thickness of the shell footing should be more than
that used for roofs as we have to meet the needs of cover for foundations. Usually,
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shells are cast on mud mat with a minimum cover of 50-75mm of 1 : IV2 : 3 concrete,

and steel placed at the middle of the thickness will have to be 120-150 mm. "A
thickness to length ratio" of 1/12-1/16 can be adopted. The shell surface is in pure
shear and hence subjected to pure tension and compression. (Some recommend a
minimum percentage steel of 0.5% to reduce cracking of the shell.)

3. Edge beams. The edge beams at the base are in tension. The thickness of the edge
bems is made half the size of the column. Its depth should be about 1/6 the total length
of the two hypar (2a) which form the base length. The percentage steel of not more
than 5% is recommended. Nominal ties should be also provided. We should remember
that this beam is in pure tension.

4. Ridge beams. The four inclined ridge beams are in compression and their vertical
component of compression should carry the column. Their breadth is made equal to

the size of the column and of enough depth to make it a rigid short column member
and also to extend into the shell proper. The percentage of steel need not be more than
5%. Nominal ties as in columns should be also provided.

Extensive laboratory tests show that the ultimate failure pattern of hypar shell footings is
as shown in Figure 26.3 [2], The failures are known as ridge failure and diagonal tension

failure.

26.8 DETAILING OF HYPAR FOOTINGS

Detailing of the steel should be with reference to the pattern of failure shown in Figure 26.2.
The shell, edge beams and the ridges should be properly detailed for the structure to act together
and prevent any premature failure. This is especially necessary as there are many parts of the
shear tension. Ultimate load tests on models of hypar shells have shown that the following three
points of the shell need special detailing to prevent premature failure.

1. Junction of the column with shell and ridge beams. The column should properly
stand on top of the ridge beam junction and the column bars should be properly
anchored equally into the ridge beams. Also, the shell should be properly joined to the
column. Proper fillets should be used at the junction.

2. Junction between edge beam and ridge beam. This junction should be tied
together as shown so that the section of maximum tension does not fail prematurely.
Model studies show that this is the first point to fail if proper detailing is not carried
out.

3. Corners of the shell. As the two edge beam members that meet at the corners are
in tension, there is a resultant tension at the corner and hence a tendency to split along
the diagonal. A suitable fillet with nominal steel will greatly assist in resisting the
cracking and premature failure in tension.

The detailing of hypar shells is shown in Figure 26.3.
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Shell
steel

2250 mm

2250 --Vmm

Fillet

1125 mm

(b)

Column
Shell

Anchorage
of ridge bars

Corner
details

Figure 26.3 (and Example 26.1) Detailing of hypar shell footings: (a) General arrangement plan,
(b) Section X-X, in Figure (a) above, (c) Section along edge beam, (d) Detail below
column, (e) Detail at junction YY, (f) Detail at corner Z.
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26.9 EXPRESSIONS FOR ULTIMATE BEARING CAPACITY

IS 9456 (1980) gives expressions for Ultimate Strength Capacity of hypar shell foundations and
may be used for finding the ultimate strength of the shell foundation.

26.10 SUMMARY

This chapter explains the design and detailing of hypar foundations as recommended in IS 9456
(1980).

EXAMPLE 26.1 (Design of hypar shell footing)

Design a hypar shell footing (inverted umbrella type hypar shell) for a column carrying 100 tons

if the safe bearing capacity of the soil is 50 kN/m2.

Reference Step Calculation

1 Find shell dimensions

Load = 1000 kN, SBC = 50 kN/m2

ÿ J , iooo 2Required base area --=20 m
50

Adopt a 4.5 m square base = 20.25 m2 (area)

Figure 26.1 and Adopt 4 hypar shell units, each 2.25 m in size to form a column

Figure 26.2 foundation

2.25
Adopt rise of 1 in 2, Rise =—ÿ— =1.125m

Eq. (26.1) Warp of shell =
ÿ'SC

=—Ll?5— =0.222 m-1
Area 2.25 x 2.25

Base pressure =— = 49.38 . Assume 50 kN/m2
4.5x4.5

2 Calculate membrane shear on factored load

Factored pressure = 1.5 x 50 = 75 kN/m2

Sec. 26.3.1 Membrane shear =-—-=-—-= 170 kN/m = s
2 x Warp 2 x 0.222

Assume a shell thickness of 120 mm (with 10 mm steel and 50 mm

cover on both sides)

170x1000 . ..... 2Shear stress =t=-= 1.42 N/mm
1000x120

IS 456 [Allowable shear for M2o = 2.8 N/mm2. However, we have to provide
for the tension and compression produced by the shear along the
diagonals.]

3 Design the steel in shell (Find area of steel for tension due to shear)
Tension = Shear = 170 kN/m. Thickness / = 120 mm
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Reference Step Calculation

. , . J
(170x1000) 2,Steel required =-=471mm / m
0.87x415

471 x 100
Percentage ot steel =-=0.4%

1000 x 120

Sec. 26.6 (Some recommend 0.5% as minimum steel to reduce crack width in
the slab.)

(This steel is more than the minimum 0.12% for shrinkage)

Provide 12 mm @ 225 mm giving 502 mm2/m
(Maximum spacing is less than 2x thickness)

[Provide this steel parallel to the sides of the shell. The diagonal

£
component of effective steel = 2 x —jL =1AAS]

4 Check compression in concrete in the shell

Compression stress = Tension = Shear = 1.42 N/mm2
This is very much less than 0.4/c* = 0.4 x 20 = 8 N/mm2

5 Find tension in edge beam and area of steel as in beams

Sec. 26.4 Max tension (each shell) = Shear x Length

383 x (10)3
Area of steel required =-=1060 mm2

0.87x415

Provide 4 Nos. 20 mm bars = 1257 mm2
Assume width = 1/2 size of the column = 200 mm

Assume depth = 300 mm

, 1257x 100
Percentage of steel =-=2.1%

300 x 200

Sec. 26.6 Good percentage for a beam. Not more than 5%. Also provide
nominal ties of 6 or 8 mm @ 200 mm spacing.

6 Find compression in ridge beam and provide steel as in column

Inclined length of ridge beam =~J(2.25)2 +(1.125)2

= 2.516 m

Compression = [Shear x Length] (2 from two sides)

= 170 x 2.516 x 2 = 856 kN

Compare the above compression as calculated from the column load.

Sec. 26.4
PL 1500x2.576 „rci„,XTComp. =— =-=858.7 kN
4h 4x1.125

Figure 26.2 Make width of beam = that of column = 400 mm
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Reference Step Calculation

Total beam area = (400 x 100 mm Rectangle) + (400 x 100 mm
Triangle) = 60,000 mm2
(As the compression member is attached with the shell, we need not

check Lid ratio.)

C = 0.4fckAc + 0.67fyAs

. (858x 103) -0.4 x 20 x 60 x 103
A, required =-

0.67x415

™ 2 1359x100
=1359mm" =-=2.26%

60,000

Provide 4 rods (3 at the bottom of the rectangle and one at top of
the triangle) of 25 mm giving 1923 mm area. Provide ties 6 mm @

200 mm.

(It is better to over-design this ridge member so that its vertical
component can support the column load with ample safety margin.)

7 Detail special section to avoid premature failure
(a) Corners at base

Figure 26.3 At comers of the base, provide comer fillets equal to the width of edge
members with nominal ties of 10 mm @ 100 mm spacing.

(b) Junction between column and ridge beams

Equal numbers of column steel are continued into ridge beams and
lapped with ridge beam steel. The vertical component of the
compression in the ridge beam should be more than balance of the
column load.

(c) Junction of ridge and edge beams

Tie ridge and edge beams by extending steel for a length at least equal
to the full development length. Provide also comer fillets.
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Design of Conical Shell Foundation

27.1 INTRODUCTION

Conical shells are commonly used as sub-structure at the bottom of towers above the foundation
to widen the base for resting on an annular raft. Conical shell foundations can be used as
individual footings under single columns. They are used only in special cases. Such columns
have a definite size and hence the column foundation will be on a frustum of a cone as shown
in Figure 27.1. As foundation soil has to be shaped, covered with blinding concrete and the
structural concrete cast without formwork, the rise of these shell foundations, unlike in roofs,
is limited usually to about 2 horizontal to 1 vertical. These aspects limit its general use for
foundations. In this chapter, we briefly deal with the conventional design of conical foundation under
a single circular column base. The procedure follows those described in references [1] [2] and [3].

27.2 FORCES IN THE SHELL UNDER COLUMN LOADS

In general, stresses in a conical shell will depend on the way the shells are loaded and
supported. For example, for a conical shell roof, we use a full cone supported at the centre

forming an umbrella roof. Alternatively, it can be supported at the edges as a roof. For a footing
foundation, the conical shell is loaded at the apex and buried in the ground. It is easy to

visualize that the shell will be subjected to compression along the cone and also hoop tension
along the circumferences with no shear. The stress distribution is very simple.

It is easy to calculate by simple statics the maximum compression which will occur at the
place of contact (junction) between the column and the shell. The vertical component of the

376
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compression should balance the column load. If d is the diameter of the column in metres, its
load P is in kN and Nc the compression per metre length. Taking d as the diameter of the shell
at the junction, we have

{jdd Nc) cos 0 = Column load P

Nc =---kN/m (27.1)
n/ d cos 6

This compression reduces very rapidly as we go along the length of the shell as the area
of the section increases. The horizontal component of the compression in the shell has to be
resisted by the column base. If the conical shell supports a cylindrical shell instead of a solid
column, as in Figure 27.1, a ring beam also has to be given to withstand the horizontal forces.

(a) (b)

Figure 27.1 Conical shell foundation: (a) s values, (b) Variation Nc (meridional compression) and N,
(Hoop tension along the shell) [(?) provision of edge thickening (beam) at the ends.].

27.3 RESULT OF SHELL ANALYSIS

As already seen, the stresses in the shell will depend on the support condition and the loading
on the shell. In the case of a conical footing, the inside of the cone should consist of non-
shrinkable soil over which the blundering concrete and the shell concrete are cast. The load
from the column is transmitted through this compact mass of soil inside the cone, to the base
of the foundation. As concreting in steep slopes is difficult, the shells used in the foundation
will be shallow.

As already stated, the shell is subjected only to meridional compression and hoop tension
with no shear. The following expressions can be derived from shell analysis [2], [3] with the
given boundary conditions with reference to Figure 27.1, with length s measured from apex
along the length of the shell (For brevity, they are not derived here.)

Let

Half angle of cone = 6
Distance of column bases from apex =
Distance of bottom of cone from apex = s2
The vertical base pressure = qv
The pressure normal to surface of shell = qn
In shallow shells, we take qv = q„.
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In terms of qv, we have for point s:

Nc = Meridional compression per unit length =— tan0(s| — s2) (27.2)
2s

N, = Hoop tension per unit length = qvs sin2 9 tan 0

In terms of c/„, we have

Nc =— tan 0 (si - s2) (as above) (27.3)
2s

N, = qns tan 6

(Note: As the value of N, by Eq. (27.3) is larger than that obtained by Eq. (27.2), we
will use Eq. (27.3) in our calculations. We will also check the maximum value of Nc
(compression) obtained by the above equation with the value of Nc got by the above
Eq. (27.1) derived from simple statics.

27.3.1 Nature of Forces

It can be clearly seen that:

1. Maximum compression is at the junction between the column and the shell and
decreases to zero at the end non-linearly.

2. Minimum tension is at the column end and increases linearly to the base. The method
of design of these shells is shown by Example 27.1.

We design for the maximum compression and tension and also find where only nominal
steel will be required.

27.4 DETAILING OF STEEL

A truncated conical shell is the simplest form of the shell for placing of steel reinforcement. We

place the necessary compression steel along the length of the shell and the tension along the
circumference around the shell.

The junction between the column and the conical footing should be also carefully
detailed to form a smooth transition from the circular column base to a cone. Necessary hoop
tension steel should be provided at the junction. Infall cases, where the conical shell forms
the foundation for a hollow cylindrical column a ring beam has to be also provided at the
top (at the transition).

A ring beam at the bottom of the shell also is usually provided as it increases the stiffness
of the shell and delays cracking at the base where we have the maximum tension. It also
increases the ultimate strength by preventing premature tension failure of the shell.

27.5 SUMMARY

This chapter explains briefly the use of conical shell as foundation for solid and hollow
columns. Methods of designing and detailing the reinforcements are also explained.
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EXAMPLE 27.1

Design a conical foundation for a 400 mm diameter column carrying a load of 1100 kN if the
safe bearing capacity of the soil is 75 kN/m2.

Reference Step Calculation

Eq. (27.3)

Eq. (27.1)

Find base diameter based on safe bearing capacity

JtD
x 75 =1100 kN gives D=4.3 m

Provide 4.5 m cone. Radius = 2.25 m

Assume concreting slope of 1 to 2 horizontal

Rise = 2.25/2 = 1.125 m

Findshell parameters Sj, s2 and 0

(S[ = distance from apex to column, s2 = distance from apex to end of
shell, and 6 = half central angle)

9 = 1/2 central angle = tan-1 2 = 63.44°

S\ = Length to base of column from apex (1:2 slope)

=J(0.2)2 +(0.1)2 =0.224 m

Length of the end of the shell from the apex

s2=V(2-25)2 +(1.125)2 =2.516 m

sin 6 = 0.894, cos 6 = 0.447, tan 9=2

Find vertical pressure qv for factored load

1.5x1100x4
«7v = = 103.8 kN/m'

nx (4.5)

Maximum compressionper metre is at base of column at the top of the
cone. 5 = 5)

Nc =— tan<9(s2 -sÿ)
2si

103.8x2x(2.5162-0.2242)
2 x 0.224

Check by statics Eq. (27.1)

1.5 x P

= 2910 kN/m = 2910 N/mm

N =•
1.5x1100

=2939 kN/m
7td cos 9 3.14 x 0.4 x 0.447

(These two values tally)

Compression varies from maximum to zero at the tip.

Design for compression

With minimum thickness for cover <50 mm for steel etc. least
thickness = 120 mm
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Reference Step Calculation

Step 4

Eq. (27.3)

Provide 140 mm thickness (minimum)

Area of steel required for 2910 N/mm compression placed along the
circumference of the column.

Total compression in concrete = 2910 x k x 400 = 3655 kN

Safe value of comp. in concrete = 0.4 x 20 x (re x 400) x 140

= 1407 kN

(3655- 1407) xlO3 ono, 2Area of steel reqd. =-—---= 8084 mmH 0.67x415

Provide 26 Nos. of 20 mm rods equally spaced which gives 8170 mm2.
Check where no compression steel is required (let it be s from both
apex)

Comp. taken per mm

103.8 x 2(2.5162 -s2) 657 - 103.8s2
XI( 2

=-=-N/mm
2s s

Equating it to 1407 kN, we get s = 0.45 m beyond which no steel is
theoretically required. However, we will extend the steel to the base
and also provide a nominal ring beam at the bottom.

Check percentage of steel at bottom (where compression is least)
assuming constant thickness of shell. (We must provide minimum
steel.)

P =
8170x100

= 0.41%
3.14x4500x140

This is more than the minimum required. However, spacing

= k x 4500/26 = 544 >3t. Add extra steel to control spacing as

spacing for steel controls cracking.

Design for maximum hoop tension @ s2

N, = qyS2 tan 6 = 103.8 x 2.516 x 2 = 522.3 kN/m

523.3 xlO3
As[ per metre length =- =1450 mm2/m

0.87x415

Provide 18 mm @ 175 mm (1453 mm2/m)

Check stress in concrete by elastic design

522300
Stress =-

Ac +(m- 1)AS

522300

; A =140x1000;m =14

=3.28 N/mm'
(140000 + 13x1453)

This must be less than/ci./10 = 25/10 = 2.5 N/mm2.
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Reference Step Calculation

This is slightly higher. We may increase the thickness of concrete or
use stronger concrete M30.

9 Design for hoop tension N, at place where column and steel meet,

S, = 0.224 m

Eq. (27.3) Nt = qgiy tan 9= 103.8 x 0.224 x 2 = 46.50 kN/m (N/mm)

Area of tension steel required =— — =0.128mm2/mm
0.87x415

Area per metre length = 128 mm2/m (very low)

Provide 12 mm @ 150 mm giving 754 mm2/m. This will restrict
cracking.

10 Check elastic stress in tension [elastic design]

Tension = 46500/1.5 = 31000 N/m

Area of concrete = 140 x 1000 = 140000 mm2/m
Area of steel = 754 mm2/m. Assume m = 13.

Eq. area = 140000 + (13 - 1)754 = 149048 mm2

11xlO3
Stress =-— =0.20 N/mm2

149xlO3
As tension =fckl10. This is allowable.

11 Detailing

(a) Tapering of the shell We can also reduce the thickness of
concrete of the cone from 140 mm at the top to the bottom to

120 mm.

(b) Bottom / ring beam A projection (at the bottom of the cone on
the shell surface), of 80 mm x 80 mm can be provided as a ring beam
at the end. The nominal steel provided at the bottom of the cone can
be bent to suit this ring beam reinforcement.

(c) Placing of steel Steel is placed at the middle surface to have
maximum cover.

(d) Column cone junction The reinforcements from the column
should be distributed properly to the cone and properly tapped. A fillet,
as shown in Figure 26.3, with at least nominal steel will greatly help
the transition.
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Effect of Earthquakes
on Foundation Structures

28.1 INTRODUCTION

When we plan foundations of structures for earthquake forces, we have to consider the
following:

1. What are the base shears for structural design of foundations. This is especially
important when planning pile foundations on liquefiable soils, where all the base
shears have to be taken by the piles as columns will not be laterally supported by soils.

2. What are the specific recommendations regarding design of foundations in IS 1593
(2002) "Criteria for earthquake design of structures"?

3. Is the foundation liable to liquefy due to the earthquake? What is the value of the local
acceleration to be taken for examining liquifaction?

4. Is the foundation soil liable to settle?

In this chapter, we first deal with the general aspects of earthquakes with respect to
structural design and then with the above problems.

28.2 GENERAL REMARKS ABOUT EARTHQUAKES

The following terms used in earthquake engineering are important.

382
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28.2.1 Magnitude and Intensity of an Earthquake

Earthquakes are formed by the movement of the rock surfaces along the geological faults on
the earth's surface. They release a large amount of in-built strain energy and can occur on land
or sea. Powerful earthquakes deep under the sea can produce Tsunami, and on land earthquakes
affect man-made structures, natural slopes, etc. It is very important to note that the magnitude
of the earthquake will depend on the length of the fault that can move, its depth, etc. There are

two types of measurement of earthquake, namely magnitude and intensity as described below.
There are many ways in which the magnitude of an earthquake is measured. We deal with

three of them very briefly. (Details can be had from books dealing with earthquake
engineering.) These three are Mw, ML or M and MMI scales.

1. Moment magnitude Mw. Moment magnitude represented by Mw is a measure of the
energy released by the earthquake, which will depend on the length and other
characteristics of the fault. The following is one of the many expressions used to find

Mw.
Mw = 4.86 + 1.32 log L (28.1a)

where L is the length of the fault in km (see Example 28.1). Table 28.1 gives some
of the data regarding moment magnitudes and duration in relation to fault length.

TABLE 28.1 Relation between Length of Fault Magnitude Mw and
Duration of Earthquake [1]

Length offault (km) Mw Duration (sec)

Rock sites Soil sites

2.0 5 4 8
7.5 6 8 16

42.0 7 16 32
233.0 8 31 62
680.0 8.5 43 86

2. Richter magnitude scale (ML or M). This is based on the measurement of the effect
of earthquake on the surface of the earth. Richter proposed that an earthquake be
considered of zero magnitude if its effect produces a record of amplitude of 1 mm on
a standard seismograph (Wood Anderson Seismograph) at a distance of 100 km from
the epicentre. Another earthquake that will produce a record of amplitude of 10 mm
will be called of magnitude 1 as log 10 = 1. It is written as ML = 1(M local) or M= 1.
As it is a log scale measurement, an earthquake of M5 will be 100 times of magnitude
than M3.
It is obvious that Mw and ML need not be the same. However, up to a moment

magnitude of Mw = 6.5, its value is approximately equal to ML\ at higher values, they
can be different. For example, it is stated that the San Francisco (1906) and Chile
(1960) earthquakes were both of Richter scale 8.3, but the Mw values have been
estimated as 7.9 in the former and 9.5 in the latter.
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3. Modified Mercalli intensity (MMI) of an earthquake (70). In this case, the
intensity is not measured by any instrument but it is a measure of how it affects people,
structures, etc. It is measured as Modified Mercalli Intensity scale as follows:

I-IV (Very minor shocks): All people do not feel it and can be detected by
instruments only.

V (Minor earthquake): Most people feel it.

VI (Light earthquake): People find it difficult to walk.

VII (Moderate earthquake): People cannot stand.

Up to XII (Severe to very severe earthquakes): Leading to total damage and
destruction.

The relation between Mw and intensity 70 is usually represented as,

Mw = 2/3 I0 + 1 (28.1b)

For example, for /0 = VI, Mw = (2/3 x 6) + 1 = 5.

28.2.2 Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA)

Peak ground acceleration is the largest horizontal acceleration felt at a place. It is a very
important quantity by which the earthquake effects are determined on structures and on the
ground. In some cases, it is peak horizontal velocity (PGV) that is important. The relationship
between velocity (v), acceleration (a) and displacement (y) can be taken as follows (see
Example 28.1):

T 2k
v =~a=Ty (28.2)

The relation between /0 and acceleration amax for that earthquake in cm/sec2 is taken as,

log «max = V3 - 1/2. (28.3)

(Notes: 1. Assuming g is 98 cm/sec2, we can find amJg = ttb(g).
2. As we will see later in Sec. 28.3.1, we usually design ordinary buildings for only

1/2 the above value and important buildings for more than 1/2 the value.)

28.2.3 Zone Factor (Z)

In 1970, the International Conference of Building Officials recommended the adoption of
a Uniform Building Code (UBC). Many countries like USA and India accepted the 1991
UBC recommendations in their building codes. It recommended to divide a large country
like India with different geology and different likelihood of earthquakes into different
zones and assign a zone factor Z [3], [4]. Accordingly, India has been divided into four
zones II, III, IV and V (zone Ibeing omitted) corresponding UBI. This division of zone is
shown in Figure 28.1.
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Kolkata

Mumbai

Chennai

Figure 28.1 Seismic zones of India. IS 1893 (2002) (Fifth revision).

The value of Z gives us a reasonable estimate of the Effective Peak Ground Acceleration
(EPGA) of a Maximum Credible Earthquake (MCE) that can occur at that place. When
considering Design Basis Earthquake (DBE), we divide Z by 2 (see Sec. 28.3).

28.2.4 Relation between Various Factors [3]

The relation between the various items in earthquake engineering.

TABLE 28.2 Relation between Various Items in Earthquake Engineering

Description Zone Ml MMl = I0 PGA (amJg) o&te) z

Very low I < 5 < V — 0.01 -
Low II 5-6 VI 0.06-0.07 0.02 0.10
Moderate III 6-6.5 VII 0.10-0.15 0.04 0.16
Severe IV 6.5-7 VIII 0.25-0.30 0.05 0.24
Very severe V Over 7 IX 0.50-0.55 0.08 0.36
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Notes: 1 Z values are 4-5 times the old Oq values. [Oq = Horizontal seismic coefficient we
use in static method.]

2. Max values of ccÿ = 0.08 was adopted in the earlier Indian codes based on Assam
Earthquake of 1893 (M.8.7).

3. Each successive zone factor Z is 1.5 times its lower one.
4. Figure 28.2 shows the average acceleration spectra recommended by IS for use till

2002, this has now been replaced by Figure 28.3 of the revised code.

0.7

0.6

0.5-

0.4
ÿ 0% damping
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5% 0.3

10%
20% of critical value

0.2
-+

0.1

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.0

Natural period of vibration (seconds)

Figure 28.2 Average acceleration spectra prescribed by IS 1893, 1984 (Fourth revision) (diagram
based on spectrum suggested by Housner) for static design of structure.

28.2.5 Response Spectrum [4]

UBC has recommended two approaches to find the effect of earthquake on buildings. One is
the static approach which has now been replaced by the dynamic approach using design
response spectra.

A response spectrum represents the frequency dependant amplification of the ground
motion by different local conditionsfor a given (usually 5%) dampingfactor. These normalized
spectra are presented for three surface profiles, with greater acceleration for softer deep soil
profiles and less for rock profiles. The response spectra, suggested by UBC and also accepted
in IS 1896 (2002), is given in Figure 28.3.

The natural frequency of a framed building depends, to a large extent, on its height or
number of storeys. A rough value is O.lrc seconds, where n is the number of storeys of the
building. The natural period of the system and its damping factor are the important items that
influence the effect of the earthquake.
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Figure 28.3 Seismic zones in IS 1893 (2002) (Fifth revision).

It has been found that for structural systems, a system which has a natural period up to

0.5 second, can be considered as rigid, and the earthquake effects are amplified in these rigid
structures. But at higher frequency, the amplification is reduced. The effect of this phenomenon
was first noticed in some earthquakes where buildings of 3ÿ1 storeys, which can be considered
as rigid, were destroyed whereas very tall buildings survived the earthquakes.

28.2.6 Damping Factor

The damping factor (like base isolation of buildings) is another factor which has a great effect
on the response spectrum. In structural design of conventional foundations, we take the
damping factor as 0.5 per cent. The design response spectrum in IS 1896 is based on 5%
damping.

28.2.7 Design Horizontal Seismic Coefficient

In earlier days, the base shear on a building was calculated by the static method by the simple
formula

VB = (Design horizontal seismic coeff.) x (Seismic wt.) = oÿW

As can be seen in Table 28.1, IS 1893 recommended its use till as recently as 2002.

28.3 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF IS 1893

IS 1893 was first published in 1962 and then revised in 1966, 1970, 1975, 1984 and 2002. The
base shear calculated by the various versions is shown in Table 28.3. Reference can be made
to books on R.C. Design for a fuller treatment of the subject [5], [6].
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TABLE 28.3 Table Showing Development of IS 1893 for Calculation of Base
Shear for a Hospital Building in Zone IV (5)

No. IS code Calculation of base shear in buildings Base shear*
in example

Vb = ochW
1 893 (1962) ah = Ko% (Oq = 0.04 for zone IV)

k for flexibility depending n storey height

C = Factor for flexibility > 1

1893 (1975) aÿ = Horizontal seismic coefficient

= 0.05 for zone IV. See Table 28.2.

VB = Cah(3W
C = Factor for flexibility

ah = Table 28.2

1893 (1966) (3 = Factor for foundation (rock = I)

[India adopts UBC recommendations of 1985 and
1991]

1893 (1975) VB = CahW
C = Factor for flexibility

Method /: ah = 0.075 for zone IV, static method

Method 2: ah = fSlFfSJg). response spectrum

method

P= Factor for foundation

I= Importance factor

F0 = Seismic zone factor
SJg - Average response acceleration coefficient

VB = KCahW (Figure 28.2)

K = Factor for structural framing system

1893 (1984) C = Factor for flexibility
Method 7: ah = f3la()
Method 2: ah = (ilFfSJg)

VB = A/.W
1893 (2002) Using response spectrum

'Z1T V
,2 , ,8

(Figure 28.3)

200 kN

500 kN

338 kN

675 kN

675 kN

740 kN

*Note: This indicates the steady increase of forces that is required to be resisted during the past years
and also due to the adoption of UBC by India.
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28.3.1 Philosophy of Design of Buildings according to IS 1893 (2002)

The present philosophy of design of buildings, as recommended by UBC, is as follows:
The Maximum Credible Earthquake (MCE) is the absolute maximum which can ever be

expected to occur in the given site. The value of zone factoris a reasonable estimate of the

effective peak ground acceleration (PGA). Complete protection against MCE is not

economically advisable for ordinary buildings. Hence, assuming that we can depend on both
strength and ductility and also provision of special features such as shear walls in design,
we accept a lower value of Z in the design. Thus, we design for a Design Basis Earthquake
so that:

1. The structure should have ample strength to resist all earthquakes less than DBE
without any damage.

2. The structure should resist the DBE without structural damage though some non¬
structural damage that we can repair later can take place under DBE.

3. Ordinary structures should be able to resist MCE without total collapse so that there
is no loss of life because of the inbuilt ductility and special features. Some structural
damage is expected under an MCE.

4. Depending on the importance of the structure (/), we may increase the DBE to
withstand higher earthquakes.

5. Vertical projections (such as chimneys, tanks, etc. in buildings) should be checked for
five times the horizontal seismic coefficient. Similarly, horizontal projections should
be checked for five times the 2/3 horizontal acceleration (5 x 2/3 = 10/3 the horizontal
acceleration, CI. 7.12.2.1 and CI. 2.2).

Thus, the computation of base shear for each zone is laid down specifically by IS 1893,
Part I(2002).

28.3.2 Calculation of Base Shear by IS 1893 (2002)

Now let us take the first topic of an study mentioned in the Introduction (Sec. 28.1) namely the
value of the base shear to be taken in design of superstructures and substructures. We must
know this value will be different from what values we take for studying liquifaction
(Sec. 28.5.4). The base shear for structural design of foundations will be obtained from the
lateral forces acting on the superstructure.

IS 1893 recommends the estimation of this base shear by any of the following three methods
[3]:

1. Equivalent static lateral force method
2. Response spectrum method
3. Time history method

The equivalent static lateralforce method is the simplest and can be used for most small
to medium sized buildings. It uses the following formulae:

V, = AhW
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fz'
,2, I8 ,

where

Ah = Design horizontal seismic coefficient
Z = Zone factor

I= Importance factor (varies from 1-2, depending on the importance of the
structure)

R = Response reduction factor depending on the type of detailing of structure
(varies from 3-5)

SJg = Spectral acceleration coefficient from response spectrum, shown in Figure 28.3.

Reference can be made to specialized literature for the details of calculation of the base
shear by other methods [5], [6].

28.4 IS 1893 (2002) RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING LAYOUT OF
FOUNDATIONS

Let us now examine the second aspect, namely the general recommendations in IS 1893 (criteria
for Earthquake Design of structures) about planning for foundations for earthquakes. The
following are the broad recommendations regarding types of foundations that can be used in
different zones in India.

28.4.1 Classification of Foundation Strata

Foundation materials are divided into three types:

• Rock and hard soil (well graded sand with gravel, etc.) with SPT value N > 30

• Medium soil with N > 15

• Soft soil with N < 10

28.4.2 Types of Foundations Allowed in Sandy Soils

Zone II No special considerations are needed for ordinary buildings. However, for important
buildings, the foundation should be as follows:

At depth 5 m, N should be > 15

At depth 10 m, N should be > 20

Zones III, IV and V for all types of structures

At depth 5 m, N should be > 15
At depth 10 m, N should be > 25

If the N values of the soil are less than those specified above, artificial densification
should be adopted to achieve the above values (see Sec. 28.8). Otherwise, pile foundations
going to stronger strata should be adopted.
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28.4.3 Types of Foundations that can be Adopted and Increase in Safe Bearing Capacity
Allowed

1. Isolated footings without connecting beams. These can be used in Zone II in all soils

with N> 10. It should not be used if N< 10. No increase in bearing capacity is allowed
in type 3 soils, but the bearing capacity can be increased by 50% in rocks and type 1 soils
and by 25% in type 2 soils for earthquake loads.

2. R.C. footings with connecting tie beams. All footings in soils with N< 10 should be
tied together with grade beams and/or plinth beams. When these ties are used, we can

increase the allowable bearing capacity by 50% in rock and type 1 soil and by 25% in type

2 soils for earthquake loads.

3. Raft foundations. These foundations are suitable in all cases. An increase of 50% in the
bearing capacity is allowed when earthquake forces are also considered.

4. Pile foundation. The piles should rest in good soils N> 15. They are very suitable for
earthquake resistance. An increase of 50% in the bearing capacity is allowed for piled
foundations when considering forces, including earthquake forces.

[Notes: 1. It can be seen from the above that in regions liable to liquefaction, shallow
foundations should be tied together. R.C. perimeter footings and wall footings
should be tied together into a grid. Rigid raft foundations will also behave well. It
is also necessary that buried pipes, such as sewage and water mains should have
ductile connections.

2. When designing pile foundations for important buildings, we should check whether
the foundation soil can liquefy and if so, to what depth it will do so. The lateral
resistance and bearing capacity of this region should be neglected. The pile will act

as a column fixed below this lever of liquefaction and subjected to the lateral
earthquake forces.]

28.4.4 Summary of IS 1893 Recommendations for Foundation Design for Earthquakes

The base shear should be calculated as specified. The safe bearing capacity for loads including
earthquake forces, can be increased as specified. Special attention should be given to the
possibility of liquefaction of soils, especially in sand deposits with N values less than 10 (see
below).

28.5 LIQUEFACTION OF SOILS

The third aspect we consider in detail is whether the foundation soil is liable to liquefy and what
is the PGA value to be adopted for checking liquifaction of the foundation soils. This occurs
generally in sands. Liquefaction is the phenomenon in which the pore pressure in sand under
the influence of shear stress produced by repeated cyclic stresses builds up to higher levels than
its effective pressure (acting on the strata) so that the soil mass behaves like a liquid. If the soils
below structures liquefy, the structures will undergo large ground settlement. We can divide this
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state into two classes, viz. flow liquefaction and cyclic mobility. A detailed study of liquefaction
can be made from specialized literature on the subject. In this chapter, we only examine the
method of identification of soils that are liable to undergo liquefaction during earthquakes and
also methods to treat these soils against liquefaction.

28.5.1 Soils Susceptible to Liquefaction

In soil mechanics, we classify soil into clay, silt, sand, etc. as shown in Table 28.4. (Fines are
commonly defined as that portion of soil below 0.074 mm.)

TABLE 28.4 Soil Fractions

Clay
Silt Sand

Gravel
Fine Medium .Coarse Fine Medium Coarse

mm 0.002 0.006 0.02 0.06 0.2 0.6 2.0

Clays remain non-susceptible to liquefaction even though sensitive soft clays can lose
strength during earthquakes. The most susceptible soils are fine grained soils with fractions up
to fine sands. Geologically speaking, uniform fluvial deposits in alluvial fans, alluvial plains,
beaches and estuarine deposits are the most likely to be affected, especially if they are near geo¬
logical fault zones and with high ground water level. From geotechnical considerations,fine grained
soils that satisfy the following so-called Chinese criteria are considered liable to liquefaction:

1. Fraction finer than 0.05 mm equal or less than 15%

2. Liquid limit less than 35%
3. Natural water content not be less than 90% of liquid limit

I

4. Liquidity index =—— less than 0.75
LL-PL

The modified Chinese code for
liquefaction proposes clay content to be
equal or less than 5 per cent.

We also add the requirement that
$PT(N) value should be less than 10. In
short, liquefaction occurs mostly in fine
to medium sands, with the void ratio
more than the critical void ratio. The soil
should be also saturated, i.e. the ground
water level should be high. With
increasing overburden the effective
pressure increases and the chances of
liquefaction decrease, so generally, lique- Figure 28.4 Range of grain size distribution of soils
faction occurs in the top 10 m only. The considered liable for liquefaction.
grain size distribution of soils usually (J) Boundaries for most liable soils.
expected to liquefy is shown in Figure 28.4. @ Boundaries of potentially liquefiable

soils.

100

75-

25

—1—
0.01 1.0 mm0.05 0.10 1.0
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28.5.2 Field Data on Liquefaction

The best way to study liquifaction is to examine past records. The field investigation of the past
liquefaction has shown that the limiting epicentral distance beyond which liquefaction has not

been observed in earthquakes of different magnitudes can be as shown in Figure 28.5.

9

8

7

6

5

1 2 5 10 20 50 100 200 500
Epicentral distance (km)

Figure 28.5 Relationship between moment magnitude of earthquake (see Sec. 8.2.1)
and limiting epicentral distance of sites at which liquefaction has been
observed. Deep earthquakes with focal depth > 50 km have produced
liquefaction at greater distances as reported by N. Ambrasays.

It can be seen that with low magnitude of the earthquake, the distance within which
liquefaction can take place is small, but the distance to which liquefaction can be expected
increases very rapidly with the increase in magnitude of the earthquake [2]. The distances of
the site from the fault and possible magnitude of earthquake are very important factors to be
considered when we examine liquefaction potential of soils at a given site.

28.5.3 Cyclic Stress Ratio (CSR) Method of Prediction

Once we have estimated the peak ground acceleration (PGA) at the site, there are many methods
to examine the possibility of liquefaction that have been proposed by various investigators. Of
these, the following CSR (cyclic stress ratio) method is the one most commercially used [2].
This method is based on the peak horizontal acceleration expected at the given site.

Step 1: Find cyclic shear stress (CSS). The average shear stress rmax produced by an earthquake
of peak acceleration (anmx/g) at the ground level can be assumed to be equal to 65%
of the maximum shear stress produced. This is called the cyclic shear stress (CSS) = Tc
produced by the earthquake loading. Its value is calculated as follows:

/

CSS = Tc =0.65
ÿmax

8
(<?Xrd) (28.5)
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where
ct = Total vertical overburden stress in the sand layer under consideration

rd = Depth correction factor = (1 - 0.0156?)

Step 2: Find cyclic stress ratio CSR. The ratio of cyclic shear stress rc at the site to the
effective stress (J0 at the site is called cyclic stress ratio (CSR). It is given by the
following expression.

CSR = =0.65
<Xn

«» <7

Thus, CSRM=7 5 means cyclic stress ratio for M 7.5 earthquake.
From the actual field observations, the relation between CSR and corrected SPT values
for 60% efficiency for an earthquake of magnitude 7.5 at which liquefaction will
take place is shown in Figure 28.6 [2]. [Go to step 3]
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Figure 28.6 Relationship between cyclic stress ratios (cyclic shear stress/(70) causing liquefaction
and S.P.T. (A/,)60 values for sandy soils for M7 5 earthquakes (Reported by H.B. Seed).
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[Note: (Aÿi)go is obtained as follows. (Aÿo is the corrected SPT value, corrected for
60% efficiency of free fall energy of the standard equipment, the depth of overburden
pressure, fine content, etc. The efficiency of a good automatic trip hammer can be
taken as 80%. The formula used for the calculation of N60 is as follows:

N60 -NmCN 0.6Eff
where

Nm = SPT for the actual energy of hammer Em
CN = Depth correction factor

Eff = Theoretical free fall hammer energy.

For example, if the SPT value with a field equipment delivering 70% of the drop
energy is N\ equal to and the depth correctionfactor (from books on Soil Mechanics)
is 1.08, then

Nm = 9x1.08 x 0.10Eff
0.60Eff

= 11.3]

Step 3: The data presented for CSR against Nin Figure 28.6 are values for which liquifaction
occurs for an earthquake of magnitude 7.5. For earthquakes of other moment

magnitudes Mw (Table 28.1), we have to scale up or scale down the M15 values by the
factor magnitude scaling factor (MSF) as given in Table 28.5 [2],

TABLE 28.5 Magnitude Scaling Factor (MSF)

Value of Mw MSF

5.0 1.50
6.0 1.32

6.75 1.13

7.5 1.00

8.5 0.89

For the local condition, we calculate

CSRL = CSR7.5 x MSF

Step 4: We can now calculate the factor of safety against liquefaction as,

CSR required for liquefaction at the site
PS =- (28.6)

CSR produced at the site

If the FS is less than one, liquefaction can take place. This procedure is shown in
Example 28.2.
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28.5.4 Value of (cÿJg) to be used for a Given Site—Site Effects

We are able, to some extent, estimate the PGA (maximum value) for a given earthquake for
structural design. But when examining the liquefaction effects at a given site, we have to
estimate the local value of (oÿax/g) to be used for the given site which may be very distant from
the epicentre. The local value of amax will depend on many factors.

1. Magnitude of the earthquake
2. Distance of the site from the epicentre
3. Effect of the local site condition, whether the soil deposit will amplify or attenuate

(deamplify) the (amax/g) values.

Amplification is defined as an increase in seismic ground motion intensity greater than that
is expected from type I(rock or firm soils) soils. Amplification occurs often at sites overlain
by thick, soft soil, especially when the period of earthquake motion matches the predominant
period of the site [7], [8], [9] and [10].

The opposite of amplification is attenuation or deamplification. Figure 28.7 gives an idea
of the decrease in PGA with distance in km from the epicentre. The intensity dies down quickly.
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Figure 28.7 Attenuation (reduction) of peak horizontal (or ground) acceleration with
distance from fault rupture.

Various formulae and software (e.g. FINSIM) are available to estimate the reduced
magnitude of the earthquake at a given place at a specified distance from the active fault zone

[2]. Similarly, the amplification of this reduced PGA due to the local soil site can be estimated
by software such as SHAKE 2000. Reference can be made to specialized literature for this
subject [2], [7], [8], [9], and [10].
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28.6 AMPLIFICATION OF PEAK GROUND PRESSURE OF ROCK
MOTION BY SOIL DEPOSITS

Table 28.6 gives roughly the soil amplification rating based on amplification susceptibility.
When we meet soils which are prone to amplify the ground motion, we should be careful.

TABLE 28.6 Soil Category and Amplification

Soil category Description Wave velocity (m/sec) Susceptibility rating

for amplification

A

B

C

D

E

Compact rock

Stiff cohesionless soil

Sands and clays

Soft to medium clay

Peats, organic clay
and soft clay

> 760

760-360
360-180

< 180

3-7

Nil

Low

Moderate

High

Very high

28.7 GROUND SETTLEMENT

The fourth problem, referred in our introduction that is important, is the settlement of
foundation soils. Clays do not settle with vibration. Settlement of sands which are loose is a
problem in earthquakes. The settlement is due to horizontal motion rather than vertical
vibration. These can cause large differential settlement and cracking of buildings. The
possibility depends on the magnitude of the vibration and the looseness of the sand deposits.
Sand deposits whose void ratio is less than its critical void ratio are liable to settle. The
denseness of the sand can be easily estimated by the N values of the deposit. The best
precaution against settlement is to prevent the probability of its occurence.

28.8 METHODS TO PREVENT LIQUEFACTION AND SETTLEMENT

As we have already seen, liquefaction usually occurs in loose sands with N< 10, with void ratio
much larger than the critical void ratio along with high ground water level. The obvious
measures to prevent liquefaction are densification by any of the methods that can be easily used
at the given site. Some of the methods used are as follows:

1. Compaction of the soil by procedures like

(a) Compaction piles (sand piles can be installed by driving hollow tubes with
expendable driving tips, filling the tubes with sand, using stage compaction, and
with drawing the tubes can be used)

(b) Vibro floatation
(c) Compaction with blasting
(d) Stone columns
(e) Dynamic compaction by falling weights
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2. Stabilization of soil by grouting with cement slurry micropiles, or chemicals suitable
for the purpose. A case study for improving the bearing capacity is given in Ref. [11J.

3. As liquefaction needs high water level, drainage of water to greater depths will prevent
liquefaction.

4. Increasing the value of the ground pressure on the liquefiable deposit by surcharge can
also assist in prevention of liquefaction.

The effect of soil improvement undertaken should be always verified by in site tests such
as SPT or cone penetration tests.

28.9 SUMMARY

The four basic considerations, namely the base shear in buildings for earthquake design, type
of foundations to be used at a given site, liquefaction potential of foundation soil and the ground
settlement possibility of the foundation, have been covered briefly in this chapter. Specialized
literature given in the reference should be referred for a detailed study. Base shears have to be
calculated according to IS 1893 (2002) and structural designs of superstructure and foundation
have to be made on these calculations. However, no Indian Code has yet been evolved on
estimation of liquefaction potential of a site. It is very important that a detailed soil report
indicating the distance of the fault from the site, attenuation due to the distance of the site from
fault, amplification (or attenuation) due to the site local soil condition have to be arrived at for
a correct estimation of the peak ground acceleration at the site. Then only can we have an
accurate assessment of the liquefaction potential of the soil at the given site. Otherwise, we will
be overestimating disaster possibility for a given site.

Broad recommendations can be easily made from the grain size, index properties, void
ratio—Nvalues, ground water level, etc. of the site for cases where liquefaction will not occur.
However, for the cases where these properties show that liquefaction is possible, further
investigation to determine the amax values for the site is necessary to predict that liquefaction
will take place with a probable earthquake due to an active nearby fault. There are many cases
where decisions made simply with respect to soil conditions without the estimation of correct

amax with respect to the nearest active fault have led to very expensive foundations even for
ordinary type of buildings such as residential buildings.

EXAMPLE 28.1 (Determination of magnitude, intensity and peak horizontal
acceleration due to a fault of known length)

The length of a fault at a place is 45 km. Estimate the moment magnitude (Mw), Richter
magnitude (ML) and peak horizontal acceleration (amax).

Reference Step Calculation

1 Calculate moment magnitude Mw
Eq. (28.1a) Mw = 5.08 + 1.16 log L

& Table 28.1 = 5.08 + 1.16 log 45 = 7
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Reference Step Calculation

2 Estimate magnitude by Richter scale ML
Mw = 7 may show up on surface only as ML = 6.5 or 7 depending on
the soil profiles.

3 Findmaximum intensity 70 (based on feeling)

Eq. (28.1b) Mw =J/o+1i7=:f /o +1

Z0 = 9 (This is the maximum at the fault. At distances away from the
epicentre, it can be less.)

4 Find peak ground acceleration amax
log «max = 4/3 - 1/2 (cm/sec2)

Eq. (28.3) log amax = 9/3 - 1/2 = 2.5

flmax = log 2.5 = 316/981 = 0.32g

{Note: This corresponds to Z value obtained from Table 28.1. It is the
maximum probable value.)

EXAMPLE 28.2 (Calculation for liquefaction susceptibility)

A deposit of medium to fine deposit has a corrected SPT value of 11.7. The water table at the
site is 1.5 m below the ground level. If it is subjected to peak horizontal acceleration of 0.16g
of M5 earthquake, estimate its factor of safety against liquefaction at 6.2 m depth in the soil.
Assume fines are less than 5%.

Reference Step Calculation

1 Find the total pressure at 6.2 m depth (a)

Let dry unit weight be 18 kN/m3 and saturated unit weight, 21 kN/m2
<y — (1.5 x 18) + (4.7 x 21) = 125.7 kN/m3

2 Findcyclic shear stress produced by earthquake with (amax/g) = 0.16

Eq. (28.5) Tc -0.65
f \

amax
8 /

°Yd

Yd = (1 -
1

0.015*7) = (1 - 0.015 x 6.2) = 0.91

xc = 0.65 (0.16) (125.7) (0.91) = 11.90
Eff. pressure, <j0 = (1.5 x 1.8) + (4.7 x 11) = 78.5 kN/m2

Cyclic stress ratio (CSR) = =0.151
78.7

3 Findcyclic resistance ratio to produce liquefaction (with respect to

effective pressure) for M5 earthquake for N= 11.7

Eq. (28.6)
Figure 28.6

Cyclic stress ratio = CSR(M7 5)/<To for N = 11.7 with percentage of
fines less than 5% from Figure 28.6 = 0.13.
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Reference Step Calculation

Table 28.5 (CSR)Ms =[CSR]m?5 x 1.5=0.13x 1.5=0.195

4 Find FS against liquefaction for cyclic shear stress of Step 2

Eq. (28.7)
CSR required for liquefaction 0.195

« ÿ — 1.29
CSR produced at the site 0.151

This means that the cyclic stress induced by the earthquake is lower
than the cyclic stress required to initiate liquefaction. We already know
that liquefaction does not happen for M5 with N > 10 and the site
value is 11.7.
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Geotechnical Data

A.1 INTRODUCTION

In this section, we examine how field observations are to be recorded during soil investigation
and also study the empirical methods used to estimate the safe bearing capacity of the soil from
the field data. The background of these methods and additional data can be obtained from
standard books on Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering.

A.2 CONVERSION UNITS

1 ton = 1000 kg

1 kg/cm2 = — N/mm2 =100 kN/m2 = 10 t/m2
10

1 N/mm2 = 10 kg/cm2 and 1 MN/m2 = 100 t/m2 = 10 t/sq ft

1 kg/cm2 ~ 1 t/sq ft = 10 t/m2
1 pascal (Pa) = 1 N/m2 and 1 MPa = 1 N/mm2

1 kN/m2 = 1/10 t/m2
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A.3 STRENGTH OF MATERIALS

(Unit as N/mm2 used by structural engineers is used here.)

S.No. Material Strength

1

2

3

4

5

6

9

10

11

12

13

14

High tensile steel wires

High strength ribbed bars

Mild steel bars

High strength concrete

Structural concrete

Timber (for timbering of excavations)

Allowable bending

Bricks—wire cut

Bricks—country-made

Hard clay (N = 20) (SPT value)

Medium clay (N = 10)

Rock (granite)

Limestone, sand stone

Shale

Concrete

1570 N/mm2 (ultimate strength)

415 N/mm2 (yield strength)

250 N/mm2 (yield strength)

> 50 N/mm2 (cube strength)

> 20 N/mm2 (cube strength)

= 10.5 N/mm2 (sal)

= 10.0 N/mm2 (Indian teak)

10-15 N/mm2 (crushing strength)

3-5 N/mm2 (crushing strength)

0.2 N/mm2 (qu) [c = qJ2]

0.1 N/mm2 (qu) [c = qj2]

3.2 N/mm2 (allowable)

1.6 N/mm2 (allowable)

0.9 N/mm2 (allowable)

0.45fck (ultimate in bearing)

A.4 USUAL UNIT WEIGHT AND VOID RATIO OF SOILS

Soils

Sands

Uniform dense

Uniform loose

Clays

Organic clays

Dense soft clays

Stiff clay

Unit weight (kN/m3) Void ratio

Saturated

21

19

15.8
17.7

20.7

Dry

17.5
14.5

0.51

0.85

1.90

1.20

0.60

Saturated
w/c - %

19

32

70

45

22

A.5 CLASSIFICATION OF SOILS

Classification according to grain size (M.I.T. system)
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Grain size (mm)

Classification
< 0.002

Clay

to 0.06

Silt

to 0.2
Sand
to 0.6 to 2.0 Gravel

Fine Medium Coarse

A.6 METHOD OF DESCRIBING SOIL AT SITE (FIELD CLASSIFICATION
OF SOILS)

Field Observation

1. Visual examination. If more than 50% of the soil grain is visible to the naked eye
we call it coarse grained soil. Describe soil as indicated in Sec. A.5.

2. Dilatency test or shake test to distinguish between silt and clay or fine sand.
Saturated sand is taken on left hand, which is shaken by blows by right hand (or vice
versa). Appearance of water on top distinguishes silt, fine sand from clay.

3. Toughness test. Roll sample between the palms. Silty soils break up at plastic limit.
Hard sample indicates high plastic clays.

4. Dry strength test. This distinguishes organic clays and clays of low plasticity.

5. Organic content Smell the soil for organic matter.

Field Description of Soils in Field Report

1. State colour. Black, brown, light grey, etc.

2. Describe constituents. Sand, clay, silt, etc.

3. Describe structure. Loose, dense, hard, soft, etc.

4. Describe inclusions. Calcareous, micacious with shells, etc.

5. For sands specify size and grading. Coarse, fine, cemented, well graded, poorly
graded (uniform).

6. Specify natural state. For sands, dense, loose, etc. For clays, soft, medium, hard, etc.

7. Indicate probable laboratory classification. ML, CH, etc.

Examples of Visual Classification

Short description of soil

Sand Well compacted, brown, poorly graded, medium alluvial sand with about 10% gravel
and 15% non-plastic fines (SM)
Clay Greyish brown, hard clay of low plasticity with kankar modules and coarse particles of
in-situ rock (CL)

Field identification of rocks It is important that we should always specify the type of rock
we meet with such as granite, limestone, laterite, etc. Describe the state of weathering as

follows:
1. In-situ rock (solid rock)
2. Slightly weathered rock > 90% rock
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3. Moderately weathered rock > 50% rock as large pieces
4. Highly weathered rock, can be excavated by tools
5. Decomposed rock, completely weathered rock

6. In-situ soil

Always soak rock in water for 48 hours and test whether it disintegrates into soil.

Cole and Stroud Classification (see Table 18.4) The plasticity chart used for classification
of clays is given in Figure A.l.
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Figure A.1 Casagrandis plasticity chart for identification of fine-grained soils.

A.7 STANDARD PENETRATION TEST

In standard penetration test, the ideal procedure is to count the number of blows for every

75 mm (3 inch) penetration for six steps (75 x 6 = 450 mm) or at least record blows for three
successive 150 mm penetrations (150 x 3 = 450 mm) and take the number of blows for the last
300 mm penetration only as N value.

Corrections

(a) Saturated fine sand — N > 15; N = 15 + 0.5(N - 15)

(b) Other correction Ncr = N x Th x ri2 x t]2 x t/4 x %

rjx = for overburden
ij2 = for hammer efficiency for N60 or 60% efficiency of blows

?73 = for rod length

tj4 = for sampler (with or without liner)

tj5 = for bore hole diameter
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Generally, we apply rjx for overburden effects (or depth of test). We may also calculate

Nffl as explained in Sec. 28.5.3 (step 2) for 60% efficiency of hammer. Many data in earthquake
engineering is based on N60 values.

0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0

Figure A.2 Depth correction factor for SPT values.

A.8 STATIC CONE PENETRATION TEST (SCPT)

The result of SCPT is expressed as qc in kg/cm2. In soft clays, SCPT gives better results than
SPT. The European practice is to use SCPT and the American practice is to use SPT. The test

consists of finding the resistance in kg/cm2 of a 60° cone of 35.7 mm diameter (10 cm2 in area)
being pushed into the soil at 5 mm/second.

Relation between SCPT and SPT (N values) [IS 2911]

Soil type qJN (kg/cm2)

IS Others

Clays 1.5-2.0 —
Silts, slightly cohesive soils 2.0-2.5 2.0

Clean fine to medium sand 3.0-4.0 3.5

Coarse sand with gravel 5.0-6.0 5.0

Sandy gravels and gravel 8.0-10.0 6.0
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A.9 IN-SITU VANE SHEAR TEST

The vane shear test is a very reliable test for clays whose SPT value is less than 8. A 50 mm
diameter, 100 mm length (length/diameter = 2) is pushed into the clay with top of vane also
inside the soil. Bjerrum proposed a correction as shown in Figure A.3. This correction is
suggested on the assumption that the vane remoulds the soil and the value we get by this test

is only the remoulded strength, which will be less than the real strength.

1.2

o 1.0
o
ro

I0.8
to
<33

8 0.6

0.4
0 40 80 120

Plasticity Index %

Figure A.3 Correction factor for remoulding effect in field vane shear test.
(In-situ Shear strength = Field value/Correction factor.)

A.10 SPT VALUES AND NATURE OF SOILS

1. Clays

SPT value Nature of soil when moulded in the hand Consistency index

0-2 Very soft, extrudes between fingers in the fist 0.5

2-4 Soft, easily moulded between fingers 0.5-0.75

4-8 Medium to firm, needs some pressure to mould between fingers 0.75-0.85

8-16 Stiff, cannot be moulded between fingers 0.85-1.0

16-32 Very stiff above plastic limit 1.0-1.5

> 32 Hard (solid) > 1.5

Notes: 1. Consistency index = (LL - w)/PI. When w/c is at LL, then consistency index = 0.
When w/c is at PL, consistency index = 1.

2. Unconfined strength of clays, qu =— kg/cm2 is a conservative value for clays.

3. Cohesion, c = qJ2.

\
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2. Sand

SPT Denseness Relative
density

Friction
value

(degrees)

SCPT value
(kg/cm2)

Unit weight
(kN/m3)

<4 Very loose <15 — <20 <15

4-10 Loose 15-35 <30 20-40 15-17

10-30 Medium 35-65 30-36 40-120 17-19

30-50 Dense 65-85 36-40 120-200 18-21

>50 Very dense 85-100 >40 >200 >21

Note: We can take <p = 0.3N+ 27 or ~J20N +15 degrees

A.11 MODULUS OF ELASTICITY OF SOILS

Modulus of elasticity of soils Es is sometimes referred also as modulus of compressibility. This
quantity is used to calculate immediate settlement of foundation. Es should not be confused with
coefficient of volume compressibility mv we use to calculate final consolidation settlement in
clays (see Sec. A.14).

The values recommended for Es by IS 290 are as follows.

Material Es = Value x 106 N/m2
(Range)

(a) CohesionleSvS soil

Loose sand (round) 20-50

Loose sand (angular) 40-80

Medium dense sand (round) 50-100
Medium dense sand (angular) 80-100

Gravel 150-300
Silt 5-20

(b) Cohesive soils

Very soft clay 2-15

Soft clay 5-25

Medium soft 15-50

Hard 50-100

Sandy 25-250
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80
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SPT (N) value

Figure A.4 Relation between SPT(N) values and elastic modulus of sand
deposits (according to Schultze and Muhs).

A.12 POISSON'S RATIO OF MATERIALS

Poisson's ratio is as follows:

Sand: 0.3-0.4

Clay: 0.1-0.3

Concrete: 0.15-0.25

Sled: 0.28-0.31

A.13 SAFE BEARING CAPACITY (SBC) OF SOILS [1]

We define safe bearing capacity as ultimate bearing capacity divided by factor of safety.

Allowable bearing capacity (also called allowable soil pressure) is bearing capacity we allow

with respect to both safe bearing capacity and allowable settlement of the structure.

1. For clays. SBC from ultimate failures (approx. value)

SBC =- -= 2c = qu = A/10 kg/cm2 = 10A in kN/m2
(FS =2.85)

Effect of depth is shown in Figure A.5.

2. For sands. SBC from maximum settlement 25 mm

= A/10 kg/cm2 = 1(W in kN/m2

Thus, the important thumb rule is that from ultimate failure conditions in clays and
maximum settlement of 25 mm consideration in sands, the safe bearing capacity of soils can

be taken as 1/10 (SPT value) in kg/cm2 or 10A in kN/m2. (Figure A.7)

[More exact calculations will give slightly higher safe bearing capacity values.]
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Skempton's values for bearing capacity factor Nc for cohesive soils, varying
with (depth/breadth) ratios (IS 6403-1981).
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Figure A.6
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Relation between safe bearing pressure and allowable bearing pressure as
a function of allowable settlement and breadth of footing.
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Figure A.7 Allowable bearing pressure for footings in granular soils based on SPT(A/) values for
25 mm allowable settlement. (After Peek, Hansen and Thornbum: For other D/B ratios
see Ref. 1)
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A.14 IDENTIFICATION OF EXPANSIVE SOILS

We estimate the expansive character of soil from the data of the % of clay fraction and plasticity
index as shown in Figure A.8.

100

80

I60
c

o
'ÿ55 40
ra

CL

20

0
0 20 40 60 80 100

% clay fraction

Figure A.8 Identification of expansive soils by acitivity chart.

A.15 CONSOLIDATION OF CLAYS

The following are the terms most commonly used in the theory of consolidation:

Ae
1. Coefficient of compressibility av =

Ad

2. Coefficient of volume compressibility mv = °v (Also called coefficient of volume
l+e0

change)

Ae
3. Compression index C =-

log (cr, /a0)
4. Coefficient of consolidation Cv = k/rivmv (This coefficient is used to find time rate of

consolidation)

For the calculation of settlement, we use two methods.

Method 1: By using mv =
Strain Ae (—]
Stress ÿy5+T-H kAa) is inverse of £ in cm2/kg

Settlement, A = mvHqA<j

The value of mv for a given soil depends on the stress range. BS 1377 specifies the use
of the coefficient mv calculated for stress increment of 1 kg/cm2 (100 kN/m2) over the existing
stress on the clay layer. The value of mv may be estimated from Figure A.l. It is more accurate

to determine it from tests.
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Figure A.9 Estimation of coefficient of volume compressibility of
clays from plasticity index and SPT(A/) values.

Method 2: By using compression index Cc obtained from log-log plot.

Settlement A = C ——— log
(7° +

(l+ «b) ao
For undistributed clay, Cc = 0.009 (LL - 10)

For remoulded clay, Cc = 0.007 (LL - 7)

A.16 CLASSIFICATION OF DAMAGES IN MASONRY BUILDINGS

Estimation of settlements and the allowable maximum and differential settlement in buildings
are dealt with in Sees. 14.5 and 14.6 respectively. The following table gives the commonly
accepted classification of damages in masonry buildings. We should note that wall cracking is
only one of the many items to be considered in reporting damage of buildings.

Degree of damage Crack width Description

zero (Negligible) < 0. 1 mm Vanishes on painting

1 (Very slight) > 0.1 < 0.5 mm Treaded during repair

3 (Slight) > 0.5 mm Needs special repair

4 (Moderate) 5 to 15 mm > 3 Nos. Requires opening up and patching

5 (Severe) 15 to 25 mm not many Can be repaired with special care near opening

6 (Very severe) > 25 mm large number Requires major repair or reconstruction

rnv=~h"-
*-s

1 /cni2\

\
F2N \ k3 /

V

.
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EXAMPLE A.l (Rough estimation of total settlement in clays)

A raft 6 m square loaded at 160 kN/m2 is located in a clay deposit 15 m in depth. If Es = 50
MN/m2 and mv from consolidation test is 0.13 m2/MN, estimate the total settlement (Ref: IS
8009, Part 1).

Reference Step Calculation

1 Estimate immediate settlement

E, '
B = 6 m, If = 0.87, // = 0.25

Sec. A.ll ÿelastic
60 x 103 x 6 x 0.87 x 0.94 ,r-7-= 15 mm

50 x 10

2 Consolidation settlement (mv)
Aconsol — mxHAct

Assume 2 to 1 distribution. Find average Act.

Acr = ri60+
16°X36ÿ

21x 21 ,x 0.5 =8.74 kN/m2

Ac =
0.13 x 15x 86 x 103 x 103
-2-= 167 mm

106
IS 8009
Part I

(This has to be corrected for clay layer resting on sand or rock,
A = 0.35)

3 Find total settlement

\ = 0.35 x 167

Total settlement =15 + 58

= 58 mm

= 74 mm (approx.)

REFERENCE

[1] Varghese, P.C., Foundation Engineering, Prentice-Hall of India, New Delhi, 2005.



Extracts from SP 16 for Design of
Reinforced Concrete Members

TABLE B.1 Flexure-reinforcement Percentage, p1 for Singly Reinforced Sections
using Fe 415 Steel and M20 Concrete*

Mu/bcP Steel (%) Mylbct2 P Mn/bd2 P Mulbd1 P
(N/mm2)

0.35 0.099 1.25 0.376 2.06 0.662 2.42 0.806

0.40 0.114 1.30 0.392 2.08 0.670 2.44 0.814
0.45 0.128 1.35 0.409 2.10 0.678 2.46 0.823
0.50 0.143 1.40 0.426 2.12 0.685 2.48 0.831

0.55 0.158 1.45 0.443 2.14 0.693 2.50 0.840

0.60 0.172 1.50 0.460 2.16 0.701 2.52 0.848

0.65 0.187 1.55 0.477 2.18 0.709 2.54 0.857

0.70 0.203 1.60 0.494 2.20 0.717 2.56 0.866
0.75 0.218 1.65 0.512 2.22 0.725 2.58 0.874
0.80 0.233 1.70 0.530 2.24 0.733 2.60 0.883
0.85 0.248 1.75 0.547 2.26 0.741 2.62 0.892

0.90 0.264 1.80 0.565 2.28 0.749 2.64 0.901

0.95 0.280 1.85 0.584 2.30 0.757 2.66 0.910
(Contd.)

*For other values of strength of steel and concrete, see SP 16.

413
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TABLE B.1 Flexure-reinforcement Percentage, p, for Singly Reinforced Sections
using Fe 415 Steel and M20 Concrete* (contd.)

Mjj/bd2
(N/mm2)

Steel (%) Ma/bd2 P Mv/bcf P M„/b(f P

1.00 0.295 1.90 0.602 2.32 0.765 2.68 0.919
1.05 0.311 1.95 0.621 2.34 0.773 2.70 0.928
1.10 0.327 2.00 0.640 2.36 0.781 2.72 0.937
1.15 0.343 2.02 0.647 2.38 0.790 2.74 0.946
1.20 0.359 2.04 0.655 2.40 0.798 2.76 0.955

*For other values of strength of steel and concrete, see SP 16.

TABLE B.2 IS Rules for Minimum Steel in R.C. Members

f°- Member Recommendation

1 Beams 1. Tension steel <0.25%
2. Shear steel minimum stirrups to take 0.4 N/mm2 for wet

area. Max spacing 0.15d or 300 mm

2 Ordinary slabs 1. Tension steel <0.12% of whole area for shrinkage (It is
better to have < 0.25% of effective area for foundations).
Spacing for main steel >3d or 300 mm
Spacing for secondary steel > 5d or 450 mm

Spacing in flat slabs >2d
2. For slabs > 1 m thick minimum area of steel per metre

length in each direction <300 mm2
3 Flat slabs 1. Tension steel <0.25% spacing >2d

2. Distribution steel as in ordinary slabs

3. Integrity steel over columns should be given

4 Foundation slab Thickness not less than 150 mm in soils and 300 mm on top
of piles (IS, CI. 34.1.2)

TABLE B.3 LJtp Development Length for Bars in Tension*

Grade of steel Grade of concrete

M15 M20 M25 M30

Fe 250
Fe 415
Fe 500

45 39
47 40
57 49

36
36
45

(*We require 25% less for development lengths of compression bars.)
End anchorage = \2<p or depth of member (larger value)

I
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TABLE B.4 Design Shear Strength of Concrete rc N/mm2
(IS 456 (2000), Table 19)

Pi fcb N/mm2

15 20 25 30 35 40

< 0.15 0.28 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.30

0.20 0.32 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.34 0.34

0.30 0.38 0.39 0.39 0.40 0.40 0.41

0.40 0.43 0.44 0.45 0.45 0.46 0.46

0.50 0.46 0.48 0.49 0.50 0.50 0.51

0.60 0.50 0.51 0.53 0.54 0.54 0.55

0.70 0.53 0.55 0.56 0.57 0.58 0.59

0.80 0.55 0.57 0.59 0.60 0.61 0.62

0.90 0.57 0.60 0.62 0.63 0.64 0.65

1.00 0.60 0.62 0.64 0.66 0.67 0.68

1.10 0.62 0.64 0.66 0.68 0.69 0.70

1.20 0.63 0.66 0.69 0.70 0.72 0.73

1.30 0.65 0.68 0.71 0.72 0.74 0.75

1.40 0.67 0.70 0.72 0.74 0.76 0.77

1.50 0.68 0.72 0.74 0.76 0.78 0.79
1.60 0.69 0.73 0.76 0.78 0.80 0.81

1.70 0.71 0.75 0.77 0.80 0.81 0.83

1.80 0.71 0.76 0.79 0.81 0.83 0.85

1.90 0.71 0.77 0.80 0.83 0.85 0.96

2.00 0.71 0.79 0.82 0.84 0.86 0.88

2.10 0.71 0.80 0.83 0.86 0.88 0.90
2.20 0.71 0.81 0.84 0.87 0.89 0.91

2.30 0.71 0.82 0.86 0.88 0.91 0.93

2.40 0.71 0.82 0.87 0.90 0.92 0.94

2.50 0.71 0.82 0.88 0.91 0.93 0.95

2.60 0.71 0.82 0.89 0.92 0.94 0.97

2.70 0.71 0.82 0.90 0.93 0.96 0.98

2.80 0.71 0.82 0.91 0.94 0.97 0.99

2.90 0.71 0.82 0.92 0.95 0.98 1.00

> 3.00 0.71 0.82 0.92 0.96 0.99 1.01

[Note: If the shear is only one half the value of the above table and in members of minor structural importance
such as lintels, no shear reinforcement is deemed to be necessary (IS 456, CI. 26.5.1.6).]
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TABLE B.5 Increased Shear in Slabs Less than 300 mm — IS 456, CI. 40.2.1 (rc1 = krc)

Depth of slab
(in mm)

300
or more

275 250 225 200 175 150
or less

k 1 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25 1.30

TABLE B.6 Max Allowable Values of Shear Allowed in Reinforced
Concrete (rmax) with Shear Reinforcements

Grade 20 25 30 35 40 or more

rmax 2.8 3.1 3.5 3.7 4.0

TABLE B.7 Shear-vertical Stirrups (Table 62 of SP 16)
(Values of VJd for Two-legged Stirrups, kN/cm, Eq. (2.4)

Stirrup spacing f, = 415 N/mm2
(cm) Diameter (mm)

6 8 10 12 16

5 4.083 7.259 11.342 16.334 29.037

6 3.403 6.049 9.452 13.611 24.197

7 2.917 5.185 8.102 11.667 20.741

8 2.552 4.537 7.089 10.208 18.148

9 2.269 4.033 6.302 9.074 16.132

10 2.042 3.630 5.671 8.167 14.518

11 1.856 3.299 5.156 7.424 13.199

12 1.701 3.025 4.726 6.806 12.099

13 1.571 2.792 4.363 6.286 11.168

14 1.458 2.593 4.051 5.833 10.370

15 1.361 2.420 3.781 .445 9.679

16 1.276 2.269 3.545 5.104 9.074

17 1.201 2.135 3.336 4.804 8.540

18 1.134 2.016 3.151 4.537 8.066

19 1.075 1.910 2.985 4.298 7.641

20 1.020 1.815 2.836 4.083 7.259

25 0.817 1.452 2.269 3.267 5.807

30 0.681 1.210 1.890 2.722 4.839

35 0.583 1.037 1.620 2.333 4.148

40 0.510 0.907 1.418 2.042 3.629

45 0.454 0.807 1.260 1.815 3.226
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Minimum shear steel is necessary in beams for the following reasons:

1. To guard against any sudden failure of a beam if concrete cover bursts and the bond
to the tension steel is lost.

2. To prevent brittle shear failure which can occur without shear steel.

3. To prevent failure that can be caused by tension due to shrinkage and thermal stresses
and internal cracking in the beams.

4. To hold the reinforcements in place while pouring concrete, and act as the necessary
ties for the compression steel and make them effective.
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Steel Reinforcement Data

TABLE C.1 Areas of Bars (mm2) (Refer SP 16, Table 93)

Diameter of
bars (mm)

No. of bars

6 8 10 12 16 20 25 32

1 28.3 5.3 78.5 113.1 201.1 314.2 490.0 804.2

2 56.5 ' 100.5 157.1 226.2 402.1 628.3 981.7 1608
3 84.8 150.8 235.6 339.3 603.2 942.5 1473 2413
4 113.1 201.1 314.2 452.4 804.2 1257 1963 3217

5 141.4 251.3 397.2 565.5 1005 1571 2454 4021
6 169.6 301.6 471.2 678.6 1206 1885 2945 4825
7 197.9 351.9 549.8 791.7 1407 2199 3436 5360
8 226.2 402.1 628.3 904.8 1608 2513 3927 6434
9 254.5 452.4 706.9 1018 1810 2827 4418 7328
10 282.7 502.7 785.4 1131 2011 3142 4909 8042

Perimeter of 18.8 25.1 31.4 37.6 50.2 62.8 78.5 100.5
one bar (mm)

418
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TABLE C.2 Areas of Bars at Given Spacings (mm2) (Refer SP 16, Table 96)

6 8 10 12 16 20 25 32

50 565 1005 1571 2262 4021

75 377 670 1047 1508 2680 4188 6545

100 282 503 785 1131 2010 3141 4908 8042
125 226 402 628 904 1608 2513 3929 6434

150 188 335 523 754 1340 2094 3272 5361

175 151 287 448 646 1149 1795 2805 4595

200 141 251 392 565 1005 1570 2454 4021

225 125 223 349 502 893 1396 2181 3574

250 113 201 314 452 804 1256 1963 3217
275 102 182 285 411 731 1142 1785 2924

300 94 167 261 377 670 1047 1636 2680

TABLE C.3 Unit Weights and Weights at Specified Spacing of Bars

Unit weight Weights of bars (kg/m2)

Size
(mm)

Weight/
m

(kg)

Length/
tonne
(m)

Spacings of bars (mm)

75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275

6 0.22 4505 2.960 2.220 1.776 1.480 1.269 1.110 0.987 0.888 0.807

8 0.395 2532 5.267 3.950 3.160 2.633 2.257 1.975 1.756 1.580 1.436

10 0.616 1623 8.213 6.160 4.928 4.107 3.520 3.080 2.738 2.464 2.240

12 0.888 1126 11.84 8.880 7.104 5.920 5.074 4.440 3.947 3.552 3.229

16 1.579 633 21.05 15.79 12.63 10.53 9.023 7.895 7.018 6.316 5.742
20 2.466 406 32.88 24.66 19.73 16.44 14.09 12.33 10.96 9.864 8.967
25 3.854 259 51.39 38.54 30.83 25.69 22.02 19.27 17.13 15.42 14.01
32 6.313 159 63.13 50.50 42.09 36.07 31.57 28.06 25.25 22.96

40 9.864 101 78.91 65.76 56.37 49.32 43.84 39.46 35.87

TABLE C.4 Development Length (Ld/0) in Tension

Steel grade M20 M25 M30 M25 > M40

Fe 250 45 39 36 32 29
Fe 415 47 40 38 33 30
Fe 500 57 49 45 40 36

Note: LdIf in compression = 0.8 x value in tension

End anchorage = 120 or depth of member whichever is larger.

Diameter of
bars (mm)

Spacing (mm)
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TABLE C.5 Approximate Consumption of Steel in Foundations
(Fe 415 and M20 concrete)

Item Description Total consumption of steel
in kg/m3

Designed steel as per cent

of area

1 Footings 30-78 0.27-1.0

2 Cast in-situ piles 30-40 0.38-0.51

3 Rafts 60-120 0.80-1.54
4 Roof slabs 20-50 0.27-0.64

Note: 1. Wt. of steel = (% of steel) (78.5) kg/m3.
2. Generally in foundation slabs we provide a minimum of 0.2% steel in each direction (total of 0.4%).

Hence minimum weight of steel required works out to 0.4 x 78.5 = 32 kg/m3. Maximum can be 1%
in each direction equal to 2 x 78.5 = 160 kg/m3.

EXAMPLE C.l

In the design of a square column footing 2.25 m in size and 0.5 m in depth, the percentage of
steel required works out 0.4% in each (X and Y) directions. Estimate the amount of steel
required for the footing.

Reference Step Calculation

1 Calculate steel required in kg/m3

Total % of steel = 2 x 0.4 = 0.8%

Steel in kg/m3 = 0.8 x 78.5 = 62.8 kg/m3

2 Total steel requiredfor footing

Steel required = (kg/m3) x [Volume of concrete]

Volume = 2.25 x 2.25 x 0.5 = 2.53 m3
Wt. of steel required = 62.8 x 2.53

= 160 kg (approx.)
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Design Charts of Centrally Loaded
Columns and Footings

Chart D.1 Design of Columns and Footings

Depth (O) mm

Load (Tons) Column Size (mm)

230 x 450/300 x 300

Columns to be used

Reinforcement-
o » o
£ „ J

EXAMPLES (S.B.C. 7.5 t/m2)
(1) Col. load 45T

From table
Col. size 230 x 230 mm

Footing 255 x 240 cm
Depth 600 mm

Steel 16 x 14.Y.10
(2) Col. load 50 T

Col. size 300 x 300 mm
Footing 270 x 240 cm

Depth 600 mm
Steel 18 x 16.Y.10

Breadth-1-1-
330 345 cm

* Column characteristics loads

421
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Chart D.2 Design of Columns and Footings

f-t-Reinforcement -

Load (Tons) Column Size (mm) o
Up to 45 230 x 230 o

CD CT)230 X 450/300 x 300
co 05

81-110 230 x 600 CXI

111-150 300 x 600/230 x 750

o CO CM
CM CM
C\) CO
CM CM

OCO

CO

coo o
CO o

O)
o o

cm co coo o
345- co

CO
O)

CO330- 100 tCO

o CO

315- 95
90

300- 85 t

285-
65

270
60

255 55 1

£ 240
D5

-J 225-

210 40 1

195
3530

180 25

165-

150
20 1

135-

300 450 600 750
120 -

Depth (D) mm
105-

Breadth

225 240 255 270 285 COO cm

SBC 10.0 t/m2

* Column characteristics loads
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Chart D.3 Design of Columns and Footings

{-«-Reinforcement->

Load (Tons) Column Size (mm)

Up to 45

46-80 230 x 450/300 x 300

81-110 230x600
o

300 x 600/230 x 750111-150
o> . xi

73 co
X x

300 x 750/450 x 450151-195

ocm
o o

345- SNo
CMo

330 130t
CO m

o
315- ÿ

o o 120

300
110100

CO285 o 95co

270 -- 90 tco CO co

255

-> 225- 60 t

210 50

195 45

180

165 301

150 25

135-

120 r20t
300 450 600 750 50900

105 - Depth (D) mm
i I
Breadth

285 300 315 cm

SBC 12.5 t/m2

* Column characteristics loads
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Chart D.4 Design of Columns and Footings

- Reinforcement -

Load (Tons) Column Size (mm)
Up to 45 230 x 230

46-80 230 x 450/300 x 300

81-110 230 x 600

111-150 300 x 600/230 x 750

151-195 300 x 750/450 x 450

cm

345

330-

315

300-

285

270

255

£ 240
CD
c
Cl>-» 225-

210-

195

180

165

1504

135

120-

105-

oo
V
O)

x
00

CD

00

o

X
CO

C\J

10

30

25 t

300

o O

00 >-
CM CM

CO r—
T_ X X
X o O

CO T— T—

X "

to CM CM
T— ,r~ "T—

O o o

>- >-
CO Is- D-

CM
o
v 00

T- ÿ>— T—

X CO X X
o ÿ*" o o

X
o >>

CO s. ri- CO

CO —CO
T— 1— CM

o

£
CD

X
o

£
C\J

o

£

to
CM
X
o

CM
to
CM

X
CM

CM

£

O

X
CM

O

£

E co
E co.n
|o73 wx X
tn II

T" O
CM CO

45

40

35 t

450

50

55

70

65

60 1

600

75

Depth (D) mm

Breadth
-i-1-

85

80 1

750

100

90

110

900

120

1151

125

145 1

135

90 105 120 135 150 165 180 195 210 225 240 255 270 285 300 cm

SBC 15.0 t/m2

* Column characteristics loads
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Chart D.5 Design of Columns and Footings

- Reinforcement -

Load (Tons) Column Size (mm)

Up to 45 230 x 230

46-80 230 x 450/300 x 300

81-110 230 x 600

110-150 300 x 600/230 x 750

151-195 300 x 750/450 x 450

Above 195 300 x 830

o

£
CO

p:
x
o
£
CO

o
£

345-

330-

315-

300

285-

270-

255-

240-
sz
a>
§ 225-

CO
S-
o

X
CO
>-
o

o >- O O
CO o

CO
r—>- CM £

CTl X Si X CT>
T— o CM o CM
X X X X
o o o >- o

ay
CMCM

CM CM
•«*
CM a CM a

E co
E to.n
ÿ

W
x X
CO I!
ÿ?>-

co
>-

X
CO

>-

o
£

>-
o

X
o
s-
CN

o o
o >• >-

CO o h-

o -- *» oS
r— >- *—

J— X "M- X
r~ o o
X X
o £ o £
£ CO CO

CM o
TT r— CM

70 1

85

75

100

95 1

750 900

Depth (D) mm
i i

Breadth

110

130

120 t

1050

140 1501

1200

170

160

180 t

-1-
105 120 135 150 165 180 195 210 225 240 255 270 285 300 315

SBC 17.5 t/m2
cm

* Column characteristics loads
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Chart D.6 Design of Columns and Footings

- Reinforcement -
Load (Tons) Column Size (mm)

Up to 45 230 x 230

46-80 230 x 450/300 x 300

81-110 230 x 600

111-150 300 x 600/230 x 750
151-195 300 x 750/450 x 450

Above 195 300 x 830

cm

3451

330-

315-

300- —

285

270-

255

240

JZ

g' 225-
©
_i

210

195

180-

165

150

135

120

105

CM

X
o

£

o
ÿ»—

in

I
x
o
£
IT)

o

£

§
x
o
£
h-

5

o

£

x
o
£
CO

o

£
CM

l
X
o

i

CO
T—

o

>-
CM
X

CM

£
O)

S

CM
r~

X
CM

O

£

X
o

•*r
CM

CM

V
o
CM
X
o

CM

>-
CO

iCM
X

CM

o
§
CM

CO

>-
CO CO

o> V
X O)

CO X

>- CO

co >-
05 o>

co

CO o

o3 >-
X

CO X

>- o

c\l

25

20
300

30

45

40

35 t

.0

50

65

60 t

600

75

70

90 1

85

80 t

750

95

120 125

115

900
Depth (D) mm
-1-1-

155

145

135 t

165

1050

175

-t-

195 t

185

1200

Breadth-1-
90 105 120 135 150 165 180 195 210 225 240 255 270 285 300 315 cm

SBC 20.0 t/m

* Column characteristics loads
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Chart D.7 Design of Columns and Footings

- Reinforcement -

Load (Tons) Column Size (mm)
Up to 45 230 x 230

46-80 230 x 450/300 x 300

81-110 230 x 600

111-150 300 x 600/230 x 750

151-195 300 x 750/450 x 450

Above 195 300 x 830

cm

345

330-

315-

300-

285-

270

255-

240

I225
c
a

210

195

180

o
Y—

>-
OJ

§
T~

>-
r-

O OJ
o o o 04 *" r~ CM
T— T— >-

>- T >-
o o CO o 04 04 r-
04 cm 04 X X
o o o o 04 CM
T- T- T- Y— Y— r- Y—

>- >. >- >- >- >-
CO CO r- CD CO CO CO
<r" T- OJ y~ 04 CM CM

o

>-
in

o

>-

CO
>-

CO
o
£

o
>.

o CM o

CO

o

60 t

70

600

80

100

90

750

120

1101

900

130

150

140

170

160

1050

180

Depth (D) mm

190

220 1

200

1200
Breadth

T
90 105 120 135 150 165 180 195 210 225 240 255 270 285 300 cm

SBC 22.5 t/m2

* Column characteristics loads
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Chart D.8 Design of Columns and Footings

• Reinforcement -

Load (Tons) Column Size (mm)
Up to 45 230 x 230

46-80 230 x 450/300 x 300

81-110 230 x 600

111-150 300 x 600/230 x 750

151-195 300 x 750/450 x 450

Above 195 300 x 830

cm

345-

330-

315-

300-

285-

270-1

255

240

f 225

210

195

180

165-

150

135

120

105

co
>-
CO
x

co
>-

co CO

>-
Ol CO

r-

o o
y—

X X
CO CO
>. >-
CM CO
T~ J—
o o
r— r—

'20

co

X
CO

>-

o o
o
V >- >-

m
co o r-

co CO
U> >-
X In X X
o ÿ*" o o
T— X r— 1—
>- CM >-

lO in>» T—

o in
f— T- r—

o CM
T— T—

CM
o

CM
CM o *

CM *— CM CM >-

2 o> >- CM
CM

X X X
O T~ CM CM CM
*— X T- X
>- CM >- CM >-
o
CM

CO CM
T— co

CM
O) r- in

y— y— CM CM CM

E w
E ro

If
8 "

35

30

25
450

50

45

40 t

55

600

70

65

60 t

75

750

90

85 1

110

100

900

135

125

120t

145

Depth (D) mm
1050

160

1551

185

175

195

1200

225 t

215

Breadth

90 105 120 135 150 165 180 195 210 225 240 255 270 285 cm

SBC 25.0 t/m2

* Column characteristics loads
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Index

Active earth pressure, 279, 409
Allowable soil pressure, 408
Anchorage length, 414, 419
Anchored bulkhead, 279
Angle of friction, 407
Annular pile cap, 245
Annular raft, 211
Areas of steel bars, 418
At rest earth pressure, 279
Attenuation, 396

Balanced footing, 1 13, 122
Basement floor, 191
Basement raft, 190
Basement retaining wall, 276, 285
Base shear, 389
Beam and slab footing, 87
Beam and slab raft. 168, 174
Beam on elastic foundation, 317
Bearing capacity

allowable, 408
safe, 408
ihumbrule, 408
ultimate, 408

Bending moment coefficients, 173
Bloom base, 304
Bond checking, 12
Bored piles, 228
Bulkheads, 279
Buoyancy raft, 192

Cantilever footing, I 15
Cantilever retaining wall, 276
Cellular raft, 190
Centre of gravity, 23
Chu and Afandi formulae, 215
Circular pile cap, 257
Circular raft, 21 1
Classification of soils, 402
Coefficient of earth pressure, 281
Coefficient of volume compressibility, 407
Cole and Stroud method, 265
Column strip, 150
Combined footing, 82
Combined piled raft, 197
Compensated raft, 190
Conical shell foundation, 376
Consistency index, 406
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Consolidation of clays, 410
Consumption of steel, 420
Conversion units, 401
Core drilling data, 265
Counterfort retaining wall, 278
Cover to reinforcement, 9
Crack control, 9, 16
Critical shear plane, 14
Cyclic shear stress, 393
Cyclic stress ratio, 394

Dead and live loads, 25, 137
Deep foundations, 1
Depth of foundation, 227, 233
Design chart for footing, 42 1
Design loads, 24
Design requirements, 3
Detailing steel

basement walls, 287
cantilever walls, 283
combined footing, 95, 110
continuous strip footing, 130
flat slab rafts, 155
footings, 31
pedestals, 43
pilecaps, 243
T beams, 62, 67
U beams, 67
under-reamed piles, 229
Virendeel frame, 298

Development length, 12, 419
Direct Design Method (DDM), 153
Doubly reinforced section, 10
Drainage in retaining walls, 282

Earth pressure, 279
Eccentrically loaded pile group, 244
Edge beam, 148, 156
Environmental safety, 8
Equivalent Frame Method (EFM), 146
Expansive soils, 232, 410

Field classification of soil, 403
Finite difference method, 324
Finite element method, 324
Flat slab raft, 146
Flexible plates, 348
Footing and pedestal, 24

Footing design
balanced, 113
several columns, 127
simple, 36
wall, 57
with moments, 70
two columns, 52

Gaussian curvature, 359
Geotechnical data, 401
Grade beams, 231
Grid foundation, 343
Grillage foundation, 306
Ground settlement, 397
Gusseted bases, 304

Heel slab, 279
Hetenyi's coefficients, 322
Horizontal seismic coefficient, 387
Hypar shell foundation, 366

1 beams, 310
Independent footings, 27
In filled Virendeel frame, 393
Isolated column bases, 36, 70
Isolated footings, 36

design, 36
charts, 421-428

Joint details
grillage foundation, 309
steel column footing, 305

K values of soils, 327

Large diameter piles, 259
Lateral earth pressure, 279
Lever arm factor, 11
Limit state design, 7
Liquifaction of soils, 397
Loads on foundation, 4
Load reduction values, 25

Micro piles, 259
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Minimum reinforcement, 31, 414
Minimum slab depth, 31
Modulus of compressibility, 328, 407
Modulus of elasticity, 407
Modulus of subgrade reaction, 327

Nominal shear steel, 15

One-way shear, 12, 13

Partion walls, 63
Passive pressure, 279
Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA), 384
Pedestal, 43
Pile cap design, 236
Pile foundation, 259
Piled rafts, 198
Plain slab raft, 138
Plasticity chart, 404
Plinth beam. 293
Pocket bases, 3 1 1
Poisson's ratio, 408
Punching shear, 15

Quantity of steel in works, 420

Raft foundations, 136
Raked piles. 246
Reese and O'neill method, 269
Reinforcements

areas. 418
minimum in R.C. members, 414

Relative density, 407
Retaining walls, 276
Rock drilling, 266
Rock recovery ratio, 264
Rock Quality Designation (RQD), 264

Safe bearing capacity, 408
Settlement of foundations, 4 1 1
Shallow foundations, 1

Shear in beams, 13, 415
Shear in slabs, 416
Sheetpiles, 279
Short columns, 148
Shrinkable soils, 61, 410
Slenderness ratio, 308
Sloped footings, 39
Socketed piles, 259
SP-16 extracts, 41
Spacing of piles, 236
Standard pentration test, 404
Static cone penetration test, 405
Steel columns, 303
Stirrup design, 416
Strip footing, 127
Subgrade reaction coefficient, 327

T beams, 16. 58, 82
Terzaghis design values for walls, 28 1
Toe and heel of retaining walls, 279, 283
Trapezium centroid, 23
Trapezoidal footing, 100
Two-way shear, 9, 15
Types of foundations, 1

U beam, 58
Ultimate strength design, 7
Under-reamed piles, 227

Vane shear test, 406
Virendeel frame, 293

Wall footing, 57
Web buckling, 308
Westergard model, 319
Width of T beam, 16
Winkler model, 319, 326

Young's modulus (E), 407

Zone factor, 384




